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Message

It is a matter of great pleasure and applause that Km. Mayawati Govt. Girls Post Graduate
College, Badalpur, G.B. Nagar is going to organize and conduct a National Seminar on Information
Explosion and 21st Century Youth: Prospects and Challenges, which is sponsored by Department of
Higher Education, Uttar Pradesh. Faculty of Home Science, Sanskrit and Physical Education have left
no stone unturned to make this seminar constructive for scholars, academicians as well as researchers.

A good teacher becomes a great teacher by crossing the boundaries of assigned duty and
textbooks. To implement this axiomone must uphill the mountainous task of education with the ladders
of seminars and workshops in this ever expanding world of technology and communication. If you are
acquainted with the latest information and latest mode of communication, you can, definitely, acclimatize
and cope up with the unforeseen needs, problems and demands of learning segments. In today’s scenario
the society is keen to learn the latest trends going on in the field of ICT. Analysis of interaction and
interpretation is very important over here because their result is having reciprocal effect which may
reinforce each other in both, positive and negative ways. Change in behavior, perspective values,
competencies, social and psychological aspects etc. are all human concern. It means that we need to
critically reflect on how behavior values are influenced, shaped and directed by use of information
explosion  and,thus, are being extended to this human and social condition of mankind. With this I am
pretty sure that all the discussion, paper presented would have benefitted the students, scholars and
common men of the society. I hope by this seminar students, scholars and researchers could get
enlightened with the latest trends of ICT. All the best for upcoming events.

Dr. Satyant Kumar
Organizing Secretary
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Editorial

It gives me immense pleasure to welcome you all in National Seminar to be organized by Km.
Mayawati Government Girls P.G. College, Badalpur, Gautam Budh Nagar on 21st Jan 2019.  The Title
of the seminar is “Information Explosion and the 21st Century Youth: Prospects and Challenges”.
Information explosion can be characterized as the fast increment in the measure of distributed information.
The seminar aims at discussing its associated factors and their implications with reference to the young
people. The seminar is truly a multi-disciplinary event where a large number of delegates can share
their thoughts on a common platform. The response from the academic community has been enthusiastic,
with almost more than 100 submissions received. Each paper has been carefully reviewed to ensure
research quality. The acceptance rate of the conference is 50% only. The overwhelming response to our
Call for Papers confirms that the National Seminar has become an excellent forum where the deliberations
would churn out new ideas and suggestions for the improvement of use of available Information especially
with reference to youth.

The program has been structured to favor interactions amongst delegates coming from many
diverse horizons, scientifically, geographically, from academia and from industry. The conference will
therefore be a unique event, where attendees will be able to appreciate the latest results in their field of
expertise and will acquire knowledge in other fields.

I wish to extend my sincere thanks to Dr. Preeti Gautam, our Honorable Director, Higher
Education, U.P., Dr. Divya Nath, Principal of our college and the advisory board for their kind guidance
and support during the whole process of seminar. I wish to thank Dr. Deepti Bajpai and Dr. Satyant
Kumar, the organizing secretaries and program committee members for their enthusiasm, commitment,
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dedication and hard work in organizing and managing every aspect of the seminar. I am deeply indebted
to reviewers for their time and professional opinions on the submissions for publication. I understand
that many reviewers scarified their valuable time in order to meet the deadline. I am thankful to the
students who graciously contributed their time to fill in as needed.

I hope that the papers published in this proceeding of the seminar will be helpful to find the
new innovative areas on Information explosion and its different aspects. I heartily seek that the delegates
may find this seminar resourceful and will enjoy attending it at beautiful lush green campus of the
college. The success of the seminar goes to the contributors and delegates who have worked hard and
submitted the latest developments in their respective fields. I hope that this National Seminar will be a
very rewarding experience for all attendees.

Dr. Shivani Verma
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1

A Revolution in Education and Research through Information
and Communication Technology Causes And Implications

Shivani Verma (1) Pradeep Tomar (2)

ABSTRACT

The magnitude of information is available to human being on a daily basis but in our opinion the

information explosion is largely going unchecked and our society is being given helpful and quickly

accessible knowledge, but at the same time drowned in false and harmful lies. The eruption of readily

accessible information has led to increase productivity through the sharing of ideas in education and

research. In this paper,we will talk about the information explosion in research and education with its

causes and implications and how it is changing to meet the demands of today’s sudden increase of

information technology. Both the useful and harmful effects of overloaded information have been

discussed in the present paper and the results and discussions reveals that the mindful use of available

information can lead to the right direction in the field of research and education.

INTRODUCTION

Information explosion is a term used to portray the quickly expanding measure of distributed
information and the impacts of this bounty of information. As the measure of accessible information
develops, dealing with the information turns out to be increasingly troublesome, which can prompt
information overburden. Information over-burden alludes to the condition of having excessively
information to settle on a choice or stay educated about a point. It is regularly alluded to related to
different types of PC interceded correspondence, for example, email and the web. The term was begat
in 1970 by Alvin Toffler in his book Future Shock.The general causes of information overload include:A
rapid increase in the production rate of new information, the ease of duplication and transmission of
information across the Internet, an increase in the available channels of incoming information (e.g.
telephone, e-mail, instant messaging), large amounts of historical information, contradictions and
inaccuracies in available information, a low signal-to-noise ratio (informally, the ratio of useful
information to false or irrelevant information) and a lack of a method for comparing and
processing different kinds of information.

Information and Communication explosion as spoken to by the web is that people and
associations can distribute information on the web without essentially following the rigors of book
distributing editorship, oversight and afterward showcasing. For instance, an individual can make a
blog of his or her own. Regularly the blog isn’t limited to individual information, closely-held conviction
or expert productions could be transferred to one s blog. Besides, guests to the web are likewise at
freedom to add to postings on the blog. Accordingly, the posting and commitments progress toward
becoming information to others as it were. A portion of the prominent stages with the expectation of
complimentary distributing or articulation of assessment incorporate Wikis and some informal
organizations site like facebook, twitter, linkedln among others. It is on the grounds that suppositions
communicated in such stages are not altered that makes scholastic analysts to be careful about them.

1. Deptt. of Home Science Km. Mayavati Govt. Girls Post Graduate College, Badalpur, Gautambudh Nagar
2. Deptt. of Computer Science and Engineering
School of Information and Communication Technology, Gautam Buddha University, Greater Noida, (U.P.)
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As per Mclroy (2009), Internet Movie informationbase show one million, four hundred and seventy-
two thousand and fourteen (1,472,014) film/preparations and three million, one hundred and twenty-
eight thousand, two hundred and sixty-two (3,128,262) names of individuals who took a shot at the
creations recorded. Technocrati, a web search tool for websites revealed that it recorded one hundred
and thirty-three million (133,000,000) blog section since 2002. As indicated by Technorati there were
seventy million Servers in August, 2005, which expanded to one hundred and thirty-five million by
September, 2007. Web journals then again copies like clockwork. In 2008 New York Times detailed
that a normal specialist in the United States of America visits 40 sites for each day. Experience has
likewise demonstrated that regardless of the web crawler utilized particularly the general ones like
Google or Yahoo.com, results are typically copied or multiplicated. The inquiry would then be able to
be asked do we truly have information explosion or information over-stack? May be what we have is
Information Multiplication
INFORMATION EXPLOSION

Information can be broadly defined as any pattern that can be recognized by some system
(e.g., a living organism, an electronic system or a mechanical device) and/or that can influence the
formation or transfor-mation of other patterns. In context of this assignment, information refers to
“knowledge communicated or received concerning a particular fact or circumstances”. Explosion as
defined by the Audio English online dictionary is a “sudden increase”. Therefore, by definition,
information explosion can be viewed, as, a sudden increase of knowledge communicated or received
concerning a particular fact or circumstances. It is information explosion that leads to information
overload.

Information explosion could basically be characterized as the fast increment in the measure of
distributed information. It is a circumstance in which information is copiously accessible or excess of
information. Information explosion has been additionally clarified as a circumstance in which clients
and anagers of information are overpowered with accessible informationWilson (2001) calls this
information over-burden and proceeded to distinguish two sorts of over-burden in particular personal
overload and organizational overload.

Individual overload which seems intellectual is characterized as “An observation by an
individual (onlooker) that the information related with errands is more prominent than can be overseen
viably” and that such over-burden can make a level of worry for which viable adapting methodologies
are important. Authoritative over-burden then again is “A situation in which the extent perceived
individual information overload is sufficiently widespread within an organization as to reduce the
overall effectiveness of management operations” (Wilson 2002).

As indicated by the Rudds’ article titled The Impact of Information Explosion on Library
Users: Over-burden or Opportunity, ‘The term information explosion ought to be utilized just to depict
an outrageous increment in the supply of information to clients.’ (Rudd and Rudd, 1986). In the most
recent decade we have seen an outrageous increment in information prepared for utilization on simply
the Internet alone. In less than .30 seconds Google can recover more than 900,000 outcomes for the
word aardvark. Over 10 years prior in the event that somebody needed to think about aardvarks they
would need to make an excursion to the library, a social focus, or a zoo. It would take them weeks, if
not months to gather such a rundown. Also, a portion of that information wouldn’t exist, presently they
can watch a video from their PC what’s more, lead inside and out research while never leaving home.
There’s even an expansion in selfpublishing organizations bringing down their rates so anybody and
everybody can compose a book and have it distributed. Also the regularly developing prevalence of the
electronic books, or digital books. It is sensible to state that the information increment has been from
computerized innovation.

With fast improvement of computerized information innovation and the Internet, people or
bunches capacity to make and disperse information in an un-interceded way, to independently publish
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has detonated. The capacity to make and share information and learning is actually at our finger tips.
(Branin, 2009) The information explosion is in a way an endless circle, the more information there is
out there, the more individuals will be profitable and make information prodding more information to
be scattered.

Etsua-Mensah (1999) clarifies that there is information over-burden since increasingly more
information is distributed each year and this makes issue for the two clients and directors of information.
As indicated by Wilson, the situation of inexhaustible or excess of information could be followed to the
seventeenth and nineteenth century when information turned into an essential contribution to any
human action. In perspective of the need to send information compactly the American Military during
the Second World War turned to utilization of pictures through which a great deal of information could
be sent at once with short notes than long exposition. It was this methodology that brought visuals into
the information bundling framework and when sound was likewise presented the information framework
experts were alluded to as various media administrator, media bookkeeper and so forth.

Exponential accessibility of information in type of books, diary papers, patent books, dim
writing picked up unmistakable quality in perspective of enhanced distributing offices. Besides, the
arrival of German Secrets by America after the Second World War prompted the development of
information science regarding coding and safeguarding. As per Wilson (2002), Price, another supporter
of the issue of Information Explosion sets that there is exponential development of logical diaries as
well as abstracting which establish a decent arrangement of informationaccessible to logical scientists.
The acquaintance of modified works is with empower specialists have exact and snappy learning of
substance of articles as opposed to investing energy to peruse an entire substance.

Hjorland (2006) while perceiving the way that there is a ton of information explosion inferred
that what’s going on is really production or paper explosion described by more pages of expert diaries
and books, which are extending exponentially. This, as per Hjorland could be credited to distribute or
die condition among scholastics and specialists as the hidden reason for purported “Information
Explosion “. It was additionally trusted that expert and research papers wind up old quick to such an
extent that in ten years not the same number of distributed papers could be valuable or applicable
particularly in the sciences.

Mclroy (2009) while examining the effect of information on the future distributing in a reference
to Bowker, a US based distributing organization saw that in 2004, three hundred and seventy-five
(375) new titles and versions of books were discharged in English. In 2008, five hundred and sixty
thousand, six hundred and twenty-six (560,626) titles were distributed in the United States of America
alone.
INFORMATION EXPLOSION IN RESEARCH

The information available through internet, media, publications etc. undoubtedly helps in the
research processes when used in the correct direction. If this information is available in plenty, the
researcher can get confused and sometimes irrelevant results come out which decreases the quality of
research.  The explosion of information accessible via the social media can affect the implementation
of a research protocol negatively or positively. Relevant and irrelevant information are available on the
internet that may also be challenging to manage when developing a research protocol. This implies
that all information and informationneed to be scrutinized in order to get accurate information required
to develop any research protocol. When a protocol is developed using unverified information, the
potentials for challenges during its implementation is possible. So there is the possibility of challenges
with use of research outcomes. We advise that stakeholders work more with librarians and information
scientists’ reason to enable them use the boolean logic to identify the authenticity of the sources of
information to be used for protocol development. Thus, a mindful use of available information acts as
an asset to researcher which leads to the accurate results of the research.
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INFORMATION EXPLOSION IN EDUCATION

Unfortunately, education has not kept pace with the information explosion. We believe that
the limiting factor in learning is the student’s native intelligence. We think that over the years, we
have reached the limit of speed with which an individual can learn new things - not just information
but also processes, viewpoints, and understandings. A great deal of educational water has flowed under
the bridge since a school was a student on one end of a log and a teacher at the other end of the log
discussing ideal governments, the properties of triangles, and the principles of logic. A lot of well-
meaning politicians, and some not so well-meaning, have developed schools to their present state, and
made them adequate for the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.

The education planners should be taking into account the fact that skill developing digital
tools are becoming abundant and cheaper by the day and further a large number of software and
computational tools with operating instructions are available free of costs to an extent that learning
groups can develop interacting groups across differential reaches to accelerate exchange of ideas in all
disciplines and have access to excellence that may be buried beyond their reach otherwise. This would
hone their curiosity, sharpen and reshape their aptitude of problem discovery and solution solving and
make them analytical multidimensionally and capacity to think out of box. There would be solutions to
move from non-productive use to productive use and add to economic values of the society as whole.
CAUSES OF INFORMATION EXPLOSION

In the year 1440 Johann Gutenberg’s innovation of the versatile sort presses, made the modest
mass-printing of books conceivable (Bellis). This leap forward in printing, would now prompt numerous
organizations and laypeople be printingmuch more than previously. Every one of these prints would
now surge the market, adding to Information explosion. Gutenberg’s mediation was not the finish of
the advancement of printers but rather the world saw more intercessions of printers with more noteworthy
capacities. Bellis (noticed that in 1891 printing presses had the ability to print and overlap 90,000 4-
page papers 60 minutes. This implied with the improvement in printer people require not hold up
extend periods of time to get a print. Bellis featured that:

In 1938, Chester Carlson developed a dry printing process called electro photography normally
called a Xerox. In 1953, Remington-Rand built up the principal fast printer for use on the Univac PC.
The first laser printer called EARS was created at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center start in 1969
and finished in November, 1971. In 1992, Hewlett-Packard discharged the mainstream LaserJet 4, the
initial 600 by 600 specks for every inch goals laser printer. The IBM 3800 Printing System was the
business’ first fast, laser printer, that worked at velocities of in excess of 100 impressions-per-minute.
It was the main printer to consolidate laser innovation and electro photography as indicated by IBM.

The suggestion for the information showcase is that beyond what we can process as beneficiaries
are been delivered. As indicated by Bellis in 1976, the inkjet printer was concocted, however it took
until 1988 for the inkjet to wind up a home shopper thing at a moving cost of US $1000. In spite of the
fact that the printer was costly, its accessibility for home use implied home printing would now penetrate
the effectively detonated information “field”.

Also, the developments of proficiency among the working classes in the seventeenth and
eighteenth hundreds of years (Age of Reasoning and Enlightenment) lead to the need and openness of
information. Amid these times, the rich were by all account not the only ones aware of information yet
all classes of individuals. People presently desired for information in order to expand their insight. On
account of printers and its progression, another sort of awareness was conceived called book cognizance
(Szabo, 2007). Attributable to the printing of books for each everyday issue, for example, military,
legislative issues, school, business, way of life, religion, just to give some examples; the education
levels overall developed. The more the education level developed the more information was made,
even before the ones that existed were obsolete. Szabo (2007) expressed that the proof of the;

Ascent of book cognizance was the extreme enhancement in how cases were accounted for in
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the English lawful framework by the late sixteenth century. Out of the blue, cases and rules were
generally and precisely refered to. This mirrored the way that judges, advodates, lawyers, and even a
portion of the gatherings had out of the blue printed books of rules and cases readily available.

The “Period of Reasoning and Enlightenment” evoked a powerful urge for information, which
lead to a mass multiplication of writing that was disseminated around the world. These ages overflowed
into the information age, which began “in the last quarter of the twentieth century when information
turned out to be effortlessly open through productions and through the control of information by PCs
and PC systems”.

Thirdly, the expanding connection among information and the focused monetary favorable
circumstances of countries considered information explosion. As per information age began amid a
period starting around 1975 and is portrayed by the social occasion and relatively prompt transmission
of huge measures of information and by the ascent of information based enterprises. Information is
purchased and sold and in this manner it must be put away to protection and also for quick exchange.
What exists on account of the need to store, is the advancement of new and bigger stockpiling gadgets,
which keeps information from been crushed. In this manner information businesses never again need
to dispose of old information however they can continue adding which in the long run prompts information
explosion. Information explosion in this state, will move toward becoming information overburden when
it is been gotten to, because of the huge add up to be process by the individual getting to them. “Because
of the financial aspects of innovation, organizations can gather and store information on about each
communication with their customers, providers and inner activities. Truth be told, as per a 2001 report
from Forrester Research Inc., Global 3500 undertakings spent, overall, $664,000 yearly on information
base frameworks” (Bradley, 2004).

At long last, the approach of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) supported
information explosion fundamentally. Gordon Moore, who later went on to help establish Intel, characterized
what’s presently known as “Moore’s Law” in 1964, which states, generally, that PC preparing power
duplicates at regular intervals at a settled expense. Therefore, we can without much of a stretch buy
PCs today with preparing power that predomi-nated the machines accessible even five years prior. The
impact of this figuring “law” and new stockpiling financial aspects is that the methods for amassing
information and putting away it far overwhelm an organization’s ability to process, filter through,
break down and use information (Bradley, 2004).

This outcomes in us having the capacity to purchase rapid PCs with more storage room at low
costs. Bradley (2004) noticed, that “the measure of PC stockpiling that can be purchased for a settled
cost duplicates around like clockwork. Dutta (2011) sets that the advances in information preparing
innovation have colossally expanded the creation, stockpiling and stream of information. The world
created right around 800 MB of recorded information per individual every year in 2003 (Dutta, 2011).
By 2009, the measure of computerized information grew 62 percent more than 2008 to 800 billion
gigabytes or 0.8 Zettabytes (Dutta 2011). In 2002 there were 5 exabytes of information put away on
PCs which is proportional to 37 libraries of congress and this has developed to 161 exabytes in 2006
(Baron and Losey, 2010).

Innovation has made the straightforward entry to information conceivable by messages, content
informing, interpersonal organizations (twitter, confront book, myspace). Messages are utilized each
day for private and open use in the sharing of information. The web is the basic place for sharing
information since it is practical and available. Innovation has developed how information is gotten to,
shared and put away making information explosion unavoidable.
IMPLICATION OF INFORMATION EXPLOSION

The obvious implication of information explosion is that there is excessively of information
flying around be it in the financial part, science and innovation segment, modern division or training
area. For unwinding and socialization information possesses large amounts of the different media
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either in distributed book or on the web. There is accordingly the test of defying the hazard of information
explosion. There are two ways to deal with this to be specific -
» Improving methodology of seeking information and information and transforming them to knowledge

and wisdom and
» Mechanised way of filtering information collected so as to separate information that only distract.

Before examining the place of learning supervisors, it may be important to show a few fallouts of
information explosion. As prior expressed, information over-burden could prompt unpleasant
circumstance for directors and clients of information. Elson (1999) concisely thought of the following
as fallouts of information explosion.
» Despite accessibility of expansive amount of information, one is by all accounts knowing less in

light of the fact that the quantum of what is know is inconsequential to accessible information.
» Too much information prompts cerebrum stop or exhaustion. What’s more, the reaction to this

could even be information shirking. Doing this could likewise influence a client to free to or miss
significant information.

» Information explosion or over-burden could likewise prompt information addictions in which the
desire to get more information could prompt over reliance on sources, for example, the web. The
impact of habit is drop in efficiency which could prompt spamming in which associations limit the
sort of information those representatives could approach with authority hardware and office.

» Shorter ability to focus
» Long-run thinking stops in light of the fact that practically all information required is accessible in

huge amount for a client to choose from and from changed sources.
» With torrential slide of information accessible particularly the uncensored ones there could be

information tainting which could prompt wrong basic leadership and genuine missteps.
» Information explosion additionally makes one think about the past and quick future without

satisfactory thoughtfulness regarding the present.
So as to go up against the problem of personal information overload. Elson further suggests the
following -

» Take standard information break by observing correspondence offices, for example, Cell-telephone,
Fax, Personal Computers, TV, paper, Internet and even email. On the off chance that essential
gadgets could be killed while spams could be actuated for messages to decrease being immersed
with pointless information.

» Call in specialists to filter the corn from the pole i.e. learning chiefs to distinguish significant
information.

» Serious self-examination of what is correct what’s up and what information is required hence.
» Learn what others are doing effectively to diminish information wave. Watch chosen programs on

TV.
» Write shorter and exact notices in your office and urge others to do likewise.
» Invent individual answers for information downpour and in the event that it works for you share it

with others.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the information explosion has been brought about by leaps and bounds of
technology. Masses of information are available at your fingertips. This surge of knowledge has lead to
information overload in information seekers. The information processing systems are exhibiting the
signs of overload, through confusion, tuning out information, decreasing the quantity and/or quality of
information, and in some rare cases shutting down completely. ICT further played down the place of
physical structure as exemplified by conventional information repository as particular information
focuses can deal with explicit gatherings without tremendous structures.As new technology comes
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available the information explosion will gain more momentum, which is going to cause more information
seekers to become overloaded, unless information skills are brought back into the information seeking
process.
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Information Communication Technology & Cultural Heritage

Asha Rani

ABSTRACT

This paper studies whether and how information and communication technology (ICT) changes self-

construal and cultural values in a developing country. Information communication technology is changing

the speed and formats with which cultural elements are distributed. Although the word globalization and

development of ICT was not coined until the second half of the twentieth century, the origin of globalization

has been traced back to the period between 1450-1500 AD. A period referred to as the mercantilist

period and characterized by the development of trade in the quest for commercial empires to broaden

their markets. Since then, propelled by incredible advancements in transportation and information

technology, globalization has practically shrank the world to one global village. Initially, globalization

was seen as an economic phenomenon and in fact, some economists still define it from a purely economic

perspective.

Information communication technology is changing the speed and formats with which cultural
elements are distributed. Although the word globalization and development of ICT was not coined
until the second half of the twentieth century, the origin of globalization has been traced back to the
period between 1450-1500 AD. A period referred to as the mercantilist period and characterized by the
development of trade in the quest for commercial empires to broaden their markets. Since then, propelled
by incredible advancements in transportation and information technology, globalization has practically
shrank the world to one global village. Initially, globalization was seen as an economic phenomenon
and in fact, some economists still define it from a purely economic perspective.
Information communication technology

The advent of ICT has forced libraries and librarians to operate with such concepts and phrases
like information society, digitization, computer or information explosion, globalization, cyberspace and
information superhighway. These technologies have forced the developed world to operate in a context
of change which automatically affects the ways our cultural heritage are documented, preserved and
practiced. It has brought the culture, folklore and heritage of western countries into our doorsteps,
reading tables, desktop or laptop with just a press of the computer key board or a click of mouse.
Culture

Culture is the totality of learned, socially transmitted customs, knowledge, material objects
and behaviour. It includes the ideas, value, customs and artifacts of a group of people (Schaefer, 2002).
Culture is a pattern of human activities and the symbols that give these activities significance. It is
what people eat, how they dress, beliefs they hold and activities they engage in. It is the totality of the
way of life evolved by a people in their attempts to meet the challenges of living in their environment,
which gives order and meaning to their social, political, economic, aesthetic and religious norms and
modes of organization thus distinguishing people from their neighbours. To be removed from one’s
culture is to be deprived of one’s identity. To lose one’s identity is to be tossed in the wind fluterring
along like a leaf separated from its tree.” Secondly, culture is considered to be very important in
ensuring the survival and development of a community.

Anyone that loses his cultural or linguistic legacy is bound to expire. Culture plays a critical
role in ensuring continuity in any given society by helping to transmit values, beliefs, rituals, etc from
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one generation to the other. Since culture usually evolves as human beings attempt to meet the challenges
of living in their environment. One important fact to bear in mind about the nature of culture is that it
is dynamic and therefore is subject to change. Since culture evolves as a result of the efforts of human
beings to adapt to their environment, it is to be expected that as the environment changes, culture will
also change.

Moreover, culture is a human thing and as the human spirits become more evolved, their
perception of their environment and of right and wrong changes and these ultimately reflect in the
changes in their culture. An aspect of the nature of culture that is hotly debated is that of theequality or
otherwise of culture. There is a school of thought that believes that although cultures differ, they
should all be considered to be equal.
2. Cultural Heritage

In The Hague Convention, cultural heritage was measured as assets and come out as an entity
of protection for the nation. According to World Heritage Convention, cultural heritage still relates to
immovable assets, such as monuments, sites and cultural countryside. “The Convention for the
Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage” separated the intangible cultural heritage from the tangible
cultural heritage. Today CH area has been developed into an explicit, specialist and interdisciplinary
research subject. CH is repeatedly described as artifacts, places, custom, celebration and ritual practices
that compose with history.

Nowadays, cultural heritage studies are becoming more focus mainly because of public interest.
CH provides a link to past and present, thus it is a prime key of any community for its identify. Cultural
heritage has to be valued as it is a key attribute of the landscape, forming a vital component for sustainable
planning. Different types of approaches to be employed to preserve cultural CH without harming
communities. Tourists from foreign or national want more to discover and experience a diverse variety
of cultural heritage, such as monuments, old buildings, arts, festivals, etc. CH is broadly divided into
tangible and intangible forms.
2.1 Tangible

Tangible Cultural Heritage (TCH) refers to physical entities, artifacts that can be physically
experience and store. TCH can be further divided into two types.
( i) Immovable Tangible Cultural Heritage

consists of monuments, sculptures, buildings, cave, inscriptions and city centers, archaeological,
ethnological, historical and underwater sites, cultural landscapes, geographic spot, natural wealth,
wildlife, domestic birds and animals, activity and aesthetic values.
(ii) Movable Tangible Cultural Heritage

Consists of artifacts such as sculptures, paintings, collections and objects; media such as
audio, video, music, books, plays and consumer and manufacturing goods. TCH presents a solid basis
for historical studies, authenticate memories and it is vital for validating to the past and providing
proof in the history. Preserving TCH reveals our identity different from other communities.
2.2 Intangible

Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) is very delicate and vital in sustaining cultural diversity in
the fast changing modern era. ICH consists of art expressions, drama, acting, literature, language,
martial arts, livelihood cultures, food habits, traditional practices, folktale, folksong, folklore, folkdance,
oral records, etc. ICH aids in intercultural discourse, promote shared respect among different
communities. The most important element of ICH is the transmission of tacit skills that is being precedent
down from generation to generation. This transmission is very important to sustain the traditional
wealth of a minority group so that it strengthens and keeps CH alive, now several ICH are exposed to
danger of vanishing, endangered by globalization, homogenization, lack of understanding form
government and people, lack of support for preservation, etc.

To protect ICH, youngsters should learn from elders, perform those rituals frequently and
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transmit knowledge and skills to the next generation. When ICH is not preserved and transmitted to
the next generation it will vanish with the passage of time and will be lost forever. Safeguarding ICH
is vital, its process should include identifying, classifying and documenting the traditional cultural
heritage; identifying and celebrating festivals; promoting and supporting the sharing of ICH skills and
knowledge and researching ICH for community progress (UNESCO, 2009).
5. Digital Preservation Of Cultural Heritage

Digital preservation is a substitute and auxiliary to physical CH objects. UNESCO (2003)
defined digital heritage as a distinct wealthof human being’s knowledge, understanding and expression.
Digital preservation is best defined assafeguarding and administering digital objects for long term
usage. It embraces cultural, educational, scientific and administrative resources as well as technological,
legal, medical and other kinds of information created digitally or converted into digital form, from existing
analogue resources.

Digital preservation swathe variety of issues, ranging from short to long-term access on the
use of digital objects. It influences all individual citizens in the information society. Considering its
application, digital preservation has developed into an interdisciplinary research area, joining subject
experts from library science, cultural studies, archival science, museology, anthropology, law, IT
professionals, etc. This research will effectively raise our understanding of preservation issues and examine
on a different perspective.
5.1 Advantages of Digital Preservation

Cultural heritage preservation could be given special treatment based on the collection types.
Digital preservation increases wider access by breaking all existing physical boundaries. The preserved
collections can be accessed locally and remotely via internet by students, teachers, researchers and
common public. It provides administrative stability, i.e. recognition, preservation and safeguarding by
ensuring administrative continuity. CH contents are converted into different digitally formats that
need to behold and protected. CH digital preservation promotes reuse and it aids in lawful obligations
of document preservation and protect from lawsuits. CH digital preservation forms heritage for upcoming
generations. Digital preservation of CH generates revenue for the society through the use of images,
audio and video contents in the form of publications.
5.2 Applications of Digital Preservation

During the current electronic era, we have undergone a revolution in identifying, classifying
and preservation of cultural heritage using ICTs. Many archives, museums and libraries use computers
to preserve cultural heritage. In this regard Vilbrandt, et al. listed the following points such as converting
identified objects into digitize text and images from active records; rebuilding misplaced cultural work
of art like photographs, paintings, arts, drafts, written evidence, archaeological result; cultural heritage
digital depiction of all figures of existing objects such as sculptures, monuments, buildings, natural
environments, etc. founded on dimensions and 3D examination; designing and developing cultural
heritage online or virtual exhibition for wider accessibility to the larger audience that can be viewed
through the internet.
5.3 Approaches to Cultural Heritage Preservation

According to Vilbrandt, the following different approaches to CH preservation can be carried
out using ICT. The shape of the object, internal and external structure and other factors can be a reason
for preserving CH under different approaches.

» Quantification and drafting

A number of existing entities are traditionally recorded by the measurement and 2D outline
representation and these are not computer replica objects.
» Quantification and modelling

This approach utilizes all obtainable recorded documents and measurements to create a 3D
dimension model to present internal and design logic of the object. This approach is best suitable to
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execute if the object is lost, damaged or destroyed so that the model can be restored.
» Exterior scanning

This approach is supported by lasers, resonance and structured radiance. In this technique,
unprocessed data provides the paramount way of actual representation.
» Exterior scanning and interconnect

Generally a multilayer network is produced rooted on the raw data. This approach best used
when the dimension tools does not present point coordinates in a straight line.
» Volumetric scan and modelling

Volumetric scanning equipments sample the physical features of items to be archived in
condensed mathematical models. This approach employs techniques such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) or Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) scanning,
ultrasound and very responsive and deep infiltration and high resolution named Tray spectroscopy.
6. Technologies for Preservation of Cultural Heritage

Techniques for preserving CH can be done using different preservation techniques such as
technology preservation, emulation, replication, migration and encapsulation. These are general methods/
techniques used for preservation of all types of digital materials which could be used for CH contents
also. There are 6 technologies/methods of digital preservation that are being suggested by various
experts as given below
» Refreshing

 Refer to transfer of data from two kinds of the identical storage standards to avoid variation
of the data.
» Emulation

It focuses on recreating the environment considering the originality of the digital object created.
» Replication

Replication is a digital preservation technique of copying documents without loss of bits of
information and store manifold copy of files for preservation.
» Migration

The migration technique refers to the cyclic transfer of digital resources from one software
and hardware configuration to a new configuration or migration from one computer generation to a
newest generation. Migration technique is successful against media, software malfunction, and hardware
malfunction and obsolesces.
» Encapsulation

This technique consists of creating the authentic application that was deployed to access the
digital entity on the future generation computer platform. Encapsulation can be accomplished by means
of physical or logical formation named containers to present a link between all information mechanism
like digital entity and various supporting information with metadata.
» The Digital Tablet

This technique would have a self-controlled command source; display the accumulated
information on a screen as symbols of a printed language proper for the information. The digital tablet
technique is a new equipment preservation method and its practical execution is yet to be proved.
Cultural Heritage & Digital Preservation Problems

Research in ICT has promoted in the development of novel technologies. Nevertheless, such
developments create significant software and hardware problems and data vivacity. The main areas in
digital CH preservation are file formats, technology, storage media, infrastructure, financial, organization
and administration. File format presents a critical responsibility in preserving digital objects.
» Lack of Funds

Finances continue to be crucial challenges for libraries, archives and museums. Funds are
required to run traditional services for libraries, archives and museums and other novel service demands
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of the clients. To execute efficiently libraries, archives and museums require adequate funding.
» Lack of practical experience/Trained manpower

Few people are conscious about cultural heritage preservation and assumed as a viable
occupation, as such others do not support children to study the courses related to this area.
» Technology Obsolesce

Every year new technologies are invented and developed. Software and hardware are prone to
be obsolete after 3-5 years, for the reason being incompatibility problems with newer systems and
software. The software and hardware incompatibility gap growing wider and wider each year, thus
data created and stored in the older file formats can no longer be used or accessed.
» Technology Dependency

Migrating the data cannot be executed unless legal admittance to file format and source code
of the software. Emulation is an option to overcome the preservation problems, but the emulation is
costly moreover, it is made unlawful by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
» Copyright

There are considerable legal issues in preserving cultural heritage. Copyright and associated
rights are main obstructions in cultural heritage preservation. Activities engaged in preserving CH are
preparing multiple copies and distributing multiple users’ institutions.

CONCLUSION

Cultural Heritage is an inclusive perception that comprises of various ethics like cultural,
civilized, natural, architectural, historical, archaeological, and biological values. It is significant to
comprehend culture of a society, what distinguishes one community from others. Cultural heritage depicts
as a reflector to our ways of living and habits. One area where ICT is progressively engaged is operation
of cultural heritage institutions. ICT and multimedia equipments open novel prospects for cultural heritage
institutions to safeguard and display a collection magnificently In the present globalization scenario,
cultural heritage dying day by day if it is not safeguarded properly.
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3

Information Explosion and its significance with respect to
Information Overload

Shilpi

ABSTRACT

The quest for information has led to phenomenal growth in media, mode and methods of delivery,

storage and retrieval of data. The advancement of communication systems and advent of internet

technologies has simplified the ease of compilation and access to information to one and all. But this

ease has also led to exponential growth of data volumes resulting in information explosion. The information

explosion has a tendency of information overloading thereby diminishing the prospects of relevant

information for the required purpose. This paper studies the various aspects of information explosion

and its significance with respect to information overload. The study also presents the causes and methods

of avoidance of information overload.

Introduction

Information explosion is a term used to describe the rapidly increasing amount of information
(both digital & published) and the effects of this abundance of data. As the projections of data volumes
are set to cross zetabytes in coming 5 years, managing the information is going to be a challenge in
future. With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT) era and digitization taking control of every aspect of
life, the volume of information is on exponential rise which may lead to information overload.

The mobility & ease of use of media has eased the exchange, retrieval & dissemination of
information.  It is estimated that India has 87% mobile penetration which indicates that major population
is adept at using hand held devices in some form or the other. This means that the data / information is
the most sought after object of modern lifestyle and has the highest mindshare across all age groups. Apart
from certain underlying requirements, the information needs vary vastly across different age groups.
Diversified requirements govern the usage pattern, timings & duration spent upon the devices. While lot of
information is available on digital sphere but special care is required to weed off irrelevant information
for a meaningful outcome and avoid negative impacts.

This paper aims to study the significance of information overload with respect to usage of
internet, impact of information overload amidst information explosion and ways to avoid information
overload as information overload is a global problem and it is variously referred to as information glut,
information smog and infobog. Feather (1999) stated that information overload starts from the point at
which there is much information that it is no longer possible to effectively use it. He further added that
information overload is an increasing common phenomenon in the advanced countries. Nelson (1995)
defined information overload as the inability to extract needed knowledge from an immense quantity of
information for one of the many reasons.

Information overload is state when input to a system exceeds its processing capacity. Due to
limited cognitive processing capacity of decision makers, quality of decision is likely to be downgraded,
in case of overload of information.

The human brain is designed to process and retain information in very particular ways, and
that doesn’t necessarily change or speed-up in the face of changing technology. Many of us are finding
that despite how much knowledge and information we have access to in our modern times, it’s actually
harder than ever before to retain it. That is detrimental when it comes to decision making.
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Accessing and forwarding information is almost free nowadays which results in high exchange
of information but it’s just one more bit of information starts clogging the brain’s processing channels.
This constant flow of information can also mean people are presented with wrong facts and figures,
which may necessitate they conduct their own research on a topic, requiring them to process even more
information. It’s a continuous and sometimes destructive cycle that’s proving to be a significant issue
in modern world.
Causes of Information Overload

Huge volume of new information is being constantly created in this digital world resulting in
information overload. The other causes of information overload are -
» Simplicity of creating, duplicating and sharing of information online
» Exponential increase in media /channels to exchange information both modern & traditional eg.

Internet, Social Networking, Video Streaming (like Youtube), Videoconferencing, digital depository/
library of contents, IoT applications, emails, mobile telephony, RSS feeds, radio, television, print
media etc.

» Continuous accumulation of legacy data.
» Increasing competition across all industries to create content to counter competitors’ offerings.
The below graphical representation indicates the volume of information generated on internet in 1

minute in the year 2017 & 2018. The graphics also represent the growth in information on year to
year basis.

Impact of Information Overload

Our brains are busier than ever before. We’re assaulted with facts, pseudo facts, jibber-jabber,
and rumour, all posing as information. Trying to figure out what is needed to be known and what is to
be ignored is exhausting. At the same time, we are all doing more. Thirty years ago, travel agents made
our airline and rail reservations, salespeople helped us find what we were looking for in shops, and
professional typists or secretaries helped busy people with their correspondence. Now we do most of
those things ourselves. We are doing the jobs of 10 different people while still trying to keep up with
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our lives, our children and parents, our friends, our careers, our hobbies.
Our smartphones have become Swiss army knife–like appliances that include a dictionary,

calculator, web browser, email, Game Boy, appointment calendar, voice recorder, guitar tuner, weather
forecaster, GPS, texter, twitter, Facebook and flashlight. And we use them all the time, part of a 21st-
century mania for cramming everything we do into every single spare moment of downtime.
Although we think we’re doing several things at once, multitasking, this is a powerful and diabolical
illusion. Earl Miller, a neuroscientist at MIT and one of the world experts on divided attention, says
that our brains are “not wired to multitask well… When people think they’re multitasking, they’re
actually just switching from one task to another very rapidly. And every time they do, there’s a cognitive
cost in doing so.” So we are frantically switching from one task to another, ignoring the one that is not
right in front of us but worried it will come crashing down any minute. Even though we think we’re
getting a lot done, ironically, multitasking makes us demonstrably less efficient. Multitasking has been
found to increase the production of the stress hormone cortisol as well as the fight-or-flight hormone
adrenaline, which can over stimulate brain and cause mental fog or scrambled thinking. Multitasking
creates a dopamine-addiction feedback loop, effectively rewarding the brain for losing focus and for
constantly searching for external stimulation. To make matters worse, the prefrontal cortex has a
novelty bias, meaning that its attention can be easily hijacked by something new. The irony here for
those of us who are trying to focus amid competing activities is clear: the very brain region we need to
rely on for staying on task is easily distracted. We answer the phone, look up something on the internet,
check our email, send an SMS, and each of these things tweaks the novelty- seeking, reward-seeking
centres of the brain, causing a burst of endogenous opioids (no wonder it feels so good!), all to the
detriment of our staying on task. Instead of reaping the big rewards that come from sustained, focused
effort, we instead reap empty rewards from completing a thousand tasks.

Asking the brain to shift attention from one activity to another causes the prefrontal cortex
and striatum to burn up oxygenated glucose, the same fuel they need to stay on task. And the kind of
rapid, continual shifting we do with multitasking causes the brain to burn through fuel so quickly that
we feel exhausted and disoriented after even a short time. We’ve literally depleted the nutrients in our
brain. This leads to compromises in both cognitive and physical performance. Among other things,
repeated task switching leads to anxiety, which raises levels of the stress hormone cortisol in the brain,
which in turn can lead to aggressive and impulsive behaviour.
Recently the results of a survey conducted by the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants and
the American Institute of CPAs, showed information overload was one of the number one contributors
to poor decision making in global business. The survey said the following: 36% say their organization
is not coping with information overload, and 32% say big data has actually made things worse while
37% say it has helped.

Along with weakened decision making, information overload can also lead people to feel
unnecessarily overwhelmed and stressed out. People may not even have too much on their plate, but
information overload can create the perception they do. This can lead to a lack of engagement, a loss of
productivity when in reality it’s entirely avoidable. The information processing literature also concludes
that information quality and information quantity are among the most important factors that affect
decision quality (Gorla et al., 2010; Price and Shanks, 2011; Gao et al., 2012)Too much information,
particularly when it’s unnecessary or irrelevant, can also confuse people on their job role and make
them unsure of where to focus their attention.

People who report information overload tend to become frustrated and give up more easily
than their non-overloaded counterparts, they need more time to make decisions, and they frequently
make mistakes, often because of confusion. They can also have a hard time identifying pertinent goals and
how to achieve those, and they tend to waste a lot of time in the workplace. This trend may cause
consumers’ information channel load to levels that they cannot control, because of the numerous forms
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of social networking services that allow people to participate actively in the marketing and selling of
products and services in online marketplaces. (Stephen and Toubia 2010).

As the Internet provides massive amounts of heterogeneous information, people may perceive
this medium as challenging. The difficulty to evaluate and select relevant information increases as
more and more diverse sources and content are available. Information overload may be the consequence. It
is found that younger people with less information-seeking self-efficacy were more susceptible to
experience information overload.
Why information overload is bad

Information overload stops you from taking action. That’s the biggest problem is when people
try to consume more and more information every day, they notice that even though they have been
reading tons of articles, watching tons of videos and listening to tons of podcasts, the stream of incoming
information seems to be infinite. Therefore, they convince themselves that they need to be on a constant
lookout for new information if want to be able to accomplish anything in life, work and/or passion. The
final result is that they are consuming way too much information, and taking way too little action
because they don’t have enough time for it.
How to avoid information overload

1. Set goals

If one doesn’t has goals in place, then he /she will be just running around grabbing every possible
advice and thinking that it’s “just what he / she been looking for.”
Setting goals is a much more profound task than just a way to get rid of information overload. Set
something which is much more within immediate grasp. Something that can be achieved in future and is
actionable & precise. Once goals are set, they become a set of strategies and tactics you need to act
upon.
2. Know what to skip when facing new information

Once you have your goals, plans, strategies and tasks, you can use them to decide what information is
really crucial. Skip the irrelevant information i.e. the information not related to goals and plans.
If the information is not actionable in, then skip it. There is a need to be focused in order to have clear
judgment, and be able to decide whether some piece of information is mandatory or redundant.
3. Be aware of the Minimal Effective Dose

There’s a thing called the MED – Minimal Effective Dose which was first introduced by Tim Ferriss.
In his book The 4-Hour Body, Tim illustrates the minimal effective dose by talking about medical
drugs. Everybody knows that every pill has a MED, and after that specific dose, no other positive
effects occur, only some negative side effects if you overdose big. Consuming information is somewhat
similar. You need just a precise amount of it to help you to achieve your goals and put your plans into
life. Everything more than that amount won’t improve your results any further. And if consumed too
much of it, it will eventually stop from taking any action altogether.
4. Don’t procrastinate by consuming more information

Probably one of the most common causes of consuming ridiculous amounts of information is the need
to procrastinate. By reading yet another article, we often feel that we are indeed working, and that
we’re doing something good – we’re learning, which in result will make us a more complete and
educated person.
This is just self-deception. The truth is we’re simply procrastinating. We don’t feel like doing what
really needs to be done – the important stuff – so instead we find something else, and convince ourselves
that “that thing” is equally important. Which is just not true.
5. Don’t consume information just for the sake of it. It gets us nowhere.

6. Keep things simple:  The less information you present – the easier it is to understand. Keep it
relevant. Information that actually meets the user’s needs is less likely to overwhelm. Keep it clear.
Simplicity and relevance are good but information needs clarity to be effective.
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7. Provide balanced information: One should present both sides of the coin rather than just one.
Conclusion

As it can be seen, information overload is a real problem and it can have a severe impact on
productivity and overall performance. But creating simple set of rules helps to fight it, and to keep
brain from being taken over by plethora of information.

 This paper is integrates views about cognitive, emotional and information overload factors.
This study can provide meaningful guidelines to service providers about commercial use of internet
technologies and other service provisioning. As can be seen from studies, information overload can
affect consumers’ best choice in unexpected ways. This study can provide consumers with a new mindset
that overcomes information overload problems by categorizing the loading factors. This paper provides
insights about information segregation of relevant information / weeding off irrelevant information
from huge and ever increasing pool of information. Thus this paper provides understanding of interplay
of human processing capacity with respect to information overload for a governing the meaningful and
intended outcome of provisioning of information to individuals, groups, associations, organizations
and society at large.
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Role of Information Technology in Sport

Sanjay

ABSTRACT

The field of physical education and sports can make a significant contribution to the role that

technologies play in our lives by carefully considering the benefits and liabilities of new information

technologies on the whole person, body as well as mind. Information technology play vital role in the

human being in particularly in field of sports and games. It helps to avoid mistake in organization and

adminis-tration of various sports and games at world level. Information Technology in Sports has

established scientific discipline, Research activities, improve Learning and coaching, Bio-mechanical

analysis and field research have evolved. In future very soon the way computer with be applicable in

sports with good quality and best results.

INTRODUCTION

The value of sports is very high and it is having very much influence worldwide to bring peace
and friendship with each country. Because of the value of sports publicity has increased more it has
spread very much fast to all over the world.

Information Technology has become an important inter-disciplinary partner for sports, this
way physical education has its branches of Sports psychology, Sports Statistics, Biochemistry, Sports
Medicine, Kinesiology and Bio-mechanics etc. Taking into consideration its association with other
disciplines and its various aspects, computer can be used and are being sued in physical education and
sports. Human play, as embodied in sports, is one of most important in expressions of human culture. The
games in which people in the society it’s reflects their society and culture as a whole. It is said that
communication is one dominant contribution to the human being on the planets.

The Olympic movement is one of the social movements on human society. The countries from
all over the world gathering in one place during summer Olympic games for peaceful is the epitome of
intersection of sports and communication. This fact underscores the importance of the media and the
Olympics. The paper will briefly explain the relationship between information technology and sports.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN SPORTS

The information age was 1970’s. The change was brought to the society with the creation of
world web (the web). As change in technology, changes channels of communication and message
content. The early 1960’s, the computer technology establish protocols which become as the internet in
1969. And later development of Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) in 1989 that became the basic
for the development of web in 1993. The web was introduced to the public at large. During the formative
days of the web lot of things was include such as email, blog, face book, twitter, lot of website, journals,
you tube etc. Another important fact of information technologies being used in sports is seen in the
trend analysis done by administrators in sports, franchises and leagues while the most basic functions
are storing data used to determine statistics, disclosing the score of a game or uploading pictures for
fans to view thorough out a game. In the past, task such as developing rosters (name list) of athletes,
managers, officials, timekeepers, drivers and medical staff was took much time to done the work with
hand.

But the institution of IT in sports, team administration was now able to not only create detailed
roasters of these individuals but can schedule them for work. Also, most profession sports venues have

M.Ed. Student, Mahalaxmi College for girls Duhai, Ghaziabad
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very modern scoreboards that are programmed to update statistics and information directly to a computer
system. So with the use of such modern technology, almost every area of sports has become dependent
of automation due to relevance that it implies to the lives of spectators all over the world. Through the
help of the internet and other web services, live feeds of sports events have become so accessible
anywhere in the planet. Most of the professional sports in the world have long used instant reply and
other high tech aid to help the referees to make a right call. Video replay systems to check referees call
for many years. Basketball referees use replay system to make sure players is shooting within the time
allotted by the shot clock. In international cricket, the third umpire has been used for certain situation.
The umpires who are out of field can communicate via wireless technology. The third umpire is asked
to adjudicate on run out decision. In Football/Soccer the replays could be used to decide off-side decisions,
whether a ball passes over the goal line or not.
APPLICATION IN SPORTS

The field of physical education and sports can make a significant contribution to the role that
technologies play in our lives by carefully considering the benefits and liabilities of new information
technologies on the whole person, body as well as mind. Nowadays in schools, colleges and other institutions,
students are given more organized and disciplined education through I.T. and computers, because it is more
authentic innovation and convincing. A variety of programmes are available which help in track-grading,
conducting health assessment, monitoring research projects, and analyzing sports performances.
Benefits of Information Technology

Here are some of the ways technology can provide or facilitate most of the types of support
that someone trying to become or stay physically active needs. Now a day’s computer is widely used as
a teaching aid. In this era of globalization black board is quit away. Power point presentations, Video
clips, Animation, Graphics, and Sound have become much more effective and needful, CD, DVD,
MP3, are more useful in teaching. IN some way computer is applied in sports sciences, scoring systems,
computerized test all evaluation can be largely followed. A coach keeps monitoring on the players. A
computers helps us if any deficiency is found. Records of the player can be maintained for future plan
Selection of players for various game and sports is an important for this multiple regression helps in
many ways. Hence computer plays a significant role in storing research data and its analysis. Treatments
in sports medicine involve Cardio-Vascular, Flexibility and strength building programme. Sports
Medicine is the study, prevention and treatments of sports and fitness related injuries.
Practical Support

Technologies like iPods, Dance Revolution, and Nintendo Wiki Sports make physical activity fun.
Step counters and accelerometers allow us to gauge our activity level at any time and set goals that can be
easily tracked. Home and gym fitness equipment make it possible to stay active when weather’s back.
Advantage and disadvantage of Information Technology

Technology in sports is constantly changing in today’s era. This change is making a big
impact, whether the technology is a disadvantage to the sport and slows down the speed of the game or
uses the technology to an advantage and speeds the game up to help make accurate calls. People are
always looking for the technology to be able to get ahead of other opponents. The use of technology has
crept into the athletes’ games. Technology is more of an advantage or disadvantage.

One of the main reason’s through which technology compromise a sports experience is that
people are watching the games at home instead of watching the games that are played live. Some
people would rather stay at home than spend the money to go to view the game. With the game being
shown on television, means fewer supporters in attendance. Fewer supporters mean less money for the
teams in terms of income and profits. The enhanced experience of technology has made it easy for
teams to know and learn about the opposite teams. Some people believe that it was necessary for
technology. Sometimes the referee’s decision will be wrong, there technology will work and give accurate
result will be given.
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Through using Information technology to improve the standard of Sports in the following process-

» To update the health status of players.
» Preparing training schedule
» Video Feed back for players practices.
» To assessment of physical activity by using Information Technology.
» Storing the results
» To analysis the team performance at the time of competition.
» Online registrations and profile verifications.
» The Coach can have the self-appraisal through the Information technology.
» Storing the personal data’s of athletes.
» Search engine for the latest training in sports.

CONCLUSION

Information technology play vital role in the human being in particularly in field of sports and
games. It helps to avoid mistake in organization and administration of various sports and games at
world level. Information Technology in Sports has established scientific discipline, Research activities,
improve Learning and coaching, Bio-mechanical analysis and field research have evolved. In future
very soon the way computer with be applicable in sports with good quality and best results.
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5

Social Media Women’s Security & Youth

Shweta Sharma

ABSTRACT

Social media plays very important role for the development of women’s now day’s. In India, women

finds it challenging in showcasing their talent and build relationships. Social media is not just about

brands connecting with their customers, it’s also about sharing your expertise. Social media gives an

opportunity to women’s to talk about what she know & what she want to be known for. For Indian

women social media has helped in increasing their visibility in the society. They have got huge platform

to show case their talent, the same can be done from small villager or operating from home. It has also

improved the literacy level in “Women and youth”. Education has become easy through social media. As

women take major role in shaping the home, their majority of the time is spent in building and

maintaining the relationship at home, there by time becomes constraints. Through social media women

got the space and ease of connecting any time. In the present scenario, social media has great importance

for women’s but they facing lot of problems regarding their security at social media. Awareness of

women is the main and very important point for the security of women’s at this platform of online

media.

INTRODUCTION

One key question has always fascinated me “women’s security” what does it take to make life
more meaningful. To find the answer I began “Challenges research”. In the journey of finding “social
media : women’s security and youth “ there have been instance I realized, being women, we can all
explore the world and learn a lot.

“There is no chance of the welfare of the world unless the condition of women is improved

. It is not possible for a bird to fly one on wing”. Swami Vivekananda

Social media, is a collection of online tools and plateform that people use to share content,
opinion profiles, perspective, insights experiences and media itself facilitating conversation and
interactions online between groups of people. Social networking is the act of connecting on social
media plateforms. In present scenario, there are lot of social networking sites. The most popular (2017)
social networking sites are - Facebook (it has been a top social networking site, since its inception in
2004), Twitter (it is the next best thing after facebook), Tumbir, You tube, google, pinterrest, whatsapp,
instragam etc.

Women are driving the social media revolution. Acc. to Gabriela Olivan (expert in corporate
communication) there are several studies reveal that women out number men in use and time spent on
social media because they share similar communicative logic, they are very expressive and feel
comfortable holding several conversations at a time. The most significant and longest social movement
continuing is movement of emancipation of women. Though the primary goal for women empowerment
is to improve the quality of life of women. In India when woman is ideally viewed as Shakti power, the
origin of power itself, but in reality found as helpless.  It sounds intriguing how from a highly dignified
position in India’s mythic history, the women in India has been relegated to a secondary position, the
vested interests of the ruling elite and the male lobby influenced by alien cultures legitimized woman
as an individual of little consequence.

Former Lecturer, Dept. of Home Science C.C.S. University, Campus, Meerut (U.P.)
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According to a PEW survey conducted during 2014 and 2015, 94% of teens who go online
using a mobile device, use multiple social platforms. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, snapchat etc. and
71% of teens say that they use more than one social media sites.

Women’s leadership in social networks - It can tear down old stereotypes and demographic
categories, generating a real impact on media, advertisement and entertainment. This is how it is seen
by specialists and studies and analyze female leadership in the internet, and particularly, in social
apps. Women are more active on social media, they use it more and participate more than men. This is
why it is believed that they will mark trends from now on, since they have typically adapted more and
better to the technology. Olivan explains that when women participate in social networks they can, for
instance, upload photos on Instagram and at the same time “like” a post on facebookand share a link
on linkedin. Men, in contrast, have a more linear participation. “In general, they are more selective
when engaging in conversations and tend to share similar-format content”.

Sorayafragueiro, connectAmericas social media strategist, affirms that the increasing active
participation of women and teens is in part due to an emotional component that prevails in each action
that they carry out on social networks, including purchases. “This is why many brands and institutions
have strategies that directly target women with messages using touchy pictures, warm colors, direct but
kind language, and videos with catchy yet sophisticated music.

Fragueiro points out that Pinterest and Instagram are two channels that have become mostly
feminine, while facebook comes in third. This is something that doesn’t happen with twitter and
Youtube, which have a predominately masculine audience. Olivan considers, that: “Women today are
the pampered children of the market.  They hold power in their hands to decide, or at least influence,
almost anything, such as cars, technology, tourism, beauty, medicine, household and children’s items.
This is why brands are increasingly setting their eyes on women, seeking to attract them and keep them
loyal”.  In this regard, social networks represent a powerful communication channel for reaching
current and prospective customers, to create community and involve women in disseminating something
that doesn’t happen with twitter and Youtube, which have a predominantly masculine audience.

As the world embraces a digital life where we are connected 24x7, Internet has become our
second life and mobile phones an extension of our personalities.  For all practical purposes mobile apps
have blurred the lines between what is personal, social and professional.  But as much as digital” is
making our lives easy, we are also being exposed to the dark side of this “Virtual life”. When it comes
to cyber harm, it is hard to distinguish what age or gender is at a greater risk.  But in recent times there
have been a spate of incidents targeting women with their safety being compromised.
LACK OF AWARENESS AND IGNORANCE ARE THE ROOT CAUSE IN THE SECURITY

OF WOMEN REGARDING SOCIAL MEDIA

Due to lack of awareness, cybercrime victims, especially women, do not come in open and
register a complaint, and even if they do, they are not taken seriously, with nearly 14% of our population
now on social media and this number only likely to rise in the near future, the need to create awareness
has become more important than ever.  It is more so for women, as they are the most vulnerable group, only
after children, to fall prey to these crimes, the best way to be safe on social media is to have a basic
understanding about it.

People often forget that the virtual world is not so virtual.  That activities performed on social
platforms could have real consequences in the real world.  However, personal information being put
online can be secured.  There aresecurity settings available on all social networking websites but majority
of the users are unaware of such features and hence become a victim of cybercrime, for example, on
facebook, everything we share is under our control. We can choose what, when, how and with whom we
want to share our posts. It is completely up to us if we want to be friends with someone on facebook or not,
or if we want to follow someone on Instagram, Snapchat or twitter.

In recent reference - a Typically traditional Tamil girl had gone for holidays with her friends,
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these girls who were all traditionally dressed took a photograph, while sitting in a circle and placing
their hands on a “Brandy” bottle which was in the center of the circle, Girl who wanted to share this
photograph with her friends uploaded them on Google drive and kept the settings public which made
the image discoverable and the photo that was clicked in 2010 is still viral with a meme tittle “Kudumba
Kuthuvilakku”, which later created distress in their current lives, they had approached police but it
wasn’t of great help.

About 27000+ cybercrimes reported in 2017 with an average of one every ten minutes. There
was the recent case of a US based 26 year old physiotherapist, whose cloud account was hacked and
private videos stolen by a blackmailer. And a 17 year old girl from Udaipur whose photos, taken from
her social media account, were morphed before being circulated on the internet.  There are many such
instances, some get reported and action is taken, but unfortunately, this is just the tip of the iceberg and
the real numbers far outnumber those making the headlines.  India, with its younger population hooked
on to social media, gives facebook its second highest number of users after the US the problem too then
becomes as big, and might be far more serious than is known. Due to lack of awareness, cybercrime
victims, especially women, do not come out in the open and register a complaint, and even if they do,
they are not taken seriously.  For instance, the Udaipur girl was told by policy to delete her social media
accounts and avoid posting any photos of herself in order to stay safe. The reaction seems to be normal
but also points to the insensitive approach of not considering morphing someone’s photographs and
distributing them as a serious offence and to the lack of understanding and handling such cases.

The National crime Records Bureau (NCRB) shows that every sixth cybercrime in India is
committed through social media.  Further, the crimes on social media have an additional fallout, i.e.
malicious tags, cruel comments and unwanted pictures.  Once uploaded, they can never be completely
erased from the web and, therefore, run the danger of being resurrected any time.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOCIAL MEDIA CRIME FACED

I. Profile Hacking -

Profile hacking happens when, as a user, you are not able to log in to your account, someone
has complete control of your account and has changed all the credentials.  Facebook is the most hacked
social networking site and it generally happens of the following reasons:
a) Not logging out from the account.
b) Sharing passwords or having password that are easily predicted.
c) Hacking the email with which you login to your facebook account.
d) Logging in through Facebook options for apps.
How to avoid profile hacking on facebook

» Ensure that your password is a mixture of words and special character. Don’t have the same
password for various social media accounts.

» Log out every time you login from a device that is unfamiliar to you or not in use.
» Be aware of the malicious apps that you subscribe to from your face book account.
II. Photo Morphing -

Photo morphing is a special effect that allows a person to morph or change one image or shape
into another without any difficulty.  As per the 4th quadrant of 2017, there is roughly around 3.2 billion
images shared every day. It is easy for a hacker to use your images, morph it and then use it for porn
sites or blackmailing for financial / sexual grains.
How to be safe from photo morphing  -

» Facebook has strong privacy setting which protect your account and things you share on it. don’t
add strangers.

» Identify fake profiles or pages that are sending you request or asking you to follow them.
» To keep your profile safe you should not allow people to see photos tagged by your friends, you can

have control over them and take a call on photo before it goes all public.
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» In case you are receiving threats or your friends are receiving any videos or images of your
immediately report it to the police.

III. Offer and shopping scams -

You would often come across, messages, post which would say click on the link to claim the offer
or spin the wheel to win”.  These offers would generally ask you to forward the message to another 20
people once you have registered in order to get the code or coupon, you won’t get coupons but the host
would get your personal information.
How do be safe from offer and shopping scams

» The simplest thing to do is to make a quick check of the promotion / deal of the brand or the
organization of their social media, page / their homepage.

» Don’t buy fake social media followers as they are more likely to get your credit card details and
dates use it or ask you to share your id and password to get you genuine followers.

» There are chances were the hacker would have made a fake profile. In such instances check is the
site has a secured https://also check how well the website is made.

» Do not transfer money or give in card details if the discounts are too steep or have poor reviews, or
unclear refund policies.

» Trust your instincts and lodge a complaint if you even think that you are being scammed.
IV. Friend Request / Dating scams -

There are people out there who would connect to you on social media, interact with you and
persuade you to move to a different form of communication through various excuses, once they realize
that you are falling for them, they would send you small gifts to show you that it’s same on either side.
After a point a romantic period would start declining and they would start asking for monetary help in
the form of recharge, booking flight tickets to meet and the list only grows. The following points
should be kept in mind to avoid dating scams.
a) Don’t accept friend requests from random people. Don’t reply to messages to people who are not

in your friend list.
b) Don’t go alonewith strangers if dating confirmed through site.
c) Don’t transfer you card or bank details.
d) Don’t strip or send you nudes through digital.
e) Don’t chat with strangers.
f) If you have a name which is common, differentiate it with something that people know would

connect to your business.
V. Cyber Bulling -

Posting any kind of humiliating  content on the social media or sending vulgar messages online,
or threatening to commit any act of violence or stalking by means of calls, messages or threatening of
child pornography is called as cyber bulling. Tips to follow to stay from cyber bulling -
» Approach the policy when you are getting harassed online
» Do not sit idle as that would only make the bully think that you are scared and won’t be of any

harm to them.
VI. Link Baiting -

Link bait happens when the content of your website or pages gets linked to other sites because they
want to and not because they have asked you.  A few instance where link bait has been showcased are -
a) Your photos just got leaked on internet, check here:
b) Look what people are talking about you:
c) This video of yours is going viral, to know more click here:

When clicking on any of these links, there are chances, where you are likely to send the same
message to the people from your profile. This link would be sent from your name and would make people
think that you are the one doing it.
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How to identify if the profiles are genuine or fake?

a) A fake profile on Facebook will not use their genuine picture.
b) They don’t have many friends.
c) Their profile are just recently built.
Tips to follow to be safe from link baiting

» Make sure that you don’t click on these links. Check where these links are comming from. They
usually come through whatapp or messenger. Reply to the message and ask them this really you’.
This is when they get to know that a situation like this has happened with their profile or call them
and let them know that you are receiving such messages from their name.

VII. Information Theft

Informational theft occurs when an imposter identifies key pieces of personally identifiable information
like social security, driving license number in order to impersonate someone else. Many people
trend to store passwords or bank details on their email.  Many people have very private conversation
on Facebook or Instagrammessengers.

Businesswomen are also more likely to be at the risk of information theft especially with respect to her
organization, they are faced by plagiarism of various types, when they try to open their business
page on Facebook for the first time, and there are chances that their competitors would already
have promoted bad things to bring down their reputations.

How to avoid from information theft

» It is possible to merge pages on facebook, so you can merge the fake page with yours and claim that
you are the officials owner of the page.

» If you have a name which is common differentiate if with something that people know would
connect to your business.

» You can use digital signature also.
» Ensure that you don’t store credit card details and crucial passwords on social media messengers

too.
» When you use email extensions on chrome beware they are genuine one as they are reading through

your emails and have access to all the data.
BEING SAFE ONLINE

A few important steps that women should follow to ensure their safety while enjoying an active
social life online -
» Say no to strangers - it is very important to know the person personally before knowing him / her

virtually.  If you don’t say yes to strangers in real life why allow them access to your social profiles.
» Be very careful with your passwords- Do not share your passwords with your friends, family

members, etc, the risk of personal data going out is even higher if you have a common password,
which in turn, is shared with near and dears ones.  Keep different passwords for different accounts
and you could choose between not storing them online or subscribing to a password manager or a
digital vault.

» Customize your personal settings carefully- Turn off your location services in the settings in all
the devices you use and check for the same under the privacy settings on all social media accounts
as well.  Potential abusers may identify patterns from your posts and attack you based on the same.

» Don’t follow trends blindly, be smart with them- Don’t hashtag anything and everything you
post on social media as it makes you visible on the internet.  Therefore think before you hashtag.

» But how do we deal with a case that has already happened- The best way is not to respond to
such emails, you can also post to cyber-bullying and instead take the brave step of posting about
the incident on Facebook.

» Think before you share - you should be extremely careful about what you post on social media as
this may lead to people forming opinions about you and could take an ugly turn.
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» Protect your computer - Install anti-virus software to safe guard your devices. Also ensure that
your browser, operating system and software are up to date.

OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS

1. Don’t use public network
2. Don’t use third party reference like any link or website etc.
3. Always download from Google app.
4. Use individual security provided by an individual security feature / app.

Log out every time you login from a device that is unfamiliar to you or jot in use and try not be
online 24x7. Each one of us have a collective responsibility to create an ecosystem that ensures the
safety, security and dignity of women in society.
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Psychological Impact of ICT on Convergent and
Divergent Thinking

Shashi Bala Trivedi

ABSTRACT

Changing scenario like strong global and technological competition in teaching learning program

has gained popularity in the last twenty years with the impact of psychological and technological

(ICT) aspect. Learning with technologies in schools is a dynamic social action in which the teacher

assumes a pivotal role .The Thinking Together approach described in this research paper uses computer

and web based activities to support collaborative learning in the classroom. Students are provided

with direct teaching of speaking and listening skills to prepare them for talking, learning and thinking

together as they use ICT (Information and Communications Technology). Such preparation for group

work with computers, when combined with appropriate ICT tasks and lesson planning, can significantly

improve students high order thinking and problem solving ability. The present research paper tried to

observe the “Psychological Impact of ICT on Convergent and Divergent Thinking”, including their

role in the teaching learning process and to identify the role of ICT in promoting a positive psychological

approach to thinking skills. Very little study has focused upon promoting convergent and divergent

thinking through the use of off line and online technologies. The present Research Paper/Study is

complementary trial in this direction.

Introduction

          Changing scenario like strong global and technological competition has made teacher education’s
role increasingly central, in the all round development of an individual. Actually teaching learning
program has gained popularity in the last twenty years with the impact of psychological and technological
(ICT) aspect. Educational effectiveness is determined by the quality of the teacher- student’s transactions
in the classroom.
             Learning with technologies in schools is a dynamic social action in which the teacher assumes
a pivotal role. The Thinking Together approach described in this research paper uses computer and
web based activities to support collaborative learning in the classroom. Students are provided with
direct teaching of speaking and listening skills to prepare them for talking, learning and thinking
together as they use Information and Communications Technology (ICT). Such preparation for group
work with computers, when combined with appropriate ICT tasks and lesson planning, can significantly
improve students high order thinking and problem solving ability. Very little study has focused upon
promoting convergent and divergent thinking through the use of offline and online technologies, and
this paper attempts to contribute to this area.
Thinking dimensions -

Guilford identified two types of thinking dimensions; Convergent thinking and Divergent
thinking. They are totally opposite with one another yet critical useful in our everyday lives. The
interesting aspect in the distinction between convergent and divergent thinking are:
Convergent thinking

Convergent thinking is commonly known as intelligence. This dimension of thinking oriented
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towards solving a problem to which there is a known answers; this is generally known as logical thinking or
simply reasoning. In general convergent thinking has all essential steps of a thinking process, namely
perceiving problems, analysing problems, formulating hypotheses, diagnosing the causes behind the problem,
testing the hypotheses and drawing inferences.
Divergent Thinking

Divergent thinking is known as creativity. This dimension of seeks a new and different solution
and might be considered imaginative thinking or creativity. It helps an individual in forming ideas or
hypotheses and communicating the result of testing hypotheses, modifying hypotheses and retesting
the same.

We can say that after the process of divergent thinking has been completed, ideas and
information are organized, and structured using convergent thinking. Educationist and psychologists
recognize convergent thinking as intelligence and divergent thinking as creativity. Lalit Kumar, (1993)
in his research has reviewed studies related to creativity and intelligence, and has found that most of
the studies show positive correlation between these two traits. In the present research paper, both
thinking dimensions have been used in the same way.
Thinking as psychological skill

Thinking is one of the most important psychological skills. Crucially, without the ability to
think in a convergent and divergent manner, students would be unimaginative and lacking in the
necessary transferable skills to engage in personal and professional life. Convergent and Divergent
Thinking has been defined in a number of different contexts. The idea of surprise is valuable when one
thinks about the differential among divergent and convergent thinking (Guildford, 1962). Loveless
(2000), echoing Bruner’s ideas, argues psychological that creative thinking involves the representation
in meaning derived from a dialogue between students and their work. These are the fundamental
psychological procedures necessary for the encoding and interpreting of importance inserted within
the content.

Creativity is clear in various different learning settings. Gardner (1983, 1999) for instance
considers Creativity to be a cognitive procedure, in which a few insights are working in concordance
and this can specifically be connected where seeing, thinking and enhancing are consolidated. It is
obvious from these definitions that the idea of creativity/imagination is a complex one. The recent
escalation of ICT provision in schools provides even greater impetus for teachers to develop a better
understanding of Convergent and Divergent Thinking and learning. Teachers will need to justify their
psychological use of ICT and will be required to demonstrate the effectiveness of computer and web
based learning in the form of measurable student attainment.
The Role of ICT in Developing Thinking

Ongoing developments are more reliable with a thinking skills approach:
Interactive exploratory environments allow students to direct their own learning through discovery
and guided discovery processes. They help make thinking more explicit and enable pupils to
hypothesize and experiment with immediate feedback and to facilitate discussion and reflection
with groups.
Videos and multi-media technologies are also used to create exploratory environments. They permit
students to form rich images of problem situations in multiple modalities and prompt alternative
perspectives of thinking.
Databases, email and www provide unique opportunities for collaborative thinking and learning.
Extensive experimentation and evaluation is required before the full impact of this new technology
on learning and thinking can be assessed.

Initiatives for high order thinking

           The provision of computers, Internet and web based learning does not automatically result in
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good teaching learning methods. These determine how these new technologies are being used in schools
throughout the India. However, intelligent, creative and psychological use of ICT within the classroom
will often lead to divergent thinking. It will be the student that can adapt readily to new learning
opportunities who will benefit the most from these new technologies. Some initiatives for high order
thinking are given below:
Promoting Convergent and Divergent Thinking

             Encouraging high order thinking in the classroom is primarily the task of the teacher. High
order thinking is achievable by all students, regardless of their academic attainment, providing that
conditions are conducive and students have acquired the relevant thinking skills and academic
knowledge. Providing opportunities for all students to succeed is the key to maximizing individual
strengths and abilities. Thinking abilities can be enhanced through practical application of ICT. The
psychological use of ICT can enable students to have an immediate ‘hands on’ facility where they can
feel in control of their own learning. The use of multitask settings allow students the option to withdraw
from problem solving temporarily in order to pursue other useful activities.
           The skill of teaching learning to foster creativity has to be a combination of structured and
unstructured activities to enable unconscious as well as conscious thought and where intuitive reasoning
is as valued as rational calculation. There is a fine harmony among freedom, opportunity and control.
In all of this, motivation is a key factor for stimulating high order problem solving performance and
the notion of self-directed learning is crucial to the development of the independent intelligent and
creative thinker. Encouraging student to think about their own thinking can enhance the teaching
learning process and to foster creativity encourages a responsibility for learning.

A model of high order thinking

           An early model representing human creativity was presented by Wallas (1926) which identified
a process characterized by four key stages. These were preparation, incubation, illumination and
verification. At last, confirmation of the solution includes verifying that it is appropriate and powerful
in solving the problem. Wallas’ model is therefore applicable in relating creativity to problem solving
ability, and this is a theme that runs through a great deal of the literature.
           Other models of creativity such as Jackson & Messick’s (1965) stress the ‘unusual’ component
in high order thought, usually leading to some form of problem solving action.
            This paper presents a model pertinent to the psychological use of ICT in the classroom. From
the models referred to, and from other research in the field, it is viewed as that the three action methods
of social interaction, problem solving ability and high order thinking speak to most if not the majority
of the day by day learning exercises saw in classroom based learning (Fig. 1).
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            The researcher believes that these three modes are vital if the processes involved in Convergent
and Divergent Thinking are to be better understood. The model shows that the three dimensions are
independent but interactive, and in some cases it may be difficult to separate out and distinguish
between them. The model also demonstrates the location of transformative thinking thought, which
seems to be at the nexus of the three behaviours already outlined.
» Examples of Convergent and Divergent Thinking in problem solving task may be observed in a

variety of online activities including expert manipulation of text and graphics, creative use of
different colour, animation in ppt, effects to convey particular messages, and economic navigation
through web-based resources.

» Examples of Convergent and Divergent Thinking in online social interaction include: creation
and use of alternative personae (avatars) in chat rooms, self articulation in technological situations.

» Examples of Convergent and Divergent Thinking in creative cognition include: creation and
management of a personal website; creative writing using a word-processor; and discovering and
adapting to new ways of working and studying using electronic environments.

The formation of individual web pages -

          When student create personal web pages they are required to combine the three key areas of
social interaction, problem solving and high order thinking. This mixture of activity empowers them
to introduce themselves openly to the individuals who visit their site; advances content based
correspondence and inspires them to grow further interests in the regions spoke to on the site. Web
pages give children the freedom to present their own ‘shop window’ of work, communicate with other
children around the world and publish their own creative ideas instantly. This creative move makes the
type of a natural procedure where iteration and reiteration happen on a consistent schedule as students
refine their aptitudes, find better approaches for communication and for the most part build their site.
               The process leading to creative action (i.e. the creation of a personal website) can be represented
by mapping the relative contribution of different behaviour to the model (Fig. 2).

             For the most part, most students would cooperate with their companions to convey plans, gain
input and examine thoughts. In any case, except if the making of the website is a group project, most
students would spend significantly a greater amount of their psychological assets in thinking
independently about the substance, appearance and nature of their site. They would be anticipated to
invest much more energy in critical thinking exercises, incorporating familiarization with programming,
searching for and spreading out materials, file management, control of pictures, etc. The length of
every bolt speaks to these dimensions of psychological commitment as a striking triangle. It may also
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be hypothesized that behaviour are equalized across the task, the bold triangle will vary in size and
increase in congruence.
          The description indicate that computers have enabled more open-ended tasks to be set by the
teacher, which allow a breadth of learning styles and attainment levels to be accommodated. Regularly
a few tasks will be continuous and students can pick which to seek after at various occasions. Students
are still psychologically connected with the problem at another dimension, while they are effectively
connected on another task or ‘offline assignment’. Instances of assignments referenced by students
included website page construction, introduction about various religions utilizing PowerPoint, Reflections
work, where the students thought back over their time in the class, yet they likewise discussed about
exploration of programmes that were self impelled.

CONCLUSIONS

              Rather than using the tremendous potential of the Convergent, Divergent and lateral navigation
associated with this medium, some ICT use in schools places creativity in a straitjacket. The way ICT
is used and taught in this way in the classroom is far from the small steps approach of Computer
Assisted Learning Programmes. The focus is very much on computers as an effective mind tool which
can liberate and foster high order thinking and problem solving ability in students. This initial study
into the propagation of Convergent and Divergent Thinking through the psychological use of ICT has
illuminated several issues and raised a number of pertinent questions related to teaching and learning.
Motivational issues are one of the key zones of future study, similar to the obtaining of ICT abilities
and skills. In any case, the most clear characteristic  rising up from the current research paper seems,
by all accounts, to be the degree to which students can adjust to the new learning condition and the
degree to which they call upon their cognitive resources to study within it. The lower attainment
student find the work they have been set challenging and in focusing on completion of task ,it appears
that lower attainment students tend to have less opportunity to develop higher order thinking and
productive problem solving ability[problem solving, decision making, critical thinking and creative
thinking] in their work. However, those children who would have found it difficult to maintain
concentration in a more conventional classroom are able to spend time apparently ‘off task’ but still
writing or learning new manipulation skills with the computer.
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 Studies on Health Problemsof Old Aged Women and
Role of Information Revolution

Kiran Singh (1) Meenakshi Chaudhary (2) Mohit Kumar (3)

ABSTRACT

Investigations on present project dealing the comparative study of problems of old age women in urban,

rural and slum areas in districts, Baghpat, Shamli, Meerut and Muzaffarnagar of western Uttar Pradesh.

In Uttar Pradesh, The role of information spread among elderly people regarding awareness of health

problem has also been studied. 100 elderly women from each urban, rural and slum areas were taken

up for recording obser-vations in each elderly women of three categories of old age groups which were

kept for detailed studies. Old age women were taken in aged of 60-69, 70-79 and 80-88 years age

groups. Studies of elderly women were mainly planned in health problems.In observational data

questionnaire method was applied for deriving the results of the findings. Old age condition of women

dominant the weak status in physical health resulting several ailments that they lie down in homes

particularly at the last age group of 80-88 years. They were found to see the different ways for passing

time specially when the neighbours and relatives gathered in certain occasions at celebrations of

functions or festivals. Main cause became normally their food habit which showed 58.33, 54.54 and

44.44 per cent women were affected, maximum in low age group in urban, rural and slum areas,

respectively. In visit of doctor they were observed maximum 63.63, 65.62 and 71.42 per cent in low

age group women in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. Similar order was also observed as

50.00, 52.38 and 40.00 per cent in Ayurvedic doctor in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively.

High, middle age group’s women were less in number in all three areas. The elderly people are being

benefitted by the information revolution with reference to their health problems.

INTRODUCTION

Human resource including women is considered as an asset for a country, which plays an important
role in economic development and growth. Greater the proportion of young persons and girls in the
population of a country become a larger workforce for the nation (9-11, 14-16). In this way it is the
economic potential in the country. In this sense India has got an advantage and as such it is considered
as a leading nation in the world in terms of human resource and power. The huge population is considered
as its strength and it enhances its faster growth for development. But the ageing process is a natural
biological reality which has its own dynamics, largely beyond human control. In the recent scenario,
populations are growing older in countries throughout the world. While the population of more developed
countries have been ageing for well over a century. This process also began recently in most, less
developed or developing country like India and it is being compressed into a few decades (4-8, 13).

The number of elderly people residing in the world was estimated about 841 million in the
year 2013, which is four times higher than the 202 million that once lived in 1950. The demographic
transition with ageing of the population is a global phenomenon which demands international, national,
regional and local action. Over the next four decades, India’s demographic structure is also expected to
shift dramatically from a young to an ageing population resulting in 316 million elderly persons by
2050 (17, 18). The percentage of the elderly population in India increased from 5.4 per cent in 1950 to
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6.1 per cent in 1990 and it was about 8.7 per cent in 2015 and 11.1 percent in 2025, 12.4 per cent in
2030 and 19.6 per cent in 2050. Older population will almost triple by 2050, Several forces are driving
India’s changing age structure, including an upward trend in life expectancy and falling fertility. It has
been observed that old age population rapidly growing in developing countries like India. Therefore it
was thought to study the old aged women status in western districts of Uttar Pradesh.
METHODOLOGY

Elderly women have been found to be affected by a large number of problems because increasing
life span, ultimately it is generating weakness in physical, physiological, mental deterioration. Unhealthy
status of old aged women is inviting various type of difficulties in lifestyle and livelihood. Increasing
life span giving unbearable situations for doing day to day work. In fact the elderly women living at
aged life of 60 to 69, 70 to 79 and 80 to 88 years become miserable if their caring facilities are not
favourable in a regular way. The magnitude of problems are variable from country to country, state to
state and region to region. Problems of elderly women in above mentioned age levels are not similar to
other parts of the state and region. Preliminary work revealed that problems in western districts of
Uttar Pradesh are different in various aspects of social life. Therefore present comparative study of
health problems of old age women in western Uttar Pradesh was taken up for studying it during the
years 2013 to 2017. The study was planned for carrying out research work in  four districts : (1)
Baghpat (2) Shamli (3) Meerut (4) Muzaffar Nagar in western part of Uttar Pradesh. In each district 15
villages were sorted out for survey work in certain areas. Three situations of areas were categorised for
doing practical survey work. Places of areas were marked as (i) Urban (ii) Rural and (iii) Slum in
selected villages in a particular district.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data summarized in tables 1-4, revealed that information and work of survey through
information technology should health problems related to different types and these were categorized as
per the different system of body and type of diseases affecting the elderly women in different situations.
Old age women suffer from several health problems like pain, Nervous system, respiratory system etc.
and other problems like whiteness in old age and diseases like skin disease tuberculosis, urinary problems
and mental illness. Respiratory problem was observed urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. Disease
like tuberculosis, heart and others were also in old age women of different categories. Situation of elderly
women under slum areas was observed beyond imagination. Some of them were found in a position to
revive in normal health because of the worst status of health and poverty. They could not get needful
treatment or go to any treatment, approach for her health.

In the studies of causes of old age women problems which were observed in different factors
related to daily life style first. Secondly there were certain diseases caused by infections and economical
conditions due to which they could not get proper treatment in time. It is clearly apparent that main
cause became normally their food habit which showed 58.33, 54.54 and 44.44 per cent women were
affected maximum in low age group in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. Similarly life style
has maximum 75.00, 57.61 and 50.00 per cent in low age group in urban, rural and slum area women,
respectively. It is also clear that the factors were observed in respect of chronic illness and moneyless
life i.e. poverty. In case old age women were not getting economic support by family leader or members,
their life become help less and certain feelings develop in mind which ultimately create health problems
in old age. Informations and contracts with help of technology revealed that weakness in health, accidents
happening and under such circumstances they faced the worst situation in villages in poor families.
Present findings are in accordance with the results of earlier scientists (17).

Elderly women visited doctors who gave variable suggestion. In visit of doctor they were
observed maximum 63.63, 65.62 and 71.42 per cent in low age group women in urban, rural and slum
areas, respectively. Similar order was also observed as 50.00, 52.38 and 40.00 per cent in Ayurvedic
doctor in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. In case of visit for a specialized doctor they were
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61.53, 50.00 and 66.66 per cent in maximum number in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. It is
also apparent that above trend of doctor, other choice for treatment was found in home treatment in the
same order in low age group. In the last they used to avoid the treatment which was recorded 100.00,
57.14 and 60.00 per cent in urban, rural and slum women, respectively. Other research workers also
reported such behaviour of old aged women who suffered due to old age.

It was used accepted the advice of doctor for their treatment according to their advice. Acceptance
of regular advice taken by women were maximum for their treatment was recorded 58.42, 64.93 and
62.90 per cent in low age group of 60-69 years, in urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. High, middle
age groups women were less in number in all three areas. It was observed that sometimes the women like
an acceptance for treatment advice and sometimes they use to not accepting the advice and they follow
their own idea about the treatment. In third category they never gave their views to accept but deny
accordingly. They were recorded 50.00, 55.56 and 50.00 per cent maximum women in low age group 60-
69 years age. In fact in serious illness situation would have been the different (Table 3-4).

There were several things for maintaining a normal or good health in life are the prime part of
different things available for the betterment in the society. Different things were available for them at
short distance which were recorded 70.65, 75.00 and 66.67 per cent in low age group 60.69 years in
urban, rural and slum areas, respectively. In second approachable distance women were recorded the
maximum 50.00, 67.74 and 65.51 per cent in low age group in urban, rural and slum areas in present
investigations (1, 3), respectively. Present findings are in accordance with previous results of the
scientists.
Role of Information Revolution

The Present era is the time of Information technology, due to which most of the people are
gaining advantages in different field of life, The elderly people who are literate and equipped with
modern technologies are getting benefitted with the use of available information through phones,
media and internet, regarding their health, They can get any information at their homes. These days
online consultation is available. They need not to go for medical references if they are not comfortable
going out, The online nutritionists are available for diet consultation. Thus the information explosion
is being very helpful for the old aged people.
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Table 1 : Causes of old age women problems
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Table 2 : Old age women visiting to doctors

Table 3 : Accepting the advice of doctor or others

Table 4 : Availability of things for maintaining of health.
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Information Revolution in Nutrition, Health and  Bioinformatics

Deepika Mehra

ABSTRACT

This body is dietary and can not survive due to lack of food, so give food to the person is like giving

life to person. Since life has originated on this earth since then, food has been required to feed life. In

order to meet this requirement, time to time man has adopted many methods and tools to obtain

food.Nutrition plays a vital role in health, genetic predisposition, and disease. Effective prevention

and treatment of metabolic disorders require adequate knowledge about the molecular mechanisms

responsible for the actions of nutrients and other dietary components on cell metabolism and function.

Focus Areas

Nutrition is the science that interprets the interaction of nutrients and other substances in
food in relation to maintenance, growth, reproduction, health and disease of an organism. It includes
food intake, absorption, assimilation, biosynthesis, catabolism, and excretion.

Health, as defined by the World Health Organization, is “a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” This definition has been
subject to controversy, as it may have limited value for implementation.

Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field that develops methods and software tools for
understanding biological data. As an interdisciplinary field of science, bioinformatics combines biology,
computer science, information engineering, mathematics and statistics to analyze and interpret biological
data.
Information Revolution in Personalized Health Care

In today’s digital world, health care is in a time of major transition. Eighty percent of doctors
now have deployed electronic health records. Health information exchanges are starting to share data
and undertake analysis that helps people learn in real-time. And patients are getting more engaged
with their medical treatment through Internet searches, medical chatrooms, and social media
conversations.

Advances in information technology are allowing medical professionals to provide a new
level of personalized care.

“The only question is how fast health systems can transition to these new technologies while
managing the simultaneous demands of health care reform.”

Amidst the many changes in health care, a quiet technological revolution has moved treatment
beyond the doctor’s office into the homes and lives of patients. Electronic web-based care management
platforms provide personalized on-line wellness, prevention and treatment for chronic diseases like
diabetes, depression and substance abuse. These tools improve health quality, the patient experience
and overall population outcomes at reduced cost.
Smarter care

Incorporating a user-centered architecture, one such platform provides behavioral self-
management tools including automated messaging to patients about nutrition, fitness or medication
goals for diabetes and weight management, peer-to-peer community support and real-time access to
health providers. Patients and their families can instantly access their care team and health information-
helping them adhere to their care plans and goals. These personalized care apps and platforms link
H.O.D. Home Science, College of Education P. G. College Bilaspur, Greater Noida (U.P.)
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seamlessly to electronic medical records, providing even greater integration and communication. 
This new generation of health informatics improves value-based care by leveraging patient

data, which previously was only accessible by querying inpatient and outpatient records, faxed surveys
to patients and other miscellaneous health encounters. The fact is most health care occurs between
clinical encounters and these new personalized apps and web tools fill this gap.

All of this data allows clinicians and health systems to intervene early to improve care and
lower the health care costs of high-risk populations. These interventions include, for example, the
ability to send patients care notifications to practice behavioral self-management based upon on-line
progress or after unanticipated ED visits. Alternately, patients can communicate with their providers
for advice when confronting challenges, for example when managing their diabetes.
A bright prognosis

On the horizon, some developers are even incorporating visual and voice recognition to monitor
emotional, cognitive and physiological states. Visual and speech bio-markers provide objective measures
that can be correlated with the speaker’s mental health status. It is hoped that voice recognition will
make it easier for crisis center clinicians to assess depression, imminent suicide risk, military PTSD
and traumatized adolescents. All this not only improves health care outcomes, but also results in happier
patients who are better understood by their health care team.

The future of web-based chronic disease management is here. The only question is how fast
health systems can transition to these new technologies while managing the simultaneous demands of
health care reform. For now, comprehensively integrated disease management involving patient, provider
and system-generated data holds deep promise for improving patient-centered care.

This is not the end.

It is not even the beginning of the end.

But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.

Sir Winston Churchill

Health Informatics

is concerned with the design, development, evaluation, adoption, and application of Health
Information Technology (HIT) innovations in healthcare services delivery, management, and planning
aiming to improve access to, quality, outcomes, and efficiency of healthcare. Bioinformatics is concerned
with the development and applications of informatics methods and tools for analysis, interpretation,
modeling, and visualization of complex biological data (including molecular sequence, structure,
expression, and interaction Fundata). Brain informatics is concerned with the development and
applications of informatics tools and methods for analysis, interpretation, modeling, and visualization
of brain data (including connectivity, activity, and behavior).
Areas of Strength

Some areas of strength in Bioinformatics include the development of effective tools for analysis
and prediction of protein-protein, protein-RNA, protein-DNA interfaces and interactions, for predicting
epitopes and designing vaccines, and for annotating genomes. Some areas of focus in brain informatics
include the development and application of methods for analysis and interpretation of brain connectivity
and activity data (especially Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Electroencephalogram
(EEG) data). Some areas of strength in Health Informatics include development and application of
methods and tools for integrative analyses of electronic health records, genomic, and contextual (socio-
economic, environmental, and demographic) data for predictive and causal modeling of health outcomes,
personalized treatments, design and evaluation of personal and mobile health (mHealth) applications
for real time monitoring and detection for heart attack, stress, sleep quality, fall and other medical
conditions, healthcare systems engineering, human-centered design interventions, text analytics, network
analytics, and machine learning to improve health services delivery.
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Healthcare Future

Healthcare quality improvement is an economic and moral necessity. The transformation, which
is needed to improve productivity and effective-ness, will rely on computer interoperability to deliver
information when and where required, support soundly-based decision-making, eliminate unnecessary
repetition, reduce delays and avoid errors.  Harnessing millions of data points to gain new insights is the
central promise of data analytics. In health analytics, outlines of its potential are only beginning to take
shape. The breadth of possibilities spans from supporting evidence-based medicine, maximizing research
potential, and improving patient information, to linking data already collected, managing population
health, engaging patients as health partners, and introducing valuable efficiencies. Several companies
and health systems are already exploiting the power of health information, and more innovation is on the
horizon. Nonetheless, obstacles remain to make the crucial leap from a system with a reputation of
resisting information technology to a system that masters it to realize better care, improved population
health, and reduced costs.

There are substantial opportunities to move health care into an evidence-based model using
health information technology, social collaboration, and advanced data analytics. Yet there remain a
number of challenges in order to gain the benefits of the information revolution.
Ideas and policy recommendations for the future of health care include

Utilizing big data tools: These tools are vital for the future development of medicine as they
allow databases to be stratified and randomized and speed up the research process.

Increasing interoperability and tracking patients across health care systems: Advancing
data sharing networks integrates information from different sources and creates a 360 degree outlook
on patient conditions.

Improving consumer education: The quality of interface design and user friendliness of
medical applications of hand held devices can encourage patients and physicians to increase their level
of use.

Implementing a diverse set of records with online patient access: A well-designed health
records system would enable patients to electronically record, store, monitor, and share many different
kinds of health related data such as diet, exercise level, and blood pressure.

Ensuring privacy: Our technology is ahead of the culture and this poses certain risks in how
we handle consumer information. New policies and regulations should ensure that medical data is only
used for their intended purpose with patient consent.

Recognizing the reality of third party consultations: As medical care gets more complicated,
patients may turn to third parties for health advice. Consumers should be provided with enough
information to educate themselves about risks arising from new players and practices.
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Artificial intelligence : Bright and Dark side

Deepti Bajpai

ABSTRACT

Impact of science on humanity is well known. Science and its inventions has provided an unalloyed

blessing. However, if we go little deeper, disturbing sign too appear.Artificial intelligence, one of the

mysteries of science has undoubtedly provided us with the benefits that are beyond our imagination.

Who would have thought of such comfort that we are experiencingis just because of AI. Technological

advances in artificial intelligence are expected to spread in all areas and they have an impact on

health, security,economics and governance. Artificial intelligence can impose great impact on our

society by improving decision-making abilities and improving human life. However, these comforts

hide the most horrifying side of artificial intelligence that paves the way to our extinction! AI have

given a new identity to humanity but at the same time it alarms us that human race might face with

same fate that the dinosaurs faced. Evolution, the principle of life may saw a new species of machines

taking over Earth if we persist on the support of AI.

INTRODUCTION

Human have the most powerful brain on this planet and all the wonders we see around us are
the gift of our brain only. The most fascinating and surprising element of it is that we are only using
around 5% of our brain, so think what it would be like when human start using 70 or 80% of the brain,
well the answer is unknown.

When somebody asked, is it possible to see someone from thousands of kilometers away - the
answer was “no” a century ago, but we have now TV and Internet.It not surprising now to have such
facility through Internet, one of the greatest wonder and invention of sciencethat made us accessible to
full of knowledge and verity.

Artificial intelligence is yet another forwarding step of science and technology. In today’s
world, this is most mysterious and talked about human invention. It is now becoming an integral part
of our futuristic life. Artificial intelligence or AI is an effort to stimulate human sense. In simple words,
it’s the ability to think and learn on an artificial level.Voice and face recognition, artificial assistance
and robots are some examples of AI. But on the broad label, the ability to think and react according to
the situation by the machine gives us a view of AI.
BRIGHT SIDE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

These days we come across many machines that use AI, so the benefit we had achieved is
uncountable. In fact, it had made our life so easy and convenient that it cannot be image in the life
without these special machines. From automated cars to robot butlers, it’s easy to imagine the ways
advanced AI has make our lives easier, counting some of the benefits we are enjoying:
Error Reduction

Artificial intelligence helped us in reducing the error and increasedour chance of reaching
accuracy with more precession.It demonstrates and shows bestpossible results using its complex
algorithms and helping us to correct our approach well before to reach desired result. This is more like
seeing future.

AI doesn’t just operate using a task-based system; it’s smart enough to accurately interpret
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how data can be used. AI can be tailored to analyze data patterns in analytics to accurately predict your
next best move. The accuracy of AI helps reduce errors while using current data to generate even more
data.
Explorations

Robots with artificial intelligence are frequently used in many difficult explorations where
human reachis very difficult. These machines can be used for exploring the deep ocean floor and hence
overcome human limitations.

Steve Chien and Kiri Wagstaff of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory have predicted that in the
future, the behavior of space probes will be governed by AI rather than human prompts from earth.

The benefits of using AI to control space-exploring robots have been demonstrated by missions
that are already underway. Both the Spirit and Opportunity rovers, which were launched back in 2003,
had an AI driving system called Autonav that allowed them to explore the surface of Mars.
Daily Applications

We all have GPS enabled smartphones, smart camera, personal assistant like Google Assistant
and Siri and no wonder we all are using them daily. Did you ever noticed your Google Map let you
know when you will be reaching home, or your smart phone predicts in advance what you are going to
type and correct your spelling error. Isn’t that cool. Now what’s interesting is that they all works on
concept of artificial intelligence.
Medical Science

Artificial intelligence has laid down its step in medical field too. We usually come across news
where robot had done a surgery. This is most important and in fact the best advantage of AI. Robotics
is often used in helping mental health patient to come out of depression. A popular application of AI is
radiosurgery which requires uttermost care. Hence, it had been useful in treatment which were considered
difficult through human hands.

One of the most interesting ways to apply AI is helping those with disabilities and making
their lives easier. For example, researchers have been using language software developed by IBM
Watson, the company’s AI supercomputer, to create Content Clarifier. It uses machine learning and
language processing to help people with autism or dementia to interact better with language and the
world. In practice, this looks like replacing figures of speech and metaphors with plainer language, as
well as breaking up lengthy sentences. Simple, but effective, this is the kind of AI that could really
change lives.
DARK SIDE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

That said, with all these advantages this leaves us to the most horrifying and dark side of AI
also. Some of the greatest thinkers of our time, including Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk and Bill Gates,
aren’t quite sure. Last year, Hawking went on record saying AI could be the last major event in our
history - unless we learn to avoid the risks. But what exactly are those risks? And how can we avoid
them? That’s where things get a little hazy.

In past year, technologists at MIT published an article, “The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI,”
noting - regrettably - no one, even the best minds on the planet, really understands how artificial
intelligence works. How can we ensure the technology never goes wrong if we don’t understand how it
goes at all? In truth, there are many well-founded fears surrounding AI, but there are also many potential
promises.

Another, the most visible area where AI holds a lot of promise is cybersecurity. But this area
also has some of the highest potential for fallout. This is because the same approach that is applied for
cybersecurity is used by the dark side to bypass that security. In fact, sometimes it is easier for the
hacker to break security using AI than it is AI to set up a good security screen.

As global experts continue to refine the technology behind artificial intelligence (AI), many
also continue to debate whether that technology will help - or hurt - human society. Human have rule
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the world not just because they were the quickest learner orintelligent among all other species but
because they were also smartest among others. On same line, when Artificial Intelligence will
becomemore smartand intelligent than humans, machines will become capable of outsmarting humans
in every field. However, today AI is in its early stage. But at the pace we are progressing it will not be
surprising to say that AI would surpass human intelligence by just end of 21st century only.

According to the Hindu mythology, humans have taken birth just to do work and serve God
but now human start assigning a work to robots so in a senseit wouldn’t be wrong in saying that we are
approaching towards our end as we fail to do the job for which we were created.

Charles Darwin, the father of evolution stated, “only the fittest can survive”. History of evolution
said that only that specie can survive who is the best adapted in the environment. Robots being more
powerful, both physically and mentally than humans,can be one of the cause of extinction of human
race. From the earliest time we had learnt from our mistakes and made us rule the earth just because of
our brain and now we have given the brain to the Machines.

Some of the example where AI shown its dark side were, Last year in May, a report highlighted
that an AI-generated computer algorithm used by a US court for risk assessment was biased against
black prisoners. The program asserted that blacks were twice as likely as whites to reoffend in the US.
This conclusion was a result of the flawed or skewed train data that it was learning from. Predictive
policing algorithms were spotted to be biased in results, due to the flawed or skewed historical crime
data on which they were trained.

Yet another example, were a study analyzed the software trained on Google News which had
become sexist due to the skewed train data it was learning from. This came to light when the software
was asked to complete the statement, “Man is to computer programmer as woman is to X”, and the
software replied ‘homemaker’

There is no mathematical way to create fairness in machine learning. Experts’ believe that it
comes no surprise that algorithms are picking up the opinions and mental biases of the humans who
are training them.

Artificial intelligence has engulfed us these days – Google recently displayed AI making a
phone call with a voice impossible to distinguish from a humanvoice, while fellow Alphabet firm Deep
mind is not left behind and has made algorithms that can train themselves to play complex games.
Scary isn’t it!

There are yet many benefits of AI that might have made us more powerful, but we must not
forget that it is only our brain which had made are so powerful and by giving this brain to the machine
just to make are life easier can be the cause of our extensions.

CONCLUSION

While AI is being increasingly deployed wide across a variety of domains, from personal
digital assistants, email filtering, fraud prevention, voice and facial recognition and content classification
to generating news and offering insights into how data centers can save energy, but like every coin has
two sides, AI also has good and the evils side if left attended with closed eyes.

In the near term, the goal of keeping AI’s impact on society beneficial motivates research in
many areas, from economics and law to technical topics such as verification, validity, security and
control. Whereas it may be little more than a small nuisance if your laptop crashes or gets hacked, it
becomes more important that an AI system does what you want it to do if it controls your car, your
airplane, your pacemaker, your automated trading system or your power grid. Another short-term
challenge is preventing a devastating arms race in lethal autonomous weapons.

In the long term, an important question is what will happen if the urge for strong AI succeeds
and an AI system becomes better than humans. As pointed out by I.J. Good in 1965, designing smarter
AI systems is itself a cognitive task. Such a system could potentially undergo recursive self-improvement,
triggering an intelligence explosion leaving human intellect far behind. By inventing revolutionary
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new technologies, such a superintelligence might help us eradicate war, disease, and poverty, and so
the creation of strong AI might be the biggest event in human history. Some experts have expressed
concern, though, that it might also be the last, unless we learn to align the goals of the AI with ours
before it becomes super intelligent.

There are some more question whether strong AI will ever be achieved, and others who insist
that the creation of super intelligent AI is guaranteed to be beneficial. We recognize both possibilities,
but also recognize the potential for an artificial intelligence system to intentionally or unintentionally
cause great harm. We believe research today will help us better prepare for and prevent such potentially
negative consequences in the future, thus enjoying the benefits of AI while avoiding pitfalls.
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Use of Information in Entrepreneurship and Management

B.S. Yadav (1) Dolly Chauhan (2)

ABSTRACT

Twenty first century is expected to change the entire scenario of information science. The present

information age is going to face much more challenges due to rapid technological advancements which

will create new wave of opportunities for using information. Societies and individuals who are able to

operate on computer  based tools and related software, are able to develop softwares suiting emerging

challenges and have developed skills to analyse the avalanche of data are getting into higher and higher

pay brackets. Those who are not able to cope with the digital tools and remain illiterate in digital

language are being pushed down the ladder in the job market. Information plays an important role in an

entrepreneurship and management because it guides every decision-making and problem-solving processes.

Modern technology can significantly boost company’s performance and productivity. With an information

system, business can save time and money while making smarter decisions. A company’s internal  departments,

such as marketing and sales, can communicate better and share information more easily. since this technology

is automated and uses complex algorithms, it reduce human error. there are different types of information

systems and each has a different role. Business intelligence (BI) system, for instance, can turn data into

valuable insights. And organizations can also use enterprise resource planning (ERP) software to collect,

manage and analyze data across different area’s from manufacturing to finance and accounting. Therefore,

IT tools should be used as supporting of the work of managers in organization. There would be issues

relating to privacy of individual, states and businesses which would need to addressed as best as the

technology can assist.

INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of information from one or more sources, the custodianship and the distribution
of that information to those who need it, and its ultimate disposition through archiving or deletion.
The information is necessary for the effective leadership in particular, the control function. And the
quality of information affects the efficiency of decision-making. Lack of information can lead to serious
problem and prevent the success of the organization. Businesses can research the market through the
use of secondary data, this is extremely useful as it provides business with in-depth knowledge about
markets before penetrating them. Successful management of any large organization requires extensive
and effective use of information. The quantity and quality of the information affects the efficiency and
rationality of every decisions in organization. Information plays an important role in an organization
because it guides every decision an organization makes or expects to make. Thus, information is important
in the decision-making and problem-solving processes, and without the right information, organizations
are bound to make mistake in these key processes. An organization needs to have information about its
strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats in what is known as a SWOT Analysis. The main
idea of a SWOT Analysis is to ensure the organization known its internal and external position in order
to secure and grow its business. The information is also important because it helps the organization
devise better strategies for dealing with their competitors. A customer analysis helps the organization
understand the people it serves by getting to know their needs, perceptions, and preferences among
other key customer variables. The information then ensures that the organization offers the right products
or services that would adequately address the needs of their customers. The organization also needs to
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understand their suppliers and their ability to provide the required products or services required for the
existence of the organization. This information helps organization deal accordingly with situations of
surplus and shortage.

Entrepreneurship has been described as the capacity and willingness to develop, organize
and manage a business venture along with any of its risks in order to make a profit.

Now we can see that information technology has become very important in today’s world, because
it helps in simplifying daily work. Therefore, most of the many business uses of information technology
in business process to improve business performance and make a successful business.

Information system many organizations work with large amount of data. Data are basic
values or facts and are organized in a database. Many people think of data as synonymous with
information; however, information actually consists of data that has been organized to help answers
questions and to solve problems. An information system is defined as the software that helps organize
and analyze data. So, the purpose of an information system is to turn raw data into useful information
that can be used for decision making in an organization. At the most basic level, an information system
(IS) is a set of components that work together to manage data processing and storage. Its role is to
support the key aspects of running an organization, such as communication, record-keeping, decision
making, data analysis aand more. Companies use this information to improve their business operations,
make strategic decisions and gain a competitive edge.
Why Information System are Important to Entrepreneurship

Operational excellence- business can constantly improve their efficiency of their operation in
order to achieve higher profitability. They can do this by constantly having the correct amount of
stock in store so consumers can always get want they want.
New product services and business models -  information systems plays a major role for businesses
in creating new products and services. New business models can be created and these can describe
how a company produce, create and sell their products.
Customer and supplier intimacy - the better services a company provides its consumers with more
likely they are too come back to them and as result the more they will buy off the supplier therefore
creating a good relationship with both parties.
Improved decision making- information system make it possibly for managers to use real time
data when making a decision to therefore make better decisions and not have to waste time looking
for information.
Competitive advantage- if companies achieve any of these reasons to use information system they
will generally create a competitive advantage over their rivals.
Day to day survival- business invest in these system to make their jobs as easy as possibly. An
example is Citibank introduced the first ATM machine to make it easier for customers to access
their money and to cut down ques in their banks.

ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information technology has become very important in business world. No matter small or big business,
IT has helped the organization, manager, and workers in a more efficient management, to inquire
about a particular problem, conceive its complexity, and generate new products and services; thereby,
improving their productivity and output. Information technology can helps through:
Communication – In the business world, communication plays an important role in maintaining the
relationship between employees, suppliers, and customers. Therefore, the use of IT we can simplify the
way to communicate through e-mail, video chat rooms or social networking site.
Inventory Management – Organizations need to maintain enough stock to meet demand without
investing in more than they require. Inventory management systems identify the quantity of each
item a company maintains, an order of additional stock by using a way of inventory management. It
is become more important because organization need to maintain enough stock to meet customer
demand. By using in IT in inventory management, it also will helps in track quantity of each item
a company maintains, triggering when it comes to managing inventory.
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Management information systems – Information data is very important for an organization and a
valuable resources requirement for the safe and effective care. Data used is as parts of a strategic
plan for achieving the purpose and mission. Then the company should use the management
information system (MIS) to enable the company to track sales data, expenditure and productivity
as well as information to track profits from time to time, maximizing return on investment and
recognize areas of improvement.
Customer relationship management – Companies are using IT to improving the way of design
and manage customer relationship. Customer relationship management (CRM) systems capture
every relations a company has with a customer, so that a more experience gain is possible. If a
customer makes a call to centre and report an issue, the customer relation officer will be able to see
what the customer has purchased, view shipping information, call up the training manual for that
item and effectively respond to the issue.

ADVANTAGES OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Since the computerized system so widely used, it is advantageous to incorporate information technology
into the organization. Information technology provides tremendous benefits to the business world such as
allowing the organization to work more efficiently and to maximize productivity. Among the advantages of
information technologies in business are -

Storing and protecting information- information technology helps in storage system of important
data or document to protect company’s valuable records. Storage system, such as vaults, it can help
via keep information safe by only allowing certain users within your company to access, withdraw,
add or change the documents.

Boost company’s performance and productivity- modern technology can significantly boost company’s
performance and productivity. Information systems are no exception. Organizations worldwide rely
on them to research and develop new ways to generate revenue, engage customers and streamline
time-consuming tasks.

Automated processes- each organization to find ways to do more work in a short amount of time.
Therefore, the efficiency of information techno-logy by developing automated processes to take the
burden off your staff.

Save time and money- with an information system, businesses can save time and money while making
smarter decisions. A company’s internal departments, such as marketing and sales, can communicate
better and share information more easily.

Working Away:- information technology systems can access the remote network electronics company.
It allows one to work from home or anywhere. For this, it will help in increasing productivity even
physical work has been done in the office.

Communication:- in the business world, communication plays an important role in maintaining the
relationship between employees, suppliers, and customers. Therefore, the use of IT we can simplify
the way to communicate through e-mail, video chat rooms or social networking site. It means we
can communicate with our employees, supplier and customers in anywhere.

Reduces human error:- since this technology is automated uses complex algorithms, it reduces human
error. furthermore, employees can focus on the core aspects of a business rather than spending
hours collecting data, filling out paper work and doing manual analysis.

USES AND APPLICATIONS

There are different types of information systems and each has a different role.
Business Intelligence (BI)

Business intelligence systems, for instance, can turn data into valuable insights. this kind of
technology allows for faster, more accurate reporting,  better business decisions and more efficient
resource allocation. Another major benefit is data visualization, which enables analysts to interpret
large amounts of information, predict future events and find patterns in historical data.
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Organizations can also use enterprise resource planning (ERP) software to collect, manage and
analyze data across different areas, from manufacturing to finance and accounting. This type of
information system consists of multiple applications that provide a 360-degree view of business
operations. Net Suite ERP, peopleSoft, Odoo and intacct are just a few examples of ERP software.

INFORMATION SOURCES

Use following information sources for decision making process that are inside the company.
» Internal statistics
» IT department
» Business library
» Finance department
» Market research

Use following information sources for decision making process that are outside the company.
» Research publication
» Press releases
» Media
» Internet
» Social media

ROLE OF INFORMATION IN MANAGEMENT

» The information is necessary for the effective leadership in particular, the control function.
» The quality of information affects the efficiency of decision-making.
» Lack of information can lead to serious problem and prevent the success of the organization.
» IT tools should be used as supporting of the work of managers in organization.

The availability of businesses of accurate and specific information about consumers brings all of us
better products at lower costs.
» The fact that information has the value leads to important points about how businesses will
generally treat personal information about consumers. Accurate consumer information gives a
business an advantage over its competitors, allowing it to create better products and make them
known to customers more efficiently.

EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION

Effective information management requires a company to encourage proactive information behaviors
and values among all employees about using and sharing what they know with each others, develop
information-processing practices linked to business strategies and external market realities, and
invest in IT for management and innovation support, not just for running processes and operations.

The IC Optimization Effect

High performing companies have systematically developed information capabilities (IC) over time.
With the right quality and quantity of information, knowing how to use it appropriately, and operating
more efficiently and effectively than the competition, these companies successfully sense, manage
and proactively react to any potentially complex situations- internal or external.
With today’s digital capability to access information anywhere, anytime, many companies substitute
good information management for the movement of people, paper and products across geographical
areas, time zones, markets and organizational boundaries. Physical processes have been replaced
with electronic ones, and rigid organizational structures with more flexible virtual people networks.
This is called the IC optimization effects and it happens when a company uses information capabilities
to eliminates inefficiencies and achieve cost saving as well as add value.
There are five key areas where optimizing the use of information in a business can provide cost and
value advantages.
Organizational Structure - Information capabilities can play an integral role in eliminating
redundancy or unnecessary layers in an organizational structure. By streamlining processes,
minimizing management layers, facilitating communication and improving monitoring, IC can
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help create more agile and flexible organizational structures.
Processes - Companies are continually looking at ways to make their processes more efficient and
ultimately more effective. Processes include manufacturing products, processing orders, delivering
products, customer servicing, as well as creating new products, and dealing with back-office processes,
such as accounts payable and receivable, payroll, expense reporting and recruiting.

Not only can IC reduce costs by streamlining processes and replacing physical processes with
electronic ones, it can also boost operational effectiveness by coordinating similar tasks across
functions and disparate channels so that everyone in a company is working together toward a
common goal – such as serving the customer.
People - companies can also optimize people resources by investing in information capabilities.
with the right people, technology and processes, companies can reduce the number of people needed
to achieve the same desired business results. In addition, IC makes information processing less
costly by creating common “social conventions” and standardizing ways of collecting and
communicating information. This allows for more efficient management of projects and control of
functional tasks.

Using people efficiently is just one part of the equation IC can also enhance people’s jobs by
increasing communication, coordination and access to information and knowledge. By providing
tools for continuous online training, a company can improve people’s performance and under-
standing of the business. This helps create a shared culture where people work together, learn from
mistakes and leverage the expertise of fellow employees.
External Relationships- External relationships with customers, partners, suppliers, joint ventures
and/or alliances have increasingly become important in creating a competitive advantage by pooling
knowledge and expertise inside and outside the company and by being able to reach global markets.
Forming a close supplier relationship is critical in the retail world where out-of-stock occurrences
can severely damage margins and profits.
IC can play an integral part in improving communication and coordination between a company and
its external partners, thus decreasing the costs related to overproduction or underproduction.
Companies with mature IC are able to collect and analyze customer data efficiently and quickly,
enabling them to act on that information effectively by providing customers with tailored products
or services - creating value and brand loyalty. Companies that can provide a more personalized
interaction with customers generally have higher customer satisfaction and retention rates.
Financial management:- The more efficient companies are at collecting cash or at avoiding excess
inventory, the more cash they can generate. Companies that effectively manage information are
most often the ones that evaluate investment risks, achieve optimal returns, leverage their global
wealth, and manage the balance sheet better than the competition.

By making operations more efficient, companies can liberate liquidity that has been tied up in inefficient
resources and use it to create value and invest in new opportunities. The ones with the right cash
flow information can focus on how to make their cash management more efficient, ultimately
increasing their bottom lines.

CONCLUSION

The study shows that the progress in many of the basic computing and information technologies
has been rapid in recent years, as more the information is digitized, it becomes more important for an
entrepreneurship and management. Advanced information systems ensure the rapid, accurate
information, storing and protecting information, and automated processes. Many businesses, using
information technology is the goal to make a business become more successful, because the speed gain
and share information using a particular technology and makes a business can improve performance
and productivity. And helps management in making better decisions and not have to waste time looking
for information.
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Analytical Study of Information Explosion and Its
Psychological Impact

Sanjiv Kumar

ABSTRACT

Information revolution sweeping the world has brought about information explosion at an unprecedented

scale so much so that storage and retrieval of the available data is becoming challenging and problematic.

The concerning impact of this information excessiveness is that now this problem is negatively effecting and

destructively intervening in the Psychological balances of the human personality. The researcher in his study

title “Analytical Study of Information Explosion and it’s Psychological impact” has in his first chapter analysed

the meaning, definition and historical perspective of information Explosion. In the second section of the

study the researcher has explained the Major and Primary determinants of information explosion. In the

third section of the study the psychological impacts of information explosion has been discussed. The

Fourth section of the study gives the behavioural solutions to control the negative impact of information

explosion on humans.

On the above mentioned title of the study, the researcher has decided to classify his study
under below mentioned topics.
1. Meaning, definition and historical perspective of Information Explosion.
2. Major Determinants of Information Explosion.
3. Psychological Impact of Information Explosion.
4. Behavioural solutions to control the negative impact of Information Explosion.
5. References.
Meaning, definition and historical perspective of information Explosion-

The Online Oxford English Dictionary indicates that the phrase “Information Explosion” was
first used in the “New Statesman” article in March 1964. In another justification some scholars believes
that the term was first used in “The New York Times”  editorial content  by Walter Sullivan in June 7,
1964, in which he described the term as “much discussed.”

Information explosion is a term used to explain the continuously multiplying quantity of
published information and the impact of this abundance of data. As the quantity of available information
grows, managing the information becomes more difficult, which can lead to information overburden or
information overload. Information overload refers to the state of having too much information to make
a decision or remain informed about a topic. The term was first used in 1970 by Alvin Toffler in his
book “Future Shock”.

In Future Shock published in 1970, a Sociologist and Futurologist Alvin Toffler describes the
overwhelming flood of information and labeled it as an “information overload.” This change will
overwhelm people because the accelerated rate of technological and social change will leave them
disconnected and cause “shattering stress and disorientation”—future shocked. Toffler states that the
majority of social problems were symptoms of the future shock. In his discussion of the components of
such shock, he also coined the term “information overload”.

Information overload (also known as infobesity, 1. Infoxication, 2. Information explosion 3.
Is a term used to describe the difficulty of under-standing an issue and effectively making decisions when
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one has too much information about that issue.[5] Generally, the term is associated with the excessive
quantity of daily information. Information overload most likely originated from information theory, which
are studies in the storage, preservation, communication, compression, and extraction of information. 

Information theory studies the quantification, storage, and communication of information. It
was originally proposed by Claude E. Shannonin 1948 to find fundamental limits on signal processing
and communication operations such as data compression, in a landmark paper entitled “A Mathematical
Theory of Communication”.

Hense, Information overload is associated with the over-exposure, excessive consumption,
and input abundance of information and data.
Major Determinants of information Explosion-

a. A rapid increase in the production rate of new information
b. The ease of duplication and transmission of data across the Internet
c. An increase in the available channels of incoming information.
d. Large amounts of historical informations are there.
e. Contradictions and inaccuracies in available information
f. A low signal-to-noise ratio (informally, the ratio of useful information to false or irrelevant data)
g. A lack of a method for comparing and processing different kinds of information.
Psychological impact of Information Explosion-

1. Overload of information due to Information Explosion can increase the stress level of the individual.
The following changes in personality are common to observe in people who are stressed -
a. Irritability
b. Hostility
c. Frustration
d. Anger
e. Aggressive feelings and behavior
f. Decreased interest in appearance
g. Decreased concern with punctuality
h. Obsessive/compulsive behavior (trying to cope with unwanted repeated thoughts or obsessions,

by engaging in compulsive behavior rituals such as counting, checking, washing, etc.)
i. Reduced work efficiency or productivity
j. Lying or making excuses to cover up poor work
k. Excessively defensiveness or suspiciousness
l. Problems in communication
m. Social withdrawal and isolation
n. Impulsivity (expressed as impulse buying, gambling, sexual behavior, or similar) Research

suggests that chronic stress can lead to or exacerbate mood disorders such as depression and
anxiety, bipolar disorder, cognitive (thinking) problems, personality changes, and problem behaviors.

2. Overload of information due to information explosion can break the Mental Focus of the individual.
ADHD (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) is a  disorder that makes it difficult for people to
control their behavior and/or pay attention. 

Symptoms of ADHD

The primary symptoms of ADHD are focusing difficulties, hyperactivity (excessive activity), and
impulsivity (acting before considering the consequences).

The three main categories are -
Inattentive - difficulty focusing or staying focused on a task or activity
Hyperactive-impulsive: excessive activity and impulsivity Combined: focusing problems plus
excessive activity and impulsivity

3. The Power of Attention can be disturbed due to overload of informations.
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4. As per the studies of Dr. Hemp information overload is deteriorating the focus, attention and
intelligence level of the individual.

5. As per the study of Dr. Loder information overload is making desensitized individuals. In addition
to this people’s begin to struggle with stress, self-esteem, self-worth, physical health issues, fatigue
and exhaustion, memory issues and attention problems.

6. As per Dr.Wahnon “The digital age has monopolized our attentions,our emotions,our physical
health,our spiritual health and our mental health.”

7. Dr.M. Kumar has said that “Neuroscience had proven that multi-tasking is basically an illusion
and rationalization that we tell ourselves to enforce how productive we are.”

8. As noted in Levitins article regarding information explosion “We are losing our compassion,our
humanity,our common courtesies, boundaries, respect and other things that keep us connected.”

9. Dr.Schwarz has discussed the chemical changes that technology has on our brains.
10. Dr. Allen Rya has mentioned in his article that “We are underestimating the assault that information

overload has on our senses.Continuous overload put us at risks for mental and physical disorders
and diseases as stress, anxiety, negative self-talk and self-made escalates.

11. As per Dr. Sanjiv Kumar view point Information overload has a negative correlation with the
ability to discriminate and select.

12. Information overload is minimising the ability to adjust with the environment. 
13. Information overload has a negative impact on Span of Attention.
14. As per Dr.Ramakanti “Information overload can disturb the ability of  Retention,Recall and

Recognition”.
15. According to Mohd.Waqar Raza “Information overload can disturb the  of  Sensory Memory Cycle

 of the individual.”
16. According to “National Institute of Mental Health (U.S)” excess of online information can create

 Anxiety disorders which can leads to below mentioned impact on mind -
1. Feeling tense, nervous or unable to relax.
2. Having a sense of dread, or fearing the worst
3. Feeling like the world is speeding up or slowing down
4. Feeling like other people can see you’re anxious and are looking at you.
5. Feeling like you can’t stop worrying, or that bad things will happen if you stop worrying.
6. Worrying about anxiety itself, for example worrying about when panic attacks might happen.
7. Wanting lots of reassurance from other people or worrying that people are angry or upset with you.
8. Worrying that you’re losing touch with reality
9. Rumination - thinking a lot about bad experiences, or thinking over a situation again and again.
10.Depersonalisation – feeling disconnected from your mind or body, or like you’re watching someone

else (this is a type of dissociation)
11.Derealisation – feeling disconnected from the world around you, or like the world isn’t real (this is

a type of dissociation)
12.Worrying a lot about things that might happen in the future.
Behavioural solutions to control the negative impact of information Explosion.

We are undoubtedly curious and hungry for information as it is easy to access anytime and anywhere.
Whatever idea pops up into our mind, we want details about it and we check as many sources as we
can. But knowing the risks we expose ourselves to, we should opt for strategies & solutions that will
ensure a normal function of our brain.
1. Use Information filtration theory

Read and listen only to the information you consider useful for today or if it enriches your knowledge.
Otherwise, ignore irrelevant information like news, gossips, talk-shows, etc.
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2. Select the the Reliable and Valid Resource

It is always great to hear different opinions, but more does not mean better or truer. Select only the
reliable sources and stick to them.

3. Restrict yourself

Is it really necessary to read the news every morning or update your posts daily on Facebook? Set
some time limit and do not spend more than 10 minutes a day checking your social media or the
gossip you hear about your favorite celebrity.

4. Set your priorities

Some activities are more important than the others. Do not overload your schedule with plenty of
activities that require your maximum attention. First, finish the most important one and if time
allows, do the others.

5. Choose your conversations

Some people can leave you emotionally or mentally drained. Some may like to talk too much and
give you as many details as possible while others will simply pass their problems to you. Your time
and energy are limited, so spend them wisely.

6. Learn to Refuse.

If some tasks are out of your league or you feel like drowning in work, do not be afraid to refuse.
An extra amount of work will reduce the efficiency and quality of your cognitive performance.
This, in turn, will not bring the results you expect.

7. Do the right thing!

Year after year, the number of young people who suffer from stroke increases. According to scientists,
one of the explanations of this worrying phenomenon is the overstimulation of young people’s
brains because they have too many responsibilities.
Thus, experts suggest that we should re-energize our neurons and increase  their resistance to damage
by doing 4 simple things: physical exercise, sleep, hydration and outdoor activities.

8. Spend some time alone

What else can refresh your brain better than spending some time alone? Give yourself a break and
put your thoughts into order by simply doing nothing, away from the noises, Internet and people.
Are you experiencing the symptoms of information overload? If yes, what methods do you use to
find a psychological equilibrium?
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Information Explosion in Today’s World

Shikha Rani

ABSTRACT

Without internet we can not survive. Today every information under the tip of our finger. We can use

internet facility in all walk of our life. Internet explore show us the vast world while sitting our room or

doing any other work. We can access knowledge in different subject without any pain. Now a days

internet explore has a lot of scoop. With its help we can book air ticket, railway ticket and hotel etc.

without standing in a line. Information explosion is a boon of mankind.

Introduction

Information is not Knowledge. Knowledge is acquired only when one is able to understand,
interpret, synthesize. Information productively, toward some valued purpose.

The industry is buzzing right now with talk of “the information explosion”. In talking to
customers and digging a little deeper, it seems that the trend of unmanageable and extreme data growth
is largely the fault of “unstructured data”(email, video, social media, backups, power point are all cited
regularly is chief culprits) According to American Library association, “All ideas, facts, and imaginative
works of the mind which have been communicated, recorded, published and/or distributed formally or
informally in any format is called information”.1

However, recent experience has shown us that simple assessment of current storage assets and
their associated data sets can almost immediately uncover opportunities to save money and offset the
need to buy more expensive hardware. I suggest that we should make sure that the basics are in place
before we turn to new technologies to solve the problem of “the information explosion”.
Information Explosion

Today we live in a competitive world, which is rapidly evolving, where everyday life is dependent
on information and knowledge play a vital role for serving the people with the necessary information.
The term “Information” refers to “any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts,
data or opinions in any medium or for, including textual, numerical, graphic cartographic, narrative or
audiovisual forms.

The information is the backbone of every system. The flow of information has changed the
way of living in the world. Every morning when, we read a newspaper having so much information we
come to know the latest happening in the world. News Stand for N-North, E-East, W-West, S-South.
All our railways, Air and even sea networks are connected with the help of information technology.
“The Information explosion is the rapid increase in the amount of published information or data and
effects of this abundance.”2 “As the amount of available data grows, the problem of managing the
information becomes more difficult, which can lead to information overload. The online oxford English
Dictionary indicates use of the phrase in a March 1964 New statesmen aricle.”3 The information is
very vital and important for running these system smoothly. If we do not receive information for one
minute it may result into a big disaster.

In case of banking, we transact any amount of money from one place to another with the help
of E-Commerce. We can purchase any thing online with help of debit and credit cards. This has made
our lives more simple. Similarly, if we want to travel around the world we can book airline ticket
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online and even book rooms in hotel. All this increases the living standard of the people and also
provide employment as well as education in different part of the world which result in the development
of an economy. Thus, information technology has made a tremendous development in respect of our
approach at a mass level. There has been a continuous revolution in generation transfer and
communication of information.

The information literacy is important for today’s learners. It promotes solving approaches and
thinking skills asking questions and seeking answers, finding information, forming opinions evaluating
sources and making decision fostering successful learners.
Impact of the information explosion on management innovation -

There have been dramatic effects of information explosion in many areas of business,
organizations, business Practices and external images of the company can be significantly influenced
by the use of information technologies. What impact has all this had on the practice of management.
For most of the managers, information technology is, at best an essential but rather complex tool for
improving the efficiency of business operations. At worst, it is a source of problem, failed expectation
and confusing jargon. “Even though the abundance of information can be beneficial in several levels,
some problems may be of concern such as privacy, legal and ethical guidelines, filtering and data
accuracy.”4

Using information technology, business have the ability to view changes in the global markets
for faster than they usually do. They purchase software packages and hardware that helps them get
their job done. Technology is a very hard thing to define because it is such a large area. Technology –
is the use of knowledge to turn resources into goods and services that society needs and wants. Technology
is the practical from of scientific knowledge or the science of application of knowledge to practical.
Information is growing sharply, making it difficult for people to stay informed (information explosion).
Information Technology are both a cause, and a solution to, the problem of information explosion.
(I) Importance of information technology in business-

With the introduction of computers & software businesses use information technology to ensure
that their department run smoothly. They use information technology in a number of different departments
including human resources, finance and security.

Information technology has allowed business to keep up with the supply and demand as
continuous grow more anxious to have their items instantly. Using information technology, business
like Amazon are working to help busy consumers do their grocery shopping. Just a few clicks on a
website allows the consumer to submit an order and information technology sends that order to the
company.
(II) The Importance of Information Technology on Education -

The world of education is changing as the modern world continues to grow. With so much
progress, the education should reach students in new ways so that students are prepared for future. The
students of today are the leaders, inventor, teachers and businessman of tomorrow. Without the proper
skills, these Student will not be able to prepared as needed to survive.

Information technology plays key role in students being able to keep their jobs and go to
school. Now, school offer online classes that can be accessed on computers or laptops, tablets and even
mobile phones. No doubt there are additional references in academic texts and journal papers (Google
Scholar lists six) but I do believe that should this subject grab your interest, you may indeed find that
you could reach a point where you were comfortable that you were aware of all that is known on the
topic.

Teachers need to be prepared up to date with information technology. The technology has the
ability to enhance relationships between teachers and students.

When teachers effectively integrate technology in to subject area, teacher grow in to roles of
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adviser, contact expert and coach. Thus technology helps to make teaching and learning more meaningful
and fun.
(III) Importance of information technology in finance -

Information technology might be working its hardest with internet transaction. As more
transaction are done, the internet require more networks, more computers and more security programs
to keep its consumers safe. Without information technology, these purchases it would be impossible
and it would be impossible for banks to keep these purchases secure. Information technology has also
made it faster and easier than ever to send or receive money.

Information technology also makes it easy for finance to function on a global level. In this
modern age, your score and credit rating is available online securely. This allows insurance companies
and businesses to run a quick credit check on you making it for easier to open credit.
(IV) Importance of Information Technology on Healthcare -

Information technology have allowed for great reforms in healthcare. In most of medical
offices, one can send and receive digital medical information from doctors you have had in the past
changes like this allow costs to be lowered and increase the amount of time doctors can spend on
patients compared to paperwork security improvements with information technology has made it such
that your medical information is secure no matter where it is sent you can even have prescriptions sent
digitally to local pharmacies at most medical. “Filtering refers to finding useful information in the
middle of so much data, which relates to the job of data scientists. A Typical example of a necessity of
data filtering (data mining) is in healthcare since in the next years is due to have EHRs (Electronic
Health Records) of patients available. With so much information available, the doctors will need to be
able to identify patterns and select important data for the diagnosis of the patient.” 5

It is important to keep all the online information and data to be safe. “A typical information
worker who sits at a computer all day turns to his e-mail program more than 50 times and uses instant
messaging 77 times, according to one measure by rescue time, a company that analyzes computer use
habits. The company, which draws its data from 40,000 people who have tracking software on their
computers, found that on average the worker also stops at 40 web sites over the course of the day”.6

Information technology makes it possible for your online data to stay secure until assessed by the
proper channels. Using password and encription, information technology hides your personal data
away and only way it can be assessed by companies who have permission from you.
Conclusion

Thus we see that without internet we can’t survive because it is the backbone of every system.
If we do not receive information for one minute it may result into a big disaster.
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Information explosion and Mob lynching

Lalita

ABSTRACT

Today is an era of information explosion. In the past few years, many newly invented technological devices

and software are now tightly integrated with our everyday lives. Today, people can look up almost any kind

of information, make friends, communicate with others, and express ourselves with the simple touch of

a button on a device we usually keep within arm’s reach. “Widespread use of technology is changing

the way we work, learn, and communicate - even the way we carry out our regular, daily activities.”

These devices not only benefit our livelihoods and increase our happiness, but they are also integral in

advancing education, technology, development, and, in general, human evolution. The children of

today, who have been raised in this era of information explosion, will undoubtedly reap such benefits

and, in turn, advance society towards a better generation.

Information Explosion

The information explosion is the rapid increase in the amount of published information or data
 and the effects of this abundance. As the amount of available data grows, the problem of managing the
information becomes more difficult, which can lead to information overload. The Online Oxford English
Dictionary indicates use of the phrase in a March 1964 New Statesman article. The New York Times first
used the phrase in its editorial content in an article by Walter Sullivan on June 7, 1964, in which he
described the phrase as “much discussed”. (p11.) The earliest use of the phrase seems to have been in
an IBM advertising supplement to the New York Times published on April 30, 1961, and by Frank
Fremont-Smith, Director of the American Institute of Biological Sciences Interdisciplinary Conference
Program, in an April 1961 article in the AIBS Bulletin (p18.) 

Many sectors are seeing this rapid increase in the amount of infor-mation available such as
healthcare, supermarkets, and even governments with birth certificate information and immunization
records. Another sector that is being affected by this phenomenon is journalism. Such profession,
which in the past was responsible for the dissemination of information, may be suppressed by so many
sources of information today.

Techniques to gather knowledge from an overabundance of electronic information e.g., data
fusion may help in data mining, have existed since the 1970s. Another common technique to deal with
such amount of information is qualitative research. Such approach aims at organizing the information,
synthesizing, categorizing and systematizing in order to be more usable and easier to search.
CAUSES OF INFORMATION EXPLOTION

The general causes of information overload include -
» A rapid increase in the production rate of new information.
»  The ease of duplication and transmission of data across the Internet.
»  An increase in the available channels of incominginformatione.g. telephone, e-mail, instant messaging.
Is information explosion on social media the new serial killer?

Social media kills. It kills not only time but also men, women and even transgender. More
than 20 crore Indians use WhatsApp and a larger number have their accounts on Facebook. But the
same social media may turn anti-social at the hands of rumour mongers leading to lynching.

At least 16 cases of lynching have been reported from Tripura to Maharashtra since May 10,
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the latest being the lynching of five men in Dhule district. These incidents caused deaths of 22 people
including a transgender.
July 1, Maharashtra

The five people killed by villagers in Maharashtra’s Dhule district were suspected to be part of
a gang of child lifters. Police said that there were rumours for the past few days on social media that a
gang of child lifters was active in the area.

The same day a, mentally disturbed woman was tied to a pole and tortured by a village mob in
Assam’s Sonitpur district, suspecting her to be a child-lifter. Two migrant labourers survived a similar
attempt in Chennai on Sunday. They were thrashed by a mob on suspicion of being child-lifters.
June 28-29, Tripura

Three separate lynching cases were reported from Tripura - all on the suspicion of being
child-lifters. The incidents took place in three different districts of Tripura. The victims were a woman,
a hawker from Uttar Pradesh and a man hired by the Tripura government to fight rumour mongering.

Following the incidents of lynching, Tripura DGP AK Shukla said, “It has been noticed that
SMS, WhatsApp and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are being widely
used for transmission of fake images and videos as well as text messages which have potential to incite
violence in the state at a larger rate.”
June 26, Gujarat

A 40-year-old woman was beaten to death by a mob of around 30 people in Ahmedabad on the suspicion
of being a child-lifter. In another incident, a 45-year-old woman was assaulted in Surat or the same reason.
The woman was attending a family function. She had stepped out to buy balloons for her three-year-old
daughter when she was assaulted by a mob which pulled her child away from her.

Following the Ahmedabad lynching Gujarat Police issued an advisory warning people against
taking law in their hands and asking them not to believe social media rumours about child-lifting gangs.
June 22, Chhattisgarh

An unidentified man was allegedly beaten to death by a mob in Chhattisgarh’s Sarguja district.
The attackers suspected the victim to be a child-lifter. The man had arrived at the Mendrakla village,
where he was lynched, only hours earlier. Police said that rumours about a gang of child-lifters swirling
in the area thanks to social media.
June 19, Uttar Pradesh

A man was lynched in Hapur district of Uttar Pradesh following rumours of cow slaughter.
Police initially denied the cow slaughter angle. But later videos surfaced purportedly showing a mob
beating up a man and forcing him to confess to having slaughtered a cow. Police admitted that there
were rumours that the incident was an outcome of cow slaughter. The lynching also went viral on
social media.
June 13, West Bengal

A man was lynched in West Bengal’s Malda district on suspicion of being a child-lifter. He
was tied to an electric pol and beaten to death. The man was reportedly homeless and panicked when
he was confronted by an angry mob.
June 8, Assam

Two men were lynched in Assam’s Karbi Anglong district on June 8. Victims identified as
Nilotpal Das and Abhijeet Nath had gone to Kangthilangso, a picnic spot in Karbi Anglong. They were
hit by bamboo poles and wooden sticks by a frenzied mob. They were stopped by a group of villagers at
Panjuri on their way back and lynched. More than 70 persons were arrested by Assam Police for
murder and spreading rumours on social media.
June 8, Maharashtra

Two men were beaten to death by a mob in Aurangabad district of Maharashtra. Police said
that the lynching was triggered by fake messages in circulation on WhatsApp. The villagers attacked
the victims on suspicion of being robbers.
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May 28, Andhra Pradesh

A transgender was lynched by a mob of over 500 people on suspicion of being part of a child-
lifting gang. The incident took place in the old Hyderabad city. Police said that transgender had come
to Hyderabad from Mahbubnagar district during Ramzan. They were seen begging in the old city area.

At the same time, a message had gone viral on social media claiming that Pardhi gang was
active in Hyderabad. It claimed that the members of the gang were kidnapping children and killing
them to harvest their organs.
May 25, Karnataka

A mob lynched a 26-year-old man on the suspicion of child-lifting. The video of lynching did
rounds on social media showing the victim being dragged by two men in the streets of Bengaluru’s
Chamrajpet area.

Police said that rumours were doing rounds on social media about a gang of child-lifters being
active in Bengaluru.
May 24, Telangana

Two separate incidents of mob lynching were reported from Telangana on May 24 - one each
from Nizamabad and Yadadri districts. They were killed on the suspicion of being child kidnappers as
messages were being circulated on WhatsApp claimed so, police said.

The man killed in Nizamabad was there to meet a relative but got nervous when he was
confronted by a mob. His answers did not satisfy a frenzy mob and was lynched.
May 10-11, Tamil Nadu

Two cases of lynching were reported in a span of 24 hours in Tamil Nadu. In the first incident,
a man was beaten to death and hung from a bridge in Pulicat on suspicion that he was a child-lifter. In
the other incident, a 60-year-old woman was lynched for giving “foreign chocolates” to children in
Tiruvannamalai district.

Tamil Nadu police said that fake messages circulating on WhatsApp led to the twin-lynching.
The messages asked the locals not to trust immigrants claiming that they were a part of child-lifting
gang.
Uttar Pradesh

In September 2015, a man named Akhlaq was lynched in Dadri of Uttar Pradesh over rumours
about cooking cow meat. His killing sparked a widespread protest
Dec 3 Uttar Pradesh

Inspector Subodh Kumar Singh, SHO of Syana police station, and a 21-year-old villager died
of gunshot wounds as a mob went on the rampage while protesting against alleged illegal cow slaughter
in Bulandshahr district of western UP. Singh died due to a bullet injury in his left eyebrow.
Dec 28-2018, Uttar Pradesh

Workers of a political party stoned an Uttar Pradesh police constable to death in Ghazipur
district on Saturday, police said, adding the constable was part of a police team trying to control a
crowd gathered to greet Nishad Party state president Sanjay Nishad who was on his way to Gorakhpur
from Ghazipur.
Challenges:

Even though the abundance of information can be beneficial in several levels, some problems
may be of concern such as privacy, legal and ethical guidelines, filtering and data accuracy. Filtering
refers to finding useful information in the middle of so much data, which relates to the job of data
scientists. A typical example of a necessity of data filtering (data mining) is in healthcare since in the
next years is due to have EHRs (Electronic Health Records) of patients available. With so much
information available, the doctors will need to be able to identify patterns and select important data for
the diagnosis of the patient. On the other hand, according to some experts, having so much public data
available makes it difficult to provide data that is actually anonymous. Another point to take into
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account is the legal and ethical guidelines, which relates to who will be the owner of the data and how
frequently he/she is obliged to the release this and for how long. With so many sources of data, another
problem will be accuracy of such. An untrusted source may be challenged by others, by ordering a new
set of data, causing a repetition in the information. According to Edward Huth, another concern is the
accessibility and cost of such information. The accessibility rate could be improved by either reducing
the costs or increasing the utility of the information. The reduction of costs according to the author,
could be done by associations, which should assess which information was relevant and gather it in a
more organized fashion.

CONCLUSION

Information Explosion is massively taking place on social media. This explosion is good in
the sense of collection of information. Information was first searched in various printed media if needed,
the availability of information over the internet had made it quite easier for individuals to access, with
the help of internet you can even get the information across the globe on a single click but which some
benefits some shortcomings also come. The fake news and rumours are made viral which can cause
harm to the society and usually the topics that are spread are sensitive issues related to religion or a
caste. This viral fake news sometimes leads to the riots and mob lynching which cause harm to the
harmony of the society. For the benefits of some political parties these fake news are spread, a study has
shown that whenever riots took place the beneficiary was always any political party. For control over
this misuse of social media, cyber department should be formed separately to monitor these fake messages
or post on the social media. The account posting these fake news should be banned without any delay
and a strict action should be taken against the one using that account. Also these fake post spoils the
thought of the younger generation who are the major users of the social media. A bill is being drafted
in the parliament for the prevention of the misuse of social media.
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Digital Art in Indian Contemporary Art World

Shalini Tiwari

ABSTRACT

In the 21st century, an ability to work with information and communication technologies is becoming

essential to education and life. We are living in constantly evolving digital world and it has a great

impact on every aspects of life. Indian art world is also being digital with increasing technology. Non

conventional method such as digital art has become very famous in India. Technological advancement

has enhanced and sharpened the perception of art. The blend of art with new technologies is giving

birth to new innovative art forms. Digital art is created by artists with the help of computer. Digital art

is the result of two things, first human creativity and second computer technology. Advanced digital

art software has not only eased the drawing process but enhanced the creativity of an artist too.

Digital art is also providing innumerable career opportunities. In the age of animation where life

revolves around 3D images, creativity is not confined to brush and canvas. Digital art comprises of

computer aided designing styles and illustration techniques through computer technology. This paper

is addresses the importance of digital art in Indian contemporary era and innovative digital artist and

their works. Artists realized the scope and strength of digital technology in shaping their artistic

creations. Digital art motivates artists by providing enormous opportunities in digital media and

developing new markets with the help of worldwide digital revolution.

Introduction

Changes in technology always affect different types of growth and development in every area.
As early as the second half of the 19th century the appearance of a new technology – photography – in
everyday life gradually changed the nature of visual art.

Digital art has almost now completed twenty five years of existence in India. The most of the
images we see every day through a variety of diverse media are digital. The contemporary artists are
using new tools to reform the commercial are, such as photography, television, music, film and many
more. Now digital art has become very famous art form which is virtually transparent and extremely
wide. Digital artists are using digital tools to create innovative art works and contributing in unfolding
contemporary art. Through digital art they are expanding the horizons of artistic expression.
Digital Art

The emergence of a new media called digital art on the Indian art scene came to light in the
early 90s with the widespread use of computer. Digital art is the modern term used for art works that
are created by using non-conventional method or technology. Digital art is different from traditional
art forms. Traditional art forms are related with brush, colour and canvas but digital art is related with
technology. Digital art became famous with the development of computers. Computer art and digital
are not same because they take advantage of different aspects of computer technology. Digital art is a
combination of digital code and light.

Artists have accepted various technologies of print making, photography, film and video in
bringing out pieces of fine art. Digital art by employing current technology finds itself in a variety of
thought and unchanging artistic beliefs.

New generation of artists are using this art form and new innovations are reflected in multi-
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media art of Ranbeer Kaleka, Gogi Saroj Pal, Anand Moi Benerjee, Shovin Bhattchariya, ved Nair,
Pushpa mala, Sonia Khurana and many others. Today artists are not confined to a single media of an
art, they are experimenting with many art media. Use of computers, to create art, is raising the question
of its identity and existence. People go on asking such questions, “Is digital art a real art?” digital art
is considered as an original art form because it requires human hands like other art form. It has
provided innovation and wider space for an artist to experiment with new ideas.
Digital and Indian Contemporary Art

Visual arts include many art forms such as painting, drawing, sculpture, music, performance
art being the most widely recognized. However with the technological revolution, other art forms have
emerged such as video installation, digital animation, graphics and so on. As Indian culture and Indian
art become digitized, digital art is also progressing and defining the new culture of art. Digital artists
have created new benchmarks and increased the popularity of digital art. There are so many brushes
and tools in digital art which allow an artist to adjust colours, themes, textures, shapes in a more
desirable manner to express his thoughts and emotions. There are various advance tools which can
convert the ordinary form into an extraordinary form. These tools redefined the fine art and created a
distinct role in this revolutionary art form.

These computerized images have given a new dimension to the art world. Indian contemporary
art is the blend of traditional art forms like drawing, painting, photography, collage with new innovative
art mediums like video, graphics and animation. In contemporary period digital artists are impressively
creative and rationally sensitive to highlight the complex issues of present ere. The new digital medium
helps them to visualize their ideas and thoughts. Digital art has rich contributions in unfolding contem-
porary art and also provide endless and excellent ways of artistic expression. There are many museums
and galleries that display different types of digital arts such as Sakshi Art Gallery, Mumbai, Tao Art
Gallery, Mumbai, Radhika Art Initiative, Ladosarai, New Delhi, Lalit Kala Academy, New Delhi, and
Crimson Art Gallery, Bengaluru.
Digital Artists in India

In India various digital artists are working and have accomplished brilliant work. They are
successful in getting the attention and admiration of world-wide audiences through their effective
images. The new generation of young and innovative artists like Sheba, Chhachhi, Atul Bhalla, Anita
Dube, Vivan Sundaram, chhatrapati Dutta and gigi Scaria uses video, photography and digital technology
to make their works more interactive and effective.
Gogi Saroj Pal

Gogi Saroj Pal is one of the Indian women artists who is well known for her versatility. She
was born in Neoli, Uttar Pradesh in 1945. She has a deploma in painting from the College of Art in
Lucknow in 1967. After that she became vocational student for post graduate study in painting at the
College of Arts, Delhi. Her work revolves around the condition of female in the society. She has
worked in the field of installation, painting, sculpture, computer, graphic print, ceramics and
photography. She merged fantasy with myth in work. According to Gogi Saroj Pal her paintings are
result of those philosophical and mythological readings which she has studied from her childhood.

She was in the field of digital art before 1997, when the people were not aware of anything
about digital art. According to Gogi Saroj Pal, “In today’s world, digital art is not confined to painting,
it also includes photography and 3D graphic visual effect”. Gogi Saroj Pal has organised forty one solo
exhibitions of her work, participated in thirty five international exhibitions and more than hundred
group exhibitions in India. She also worked in digital prints such as “Hat Yogini series,” “Hat Yogini
on Tiger Skin series”. She has received so many awards for her contribution in the progress of Indian
contemporary art, for example “Sanskriti Award” in 1980, Jury’s Commendation in the international
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Biennial of plastic art, Algiers in 1987, National Award in painting by Lalit Kala Academy in 1990 and
12th Cleveland international Drawing Biennial Award, UK in 1996. She was also invited to participate
in the third world print biennial, London in 1980, Bedford print biennial, UK in 1982.
Ranbir Kaleka

Ranbir Kaleka is one of the most senior practitioner of this medium and incorporate his
experience of painting and art history in his projects. He was born in Patiala, Punjab in 1953. He
studied at Punjab university in Chandigarh and moved to London in 1985, where he completed his
MFA in painting at the Royal college of Arts. He worked in various mediums like oil, water colour
painting and mixed media on different shapes of word and board digital photographs and complex
video installation. He continued experimenting in different areas like digital prints such as ‘ Done,
undone menaced by dragonflies’ and ‘A – Panoramic – spectrum ground’, as video installation like
‘Kettle’ and since the transition from painting to video as a tool for material innovation. His work has
been widely exhibited in India and abroad. He organized more than 12 solo shows and participated in
more than 24 group shows such as ‘2012 Volte gallery and Saffron art gallery, 2009 Bose pacia gallery,
‘Reading Man’, New Year and many more. He received the National award in 1979, Lalit Kala Academy,
New Delhi and Sanskriti award, New Delhi in 1986.

Kaleka’s work invites the audience to the third space time he has created, as the audience
immerses in a flood of broadened visual experience and emotion. Kaleka’s work provides the opportunity
for the viewer to meditate upon the artist’s outlook on the problems in Indian society.
Anand Moy Benerji

Ananda Moy was born on 30th June 1959 in Kolkata. He is a very well known name in print
making and graphic art. He is the founder of the Indian print makers guild in 1990. The members of
this group were Ananda Moy Benerji, Subba Ghosh, Shukla Sawant, Kavita Nayar etc. He studied BFA
in painting from college of arts, new Delhi in 1980 and MFA in graphics from Shantiniketan in 1985.
After post graduation he went to London to learn printmaking. He worked in various medium and
technique like oil, acrylic, colour pencil, mixed media, pastel, digital print and serigraphy.

According to Anand “Digital art or essence of digital implication is the latest member in the
family of art and expression. The world of digital art is a process and not a technique. Artists do turn
this process to technique. My interest in digital world is more technical and from the level of
explorations”. His works are specific on exploring themes which is a reflection of his personal life. The
spinning images in his present works are ‘Performer’, Entwined’, His/her world, ‘she’. It is an attempt
to explore universal feelings and relations between ‘Man to Man’. In these works, the line plays a very
important role as well as colours. It moves around the whole space and is like a note of music spreading
within the whole space. He has organized 32 solo and group shows, exhibitions, participated in 67
national and Inter-national exhibitions. He has attended more than 16 camps of print making and
graphic prints in India.
Paramjeet Singh

Paramjeet was born in Jamshedpur in 1941 and he is a multi talented personality in Indian
contemporary art. He did a diploma from the college of arts, New Delhi. He chose silk screen printing
medium to express his abilities which gave him to display and manipulate purest art forms. In many
ways he used the technique and crafts serigraphy drawing, lithography, etching and digital prints and
moulded it with the sensibility of contemporary artistic concerns such as ‘Blessings’, Golden bird and
silver cage, The touch, Waiting. Mountain lines, rising peaks, blossoming flowers, blooming buds and
moving clouds are some of the best pictorial elements of Paramjeet Singh’s art. He has participated in
various group shows in India as well as abroad, such as Mexico, London, UAE, Berlin, Dubai, Iran,
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Cairo and Cuba. He has attended many workshops in silk screen and painting. He received ‘President
of India’s Silver Plaque’ award from All India Fine art and craft society in New Delhi and National
award of Lalit Kala academy, New Delhi. He is an executive member of All India Fine art and craft
society, Group 8 and Delhi Shilpi Chakra.
Vivan Sundaram

Vivan Sundaram is one of the influential artists of his generation. He was born in Shimla in
1943. He graduated in art from the Maharaja Sayajirao University in Baroda and post graduation from
Slade School of Art, London. Looking at his entire career, it emerges that there are two Vivan Sundaram
: the first one is an artist and storyteller and the second is an experimenter and manipulator of materials.
‘The family room’, displays a series of digital photographs by Sundaram, for which he has combined
the paintings of his aunt Amrita Shergil and the photographs of her father Umrao Singh. Vivan is well
known for shifting away from painting to make works in different mediums in early 1990s. Vivan’s
figures are embedded in the social background. The spatial arrangement in these paintings allows the
eye to hove, as the artist creates different registers of memory, moving between past and present,
commanding a certain fluidity and melting the horizon. Vivan has exhibited in the Biennales of Sydney,
Taipei, Sharjah, Shanghai, Havana, Johannesburg and Berlin. He has participated in group shows at
Tate Modern, London in 2011, Haus der Kunst, Munich in 2006, International centre for photography,
New Delhi in 2008 and Mori Art museum, Tokyo in 2008 etc.
Archan Nair

Archan was born in New Delhi in 1982. He is self taught artist. He started painting in 2006
and became Independent artist in 2007. He has collaborated with various brands such as Nike, Sony,
Red bull, Vogue, Microsoft, Infiniti and General Motors. He is known for his specialization in digital
art and mix media.
Anita Dube

Anita was born in Lucknow on 20th Nov 1958. She completed her graduation from the University
of Delhi in 1979 and MFA from Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda in 1982. Her works exhibited
in various museums and galleries such as Kiran Nadar Museum of art, New Delhi, Dr. Bhau Daji Lad,
Mumbai, Khoj, International artists association, New Delhi.
Conclusion

Art is the reflection of our society. Only the social, political, religious, geographical, scientific
impressions create a strong impetus. The web world has brought all of us close to each other and hence
all art and cultural activities are also closely knitted. It can certainly develop and create more
communications between all forms of artistic happenings. Today with conventional art medium, non
conventional art medium also progressing and have entered in the main stream of contemporary art.
As compared to the development of traditional art, the development of digital art is much faster and
hence will take different routes and forms also much faster. That was the era of voyages to different
parts of this world and this is the voyages to different worlds.

Digital art is giving an opportunity to young artists to blend their imagination and realism to
create futuristic art work. Now, we can easily define and realize the reality and usefulness of digital art.
Digital art, like other styles of art, is created by applying different digital equipments. Art does not
mean tools which are used to create it. It is about the vision, message or emotion of the artist. With
digital intervention skilled artists are able to expand, develop and retain the uniqueness and other
properties of their work. In present time artists ensure unique vision, themes and the fusion of art and
technology has beautifully transformed the thoughts of artists into reality. The digital revolution has
been successful in bringing out new dimension in contemporary art practices. Digital art provides
unlimited career options such as, animation, advertisements, video games, websites and print media.
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Digital artists can work as a full time employee, freelancers and even as self employer. Digital art is the
latest development which added a new chapter in the evolution of art and technological changes will
explores the significance or scope of digital art.
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Social Media Women’s Empowerment and Security Challenges

Sarita Rani

ABSTRACT

Social Media- A platform that facilitates interaction among people on large scale with the help of

social media tools like blogging, micro blogging, Facebook Chatting and other social media chats or

activities. These social media activities not only facilitate the production of information but also disseminate

information so that its users may beaware about different fields and get a platform to discuss things without

any discrimination. It will not be wrong to say that social media is the mirror and synonymous of contemporary

society so it is inevitable to have the effects on its users whether it is positive or negative. It serves equally for

men and women. So women who are the half of the total population get a powerful tool which they can

use for their empowerment. So the relation between social media and women empowerment co-relates

with each other. Social media can accelerate the main aspects of women empowerment by bringing them

ahead to the reach of everyone whether they are common people or our elected representatives in

Government. It is the brighter side of social media for women but sometimes they have to face the darker

side of this virtual world. In recent times there have been a spate of incidents targeting women with their

safety being compromised.

The Famous sentence, On ne nait pas femme: on le deviant, reads in English translation as
“One is not born, but rather becomes, women” According to Simone de Beauvoir - a feminist, one is
born as a free human being but society makes difference by categorized that human being in a girl or
boy, male or female and man or women. This problem is clearly stated by Simon de Beauvoir as -

“If I want to define myself, I first have to say,”I am a women”, all other assertions will arise
from this basic truth. A man never begins by posting himself as an individual of a certain sex: that he
is man is obvious. The categories masculine and feminine appear as man is obvious. The categories
masculine and feminine appear as symmetrical in a formal way on town hall records or identification
papers: The relation of the two sexes is not that of two electric poles: the man represents both the
positive and the neuter to such an extent that in French homes designates human beings, the particular
meaning of the word vir being assimilated into the general meaning of the word “homo”.

Women is treated as inferior sex or weaker sex as Aristotle said, “We should regard woman’s
nature as suffering from natural defectiveness”. It seems that God is biased in creating women if we
follow Aristotle’s statement about women. But we feel that it is not God but society that does not give
the equal opportunity and platform to women in every sphere of life; although now position of women
are getting better. Even now women empowerment is a very long process and it will take more time to
make women’s situation best in the world. So there is a need of a platform where can discuss their
problem and be aware of other women’s problem so that they can raise their voice higher and higher.
Such need can be fulfilled by social media that give everyone unbiased platform.

Social media plays an important and vital role in women’s empower-ment and its development.
Social media can create an awakening inspiration to achieve their potential as a prime source of change
in the society we live in.With the growing dominance of the internet, blog, chat etc. The use of social
networking sites communication is rapidly changing and becoming mobile, interactive, personalized
and multi-channel. The internet has served as a vehicle or as channel to convey information in a useful
and easy to understand manner. This extraordinary revolution is affecting the basic structure of societies
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and is raising discussion and debates that are profoundly related to women; the rapid transformation of
the boundaries between the public and the private spaces, the relationship between the new media and
women’s empowerment. It is emerging as an alternative media where women can raise their voice when
their voice is restricted. Public also join their cyber hands and try to share their issues in each and every
protest. For a long time voice of women is restricted and it can be made loud by way of social media. If
we talk about economic empowerment of women, it is very useful tool to make them economically
strong so that they may not be dependent on anybody.

Social media makes women independent, free and empowered when they get the chance to
raise their voice without any discrimination. Social media is posing questions and answering questions
that could raise and suggests solutions for every search of hers. Women can get emotional and intellectual
company through social networking if she use it positively and get benefitted from it as well. There is
no fear of losing their identity.

Nowadays social media seems as a faster media when any incident happens, and spread that
incident’s message very fast and people from round the world try to participate and show their concerns
toward such incidents. There are a lot of websites that serves for women empowerment and focuses on
different sphere of life such as lifestyle, knowledge, health, education and more. Some of them are
designed specifically to address the needs of women while some networking sites are aimed at women
who are parents or professionals, they are also general sites that provide place to discuss multiple topics -

Cafe Mom - This social networking site for mothers is run by the people who brought you
Club Mom. It offers groups for moms who want to talk about particular issues, blog sites, and private
messaging capabilities. While the focus of the site is on parenting, there are also opportunities to
discuss, cooking, hobbies, relationships, finances and health.

On Sugar - Formerly known as Team Sugar, this lively site allows women to create their own
mini sites and blogs that they can share with other members. Users can rate each other content, follow
posts and comment on member pages. It also supports, connect with Twitter and Facebook to help
members connected with women whom they already know. Membership is required to view any context.

Brave Heart Women - Aimed at increasing personal growth, this site provides a place for
women to inspire each other and collaborate on creative ideas. It offers communities and groups which
enable women to get and share advice, past opinions  and get feedback on their ideas.

Fabulous 40 - Aimed at women 40 and over, this site is the place to share beauty secrets, post
movie reviews, get parenting help, find health tips and exchange recipes. Other features include blogs, weekly
contests, photo, albums.

Ladies Who Launch - Women who are entrepreneurs can use this site to promote their business
and connect with other professionals. Members can also participate in webinars online and in meetings
at a location  in nearby city.

Savor The Success - This free site for women entrepreneurs offers virtual cafes where members
can learn from experts in public relations, social media and branding. Members can also connect with
other women to participate in learning teams that meet online or in person.

Thus women are now also getting more knowledge about their rights and powers that every
women in a society holds, with equal rights as men in every respect. All these positive changes are now
triggered to only increase their pace with time due to internet and social media.However cybercrimeis
creating hurdles in women empowerment and they are not able to fully utilize the benefits of its
revolution. There was a case of a 17-year old girl from Udaipur whose photos, taken from her social
media account were morphed before being circulated on the internet. In India per year such type of
incidents happen but unfortunately some of them get reported and rest remains unreported. It is due to lack
of awareness, cybercrime victims, especially women do not want to open their identity and lodge
complaint. If some of such type of victims want to come out in open, they are not treated or taken
seriously.
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The majority of online harassment takes place on social media which makes sense given how
much time most of us spend on these platforms. Women are often targeted simply because they are
women. Being a victim of cybercrime is most traumatic experience for a women. Especially in India
where the society looks down upon the women and the law doesn’t even properly recognize cybercrimes.
Crimes that are specifically targeting women are such as cyber-stalking, harassment via e-mails, cyber
bullying, Morphing, E-mail-spoofing and cyber defamation while cyber stalking affects both men and
women, women are disproportionately targeted. Day per day females are trolled on Twitters on various
issues and due to its public nature, it is one of the most notorious social media platforms when it comes
to online harassment. And it is not just celebrities and public figures who get abused. There are endless
stories of regular people who have been attacked, often for simply speaking out about political or
feminist issues. Twitter claims to have improves their system of addressing reports of harassment.

The Me Too Movement is very famous nowadays. It is a movement against sexual harassment
and sexual assault. Me Too spread virally in October 2017 as a hashtag  on social media in an attempt
to demonstrate the wide spread prevalence of sexual assault and harassment especially in the workplace.
With the Me Too Movement it is very easy to log onto Twitter or Facebook and see just how many
women are victims of sexual harassment.

Cyber crime against women is severe crime against women. Although online platform provides
women a free, independent and unbiased atmosphere but we can’t ignore its crucial and darker side
where women’s dignity, privacy and security are at risk. But only because of online abusers we cannot
stop using social media because there are helping hands also on the same platform who uses their cyber
hands for women empowerment and other welfare activities.
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Harmful Effects of Social Media on Students in Higher Education

Anjali Singh

ABSTRACT

In recent years, the internet access, also on mobile phones, has increased in India. This phenomenon

offers obvious benefits to society at large – but with a price. The information explosion coming in its

wake seems to hurt cognitive functions of people in general and the youth in particular. Youngsters

consume online content and social media more than others and are also more susceptible to the

potential harmful effects of this activity. This paper explores ramifications of spending significant

amount of time on social media in the age group of 15-21, especially on their learning. We have relied

on a limited number of case studies, anecdotal evidence and literature survey for this preliminary

exploration.

Introduction

The last couple of decades have changed our lives. Information and communication technologies
(ICT) have come to define the world in which most of us lead our daily lives. Compared to earlier
times, far more information is available in public domain, thanks to the World Wide Web.
This phenomenon was initially welcome with much cheer. It was called ‘digital democracy’ – it made
all of us equal in accessing information (even if later it led to ‘digital divide’ – because not all people
have the same kind of access to digital technology). However, as unmanageable amounts of data started
coming up, people started worrying about information explosion, or information overload.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘information overload’ as “a situation in which you
receive too much information at one time and cannot think about it in a clear way”1.

Not only is too much information competing for our attention, too much information is also
being transferred from one place or one person to another. At the heart of the Digital Age is the fact
that transfer of information is happening at the speed of thought. This is changing the way we digest
information and the way we think about it. Scientists even argue that it might be changing the very
wiring of the brain - since the humankind in its long history of millennia never had to pay attention to so
much in so little time.

On top of information overload and communication overload is the new layer of ‘Social Media’,
in which users create online or internet-enabled networks; for exchanging information or views or
other content like texts, audio and visuals. Predictably, social media is very popular among youngsters
because they are looking to connect with people in their age group, as well as they are in the process of
shaping their sense of self.

On the face of it, this is a welcome trend. The Age of Information and digital communication
has, it would appear, made life easy for the young people. Thanks to social media, the youth of today,
unlike ever before, have immense opportunities to make like-minded friends, discover better study
material, explore better career opportunities and facilitate personal growth.
As the digital revolution unfolds, however, we are also finding that the technological disruption might
be more harmful than beneficial. It is compared to Pandora’s Box, which in Greek mythology signifies
“a present which seems valuable but which in reality is a curse”2.

Here we will explore the effects of spending a significant amount of time on social media for
students in the age group of 15-21. The effects can be further classified into psychological, social, and
so on. For the purpose of this paper, we will look only at the effects on their learning skills.
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CASE STUDIES

SEEMA, 18 Years

Seema studies in the first year of BA in Delhi. She used to browse the internet for email, social
networking website Facebook, video sharing website YouTube and websites related to study material
for a very limited duration. After she acquired a smartphone of her own in her 12th standard, and with
cheaper data packages, she came to spend more and more time in the digital world. Apart from the
above-mentioned platforms, Seema also is an avid user of WhatsApp, which helps her coordinate with
classmates about study schedules.

In her first year of college, however, Seema has become addicted to her smartphone. It has
become an auto-reflex to check the phone for any messages or updates on various Apps, though she
admits that most of them are not related to studies. She tells us that the phone is nearly all the time with
her or within her reach, and especially when she is reading for her studies, she is distracted by beeps
and ringing of the phone for various messages yet she cannot help but check it each time. As a result,
she says, she has not been able to pay undivided attention to the studies the way she used to in school
days.
AMAR, 15 Years

Amar is a Class 10 student, with above-average performance in exams, in a school in Noida.
He is not only at ease in adopting new gadgets and new apps, but he takes pleasure in the learning. He
is an active user of multiples social-media platforms, and this year he has started making educational
videos introducing new technologies. He uploads his homemade videos on sites like YouTube. His
parents are proud of his learning: after all, it is indeed a sign of better learning skills. He feels more
self-confident after discovering this side of himself. He has become better at ‘multi-tasking’ while
browsing online content or playing video games.

On the other hand, in personal interaction, he admits that his regular studies at school are
getting affected in the process. Most of his internet browsing, for two to three hours in average, takes
place later into the night, affecting his sleeping cycle. Also, he says he is not able to sit and read
textbooks for longer than half an hour, which was not a case earlier. When told to rationalize his time,
and focus studies in this important phase of his schooling, he says he does not know how to do so.
REKHA, 20 Years

Rekha is a student of post-graduate student, who has also worked at a prominent corporate
house as an intern after completing her graduate studies. She calls herself an average student though
she prides on the fact that she has been an avid reader, mostly of fiction. During her teens, Rekha had
a membership of a public library and names several classics among her favourites. However, during
college, she came to be addicted to social three networking platforms – Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp
– and before she realized she was spending considerable time on her phone and her computer.
Rekha has not renewed her library membership for two years now, and her literary reading is dwindling,
as she spends about two to three hours after dinner on the computer, apart from time spent on her
phone every now and then to post new photos and updates. She regrets that though she wants to read
books, she usually gives up within the first few pages, as she is usually anxious to check her social
media feeds.

Seema, Amar and Rekha (name changed to protect their privacy) are somewhat more dramatic
representatives of our youth, but they are by no means abnormal examples. A larger, empirical study
may only corroborate the generalisations we can draw from their experience. Based on these
generalisations, we can state the following hypothesis -
» More and more youngsters (in the age group of 15-25) in India are spending more and more time

connected to the internet
» They spending upwards of two hours every day on this activity.
» They spend substantially more time on social-networking platforms than on studies and career-

related websites
While there are benefits of this phenomenon, it is also harming the youth learning in several
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ways, including the following -
» Less self-discipline,
» Less attention span,
» Less focus and concentration while studying
» Disturbed sleeping patterns, increased anxiety and other signs of psychological illness
What Experts Say

In the more affluent western nations where the internet and the social media have widespread
prevalence for more time, the generalisations stated in the hypothesis above are well attested trends.

One study3 notes that the US witnessed several major studies on the role of the new media on
the youth, but the “public debate about the Internet heated up only around 2002, when access rates rose
dramatically and the majority of American and European youth were online” – which is the case in
India in more recent years. The study further notes, “Shortly thereafter, researchers began to seriously
investigate youth’s access to the Internet. The results of these studies revealed a more nuanced picture
than many expected, which led researchers to ask more questions about social media, including their
influence on self-esteem, social skills, online sexual risk behavior, and cyberbullying.”

An oft-quoted study4 has found that when turning 21 years of age, a member of this age group,
called the “net generation”, would have spent -
» 10,000 hours playing video games,
» 200,000 e-mails,
» 20,000 hours watching TV,
» 10,000 hours on cell phones, and
» Under 5,000 hours reading

This multi-tasking over screens is hurting their attention span, as attested by a study carried
out by scientists of the Stanford University which concluded, “Results showed that heavy media
multitaskers are more susceptible to interference from irrelevant environmental stimuli and from
irrelevant representations in memory. This led to the surprising result that heavy media multitaskers
performed worse on a test of task-switching ability, likely due to reduced ability to filter out interference
from the irrelevant task set. These results demonstrate that media multitasking, a rapidly growing
societal trend, is associated with a distinct approach to fundamental information processing.”5

In simpler terms, one of the scientists, Clifford Nass, states: “The research is almost unanimous,
which is very rare in social science, and it says that people who chronically multitask show an enormous
range of deficits. They’re basically terrible at all sorts of cognitive tasks, including multitasking.”6

Thus, the trend is well established in the west, and as information explosion spreads in India,
our case is not likely to be different. Admittedly, there are numerous benefits in the increasing digitisation
among the youth, but the side effects discussed here need to be studied at length. A larger, empirical
survey among the youth would be in necessary to draw firm conclusions. The survey as well as its
follow-up studies can benefit a lot from an inter-disciplinary approach, involving education, psychology,
sociology and media studies for a holistic understanding of the phenomenon.
Meanwhile, it would not be inadvisable for parents and teachers to nudge the youngsters towards
rationalising their time spent on the digital world and optimising social media presence.
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Information Technology and Emerging Ethical Issues

Nisha Yadav

ABSTRACT

The rapid growth of information Technology and its uses in every sphere of life has made human life

very easy. The use of internet is really a paradigm shift in 20th and 21st century but it has also come

along with many vices. This paper has tried to focus on various legal and ethical issues which have

been the result of the rapid spread of the ICT particularly in India. There is no doubt that like any

other technological inventions ICT too has created both positive and negative impacts on the society.

This paper aims at exploring some of these issues in brief.  The ethical issues have been tried to

explain with the help of many incidents which have occurred in India recently.

New advances particularly in the field of information technology have brought new scientific
gains to human but it should be noted that the entry of new scientific and technological fields will
always have ethical issues and limitations. There is no doubt that 20th and 21st century has witnessed
the highest level of development in ICT. It is proven facts that no fields can be developed without the
help of information communication technology either it is financial, social, medical etc. With the help
of the new technology the Government has started and implemented its social and economic policies in
India to attack on poverty and other social evils existed in the Society and it has given a positive impact
and melted down some of the social evils with the improvements in the awareness among the people.

One of the interesting and, of course, new topics in the field of information technology science
is computer ethics or IT ethics. Today, in the digital age, the society is dependent on computers in
almost all its affairs, and the study of ethics in the field of computer and information technology must
always be considered. But it is also important to define the ethics to better understand the issue of ICT
ethics. Many scholars have defined ethics in different perspectives. In general terms the Ethics is the
values which tell what is right or wrong. The value ethics may differ from one society to another based
on their origin, geographical locations and cultural practices. One value may be ethical in one society
and the same may be unethical to another society. However, those which are ethical have a larger
acceptance in most of the societies. In the context of an operational definition with regard to professions,
ethics generally refers to those principles and codes of behaviour that guide the conduct of any profession.
The terms usually come along with moral values, normative judgements and moral obligation. Fisher
(2004), defines the concept as an individual personal belief as what is right and wrong, good or bad. It
is the arbiter of an individual evaluation of the rightness or other wise of his or her actions. Further as
per Hanekom (1984) , the qualities of ethics is one that is linked with the history of mankind. Ethics
deals with the character, conduct and morals of human beings. It deals with the good or bad, right or
wrong behaviour. By utilitarian principles it is well accepted that the right and good choices is the one
which provides the best outcome for the majority people.

With the growth of new technologies being adopted in all fields of life, the issues of misuse of
this technologies for personal gain or destruction of the mass have been raised which causes a serious
threat to the various organisation in particulars and human society in general. There is no doubt that
without the help of new technology one cannot imagine to lead India towards a developed country as
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visioned by the late great personalities like Dr. Abdul Kalam Azad. Even the Government of India has
massively used the computers in administration for delivery of social schemes. All the land data has
been recorded now in Bhulekh and it can be easily accessible to all. The services of railways, airways,
medicines, Income tax and passport, banking etc. have been delivered to the masses on one click.
Various educational and health software have been developed which has generated awareness and
given benefit to the large chunk of population. But it is also the facts that the same technology which
has helped in connecting families has also cause to separate the families . The development of ICT has
two way effect and the benefit provide by these ICT is not free but has taken many things viz., personal
privacy, adapt to addictions, and other social and economic values of persons. There are a lot of misuses
of these technologies such as Cyber crime, Internet Fraud, Cyber terrorism, piracy, plagiarism, banking
frauds and corporate stealing. This paper has made an attempt to analyse the threats poses due to ICT
and tried to give some pictures regarding the threat which has been generated due to loss of ethical
values and also has given the partial solutions to these threats.

Cyber crime is the crime done through the help of computers such as illegal digital depositories,
fraud, trafficking in child pornography, digital piracy, money laundering and counterfeiting etc. In
India particularly during the demonetisation period i.e. 2016-17 many ponzi schemes and chit funds
scheme were launched by the individuals through using internet. The websites were created by them
and multi level marketing schemes were launched to lure the people about the benefit of these schemes.
Later on all the money collected from the people were taken by the frauds and sites were closed.
Similarly various corporate use the cookies in sites for hacking the data of their opponents which is
very common. It is also pertinent that the unaccounted money in India has been parked in various
countries through hawala or money laundering in the name of bogus imports/exports by under invoicing
and overinvocing the values of the bills of entries. The various agencies viz., DRI, Enforcement
Directorates and Income Tax have made efforts to find out theses rackets. All these economic threat is
being done by the cheaters through the use of ICT.

Nowdays, In India the ATM frauds is being very regular phenomena. In this fraud the ATMs
and the PIN of ATMs are being generated by the fraudulent means and the fake cards are made which
are used for shopping and withdrawal of money. Various cases are being reported by the cyber crime
department of police in northern India. This fraud has made immense effect on the life of the common
man.

Further, with the use of ICT, the terrorist organisation have made their weapons and also
planned the execution of their hidden operations. It is a great concern and threat to the humanities.
The terrorists are massively using the internet to learn the new methods of attacks which has been
acknowledged after 9/11 attacks on world trade centre at USA. Even many outfits organisations viz.,
Naxals in India are using the technologies for counter attacks on police. This threat has causes loss of
many lives. The accessibility of internets has made these organisations very strong and more informative.

During these days, software companies are focussing to distribute data with 4G Speed with
minimal rates. This has given access of the internet to the anti social activists and the perpetrators of
the communal riots along with the genuine users. It is seen that through whatsapp, telegrams etc.
rumours are being spread by perpetrators against one or other religious communities which causes
communal riots and mass atrocities in many places in India. For example, the Muzaffar Nagar riots are
one of the examples of such riots. Even these rumours are so strong that it has causes loss of many
lives, uprooted the people from their origins and causes severe threat to the communal harmony which
is one of the values which is well enshrined in the constitution of India. The recent event at Bulandshahar
in which a police officer was killed by the masses was the result of such information regarding
slaughtering of cows by some religious group which were circulated through whatsapp / messages in
various social groups. This type of rumours/information polarises the religious group against each
other and mass atrocities happens causing loss of life and destruction of public properties.
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At personal level, the high use of the Internet has led to the negligence of other important parts of life,
including sleep, work, and academic achievement. Users in the Internet environment can be anonymous
and engage in behaviours that are inappropriate in most physical communities. On the other hand,
providing fast, cheap and convenient access to the unethical sites can be considered as a disadvantage
of the use of the Internet.
Even the internet has also taken the life of personal privacy. The mobiles having internets use to
disclose the locations of the persons which may also cause threat to one’s life. Recently, the Supreme
Court forbade the private agencies to take Aadhar for giving any services, is only on the basis of attack
on personal identity. The court raise concerns that the sharing of Aadhar data of individual may lead to
threat on the personal privacy of individual.
 Today, forging digital documents such as counterfeiting digital signatures, digital images, etc. is an
important topic in the field of information security and computer ethics. Online gambling (using online
websites where members can participate in a variety of games without having to be present at the site,
in which everything is done online from opening an account to transferring funds, withdrawals, playing
games, etc.) is increasing. Many of the computer games are violent and stimulate aggressive and anti
social behaviour. Fake SMS, mail are being sent by the anti social activists for doing fraud and asking
ransom for kidnap or threat. The adaption of these new techniques by the terrorists, anti social activists
and fraud persons have poses a great concern to the law of the land and also to the government agencies.
Steps to be taken

1. Cyber laws and codes on cyber crimes may be strictly formed and adopted by the professionals and
the agencies doing in the field of information technology.

2. National and international level organisations may be set up and cyber laws to be made which may
be binding on everyone.

3. Family education and attention to their children from childhood play an important role in reducing
the negative effects of behaviour and personality.

4. To reduce addiction to social networks, cyberspace and computers at night, the false policies of
some companies should be eliminated. For example the lower cost of the Internet at night should be
eliminated by these companies.

5. The students on school levels onwards may be educated on cyber security with its ethical values.
Even the curriculum may be designed at the level of schooling which may impart the codes of ethics
for using internets.

6. In India, the poverty and unemployment is the main reasons for the rise of mass atrocities and
naxalism. The Public distribution system should be improved and the implementation of social
security schemes and economic welfare programs should be rampant to curve the mass poverty.

7. Parents should inculcate the ethical and moral values within the child from very initial phase of his/
her life.

8. The Computers/systems must always have anti-viruses, firewall system and encryption to secure
the system from outside attacks.

9. IP addresses of the computers must not be shared with anyone.
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Information Explosion in Education

Richa

ABSTRACT

Today is an era of information explosion. Many administration, instructor, librarians, researcher,

scholar, school and college teacher, student etc are searching and using information every day.

Information Explosion is a term used to describe the rapidly increasing amount of Published Information

and the effect of this abundance of data. In this paper I will discussed about causes and effect of

information explosion and how it is implementing in our education day by day. As people are faced

with growing levels of information overload, the inability to make clear and accurate decision can

increased their stress level. The problem of information overload can be traced to interruptions in the

work place. Information Explosion has particularly affected the mind of the younger generation; the

present modern world is passing through a period of information, magazine, journals and newsletters.

The conclusion of this paper is that information explosion is indeed a 21 century reality. But seeing

the development in research in coming decades the problem of information will increase. Therefore it

required an effort from library and information, Professional computers scientist, academician and

knowledge management specialist so that the adverse effect of information overload could be kept at

a minimum and the information seekers are provided with effective and innovative way for tackling the

problem.

INTRODUCTION

Information Explosion is a term used to describe the rapidly increasing amount of Published
Information and the effect of this abundance of data. As the amount of data grows, managing the
information become more difficult which can lead to information overload.1

Information in this context may be examined by two ways -
1. Flowing Information
2. Stored Information

Flowing information is that which is transmitted over the airwaves like on internet and via
telephone. Stored information is that which is printed on paper. Information Explosion means the
overloading of information.

According to Dictionary.com, Information overload is an over-whelming feeling upon the
receipt or collection of an indigestible or incomprehensible amount of information, the feeling of being
faced with an amount of data that one has no hope of completely processing.

The world possessed 988 Exabyte (EB) of data in 2010 (1EB equal to billion giga bytes or
50,000 year long DVD). By implication, in 2010, every new born had 800 Megabyte (MB) of information
to its credit. This if printed, would mean a burden of 30 feet of books per child.2

This is nothing but information explosion which is intensifying like a raging infermo.3

OBJECTIVE

In this paper I will discussed about causes and effect of information explosion and how it is
implementing in our education day by day.
INFORMATION EXLOSION : CAUSES AND EFFECT

There are many causes of information explosion -
» A rapid increase in the production rate of new information
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» The ease of duplication and transmission of data across the internet
» The advancement of  IT especially search engine technology has resulted in over abundance of

information with the advent of new publishing media specially the online over there is too much
information generating from a multiple sources which is one of main causes of information
overloaded. This puts increasing pressure who have very limited time to find locate retrieve and
asses information from all these various sources.

The problem is exacerbated by irrelevant and unimportant information constantly piling up in
various media, especially electronic media like TV, Website, Blogs, Social networking sites, Email
etc.4

Technology undoubtedly brings about multidimensional change in society and impact the
mind and the cultural behavior also. Under the impact of changing technologies, every generation
experiences a distance or feels cut off from the medieval society whose stability was based on religious
faith, with the introduction of mechanical dynamics for steam driven railway and ships and the telegraph.
Next generation society living in early twentieth country felt cut off from the mechanical dynamics
based society with the onsets of cars running on internal combustion engine, the boon and bane of
nuclear fission and psychology in sight of Dr. Freud.

The development of technology are impacting directly or indirectly to all the member of
society cutting across the geographical frontiers.5

As people are faced with growing levels of information overload, the inability to make clear
and accurate decision can increased their stress level. The problem of information overload can be
traced to interruptions in the work place. Interruptions include in coming Email, messages, phone
cells and instant messaging all of which break mental focus and redirect it to the source of interruption.
The person has to deal with the interruption, the redirect their attention back to the original task.

INFORMATION EXPLOSION IN EDUCATION

Today is an era of information explosion. Many administration, instructor, librarians, researcher,
scholar, school and college teacher, student etc are searching and using information every day.
Information is not easy to understand precisely internet and World Wide Web (www). Information is
now delivered and disseminated across many applications, database, network, platform and system in
the network information world.

Earlier information source are only published media and hand-written manuscript but now a
days the source of information are diversified from database, online journals, optical disc, DVD, CDROM
to hyper media. When, the school curricula are seen internationally in the face of the fact that 94
percent of word’s information is being available in digital format. But there are many problems in
understanding of digital literacy for students because teacher education programmes also do not equip
teachers to impart instruction to their student in digital literacy. The school curriculum designed has
failed to grapple with this new digital literacy. The students are not being imparted basic skill in
computers in primary and secondary level.

To increase digital literacy Government of India has an objective of one digitally literate
person per family. It is proposed to 2,50,000 Gram Panchayats through a fiber optic network, which
would increase broad band connectivity .For this purpose Government of India implement some
programme like Pilot project, Bharat Broad Band Network Limited(BBNL) ,BSNL. It has been proposed
that a digital literacy week may be observed in India to spread awareness about broad band and digital
literacy.6 State of U.P has initiated programme to distribute laptop to all student, who after passing
intermediate to join higher studies in India.7

Use of ICT can help University libraries cope with the challenge of Information Explosion.
For instance the reference librarian can attend to the queries of numerous users through the electronic
mail. The availability and accessibility of electronic information resource is made possible through
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ICT, such resources are online journal, Ebook, C-ROM are now accessible to library.
Media is also help to educate the people in society. The electronic media particularly satellite

channels, have completely changed the media scenario and now all information is reaching to the
people in quick time.

Information Explosion has particularly affected the mind of the younger generation; the present
modern world is passing through a period of information, magazine, journals and newsletters.

Due to Information Explosion, new technologies are being integrated into the learning
environment. Networks, internet and print method are used as effective tools for improving learning
opportunities for student and teacher. There are many factors which directly contribute to information
explosion. Some of them are -

» Increased literacy, no. of scholar, literature
» Increased research & development
» Growth of Technology
» Today is an era of information explosion

CONCLUSION

Technology has made the ease of access to information possible by Email, text messaging,
social network. Emails are used every day by teachers and students to use in the sharing of information.
Nowadays internet is the common platform for educational material. Whatsapp is also a one of the
popular application used in different organization whether it is a school, college or even in universities,
in this student and teacher can share educational and administrative information.

So I conclude that Information Explosion is indeed a 21th century reality. But seeing the
development in research in coming decades the problem of information will increase. Therefore it
required an effort from library and information, Professional computers scientist ,academician and
knowledge management specialist so that the adverse effect of information overload could be kept at a
minimum and the information seekers are provided with effective and innovative way for tackling the
problem.
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A Study of Digital Exposure of under 10 Age Children and
Parental views about it at Manipal, South India

Santwana

ABSTRACT

Increase in the usage of internet by people at large was the broad foundation for this qualitative study,

which was done to assess the extent of digital exposure of young children and parents’ concern in

relation to its monitoring and management in Indian context.The study was done and reported by

Sowparnika Pavan Kumar Attavar and Dr. Padma Rani (Prof.), School of Communication, Manipal

Academy of Higher Education, Manipalin Global Media Journal, Indian Edition, (January 2018) has

been presented as this research paper. Thematic analysis of in depth semi-structured interviews of

fourteen parents was done. The study covered three crucial areas (a) the extent of ownership, access, use

and type of activities involved with digital media by young children in their home (b) parental perspective

and (c)the strategies that parents use to manage and monitor young children’s digital devices usage.

The study revealed that that children under 10 had easy and high access to digital devices at home

usually in the form of parent’s smart phones. Major activities included watching videos on You Tube,

playing games on various game apps, watching daily soaps on hot star, sharing information and views

on WhatsApp, even shopping for books on shopping sites like Amazon.

The study also found that children could easily perform downloading, installing apps,sharing
files between two devices and even do multimedia tasking. Few Parents believed that digital exposure
is beneficial hence encouraged while few restricted.Few parent used digital devices as digital pacifiers
and also felt that young children’s excessive use was a normal development;almost a “generational
thing”.They managed and monitored children’s digital media usage through open conversation,by
relying on parental control and passwords:and through clever deception.
Review of literature

In India more people have mobile phones than toilet (UNICEF, 2014) digital devices play a
key role in children’s lives. They are screen based and include the smart phones, tablets, computer,
game consoles and even television (Blum Ross and Livingstone, 2016). Insightful work by (Kabali, et
al., 2015), (Buckingham, 2004); (Livingstoneand Bovill,1999);(Luke,1999) have acknowledged the
interactivity and mobility of smart devices make them very different and more impactful.

Recent trends in children’s media usage indicate more media multi-tasking, more hours of
screen time, independent usage and even early owner-ship. (Common Sense Census : Media Use by
Kids Age Zero to Eight, 2017)

Luke (1999) argued that children using electronic and digital media had to deal with the
complexities of a hypertext environment : multitude of information choices, quick responses to
information cues,instant decision making and swift action like a click or swipe.

Excessive use of screen based media by children across all age groups lead to negative health
effects like obesity, sedentary behaviour, poor dietary habits, poor sleep.(Sahin-Dagli, 2016)

Marsh et al., (2005) have pointed out that contrary to popular belief children’s active
engagement with media promotes play, speaking, listening and reading.

This study attempted to understand 0to10 year old children’s digital media habits,the role

Nutritionist and Clinical Dietitian, Disha Polyclinic, Bangalore
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parents play in enabling or preventiveing their children’s digital media uptake and their general
perceptions about children’s digital media use.
Methodology

This qualitative study was done with seventeen parents whose children were less than 10
years of age and were going to private schools at Manipal. Thematic analysis of semi structured, in
depth interviews of the parents was done.Either or both parents were present for the interview. Each
interview was recorded using an audio recording application on the researcher’s phone. Duration of
the interview session was about 17 minutes to 50 minutes. 3 interviews faced issue with audio recording
and so for the final analysis only 14 interviews could be considered which were then transcribed and
thematic analysis applied according to Braun and Clarke (2006)’s 6 - phase step by step guide.
Thematic Analysis

Thematic Analysis is a method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes)
within data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). According to them thematic analysis is a very flexible method
of qualitative analysis and is a “method which works both to reflect reality and to unpick or unravel the
surface of reality”.
Themes

Following Braun and Clarke guidelines, six themes were initially identified. But to be in line
with the research questions, the themes were further refined and following 3 main themes were identified -
1. The nature of access and use of digital devices by young children
2. Parent’s attitudes towards digital technologies
3. Parent’s actions to manage and monitor children’s digital devices use.
Analysis and Discussion

Nature of Access

High and low access - This study found that there were some children who had many number
of devices available for their use and also had easy accessto them.
Excerpts

Researcher (R): but has there been instances where they have seen relatives or friends play
these games and have they demanded to play? Parent14 (P14): Yeah, they have seen it. My sister’s kids
have devices like this and they do play on it but my kids have not asked to play…I don’t have to face
any issues, they (the kids) are away from it (games). I have consciously kept them away from it. [P14,
father of 5-year old boy and 9-year old girl]
Note: P14’s house also has three smartphones, laptops, and an iPad. The five year son, in fact, has a
smartphone of his own. Yet, as the father points out he has deliberately restricted his children’s use of
certain content like games on the digital devices.

She has access to all the devices - if not one then definitely the other. I do not give my
device…her mother’s phone is always available, so is her grandfather’s and grandmother’s. [P10,
father of 7-year old girl] (b) Early access: This study found that under 10-year children in Manipal
were introduced to digital devices - mostly the smartphone - very early in their life.

Parents said that they introduced their children to smartphones even before they turned one
and some other parents said that they had taught their toddlers how to use the various features of a
smartphone or a desktop or a laptop. Parents also believedthat their children learnt how to use these
devices by seeing them use one. Ownership of smartphone was also noticed. Below are some case in
point examples from in the form of excerpts from the interviews: R: Do both the kids use these devices?
Has the daughter been introduced to any of these devices? P5: Mobile and TV. He (the son) uses the
laptop or desktop for school purposes. R: When was it introduced for him? P5: From childhood he has
spoiled so many phones – he would put it into the water or throw it while feeding. [P5, mother of 8-year
old boy and 1-year old girl] R: Can you tell me when was your daughter introduced to digital devices?
P10: As a baby she was introduced to internet first – on the computer– and then was introduced to
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phones. She was a fussy eater, so my wife would show her videos on YouTube on the computer. What
began like that at age 1-year to 1.5-years moved to mobile phones by 2-years to 3-years. By that time
she was smarter. Earlier she didn’t know how to unlock the phone; by 3-years she had learnt everything
by looking at how we do it. [P10, father of 7-year old girl]

This indicates that prior research findings about young children’s digital devices usage that
infants and toddlers get easy access and therefore use them from a very young age is true to the Indian
context too. The parents in the above examples had multiple digital devices at home. P5’s home had
five functional devices including a smart TV and P10’s had five smartphones and one desktop. As the
second largest internet and smart phone market (International Telecommunication Union, 2017) (KPMG-
FICCI, 2016) in the world, India has seen rapid growth in the telecommunications industry over the
past couple of years. Affordability of internet data and smartphones coupled by aggressive marketing
by telecom firms, smartphone makers, and favorable government polices has enabled Indian families
to own multiple internet enabled screen devices. Therefore, we believe that these factors have contributed
to increase in families ownership of digital devices which in turn has fostered increased access to and
use by young children in Indian homes. c) Father’s phone is not accessible: The study found that in
most families children accessed their mother’s or other family member’s smartphones but not their
father’s. However, the study found that wherever mother’s phone was not enabled with internet children
used their father’s phone.
Examples

RI: child uses your phone or your husband’s phone? P13: My phone… (sic) husband like…he
never gives his phone to her…like I’m at home only so she mostly takes my phone. [P13, mother of 6-
year old and 8- months old girls] P9: …His father’s phone he doesn’t touch, it’s a strict no. [P9, mother
to 7year old and 1-year old daughter] The fact that father’s phone is usually not accessible by children
points at two key features of Indian families – one, father is usually the strict one. He is accorded the
highest respect and a no from him is almost, always a no, even in the case of smartphone access; two,
that young children are mostly in their mother’s care as she stays at home or juggles work and home
while the father goes to work. This characteristic feature of Indian nuclear family is applicable to the parents
in this study’s sample. d) Children access to digital devices was enabled by an older sibling, cousin or
others: Young children  mostly learnt the various techniques of using a digital device (locking/ unlocking
the device, sharing files over Bluetooth, using Google search or YouTube search, installing apps among
others) from an elder sibling, friend, or family member. Young children learn new things through
observation and imitation. The findings from this study reveals that for young children, older children
in the familyare the ‘role models’ for exploring and using the features offered by digital devices.

P5: Our 12-year old neighbour has introduced my son to internet on TV. We had deliberately
not used the feature knowing that if did it the kid would also want to do it, but yesterday the neighbour
kid meddled with the TV and figured it out and now both he and my son use internet on the TV. [P5,
father of 8year old boy] P3: (Sic) Her brother (14-year old) has taught her a few games that she now plays
on her own.  P2: She wouldn’t have learnt it but for her brother [P2 and P3, parents of 5year old girl]
Nature of use

When, why, and how do children under ten in Manipal use digital devices for? The research
found that children engaged with a variety of different content on the digital devices and used different
applications to achieve it. The use of YouTube was found widely for watching entertainment videos.
The OfCom’s children and parents’ media use and attitudes report (2014) too noted a similar trend.
Other widely used applications included WhatsApp, Hotstar, and Amazon.

a) WhatsApp: WhatsApp was used for family communication including sending text, voice
and picture messages to family members and making WhatsApp video calls. One exceptional use of
WhatsApp was noticed in the 5-year old child of P14. His activities on WhatsApp included sharing
links of songs that he liked on YouTube, and random text and voice messages to his father and other
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family members.
Here is an excerpt from the interview:

P14: Yes…and my son is on WhatsApp. R: your son has an account on WhatsApp? P14: If I
come across any art references for my daughter, I send it to my son on WhatsApp and he shares it with
his sister. Similarly, he will do a drawing, he will take a picture and send it to me. And he will send me
links of songs that he likes.

R: He knows how to copy and paste a link from YouTube to WhatsApp or rather share a link?
P14: Yes…he will send my links and he will send me voice messages… I love you daddy like that. And
he has a group where my mum and dad – his grandparents are there. He will share photos to that
group.[P14, father of 5year old boy and 9-year old girl] b) Hotstar: A 6-year old child, the daughter of
P2 and P3 used Hotstar, a popular.

Indian Video-on-Demand, online streaming service to watch a daily Kannada language soap,
Neeli. Such was the child’s obsession with this daily soap that she demanded her father’s smartphone to
watch it every day. Excerpts from the interview with parents, P2 and P3:

P3: She likes to watch her favourite soap, Neeli. R: So, she uses the phone to watch the serial?
P2/P3: We disabled the cable connection on TV. So, she uses the phone to make up for it. P3: Jio offers
1 GB of free data every day. She watches it until that 1 GB is consumed entirely.

R: Does she watch the said serial every day?  P3: Yes. Everyday. On weekends (Saturday/
Sunday) when the serial is not broadcast, she watches old episodes of it.

R: What application does the child use to watch the serial? P3/ P2: Hotstar.
R: Does she demand the phone? P3: Yes, for the serial, she will ask for the phone.
P2: If she feels the need to watch something, she will take it.[P2 and P3, parents of 5-year old

girl] c) Amazon: A 7-year old child used his mother’s phone for online shopping of books using Amazon’s
phone app.

R: So you said he orders books on Amazon, how did that happen? P9: He saw me do it…and
started doing the same. In one instance I didn’t even know when he had ordered…after the book was
received itself I came to know about it. [P9, mother to a 7-year old boy]

The above findings suggest that under 10-year old children use digital devices to engage in
various activities and consume a wide variety of content and are proficient in using various platforms
including YouTube and online streaming services. The findings resonate with larger national level
trends in the US and UK (Rideout 2017) (OfCom 2014).

b) Digital devices are digital distractors or pacifiers: An important finding that emerged from
this study is that parents have and continue to use their smartphones as digital distractors for kids,
especially during meal times.

P5: She doesn’t sit one place… So my husband downloaded some rhymes and ads (she likes
ads). He has put it all on the USB which I connect to the TV… But I do this only when she is not
feeding and I don’t have any other go. [P5, mother of 1-year old girl] P10: She was a fussy eater, so my
wife would show her videos on YouTube on the computer. [P10, father of 7-year old girl]

Using digital devices, especially as digital pacifiers and detractors is a disturbing development
(Kabali, et al., 2015) (Radesky, Schumacher and Zucke2015). This study points out that the same is
prevalent in Indian context too.

c) Young children use the digital devices independently or with minimal assistance:Listening
to the parents about their children’s proficiency in using digital devices tells that children use the
devices independently or with minimal assistance. Parents also acknowledge that the kids know more
than they do.
Excerpts

R: Did you download the games? P8: No, he himself downloaded it. He went to Google Play
and downloaded. Initially he didn’t know how to use it but since he uses the phone daily. Every day for
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half an hour to one hour, he automatically learnt it. Day by day practice (Sic). [P8, father of 5-year old boy]
P7: I did not know what Share.it or Bluetooth was. But he knows all about it and how to use

it. [P7, father of 8-year old boy].
RI: Is he proficient in searching for the desired songs on YouTube?

P14: Yes. He will ask for the spellings or use the voice search. [P14, father of 5-year old boy]
Children in this study possessed superior digital skills. Five year olds independently used

Video-on-Demand services and shared YouTube links to theirfathers on WhatsApp. While searching
for desired information, they sought and got help from parent for the correct spelling of content or used
the applications’ search history or used their voice search feature to make up for their poor spelling skills.

Market research agency, Nielsen’s Mobile Kids 2016 report summarised in a blogpost on
their website terms this development like this: “today’s kids aren’t just carrying smartphones—they’re
mastering them. In fact, many are just as skilled as theirparents—or even more so in some cases.”
(Mobile kids: The parent, the child and the smartphone, 2017). This is an aspect that other scholars of
media research and child psychologists (Freed, 2015) have pointed out.

d) Children depended less on digital devices when parents highly encouraged and offered
adequate alternate stimulation: Our study found that children who depended less on digital devices
involved in non-media activities like reading, making puzzles and drawings, outdoor play among
others. Parents too have acknowledged this with some parents even attributing the lack of alternate
stimulation as a primary reason for their children’s dependence on digital devices.
Here is an excerpt

P10: If it is holidays it is the biggest worry for me because now a days they don’t go outside.
Majority of her time goes towards digital devices –that’s a concern. Earlier when we were young we had
enough outdoor spaces–grounds – to play. But now there are buildings everywhere and no space for
children to play. Even the roads are unsafe. So we keep the kids at home; for us it is safety. She says she
is getting bored. What will I tell her? There is no park near our house or children of her age; she
doesn’t play much with the neighborhood kids.

R: So would you believe that the fact that there is no alternate stimulation to her is making her
dependent on the mobile devices? Yes, that factor is highly there. [P10, father of 7-year old girl]

In another example, parents P11 and P12 rely on story books and book-based activities to keep
their children off-smartphones.

P11: Whenever we go somewhere, we all carry a book and we try to engage ourselves, no
matter what. And if he (son) gets annoyed or doesn’t want to read, then I read to him; involve myself.
We wanted to set an example to other parents too. P12: From the time she (daughter) was in my womb,
I used to buy children’s books and read aloud, the same with him (pointing to son). When he was 6
months old I would read to him, he used to love it. Sofrom that time till today, I have made it a point to
read a book every night. That way it was conscious decision from my side to keep them away from
smartphones.

[P11 and P12, parents of 5-year old boy and 10-year old girl] Research by Luke (1999),
Chassiakos, Radesky, Christakis, Moreno & Cross, (2016) and scholars like Heitner (2016) and Freed
(2015) have pointed out to the hazards of screen-based media – high level of audio, visual, and touch-
based interactivity – as a factor that easily attracts and keeps young children hooked to digital devices.
And therefore, their research calls for parents to find and provide effective alternatives to screen-based media.
These alternatives include creating an unplugged zone in the house, inculcating reading habits, and
encouraging outdoors activities. This study found that some of the parents in Manipal were already practicing
some of these techniques very successfully while some others were struggling to find solutions to this.

Theme 2: Parents’ attitudes towards digital technologies and their children’s use of digital
devices Parents interviewed for this study expressed both favourable and unfavourable attitudes towards
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digital technologies in general and smartphones in particular. Below are the excerpts from the interviews-
a) “Internet is fine, it is educational”  The findings of our study tell that parents in Manipal have mixed
attitudes towards digital technologies. Excerpts from the interview:

P10: Just a few days ago – I didn’t want her to get overexposed to radiation (on the smartphone).
So, I showed her how to connect the phone internet to the PC and use internet (for viewing kids
channels on YouTube). I taught her how to do it. So my worries are a little less now because internet is
fine: they will learn something new. And plus, educational games – they will make learning fun. [P10,
father of 7-year old girl]

P7: In a way, using a digital device aids in developing mental skills but if they use it for games
and YouTube videos which will give them access to a lot of other things then it can be dangerous but
otherwise for their mental development, internet is useful but it has its affects.[P7, father of 8-year old
boy] The findings of this study are in tune with previous studies that gauged parents’ views about
digital technologies (Dinleyici, Carman, Ozturk, &Sahin-Dagli, 2016). Parents today are familiar with
and also use digital technologies and devices at workplace and home. In fact, Blum-Ross and Livingstone
(2016) term such parents as a “new generation of parents” who are making “increased investments in
digital technologies as a means of furthering their children’s education, maintaining social and familial
connections or simply facilitating and enjoying daily life” (Blum-Ross and Livingstone 2016).
b) “If you don’t give them certain digital devices they will lag behind”  Parents in Manipal felt that it
was important and essential for their children to be familiar with digital devices and technologies
because everyone around them – in schools especially – knew and used it. Parents feared that if their
children didn’t have the necessary digital skills of the digital era they would lag behind, which of course
to absolutely unacceptable to any Indian parent given the amount of importance attached to academic
performance in Indian society. Parents in India often think that if theirchildren are not proficient in the
latest technology or digital device out in the market, it may impair their social and academic development.
Excerpts

P6: I also have to add here that if you don’t give them certain digital devices they will lag
behind compared to other children…the other day I noticed, another child from son’s class out performed
him because he did not have access… Even with rhymes (pointing at daughter) if we don’t expose
them to it through technology they will never learn now a days. Other children may be exposed.
Whether I should give or not; should I encourage or not is a challenge. [P6, father of 8-year old boy and
1-year old girl]
c) “Digital devices and children? It’s a generational thing, you can’t do anything about it” The third
interesting view expressed by the parents is that it is natural for children to use digital devices because
“it’s a generational thing”.
Excerpts -

P1: Today’s generation is like that; they need mobiles for eating too [P1 mother of 8-year old
boy] P5: We can’t keep our children from using it (digital devices), now generation is like that [P5,
mother of 8-year old boy and 1-year old girl]

Parents brushing aside children’s digital media dependence as a generational thing is a cause
for worry. Yes, it is true that modern world’s children are digital natives (Freed, 2015) who quickly
adopt new technologies and use it with ease and proficiency, but, Heitner (2016) also cautioned against
equating children’s good digital proficiency with good digital citizenship. Therefore, when parents
think that their children use digital devices like every other kid on the block, it shows that they have
taken young children’s digital media usage too lightly and consider it to be a normal development.
d) “Smartphones are harmful”

There were parents who expressed a high amount of displeasure towards the smartphone.
P11: Smartphones – No. I was too much concerned about how it might affect them. That way

it was conscious decision from my side to keep them away from smartphones.
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P12: We know how much harmful they can be. There are proven research studies that tells
how they are adversely affecting children; they are hazardous to the health. In fact, I have also decided
that I would use the phone in a limited manner… [P11 and P12, parents of 5-year boy and 10 year old girl]

These findings tell us that every parent has a different viewpoint about the merits and demerits
of digital technologies. Their different attitudes may be influenced by personal experiences or other
social factors like their own upbringing, socialization, and family environment. This study found that
parents in Manipal had positive, negative, and mixed attitude towards digital devices. However, this
study cannot tell if both the parents in a given family held a common view or if there were contradictions.
Nevertheless, this study tells that parents’ attitudes may directly influence the way in which they
manage and control their children’s digital devices usage. For example, one parent, P8 who believes
that internet is useful doesn’t limit his five year old son’s use of digital devices. On the other hand, the
couple, P11 and P12’s attitudes towards digital media in general and smartphone in particular has
made them, in their own words, “consciously keep them (their children) away from it” by facilitating
their children’s involvement in non-screen activities like reading and play.

Theme 3: Parents’ actions to manage and monitor children’s use of digital devices  The study
found that parents in Manipal use five distinct but not mutually exclusive ways to monitor and manage
their children’s digital devices access and use:

a) Through conversations: Parents use the power of talk to help their children realise the
merits and demerits of digital devices:
P7: I often talk to him about how games can be misleading – I tell him how internet games can be
harmful. [P7, father of a 8 year old boy]

b) Through tech tools: Enabling passwords or activating parental controls on apps or having
effective firewalls were a useful method that parents in Manipal used in order to manage theirchildren’s
digital devices usage.
Excerpts:

P6: My son uses WhatsApp to watch videos. We are on many groups, so videos do get
downloaded. So we had to put in restrictions and passwords. [P6, father of 8-year old boy, and 1-year
old girl] P14: On YouTube and in fact, even on my mobile I have restricted mode is on. So content is
safe, no misleading videos or even advertisements are unlikely to come. I have checked it. [P14, father
of 5-year old boy]
c) Through deception : It was found that parents also told lies to their children in order to prevent
theirchild’s access and use of digital device of certain applications within the devices. One common
form of deception was this: parents deleted an application or restricted a channel through password but
told their children that someone else – like the ‘internet-person’ or ‘cable-man’ had done it.

P10: I don’t give my phone to her. I have told her my personal phone belongs to the office…that’s
how I cheated her. [P10, father of 7-yaer old girl] P6: We put parental lock on some of the channels on
TV, but he thinks it is the cable- uncles who did it; that’s what we’ve told him. [P6, father of 8-year old
boy] P2: We had enabled the password for YouTube, and she would throw a tantrum and demand we
put the password. Finally the internet people deleted YouTube. [P2, father of 5-year old girl] (Note: the
father says this because the child is in the room as this is being discussed. In reality, the parents deleted
the application and have had to tell that the internet people deleted it).

d) Parent’s own periodic monitoring of the phone
P2: On WhatsApp, I delete videos and images that I think are inappropriate.
Conclusion

In this qualitative study in relation to use of digital devices by young children it was seen
under the three broad themes that children had an easy access to digital devices mostly due to multiple
smart phones in addition to tablets,laptops,desktops,smart TV and game consoles.Few children under2
had an access to digital devices enabled by parents. Some devices like smart phones were also used as
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digital pacifiers and distractors when children made a fuss about eating. The father’s phone was in
accessible .It was always an elder sibling or cousin who helped the children master the features of
digital devices.

A popular activity for children was watching videos.In addition  children were using voice
searches on Google,messaging,texting or calling on WhatsApp,even using shopping apps.The children
are adept at using the digital devices in their home independently or with minimal assistance.

The parents attitude towards digital media use varied.Some parents considered it
beneficial.Some considered it “generational thing”.They even encouraged its use by young children to
make them competent.Different strategies were practised by parents to monitor and manage their
childrens digital media use;usingconversation,using tech tools,by entirely limiting the use of digital
devices and by parents personally scanning the phone for risks.

To conclude,the findings of this study is relevant proof that there is an increase in young
children’s ownership,access and use of digital devices. This increases the challenges for parents, educators,
caregiversand even policy makers to help them correctly and positively navigate their digital media
environment. This presents an opportunity for further researches by researchers, policymakers, child-
focussed professionals, paediatricians to equip parents with information recourses that will help them
understand and guide their children’s digital media choices.
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Role of Social Media in Big and Small Business

Jitender Kumar

ABSTRACT

Social media plays a vital role to have business activity if you want to be a success businessman you

will have to Create and develop a website. Along with having a website, you need to extend your

online outreach to social media platforms. Social networking sites such as Twitter, Face book and

YouTube are essential for maintaining a competitive edge. One of the key advantages of social media

for businesses is that it enables you to interact with your customers. Going through the tweets and

Face book updates that are posted by your customer base gives you insight into what they need. This

is useful for helping your company formulate marketing strategies that address their needs. We will

know the some following important components of social media in this study which tell us how to play

role of social media in big and small business.

Find Customers

Hash tags and keywords are useful for helping you identify potential customers who are
interested in what you are selling. After finding prospective customers, you can simply direct them to
your account where they fill out more about your business.
Social Environment

A social networking forum efficiently creates a social environment for you and your customers.
Such a forum enables you to acquire important feedback regarding your business. Social media serves
the purpose of making it easier for consumers to find out and distribute information about different
brands, products and services. A significant percentage of customers that relies on the internet to
search for products have discovered specific companies through social media. If the opinions and
reactions of your consumers matter to you, going social is necessary.
Effective Marketing

The social networking nature of platforms such as LinkedIn and Twitter generates interest
among followers who are more responsive to them than a blatant marketing approach. You can use
social media creatively to advertise your products and services without making your customers feel like
they are overwhelmed by your marketing campaigns. Advertisements strategically placed within
informative posts are an effective way to spread the word about your business. Social media spreads
awareness about your business while giving you the chance to constantly remind them about the products
and services that you offer.
Competition

If your competitors are already using social media accounts for marketing and engaging their
customers, you need to ensure that you are keeping up with the digital marketing strategies that are being
implemented. In the competitive world of business, more and more companies are capitalizing on the
benefits of social media. In order for you to be able to boost online traffic to your site and increase sales,
you need to stay ahead of the competition while providing your customers with the best products and services.
Online Presence

Social media has gradually evolved into an integral aspect of people’s daily lives. From sharing
details about lunch to ranting about bad service, people discuss virtually everything about their lives.
Several people visit social networking sites each day and businesses need to maximize on their online
presence. Statistics indicate that the way people utilize social media and interact online influences
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their purchasing decisions. With more consumers choosing to make their purchases online, their approach
to shopping has drastically changed. This makes it necessary for retailers to incorporate social media
and adapt to the changes that have affected advertising and marketing in general.
Communication and Branding

Communication is vital for the success of any business and engaging your customers regularly
helps to enhance your image. Social networks allow you to interact and deal with your customers on a
personal level. When your brand gets involved in conversations, customers view it as approachable,
responsive and accessible. This type of exposure positively influences how you are perceived and makes
customers more receptive to the information that you share. Both social profiles and websites can help
improve your branding efforts. Your existing and prospective customer base will be able to identify
your brands’ characteristics based on how you interact on social media.
Improve Responsiveness 

Social media eases the process of providing and receiving feedback. If your customers have
concerns or problems with what your business offers, they can let you know in a timely manner. Social
media gives customers a convenient and accessible way to express what they feel and gives companies
a chance to respond. With such platforms, businesses are able to view complaints and assure their
customers that their problems will be dealt with.
Affordability

Managing your social media accounts is a cost effective way to promote your business by
using affordable social media marketing campaigns that strengthen your company’s online visibility.
Social media does not require an extensive budget, which makes it fair for small businesses that are
competing with well known brands.
Database

DBA services provide service delivery solutions that are flexible enough to meet the diverse
needs of different companies. Emphasis is placed on the management and support of databases from
remote locations while catering to the specified needs of various customers. Services are available for
different database environments to provide a dependable, secure and expert approach to database
management.
Informative

Social media is informative and gives you access to what your competition is up to as well as
what customers are posting online about products and services. This gives you better insight into the
market and various factors that affect your industry.
Importance of Getting Social

Social media sites let you know what is popular. They also provide a platform for people to
talk about pertinent issues and what they prefer. Social media was initially personal but has extended
to the business realm. It plays an essential role in marketing strategies by increasing traffic and serving
as a part of your SEO strategy. Businesses need to work on their social skills and how they interact with
their customers online for the best results. Success in social media marketing involves being strategic
and innovative. Social media drives traffic with referrals and the additional advantage of taking up a
considerable amount of time spent online. Marketers are becoming increasingly aware of the need to
allocate time and resources to social media sites

There is given following social media channels can be lead to help you understand the
performance of social media sites in big and small business.
Social networking sites

Everyone create profiles, build networks and share information on social networking sites.
Businesses can also develop their own profiles or pages and attract followers for the purpose of finding
new customers, brand development and networking.

Examples of social networking sites include Face book, Pinterest, Instagram and Google+.
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Job networking sites

Job networking sites can be used to build a professional business profile and connect with
networks of skilled people for the purposes of recruitment. LinkedIn is one example of a job networking site.
Blogs

A weblog or blog is an online journal of thoughts, observations, promotions, links, images or
videos. Blogs are typically public and can allow readers to comment on posts and interact with the
author. They can be hosted in-house or through blogging platforms that provide content management
software and website hosting. Some examples of free blogging tools include Blogger and WordPress
Micro-blogs

Micro-blogging sites enable users to send short messages to a network of followers. Micro-
blogs can be useful for businesses with a lot of information to share. Twitter and Tumblr are two examples
of micro-blogging sites.
Video-sharing-sites

A video sharing site is where users can upload and share their videos. Users can then comment
and share those videos with others. You Tube and Vimeo are two examples of video sharing sites.
Podcasts and vodcasts

A podcast is an audio file typically containing blog-style or lecture-style content and is usually
available either for download onto a computer or portable device (so it can be played offline) or streamed
live. Vodcasts are just podcasts in video format.
Social-News communities

Social-news communities are websites where members discover and share interesting news or
links to others in the community. Social-news websites are not intended for selling your products and
services. Some examples of social-news communities include Digg, Stumble Upon and Reddit.
Private social network services

A private social network service hosts a series of private networks where users can share
information within that private network. This type of service is useful for businesses that want to
develop a secure organization - only network for the purpose of knowledge sharing. Yammer is an
example of a private social network service.
Location-based services

A location-based service helps you connect and interact with other people and businesses in
your area. Foursquare is an example of a location-based service that also enables you to recommend or
rate businesses

Conclusion

Thus we can concluding the role of Social media networks are a major resource for both small
and big businesses that are looking to promote their brands on the Internet to properly utilize the power
of social media, you know the most popular social media sites and identify the ones that work best for
your business to avoid spreading yourself too thin. The platforms are easy to use and some of them even
have paid advertising options for businesses that want to reach new audiences and we can say social
media help you link together your customers, increase awareness about brand, and boost your leads
and sales in business.
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Information Technology for  Agricultural Development in India

Bhavna Yadav

ABSTRACT

India is an agrarian economy with 68% of population lives in the villages. Rural sector play an

important role in Indian economy, because most of the raw material for industrial sector as well as

agricultural and food grains product are arise from rural sector. It is also known as back bone of

Indian Economy. Due to fast Growing Population of our country demands for foodgrains is also

increasing. At the same time, the traditional inefficient agricultural practices are pressurizing to

reduce fertility and yields followed by the exploitation of farmers by the middlemen who prevent the

farmers from getting the best price for their produce. Under such circumstances, information technology

becomes more important for agriculture sector. Since information technology is creating revolution in

every field there is a necessity toempower the rural community also by creating appropriate

technological infrastructure, promoting digital literacy and providing various digital services. The

vision of our Honorable Prime Minister assures several initiatives taken to provide “Protective shield”

to the farmers to increase production, improve storage and connectivity with the consumers for timely

supply and profit. This paper intends to explore the possibilities for scope of information technology in

agriculture and initiatives taken by Government and other private sector companies for providing Digital

Infrastructure.

OBJECTIVES

To study the need and possibilities ofinformation technology in Indian agriculture sector and
to find out the scope of applying information technology in agriculture laying emphasis on various ICT
tolls used in agriculture and their impact on rural economic development.
METHODOLOGY

The methodology is divided in two parts one is conceptual study of possibilities of applying
information technologyfor agriculture, and study of some practical application of these technologies in
India for which information is collected from online source .This paper covers “Digital India Program”
and the Impact of digitalization on Indian agriculture, which has PAN India coverage.

Second is to study the impact of information technology on agriculture. The methodology used
in this research work is secondary data analysis. Only secondary data taken from some authentic government
sources, magazines and research papers of some eminent researchers is taken. Information was collected
from online data and information available through Government sources.
INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades massive technological development has transformed people’s lives
India is experiencing technological boom and in recent times its need is being felt in the agriculture
sector also. India being a country where about 68% of the population lives in rural areas and agriculture
is the main source of livelihood for about 58% of the population, the role of information technology is
rather important for the development of economy.

The emergence of farm technologies along with the information and communication technology
(ICT) framework is still evolving in India, and it holds tremendous potential to both positively impact
agricultural performance and enhance farmers’ income.Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) will play a key role in the exchange of knowledge, targeted recommendations, market integration
and access to finance to make agriculture a profitable enterprise and attractive for youth. New digital
technologies now make it possible to collect and leverage huge amounts of critical data at minimal costs.
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Thus making a farm’s field operations more insight-driven, and potentially more productive and efficient.
The agriculture eco-system is already starting to invest in these digital technologies. Greater use of
digital agriculture services is vital to not only improving a farm’s financial performance, but also to
meet the food needs of an expanding population.

Technology isempowering Indian agriculture by helping overcome productivity stagnation,
providing climate information, strengthening market linkages, and enhancing farm management. In
the past, Indian agriculture faced a challenge to grow more food, but presently it faces rather more
difficult challenge today and for the future that is to grow food more sustainably for which information
technology proves to be a reliable solution.
Need forInformation technology

» In India farmers still mostly depend upon ‘fellow farmers’ as the preferred source of information,
followed by retailers of Agrobusiness, and TV/Radio/Mobile and only very few on Agri-extension
officers. Information provided by extension services are either biased (e.g. Agri marketing
companies) or less actionable due to lack of consistency, accuracy and personalization (e.g. some
public sector programs). This actsas a hindrance for adoptionof modern Agri-practices due to which
crop yields in India are still very low as compared to other developed as well as developing Countries.
Thus proper digital platform for information is required by the farmers in order to get up to date
information.

» Small and marginal farmers also suffer as they produce small quantities and their socio-economic
conditions force them to depend on multiple layers of middlemen.Hence they also need information
and other modern facilities.

» Information technology manages risk and creates opportunities by providing timely information
and cost-effective techniques.

» Social effects of the Digital Green approach on the community can also be seen in the community’s
sense of empowerment through exposure to new skills and technologies. Most of the villages in
India where Digital Green functions have little or no access to electricity or even basic technology
like television, computers or mobile phones have the younger generation keenly interested in
accessing them and also enthusiastic to learning the ‘Modern’ skills.

» Information technology will help Agriculture Sector to Improve Yield & meet the growing demand
for agricultural produce.

» Make Agriculture More Profitable (Higher Production at Lower Price).
» Optimum Utilization of Resources
» Cheaper & Economical-Tailored to Specific Needs of the farmers
» Helping overcome productivity stagnation
Possibilities under Smart Agriculture

Information technology in agriculture sector will help improve yield and meet the growing
demand for agricultural produce. There are number of possibilities under Smart Agriculture like -
» Information about Modernizing Warehousing and storage
» Making crop insurance more effective
» Precision farming with GPS assistsfor best crop management.
» Drought and moisture control and meteorological data analysis
» Information about Analysis of rainfall data and recommendations to aid in better decision making
» Information about irrigation data, rain fed areas, dry lands etc.
» Information about Soil quality and pest control
» Information about livestock and cattle health

At the pre-harvest stage, Information technology can be used torecommend type of crop and
input selection and assist the farmer in obtaining credit and insurance, Plant disease and pest-related
assistance; at the post-harvest stage, real-time data on both domestic and export markets are needed.
The growth of competitive markets in the country and globally as well as demand for consistent food
quality is making the adoption of such techbased solutions imperative for the Indian farmer in order to
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sustain in the market.
Technologies that are important for modern agriculture are -
» Mobile Phones
» Mobile Money / Digital wallets
» Remote Sensing
» Drones/Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
» Big Data and Analytics
» Mobile Soil Testing Laboratories
» Soil Health Cards
» Digital Soil Maps
» National Identity Databases ( Aadhaar)
» E-Commerce
» Sensors Networks (plants, soils, irrigation, etc) 
» End-to-End services for farmers Data ecosystem
» Aggregates geospatial and temporal datasets for sustainable intensification (e.g. digital soil maps,

weather, variety adaptation zones, crop systems)
Digital Technologies Transforming Indian Agriculture

Government’sDigital India project launched on 1st July 2015 by Honorable Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi, envisions empowering citizens with e-access to government services and livelihood
related services. The project has three core components, i.e. digital infrastructure, digital services and
digital literacy.

Program “Digital India” which seeks to empower people through access to digital technology
providing increasingly robust infrastructure and service platform has immense potential to positively
impact agriculture. The government has also launched the Custom Hiring Centre, a rental model for
using tractors and other farm equipment with the twin objective of encouraging rural entrepreneurship.

Among the prominent ventures backed by large conglomerates in India is ITC’s e-Choupal, a
comprehensive digital knowledge hub for farmers, which has 6,100 installations covering over 35,000
villages and serving over 4 million farmers.16 Launched in 2000,1 the first-of-itskind initiative not
only benefited the farmers doing business through their network.

Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M), one of India’s leading producers of tractors and farm
equipment, is innovating along with expanding its core business. M&M’s Trringo, a mobilebased app
enabling farmers to rent tractors, is a unique example of leveraging technology to help farmers use
machinery without having to make the large investment through Trringo.

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), India’s leading IT firm, offers personalized advisory services
in voice and visual formats using communication devices such as mobile phones through its m-KRISHI
platform. The growing penetration of mobile phones in rural regions of India is leading to the development
of several mobilebased applications by government departments, entrepreneurs, and private sector.

A large number of entrepreneurs have also ventured into this sector to take up specific
challenges. Due to technology thrust of these ventures there has been on reduction in the time duration
of crop cycles,reducing the usage of agro-chemicals, saving on water and energy, automating for efficient
farm management, reducing the usage of agro-chemicals strengthening farmer market linkages, and
improving cold chain logistics for higher value addition. Examples of these leading startups are -
Ekgaon Technologies - Offers a range of services to farmers, rural businesses, and women. The Ekgaon
One Village One World Network is leveraging mobile communication technology to encourage the
sustainable development of women-self-help-groups (SHGs) and small farmer
Stellapps Technologies - This is providing dairy farm optimization and monitoring services with a
special focus on small and medium-herd farms. Their applications and tools leverage the Internet of
Things, big data, the cloud, mobility, and data analytics to improve milk production, milk procurement,
and the cold chain, and to boost animal insurance and farmer payments.

A number of new start-ups are also developing solutions to tackle with the climate change
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challenges. For example, Skymet Weather Services is involved in monitoring and predicting weather
and providing Agri-risk solutions.Skymet can measure and predict yield at the village level for any
crop with a high level of accuracy and can also accurately forecast the weather in the short, medium,
and long term.

Ecozen Solutions has developed stateof-the-art solar-powered products for irrigation and cold
storage, with the aim of catering to small & marginal farmers and regions with limited or no electricity.

Barrix Agro Sciences offers eco-friendly crop protection methods that have the potential to
minimize a significant proportion of the damage caused by pests and diseases without overdosing
crops and plants with chemicals, thus preventing soil and water contamination.

There are also ventures that started out as Agri-tech start-ups in India but, owing to their
innovative solutions, are now operating as medium-scale businesses.

e-Kutir Global, offers an online and mobile based platform to connect marginal farmers with
stakeholders across the value chain such as soil-testing labs, suppliers of seeds and fertilizers, banks,
exporters, food-processing units, and branded retailers. Agri Suite by e-Kutir offers a one-stop solution
for all the needs of a farmer; their field partners also train farmers to use their application.

The budget announced by the central government confirms its commitment to modernize
agriculture systems in India through information technology. Due to the efforts of the government the
rural internet penetration has grown  from 18 percent in 2016 to 20.26 percent in December 2017.

“Even through the growth rate in rural India may seem higher, it is mainly due to low-base
effect, given total internet users in rural India are still critically low,” said the report titled “Internet in
India 2017” released by the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) and market research
firm IMRB Kantar.

CONCLUSION

The application of information technology in agriculture has been helpful in promoting data
generation as well as the advanced analytics that allow farmers to make smart decisions about farming
and to benefit from an economical use of inputs and labor. Although application and innovation in the
field of Digitalization of Agriculture, still remains to be exploited.New digital technologies now make
it possible to collect huge amounts of critical data at minimal costs—thus making a farm’s field operations
potentially more productive and economical. It will also help to meet the food needs of an expanding
population. Designed for developing countries and small farmers, digitalization can enable agro-input
providers to boost productivity and help farmers improve agricultural yields by providing information
regarding fertilizer, pesticide, and seed recommendations personalized for each farmer’s land and
needs.‘Digital India’ is also aiming to transform the interface of country’s socio-economic dynamics
and will help to bring

systems and infrastructure up to speed and leverage the country’s workforce. Hence, aiming to
revolutionize the Indian agriculture and achieve the government’s target to double the agricultural
income by 2022. While we have already witnessed two revolution, first being Mechanization of Agriculture,
second green revolution, we are now heading towards the third revolution that will be Digital revolution
to transform the rural sector of our country.
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Information Explosion An Asset for Computer Assisted
English Language Learning (Caell)

Shweta Singh

ABSTRACT

The term ‘Information Explosion’ is bombastic in itself. It literally refers to the excessive data flow through

internet or other social media tools. Creative contributions are born when a man or woman comes in

contact with the light of education. Increased literacy is a prime factor for information explosion

because individuals produce new information as he becomes more and more acquainted with knowledge.

The increase in research activities is also one of the factors of the exponential growth of ‘information

explosion’. Now a days the scale and level of research funding have changed significantly as the research

has become mission-oriented, multi disciplinary and assumed a matrix managed character. Earlier

information sources were only published media and hand written manuscripts but today the sources of

information are diversified from databases, microforms, online journals, CD-ROM, DVD, optical disk

to hypermedia and hypertext. Advancement in the field of commu-nication and technology network has

brought down the distances between the person, states, countries and continents throughout the world. Computer

and telecommunication are converging very rapidly and its highest impact is felt in the information

sector. English is one of the most important languages which have played role in the process of globali-

zation and knowledge explosion. Even though the English language has found its way into the curricula of

millions of schools around the world, another powerful force is driving the increase in the number of

English language speakers. It’s the Internet, the place where video clips of kittens and puppies coexist

with a number of tools that enable everyone to learn what is arguably the most important language of

today. In this way, information explosion can be defined as an asset for english language learners. The

present paper analyses various techniques and tools to manifest the edge of information explosion for

linguistics.

INTRODUCTION

The modern age is termed as the era of knowledge explosion. The use of science and technology
in the field of communication has revolutionized the whole world. Use of modern technological tools
has led to the rise of ICT (Information and Communication technology.) Now ICT is being used in a
number of fields like, health, entertainment, games and sports, transportation, education, industries,
fashion designing, textiles, agriculture etc. With a single click, we can exchange a lot of information of
the world with the help of ICT. The field of education,too, is not left untouched by ICT. Now we cannot
imagine education without the use of Information and communication Technology. It has made exchange
of thoughts, ideas, experiences and feelings easier. Use of computers, Internet, television, radio, projectors
and mobile phones, e-mail facility, online audio and video conferencing as well as new applications
has made the Teaching-Learning Process and Training attractive and convenient. It is also beneficial
in saving time, energy and money. It has proved its stupendous role in language learning, especially
English Language Learning.ICT has a lot of things to offer to both teachers and students for the
enhancement of their vocabulary and improvement of English language skills.Some of these tools are
CAL ( Computer Assisted Learning), CALA (Computer Assisted Language Assessment), CALI (
Computer Assisted Language Instruction), CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning), MALL
(Mobile Assisted Language Learning) , TELL (Technology Enhanced Language Learning), Blogs,
Wiki, e-mail facility, Digital libraries, multimedia, mobile learning, free and open source software and
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social media, MOOC, Virtual classrooms, documentaries, Digital storytelling, Mobile Applications, i-
Pads, Digital Notebooks, Tablets, Smart Phones, Recorded audio- video materials, Online spoken tutorials,
Digital pronunciation dictionaries etc. These facilities have paved the way of individualized learning
and provided freedom of learning anytime, anywhere according to needs and convenience of the learners.

It’s no secret that technology has become more central in our everyday lives than ever before.
It helps us in every aspect of our lives, from health and fitness to creativity and social communication.
An estimated 22 million students are benefiting from the online distance learning industry, which is
worth around $70 billion.Individuals can benefit from today’s technological advancements in the four
skill areas to make their english language learning as well rounded as possible.
READING

With the rise of iPads, tablets and e-readers like the Kindle, we’ve come accustomed to a more
interactive reading experience, which is a wonderful feature for English learners. Functions like click-
to-define, vocabulary builders, and downloading whole texts at the touch of a button are all beneficial
to a learner looking for a fun and effective way to improve their reading and writing in particular. It
can help to expand vocabulary and expose one to different sentence structures.
WRITING

One of the most well-known technological advancements for writing is the unassuming word
processor. Simple tools such as a dictionary and a thesaurus help writers expand their vocabulary,
while spelling- and grammar-checkers are helpful to find and correct errors. Moving forward to the
internet age and online forums are a widely used channel for learners to communicate and learn from
one another using the written word. This is also a great alternative for those who don’t have the
opportunity to converse with a native speaker face to face.
LISTENING

It began as simple audio on a cassette tape and today’s audiobooks have taken over the literary
world. According to a global survey of 6000 english language learners, 44% of respondents said speaking
was the most difficult aspect of learning English. When it comes to improving both compre-hension
and speaking skills, extensive listening is highly recommended. Listening to and reading text at the
same time is a great way to start and Kindle’s Whispersync for Voice technology is designed for just this
purpose. It includes audio with selected books, so one can listen and follow the text as one reads.

Podcasts are also becoming more popular with English learners, with the ability to listen
anytime, anywhere, and English language podcasts are a great way to improve your listening skills.
Here are some popular podcasts to try: Listen to English by Peter Carter, Elementary Podcasts by the
British Council and Luke’s English Podcast.
SPEAKING

Giving learners the advantage of communicating in real-time conversations with English
speakers, probably the most exciting (and futuristic) technological advancement has come in the form
of Skype and FaceTime. Tools such as video-conferencing also offer teachers the opportunity to link to
other classes around the world, and in this way,gaining support from other teachers and students.

There are many new apps on the market for speaking with other learners, such as CoffeeStrap
and Hello Talk where you can converse with native speakers right from your phone. No webcam is
required anymore.These technological advancements can help you advance in your English learning;
you just need to take advantage of them and they’re right at your fingertips.

Some of the latest ICT tools and applications used in the field of English Language Teaching
are following -
FLUENT U

It is an innovative language learning tool that uses transcription of videos to help you learn a
language in the most entertaining,diverse and engaging ways. FluentU is currently offered to those
learning French, Spanish, German, Italian, English, Chinese, and Japanese.
LINGUA PHONE

This tool is very important in language training of the students. A number of students can
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practice speaking and hearing drills with the help of lingua phone. It is especially useful in the training
of English language listening and speaking skills.
LESSONS AND PODCASTS

You can go to YouTube, search for the term “learn English,” and find plenty of videos that
might be useful to you. However, you should also be aware that there are established institutions that
offer English language lessons and podcasts on their websites. For example, there’s the British
Broadcasting Corporation—the BBC, or the Beeb as it’s sometimes called in the UK. BBC’s Learning
English web page offers a wealth of content every English language learner should check out, from
English lessons and short dramas to the news and pronunciation tips. The British Council has more
than fifty podcasts that aim to teach everyday English. Their website also hosts plenty of “how to”
videos that deal with the English language.
GRAMMAR RESOURCES

While podcasts and lessons are great, especially when they are followed by a grammar and
vocabulary review, English language learners can benefit from a more focused study of grammar. In
fact, a lot of native speakers could benefit from a grammar refresher from time to time. Even people
who write in English for a living need to look up grammar issues occasionally. Again, the British
Council website is one of the best places to start. From lessons to quick tips, it contains most of the
things an English language learner will need to learn proper grammar. This website, the one you’re
currently on, is named Grammarly.com for a good reason. Yes, it does help writers proofread their work
and enhance their style, but it also has the Grammarly Handbook, a great tool that can help English
language learners understand grammar rules and learn how to implement them in writing.
VOCABULARY AND TRANSLATION

It would be hard to write about English translation without mentioning Google Translate. As
an English language learner, you might not need the translate feature of Google Chrome to translate
whole web pages from English into your own language. But for the words you know nothing about,
Google Translate is one of the best tools on the web. Project Gutenberg offers over 50,000 free books,
many of which are in English. There’s no better way of expanding your vocabulary than reading a lot,
and on this website you can find English literary classics. Words by Grammarly is an online dictionary-
thesaurus hybrid, which offers definitions of words as well as synonym suggestions.
TESTS AND QUIZZES

You’ll need a way to test your progress, and more importantly, you’ll also need a way to learn
and play at the same time. Activities for ESL students is a website for grammar and vocabulary quizzes,
bilingual quizzes, and crossword puzzles. British Council, again, has a number of English-language
games on their website, as well as IELTS practices. The Cambridge English website has both tests and
games that will help you measure your advancement and have some fun.

Social media has become an important tool of communication. It provides a platform for
sharing thoughts and ideas. You can create your blogs and share your views with others and get comments,
too. Students can add themselves with the English language learning groups and take advantage of
sharing information. A number of social sites like, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc are very helpful in
learning situational language.Online language related courses are available on internet. Some of them
offer free registration. Students can enroll themselves in these courses and get education and training
while sitting in every nook and corner of the world. Some agencies which providing online courses, are
MOOC, Future Learn, NPTEL, and Concordia University etc. Students can watch online and offline
videos of language learning for the enhancement of their language skills.

We cannot think of better educational environment without a better teacher. Earlier, the teacher
was the focal point of education, but now the role of teachers has changed a lot. To teach better a
teacher need to be updated with the changes. For this ICT helps a lot. It is helpful in the professional
development of the teachers. A teacher can learn various language skills with the help of information
and communication technologies. He can do various certification programmes in English language
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teaching. A teacher can increase his domain of knowledge of English language with the help of e-
journals, e-magazines and e-library. He can also participate in discussions and conferences with the
experts of English language to improve his knowledge and skills through audio and video conferencing.
ICT also helps him framing curriculum of English language learning.
CONCLUSION

Language education is an area where open-access resources, online courses, virtual classrooms
and social networks based on information and communication technology (ICT) are being increasingly
used to give learners access to information, promote interaction and communication, and enhance
digital literacy skills. However, the rapid development of tools and resources presents both opportunities
and challenges. In order to maximize the potential of ICT in language teaching, it is crucial that it is
used in a pedagogically sound way that corresponds to the individual needs of the learners. It is also
important that the use of ICT is introduced and supported in a sustainable way and in a range of
pedagogical approaches that promote lifelong learning. According to Pete Sharma and Barney Barret
(2007), there are several reasons for using technology in language teaching. In addition to the fact that
technology can be motivating, it offers the possibility to work autonomously or interact and collaborate
with others. Technology also provides instant feedback on language performance in various tasks and
exercises. Technology can also be an extension of the classroom and can be time saving. Finally,
technology can promote language learning with fresh authentic and motivating materials directly usable
from the Internet.
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Impact of Globalization and Information Explosion on

Eatingout Practices of Young Adults

Shabnam Chhabra (1) Neha Maheshwari (2)
ABSTRACT

According to Food Safety and Standards authority of India (FSSAI), the food consumption habits of

Indian population are changing constantly. Globalization and information explosion has affected not

just the youth, but entire society at large. It has transformed our culture, heritage, technology as well as

demography. Information technology is entering our lives at a very early age and is making our nation

a strong evolving economy. It is establishing integration between countries and people from all over the

world. Today, people can switch ideas, build financial and commercial transactions and can also spread

cultural aspects through the entire planet by mere click of a button of hi-tech gadgets; and cuisines like

Italian, Mexican, Chinese etc. are available round the clock. Youth now works 24/7 and food also is

available the entire day. With the advancement of Information technology one just needs to download the

app, place an order, pay the bill online and food is delivered at the doorstep. Establishments like these

have a youth positive impact, if the upcoming job opportunities are to be considered but also seem to be

negative if the long term eating behavioural impact of the youth is noted because of the spreading mass

consumerism habits. Hence, an overview of the factors affecting the changing eating behaviour of youth

and their implications is the need of hour and must be answered.

INTRODUCTION

According to Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI), the food consumption
habits of Indian population are changing constantly. This revolution started in nineties when McDonalds,
Pizza Hut, Domino’s Pizza, Subway and YO! China entered the country and since then there has been
no looking back.Variety of foods are available in market; Italian to Mexican, Japanese to Chinese, Thai
to American fast foods, name any food and one will get it from market.

Now-a-days Indians are eating out more often or they are ordering the take away food. Major
visible reasons are that their disposable incomes have gone up and thus the change in their lifestyle.
Globalization, an increase in the percentage of nation’s working population, urbanization, and consumerism
are other pertinent factors responsible for growth in the food service industry.

Another noticeable trend today is that consumers have begun to use technology in a big way to
research restaurants online before making a decision about where they would like to eat. Zomato, Trip
advisor, Just dial, Food panda etc. are the sites which inform consumers about the location, menu, price,
offers and many more things about the restaurants in just one click.
OBJECTIVE

To study the factors impacting the changing trends in eating out practices among young adults
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Study by Harish et al (2013) provides converging evidence of a direct casual link between food
advertising. This study also reveals that there is high intake of fast food among hostlers.

According to Sethi and Malhan (1989), the increased purchasing power of people has raised
the standard of living, and in addition to it, the sizes of houses have become smaller, so a lot more
money than before is spent on entertaining, celebrating and socializing outside the home. Travelling
long distances by road, rail and air has become very common for the reasons varying from national and
international trade, pleasure, education, pilgrimages, shopping and business etc. This has led to the
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need for the provision of meals / snacks on trains, at bus stations, airports and in flights; enroute work
or places of pilgrimage and so on.

People’s taste and eating habits are also changing through gradual exposure to foods of varied
countries. The popularity of specialty restaurants providing Chinese, Continental, Italian and South
Indian or Fully Vegetarian food are evidence of this influence.

Nursa reported about a survey carried out by Franchise India (2013) regarding frequency of
eating out among young adults. It stated that 12% loved to eat daily at restaurants, 11% ate three or
more times a week, 34% of people eat out two to three times a week, while 27% eat once a week, 12%
eat once a month while 3% ate on special occasions only. Home delivery and take-away are also recent
modes of consuming outside meals. There is a steep increase in ordering food online as well using
different food apps.

The market research store “Research and Market”(2015) in its report stated that Indian fast
food market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 18% by 2020 due to changing consumer behavior and
demographics. Fast food market in India is expecting to be worth US$ 27.57 billion by 2020.
Sinha (2012) reported that youngsters spend approximately 30% of their pocket money on food. Bhambri

(2011) in her article “The Indian youth and the love for junk” stated that now-a-days students have
stopped carrying tiffin boxes to their schools / colleges and they thrive on the junk provided in the
canteen which varies from fat laden samosas and bread pakoras to aerated drinks which have formidable
power to negatively affect the lungs. Padhye (2017) concluded that youngsters skip breakfast, drink
less water, eats lot of junk, love eating spicy dishes and lots of potatoes. They do not like eating fruits
but prefer aerated soft drinks with artificial flavors and sweeteners instead of natural drinks like fruit
juices, coconut water etc. Youngsters have a strong disliking for milk as well.
GLOBAL SENARIO

According to Picincu (2018), globalization has changed the world economy by opening up
new opportunities for countries worldwide. It act as a driving force for economic development and also
responsible for environ-mental damages. It serves as a platform to built business relationship between
the countries. Now a day, one country is able to sell its products in another country. Companies are now
able to operate across borders and reach more customers, which leads to higher profits and ultimately,
economic growth It allows people to relocate to wealthier countries and start their own business or find
occupation. Developed countries all around the world outsource their work to developing countries,
ultimately promoting economic growth of the latter. In his article, Bhasin (2017) stated that competition
in market, culture sharing, improved legal effects, stability in security are the positives of globalization
and environmental damages, fluctuation in prices, job insecurity are the negatives of globalization.
INDIAN SENARIO

Due to globalization, women have now a relatively better environ-ment to live. The positive
impact of globalization is that women have more jobs, have become more active in avenues generally
reserved for men and are playing a more prominent role in society and not just restricted to home. As
women take up jobs and achieve social mobility, they have also begun to stand up for their rights.
Prospects of higher and quality education have become feasible for women. There is decrease in gender
inequality in society. The negative impact of this aspect has come forward in the form of unhealthy
eating practices owing to lack of time available with women in the house-holds, consumption of processed
food has increased in families, thereby leading to an  increase in eating out practices.

With the gradual growth of the economy and increased job opportunities, surplus population
has shifted from rural to urban areas. Newly established industries and ancillary activities continuously
offer job opportu-nities to the people migrating to cities. The healthy aspects of urbanization and
industrialization are that it is assisting in setting up of many industrial cities, expansion of manufacturing
and service sector units. Increase in the rate of economic development raises the level of per capita
income and standard of living of the people which in turn escalates the demand for various goods and
services. The unhealthy aspects are high density of population, inadequate infrastructure, and lack of
affordable housing, pollution, slum creation, crime congestion and poverty.  According to Vanson et al
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(2006), the link between several mental disorders and urbanization is well established. This study
revealed that the incidence of bulimia nervosa showed relation with the degree of urbanization and
also it was five times higher in cities than in rural areas.

Urbanization encourages the formation of nuclear family set up. In pre industrial era joint
family system was common but now modernization of family lacks in kinship. Development of
personality, better condition of women, lesser number of children, harmony and peace, individual
responsi-bilities etc. are positive implications whereas insecurity of children, agency to develop bad
qualities of inmates, insecure for old and loneliness are negative aspects. This modernization of families
has changed the meaning of friendship, care and relationship, and so has the taste of food changed.
Now the fast food is more prevalent in families. People socialize more frequently to combat the loneliness
over dinner or partying on different occasions. This approach increases the incidence of eating out
junk food and increase in the consumption of alcohol.

According to Mirza (2016), globalization has both positive and negative effects on culture,
society or economy of our country too. Opening of new markets for Indian goods, investment of foreign
companies in India, raised standards of living of people in India, production and quality improve-ment
of Indian goods, modernization and industrialization, Rapid improve-ment in infrastructure etc. are
the positive effects while pollution, recession, exploitation of human resource, damage to local firms
due to invasion of foreign one etc. are again the negative impact of globalization. Globalization has
brought about fluctuation in prices. Food choices are highly sensitive to price increases. To combat
these high priced foods, fruits and high quality proteins have dropped out from the diets. Processed
foods, fats and sugar laden products and low in essential nutrients on the other side have become the
first choice to fill the hungry stomach.

Restaurant industry has evolved drastically after the boom in Information Technology. Now, it
is not required to go out to the restaurant to have food, but it is just a game of one tap on phone. If any
information is needed about any food outlet, with the help of Google one can easily find out the location,
cuisines available, menu card, discount and offers going on there. More importantly, billing can also
be done online and in most of the outlets cash on delivery services are also available. Information
explosion give no reason to think twice before placing an order because of the convenience factor.
There is absolutely no need to go out, wait for the turn, manage money but consumer is doing this
comfortably through his gadget from his home in few seconds, which motivating him to eat; further
giving the hospitality industry a hike.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Until few years, it was observed that people used to eat out only on major occasions such as
birthdays, anniversaries etc. Recent studies indicate that the eating habits of an average Indian, especially
the young adults have undergone many changes and they don’t really need any particular reason to eat
out now. This ongoing study will give an overview about these changing trends of food service industry.
Global markets have increased the plethora of options available to Indian consumers residing in
Metropolitan cities. Delhi being a metro city, is round the clock on its toes, a city which never sleeps
and so its residents especially youngsters, de-stress themselves by eating out. Plenty of disposable
income to splurge, availability of food at any hour of day, mouth watering offers are some factors which
have visibly impacted the eating out pattern among youth. This study may uncover more such reasons
that are leading to change in the eating out pattern. It will also bring forth the implication of this
changing trend; positive and negative, both. The information explosion and a convenience access to it
has undoubtedly generated various ancillary industries like Swiggy; Zomato etc have set in, which are
helping consumers to have food delivered at any time of the day and giving them live feedback too on
quality of food served at various places. There may be yet other implications which could possibly
impact the public health aspects. Thus, the study on the changing trends comes with a purpose to assist
the consumers in becoming aware of the plausible effects and get educated towards making informed
healthy food choices while eating out.
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Role  of ICT in The
Development of Indian Classical Music

Bhagat Singh

ABSTRACT

The  concept of music education is to raise the interest of students towards Indian music. ICT tools will

support these students to pronounce their musical and intellectual talent and to develop musical skills.

The term ‘Information and Communication Technologies’ refers not only to computers and software: it

also includes the Internet and digital instruments. In traditional teaching of music manual Tanpura/

tabla wrew used .in modern time digital tanpura and Tabla are available . electronic musical instruments

are very convenient and cheaper. ICT contributes positively to music education in several areas. This

paper focuses on the factors where ICT affects the lesson or the educational process positively. ICT can

in any case be positively influential. The focus is on the role and the nature of the ICT-tools; the

implementation of these tools in the music lessons in public education.Three main issues in music education

through ICT tools are -

» how the use of ICT can contribute to music education in college /schools

» the special role of composition in the education

» the role of the teacher in the successful implementation of ICT.

Introduction

The use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in music education is now the
demand of the hour. Music  has been a part of education since vedic  period. Music has been a medium of
self expression and enjoyment. Other fine arts as drawing, sculpture are interdisciplinary and the main
objective of arts in our country has been the attainment inner piece or meditation.  The musical sound
attracts everyone so folks songs and other songs are liked by the people and music continuous over
generation. The science and technology has much developed. Information and communication technology
has much affected music field. Before 20 years back music learning was very costly. Now it has become
easy for everyone. This study has been carried out in order to evaluate the music perception and creativity
of society by using  different means of ICTs. In music education field students are tested on computer
based music activities with a most efficient method for a common educational goal. In ancient period
it was a traditional system for learning the music besides this there was no option for music students.
In modern times the ICT tools has a great role in the development of music.
Aim of Music Education

Music is a great heritage of India. It involves many arts in it. In modern times when a student
is getting many informations from technology for his livelihood he is going far from human values.
Music education is a good medium for awakening human values among youths through great composition
by great poets. Folklore and regional songs are immortal in the world through music. Rhythm and tone
keep us in a movement of joy. Students learn through joy while listening music. The aim of music is to
Promote the highest levels of human aspiration and artistic integrity through the composition, documentation,
and performance of music. Students who have early musical training will develop the areas of the brain
related to language and reasoning. The left side of the brain is better developed with music, and songs
can help imprint information on young minds.An enjoyable subject like music can keep students
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interested and engaged in college/school. Student musicians are likely to stay in college to achieve in
other subjects. Classical music represents our Indian heritage and culture. It is a great medium to
understand our literature. Music is a sound and it is a medium of expression of thoughts. Ict tools are
becoming boon for development of Indian classical music.
Overview of Literature

This  problem of music education has been studied for many years.In India  it has been taught
in gurukul system . In the middle period it was taught in gharana system. In modern days it has been
made popular for all citizens through internet. In present century Psychologists have studies done
around the world to see what the effects of having knowledge in the subject of music are. There are so
many results gathered and interpreted to show that music is a key factor in learning. The origin, concepts
and musical principles are narrated in many sanskrit granthas.

How ICT Tools effect Music Education

To learn about a musical style from prepared exemplars. Pupils can listen every type of Indian
music at a place. They can also copy the original, add new parts within the style, develop their own
ideas based on listened thing . They can listen effectively at their own pace, and the ability to create
different starting points and tasks from the same basic materials. The working environment becomes
far easier when everyone is on the same equipment, and using headphones they can learn different
styles of music in same time. It is time saving and easily accessible to ancient styles of singing.
Information and communication technology has changed the way of education. We live in an the era of
information and technologic society. The new era requires innovations in teaching and learning.Some
people in society think that how ICT is useful in music learning. Of all the disciplines of education,
music  is much affected in positive way by use of new technologies. It is urgent need of hour to make
music educators to aware use of ICT. Researches on use of ICT for teaching-learning is continuous. It
is need of time to aware students and teachers about use of ICT tools to helpful in learning music.
Indian Universities also should pay attention behind in this research and develop-ment. Traditional
teaching method is also beneficial but the new technology make it easy and joyful.  It is the  need of
time to find out better ways to use ICT and make teaching-learning effective Many students run away
from music for the musical instruments are so costly that they cannot afford the price. In this situation
ICT tools are very useful for them.

Interdisciplinary relevance:
» This study can be useful for all the disciplines of music.
» It is in fact convergence of technology and education.
» It deals with  technology of computer and smartphones.
» It deals with literature and traditional folks.
» students are intrinsically motivated to learn more about the discipline.

Importance of ICT tools in Music Education

famous universities and educationists are engaged in research and development in how to
make learning and teaching may be effective .Use of ICT tools make teaching and learning improving
& empowering education system. This research also aims at such a idealistic idea. In western countries
use of ICT is going on for many years.Because Indian music tradition is based on ragas. Indian music
is very specific because it is much melodious. Western music is based on harmony and it is very
suitable for group singing. In modern time ICT tools are very helpful for ragas knowledge and for
riyaz. Indian music is a heritage from vedic period. Music has many elements of culture and literature.
A society cannot live without music. In present days by the efforts of some educationists music is
taught in schools and colleges. There is a problem in music education of teaching methodology. However
many things are changed with time but still we use less ICT in music field. We can do better if we take
help of ICT. IT technicians and software engineers deserve for thanks and gratitude. They have given
a big platform for music education and industry. Foreign people are attracting towards Indian music
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due to ragas healing power. They also experiment in our music with their  IT facilities to do learning
easy.
Significance of the study of Music

» Music education will have tremendous significance on education, in general and music specially.
» Music learning is not as other subjects are taught. Teaching of music is orally training. It requires

musical instruments and lab facility.
» Use of ICT tools in music education will be helpful for teachers and students. For example music

learning requires correct pitch knowledge, ear training of student, sense of tempo, knowledge of
language and tools are helpful for providing all musical terms. An electronic tabla and tanpura is fixed
with tempo or drone. Most of Indian teachers has no awareness such tools.The use of virtual labs,
music theory database and availability of e-musical instruments, musical videos etc can help solve the
problem. Music is inter-connected with literature. India is prosperous in many languages. Different
styles of singing are popular in India. Music is also a source of training of regional languages joyfully.
Many tools and clouds help for language learning.The required data of raga and lyrics are available
easily. No need of carrying a big size tanpura for performance. IT has given us a small E-tanpura with
fix and tuned sound. Like this percussion instruments as e-tabla, surmandal and harmonium also are
available easily in open source. Use of ICT in form of internet resources, graphical presentations,
audio, movie clips, apps, softwares and video of renowned Ustads can be more help.

Objectives -

» To fulfill research area on more access, ICT integration, quality and excellence in higher education
» To make maximum use of ICT to develop proficiency of teachers and students community.
» To maximize use of computers, tablets, smartphones, internet & multimedia resources in.
» Teacher should be in the role of instructor. Traditional methods  and modern technique should be

imbive to give better options in music education.
» To encourage teacher and students to e-libraries, e-resources and e-information.
» To guide and spark student for discipline and be study attentively.
» To attract teacher and students for using internet in positive and will be benefited with ICT tools.
» to develop e-resources which can be used by teachers and students. It will be freely accessible by

one and all. So we also take a step in the direction of copyright to free access realm, which is of
great importance to third world country.
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Information Overload : Challenges and Management

Mani Arora

ABSTRACT

Information Explosion is the availability of abundance of data which may lead to create the overloading

of information. Management simply doesn’t means managing people but it also means providing right

guidance and accurate decision to them. Excess of anything is bad and when it comes to information it

may help or can create confusion as well. This paper explains how adversely the availability of information

has affected the long range thinking and analysis powers of human minds. This paper will examine to

what extent information availability is helpful in taking management decisions.

Introduction

Data and Information are two interrelated terms which are required in taking any kind of
decision. Raw facts and figures are called data whereas when raw facts are processed and given a
particular direction is termed as information. Data has already been identified as new class of asset like
gold or currency. It is not just that there are more streams of data, but entirely new ones. For e.g. there
are more countless digital sensors world wide in industrial equipment, cars, electrical meters and
shipping crates. They can measures and communicate location, movement, vibration, temperature,
humidity and even chemical changes in the air. Techniques togather knowledge from an overabundance
of electronic information have existed since 1970’s since then there are two terms came into existence
Data fusion which turned into Data Mining. Data Fusion is the process of integrating multiple data
sources to produce more consistent, accurate and useful information than that provided by any individual
data source.

Data Fusion is more informative and synthetic than the original inputs. Humans are a prime
example of data fusion, a combination of all our senses combine on a daily basis to help us in performing
most of tasks in our daily life. It ensures whether a food is edible or not, helps body to walk and drive.
In all the cases brain performs the processing and controls what we need to do the next. Improved
access to information is also fuelling to the Big Data Trend. All kinds of Government information is
now available to public.

The first study to quantify the volume information in circulation at any given time conducted
by Japan’s Ministry of Posts and Telecommunication in 1975, found that information supply was increasing
much faster than information consumption. It has created Information Avalanche.

1750 - 1900 150 Years to Double
1900 - 1950 50 Years to Double
1950 - 1960 10 Years to Double
1960 - 1992 5 Years to Double
1992 - 2002 Every Year to Double
2002 - 2012 Six Months to Double

By 2020 information will be doubled every 73 Days.
In a 60 seconds period of time 3.3 Million face book posts are made, 500 Hrs YouTube videos

are uploaded and 1,50,000 Emails are sent.
By 2020 information will be double.
Source: http://thefutureofpublishing.com/new/wp-content/uploads/
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General Causes

The generalcauses of information overload include.
1. A rapid increase in production rate of new information. As the chart shows that rate of duplication of

information is going shorter by shorter every now and then.
2. Ease of duplication and transmission of data across the internet. WWW is the thing which is known

even by the young mind as old as only 5-6 years.
3. Increase in available channels of incoming information. Every website, youtube search engines are

easiest mode of searching and finding the new information.
4. Contradictions and in accuracies in available information. When a person start searching and finds

contradictions he goes in depth and derth to find what is right and what is wrong.
5. A lock of a method for comparing and processing different kind of information. Data is available

and in such a bulk quantity that without comparison no one identifies the best one. If one has to
purchase any product lots of sites are available for selling it but for the best deal comparison of all
the features price model etc is must.

Information Explosion and Management

Management is truly a decision making process whether to set a goal, make a sale, purchase
raw material, advertise in social media, get connected with the people or related to our own personal
life. We usually make 200 more decisions than we are consciously aware of every day. While we‘d like
to think our decisionsare rational fact many are driven by gut feeling and intitution. The ability to reach
a decision based on what we know and what we expect is an inherently human characteristic.
                 In business, economics and management decisions will increasingly be based on data and
analysis rather than on experience and intuition. The problem is that making our own decision is an
exhausting process and all thanks to the information era which compels to tell us “what to do”. The ability
to visualize data has accelerated the move of knowledge from our minds onto the screen. This tied with
our “fear of being wrong” presents new opportunities for business. There are many companies that have
tapped into our need for quantification and visualization. In recent years Oracle, IBM, Microsoft and
SAP between the have spent more than $15 billion on buying software options firms specializing data
management and analytics. This industry is estimated to be worth more than $100billion and growing
at almost 10percent, a year, roughly twice as fast as the software business as a whole.
                Online matrimonial sites, all astrological sites, online dating sites, onlineshopping, try and
return option, Facebook twitter WhatsApp all are connecting the deep lonely persons to a different
world. These all are the examples of visualizing what we need and what we feel. Data driven decision
making is becoming the dominant logic, in our private lives and at work as well. A global study from
PwC found executives are comfortable making decisions based on their gut instinct. However, majority
expect the use of data to affect haw the company make decisions inthe future. Many companies such as
Amazon, Netflix, Reify, iTunes and Tesco e data on web-sites to make recommendations and there
starts the loop of information explosion, where one click moves the people to connect the world where
lots of information is available which seems to very helpful in decision making but actually affects
adversely on human capacity to rely what they know and what actually may be right. These are the
small acts where system decisions narrow the opportunities we have natural, organic exploration.
            Too much information slower down the process of thinking and gives everything available an
ample way without even realizing and discriminating whether that will be helpful in decision making
or not and leads to make the process and ultimately making it a decision fatigue
            The Amount of data that businesses creates and consumes is also exploding. According to
IDC’s 2017 Digital universal forecast by 2020, Businesses will need to deal with 50 times the amount
of information they deal with today with 1.5 Times of the number of IT Staff to handle it. Because
whole shopping process is handled via electronic Commerce system. As more and more people shop
online, more web pages are visiting, more clicks aretracked, more electronic orders are placed,
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moreshipments are made, and more returns are handled. Supplier management, inventory management,
customer service, warehousing. Every process generates accurate and genuinely useful data that need to
be stored and already drowning in information.

To the positive aspects, Information Technology is at best and essential but rather complex tool
for improving the efficiency of business operations. At worst, it is a source of problems, failed expectations
and confusing jargon.
Fallouts of Information Overload  -  Researches have shown and identified a number of fallouts of
information overload some of them are -
1. Despite a lot of information, one seems to be knowing less because what is known is insignificant to

available information. More people know they find lack because ratio of availability of information
towards knowledge is much higher.

2. Too much information leads to brain freeze or fatigue. Everyone is available to give you something
or the other but the capacity of mind is limited and when brain is unable to take anymore information
it leads to the brain freeze.

3. Shorter attention spam because one cannot concentrate. Researches have shown that human mind
can concentrate continuously only for 45 minutes after that it needs some time for regaining. But all
these information interruptions have shorter this concentration time because it takes more to come
back to the original point even after a small interruption.

4. Long range thinking stops because virtually all information needed is available in large quantity.
When everything is available already cooked no one wants to any kind of preparations. That all
applies to everything because everyone is use to availability rather than emphasising on brain.

5. Excess of information could contaminate which could lead to wrong decision making serious mistakes.
When information is overloaded even the wrong information can be taken as right which seriously
affects the decision making process of what is right and what is wrong.

Suggestions for coping with Information overload

1. Limit your option to find new information everytime. No need to follow 10 different stations. Only
two experts are enough on which you can rely.

2. Use an organization system: System declutters all the stuff which is not required and gives a clear
direction thereby removing overloading fatigue.

3. Charging Nominal amount on every intake of information so that sender can consider the necessity
of interruption 

4. Evaluate information and its sources critically so that information retrieving will be accurate.
5. Incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base so that every time there is no need for

data mining.
Therefore, is a person can acquire at least a moderate level of information literacy, he /she will

be able to find the relevant information from various sources and judiciously use the information for
problem solving. Admittedly, this is not an easy task and even the most expert information seekers
could be overwhelmed by the huge quantity of information from which he has to find his required
information.
Conclusion

            Information published online may not always be reliable due to lack of authority approval or a
review process before publication. This results in people having to cross check what they read before
using it for decision making, which takes us more time, many research suggests that an “Attention
Economy” of sorts will naturally emerge from informationoverload, allowing user control over their
online experience with particular regard to communication medium such as email and instant messaging.
This could involve same sort of cost being attached to email Massages. Despite the strong information
base and knowledge base, many events taking place in the world lead to overcome determined ignorance
and pre convinced prejudices and the volume of prejudices remains undiscriminated. The role of rumors
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in spreading misinformation and distrust among communities gets multiplied manifold and in
milliseconds because of the strengthened by the power of ignorance that is determined motto know
better. For greater good and largely for the reasons of perceptional difference among the individuals
and the society information sometimes need to be checked because not all truth sets us free and not all
information can carry air of presumptive righteousness.
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Analytical Review on Information Spread to Protect
Environment through Automatic Segro- Degrader

Amit Chaudhary (1) Nidhi Chaudhary (2)

ABSTRACT

A rapid increase in volume and types of solid and hazardous waste as a result of continued economic
growth, urbanization and industriali-zation, is becoming a growing problem for national and local

govern-ments to ensure effective and sustainable management of waste. The municipal corporation of

Jammu (JMC), J&K, currently only collects less than half of the solid waste produced in the municipality,
an area of 222,236 km2 with a population of 12,541,302. In the absence of information regarding

utilization of dry waste, people is dumping uncollected waste [1] haphazardly into water bodies or
floodplains or else burnt, thus infect water, land and air of the city area and beyond. Rather than

searching for solutions to improve collection and disposal service, this paper presents research

which focuses on how to spread the information for utilization of dry and wet waste. The practicality
of segregation at the household level, as well as regularity of collection or purchase of recyclables,

needs to be addressed as the priority.
The segregation, handling, transport and disposal of waste are to be properly managed so as to minimize

the risks to the health and safety of patients, the public, and the environment. The economic value of

waste is best realized when it is segregated. Currently, there is no such system of segregation of dry
and wet wastes at a household level. This paper proposes an Automatic Segro-Degrader (ASD) which

is a cheap, easy to use solution for a segregation system at households so that it can be sent directly

for processing. It is designed to segregate wet waste and dry waste. In addition, the model is also
designed to degrade plastic waste for environmental safety. The ASD employs a sensing mechanism to

identify infrared and wet sensors to distinguish between wet and dry waste. The results show that the
segregation of waste into wet and dry has been successfully implemented using the ASD. In addition,

the research shows some insights that how people can earn with dry waste with little information,

which is available on social, and internet media.

Introduction

In India, about 60 million tonnes of waste [2] is being generated every year. Ten million
tonnes of garbage is generated in metropolitan cities. The landfills of most of these cities are overflowing
with no space for fresh garbage waste. The philosophy of “waste management hierarchy” [8] has been
adopted by most nations as the step for developing municipal solid waste (MSW) management strategies.
According to a sanitation survey called “Swachh Survekshan-2016” conducted by the ministry of urban
development under the swachh Bharat mission, it was found that about 50% people in India face the
problem of improper waste collection and management. According to the centre of science and
environment, innovative disposal and recycling methods must be introduced instead of landfill sites.
In the absence of information on how to degrade the wet waste, people are just throwing it in to

the dustbin. However, with this wet waste people can earn or utilize for their gardening with little

information on how to make compost. Thus, we have proposed a cost-effective “Automatic waste
segregator and degradation system” for proper management of waste. Automatic waste segregator [7]
categorizes the waste as wet or dry. The degradation system helps to degrade the plastic waste. The

1. ADT(C&M) BSNL           2. PGT Biology, Jammu SOS Hermann Gmeiner School, Jammu
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common method of waste disposal is by unplanned and uncontrolled dumping at landfill areas. This
method is hazardous to human health, plant and animal life. When the waste is segregated into basic
streams such as plastic, metallic and organic, the waste has a higher potential of recovery, and then,
recycled and reused. The organic waste is converted either into compost or methane-gas or both. Compost
can replace demand for chemical fertilizers, and biogas can be used as a source of energy.  The benefit
of doing so is that hazard for waste workers are reduced. Also, the separated waste could be directly
sent to the recycling and processing plant instead of sending it to the segregation plant.

Fig - 1  Waste Percentage

As shown in fig 1, out of the total waste of more than 35% of waste is an organic waste. In addition, 5%
of waste is plastic, 15% E-waste, 2% another waste is available for recycling. Further, more than 8%
waste is hazardous.

Fig - 2  World Worst Electronic Waste

Fig - 2 describes that Norway is the world’s worst electronic waste offenders and Austria is the least
offender in the world.

Fig - 3   % Garbage State Wise in India
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Fig - 3 explains that Maharastra has 17.1 % (maximum in India) garbage and  Madhya Pradesh has
3.5% garbage in India.
Fig - 4 Top Five Cities in India which Generate the Highest Municipal Waste

Fig - 4 shows that Delhi generates 3.3 million tones garbage per year and on the other hand Kolkata
generates 1.1 million tonnes per year.
Aim & Objective

Our aim is just to remove the plastic from this beautiful planet, that has made it polluted and
dirty. Many diseases have aroused due to this pollution. This is a small project but it has a great effect.
The reason for these diseases (plastic) will be removed. We will get rid of this harmful waste and will
live in a clean and green planet.
Hypothesis

The main purpose of this project is to protect our beautiful environment from getting severely
polluted by plastic because it is not biodegradable and cannot be decomposed. It is very essential to
make plastic degrader that is one way to destroy plastic to avoid burning. It is not eco-friendly as it
produces smoke which can harm our environment so this method cannot be used. Therefore, we have
made a project which is eco-friendly and at the same time decomposes the plastic. The model segregates
the garbage between two types: moist and dry. Generally, in every home people mixed whatever wastes
are produced together. Thus, by doing this both moist and dry garbage gets mixed and has a great loss
of moist garbage that can be decomposed and used as fertilizers.
The hypotheses designed for the model are -
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» The model “Automatic Segro-Degrader” is designed to segregate the wet and dry waste.
» It also degrades the dry waste such as polyethene.
» The model justified our objective fully.
» The hypothesis to segregate the wet and dry waste and degradation of dry waste is validated with a

model.
Work Plan

The work plan organized in different parts. Firstly, field survey [4] was done in the Jammu
city to identify the need for developing the project. Further, the literature reviewed for various methods
and techniques for segregation and degradation of a different kind of a waste. Therefore, the model
developed to segregate and degradation of waste for environmental safety. The data analysis followed
by the conclusion and future plan.
Field Survey

For developing the Automatic Segro-Degrader (ASD), we visited various locations and garbage
collection points. Currently, there is no such system of segregation of dry and wet wastes at a household
level.  Due to unavailability of such system, in every home people mixed [5] whatever wastes are
produced together. Thus, by doing this both moist and dry garbage gets mixed and has a great loss of
moist garbage that can be decomposed and used as fertilizers.
Working

Our model is a beneficial project which works with a 100% accuracy. First, we will place
some garbage whether dry or wet on the surface at the top of the model in front of their sensor. After
placing garbage it draws infrared rays whose memory is connected to a board. By which it determines/
senses whether the waste is dry or wet and accordingly with the shafts connected to a motor it sends the
waste to their respective bins.
Our model is based on garbage separation and degradation, on a flat cardboard piece as shown in fig 5.

The whole system is controlled by an Arduino Uno board. All other parts like infra-red sensor,
a moisture sensor, stepper motor, Grinder are interfaced to the Arduino board as shown in Figure 5.
Fig 5: Automatic Segro-Degrader(ASD)

Servo Motor

A stepper motor is a type of DC motor that works in discrete steps. It is a synchronous brushless
motor where a full rotation is divided into a number of steps. The two main components of a stepper
motor are the rotor and the stator. The rotor is the rotating shaft and the stator consists of electromagnets
that form the stationary part of the motor. In the model, the stepper motor is used for segregation of dry
and wet waste.
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Infra-red Sensor

An infrared sensor is an electronic instrument which is used to sense certain characteristics of
its surroundings by either emitting and/or detecting infrared radiation. Infrared sensors are also capable
of measuring the heat being emitted by an object and detecting motion. In this model, the IR sensor is
used to detect dry waste.
Moisture Sensor

Moisture sensors typically refer to sensors that estimate volumetric water content.  These
sensors are usually referred to as water potential sensors and include tensiometers and gypsum blocks.
In this model, the moisture sensor is used to detect wet waste.
Microcontroller Board (Arduino)

Arduino is an open-source platform used for building electronics projects. Arduino consists of
both a physical programmable circuit board (often referred to as a microcontroller) and a piece of
software, or IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that runs on your computer, used to write and
upload computer code to the physical board. The flow diagram of the software implementation is
shown in Figure 6.

Fig 6: Flow chart of the software implementation

Degrader for wet waste

Degrader for wet waste consists of a DC motor to rotate and mix the wet waste with dung for
generating the biofertilizer.
Degrader for dry waste

Degrader for dry waste consists of enzyme ideonella sakaiensis. It was identified in 2016 by a team
of researchers led by Kohei Oda of Kyoto Institute of Technology and Kenji Miyamoto of Keio University
after collecting samples of PET debris in search for bacteria that relied on the plastic for carbon growth. The
bacterium first uses PETase, an enzyme that works with water, to break down the PET plastic[6]. It then
breaks it down further using MHETase, another enzyme that further reacts with water to break down the
plastics into terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol. In addition, the wax eater worms [9] also added in the
container to degrade the dry waste especially plastic. 100 wax worms can eat 92 milligrams of plastic in 12
hours. Two species of wax worm, Galleria mellonella and Plodia interpunctella have both been observed
eating and digesting polyethene plastic. The wax worms metabolize polyethene plastic films into ethylene
glycol, a compound which biodegrades rapidly.

On it, we have made situated long cardboard of pieces supporting another base. Where the
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garbage will be put. There are two sensors namely, IR sensor and moisture sensor which will detect the
type of garbage whether dry or wet. Then there are two slides from both sides, a path from where the
garbage will go into the boxes (one for wet and another for dry waste).
Utilization of Project

By our project, the pollution in our environments such as soil and air pollution can be decreased
and the moist waste can be made to use in manures in agriculture and also the dry garbage which is of
no use can be degraded including plastic.
 Observation, Data Analysis and Results

As our model segregates the garbage, it will really save our time because people working in
garbage industries use a lot of their time in separating the dry garbage. The plastic pollution in our world
will be decreased by the wax moths. And our model will not only do one thing but on the other hand, it
will provide good and useful fertilizers for the farmers without any harmful effects. It will reduce the
amount of chemical used in fertilizers nowadays. It will be really beneficial for us.
Observation

The proposed system would be able to segregate the wet and dry waste. It would save time used in
waste segregation manually. The technologies which are used in the proposed system are good enough
to ensure the practical and perfect for solid waste collection process monitoring and management for
green environment. In addition, the model is also degrading the plastic waste.
Data Analysis

After a survey it is found that people are mixing the dry and wet waste together. Therefore,
there is a need to develop an economic model to segregate a dry and wet waste at home. Table 3
describes the area wise collection of dry and wet waste. Further Fig 7 shows area wise dry and wet
waste pictorially followed by area wise family in Fig 8.

Table - 3  Garbage Data (Dry and Wet)
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Fig - 7   Area Wise Total, Dry and Wet Waste

Data Analysis to digest the polythene garbage of a family -
⇒ Average Dry garbage of a family per day = 112 gm
⇒ Average polythene in dry garbage of a family per day = 5 numbers
⇒ Weight of one polythene bag = 180 mg
⇒ Total weight of 5 polythene bags = 900 mg
⇒ Total polythene consumed by 100 wax worms per 12 hrs = 92 mg
⇒ Total polythene consumed by 100 wax worms per day = 184 mg
⇒ Total time for degradation of one day polythene waste of a family = 4.8 days

Wax worms availability analysis -

⇒  Total wax worms in a honey tray (apiarist) = 18000 (approximately)
⇒  Wax worms available in honey tray can consume plastic in one day=(18000X184)/100= 33120

mg=33 gm =165 plastic bags= 33 houses polythene waste

Data Analysis to generate compost from wet waste -

⇒ One day wet waste of a family = 318 gm
⇒ 30 Days  wet waste of a family = 318X30=9540 gm =9.540 Kg
⇒ 1Kg of wet waste = 400 gm compost
⇒ Total compost will generate of a family in one month= 3.81 Kg
⇒ Total cost of Organic compost per kg= ¹ 20
⇒ Total profit per month for family= ¹  20X3.81= ¹ 76.2
⇒ Total profit per year for family= ¹ 76.2X12=¹  914.4

Results

The proposed system “automatic segro-degrader” sorts [3] wastes into two different categories,
namely plastic(dry) and the wet (organic) waste. Wet waste refers to organic waste such as vegetable
peels, left-over food etc. Separating our waste is essential as the amount of waste being generated today
causes an immense problem. Here, we have tested the household wastes which are generated in every
home today and we have come up with the following result.

Tables 1–2 show the tested results of the waste when exposed to our automatic waste segregator and
monitoring system.
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Table - 1  Result of Organic Waste Separation.

Table - 2  Result of Dry Waste Separation

Conclusion

In the absence of proper information on how to use, wet waste people were wasting wet

waste. The study highlights that one family can earn1 914.4 per year with minimum efforts at

home. The research was successful spreads the information to 60 families of Jammu, and now

these families have started earnings with the information on how to make compost. Further, the
waste segregator as the name suggests segregates the waste into two major classes: dry and wet.
» The proposed system would be able to degrade the wet waste into manure and plastic waste with the

help of wax eater worms.
» The timing and movement of the stepper motor are controlled by Arduino Uno. Continuous and

unnecessary operation of any particular section is thus avoided.
Problems & Solutions

Following are problems -
» There is no such mechanism to segregate the dry and wet waste at home.
» There is a chance to get an infection from waste.
» There is no degrader available to degrade plastic waste at home.
Solution to the problem -

» Automatic Segro-Degrader is a solution for segregation of dry and wet waste.
» Wet eater larva and Ideonella sakaiensis enzyme are the solutions for the degradation of plastic

waste.
Future Plans

» Solar panels can be used as power supply.
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Social Media : Boon or Bane for  Indian Youth

Vineeta Singh

ABSTRACT

The importance of Social Media  in people’s life is increasing each day. Social Networking Sites such

as Facebook, LinkedIn, Myspace, Orkut etc. though have a number of positives for the individuals

using it, such as job opportunities, easy connect with people, education etc., it poses some prominent

and undeniable dangers to its users as well. Some of the common negatives include, low self-esteem,

distraction from studies or work, cybercrime, cyber bullying etc. Social Media has transformed the

entire world into a global village where people can interact freely with their dear ones located remotely

via merely few clicks or taps. While this steeply rising trend has affected all, its impact on the lives and

times of the modern day youth has been maximum. Though a majority of younger lots prefer being the

part of social media revolution for their benefit, there are many who have unfortunately got addicted

to it. Paradoxically, social media can make youth not only more capable but also more inept. They

sometimes share too much with too many, and are conscious of that.In many cases it is clear that social

media have become not only part of people’s lives but the things their lives revolve around. It’s important

yet difficult to retain the attitude that these sites may be useful, but that’s all they are tools, not

lifestyles. Overall, youth have to be careful and caution when approaching these things.

Introduction

“Social Media is helping youth to archive their goals. Doing it reliably and repeatability so

that over time people have an interest in helping to achieve their goals.” Seth Godin

In modern life, social media is developing fast. It is used by many people all over the world.
Social media is an integral part of today’s society. With loads of information being disseminated over
the Internet, social media has become the very fabric upon which our society is being built. The people
who are at the forefront of molding the future of social networking sites are youth. This is because vast
majorities of the people who use the Internet are youth. Reportedly, many youth spend lot of time being
online every day. The dependency of youths on the social media has reached at such level that, without
social media, every young person cannot think about the direction of their growth. Much of that time is
thought to be spent on social media sites, with only some attention focused on research and learning
.For the past decade, social media has been touted as a platform for youngsters to congregate online
and interact socially as if they were in person, regardless of their distance from each other. There are
likely young people out there who do not know of many other uses of the Internet other than their
favorite social media platform. Social media have become prominent parts of life for many young
people today. However, there are many young people who cannot control themselves and are addicted
to social media. Most people engage with social media without stopping to think what the effects are
on our lives, whether positive or negative.
Social Media

Social media is not about what each one of us does or says, but about what we do and say
together, worldwide, to communicate in all directions at any time, by any possible (digital) means. Michelle
Chmielewski - Synthesio

Social media is the collective of online communications channels dedicated to community-
based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration. Social media, basically defined as grouping
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of internet based an application that builds on the ideological and scientific foundations for transforming
communication, in to an effective and interactive conversation between different societies and individuals.
Social media is one of the easiest means and includes media and social networking sites like face book,
twitter, Google etc. This is creating lot of boom in the current generation as it is one of the exceptional
resources in conveying the information. Using social media will help in improving contacts and thus
increases business. Social media may comprise of different forms like magazines, social club, Internet
forums, weblogs, social blogs, micro blogging, wikis, podcasts, photographs or pictures, video, rating
and social bookmarking. But now the trend of getting information has totally changed as most of them
are using internet to acquire information and to meet people. Social media is different from the usual
traditional media which include newspapers, television, radio and films etc. This social media is less
expensive when compared to the traditional media and is also easily accessible. This is not only used
for communicating and interacting with people worldwide but is also one of the best ways to advance
in business. Almost 70% of the business is done online because this will reach to the customers/
audiences soon, all over the world. This is also one of the biggest pools of information.
Different Types of Social Media Networks

Human nature by default has been programmed to be socially active to a certain extent. Some
people are more active, while others are less so. However, people have always been looking for ways to
connect and network with each other. And, in this age of digitization, people have found ways to be
socially active on the internet, which is possible with the advent of the numerous social networking
platforms and apps. Now, even relationships begin, grow and end on social media. People no longer
need a personal handshake or face-to-face meeting.

Social media sites have also grown in numbers by leaps and bounds. As per the statistics
revealed on Statista, approximately 2 billion users used social networking sites and apps in 2015. And,
with the increased use of mobile devices, this number is likely to cross the 2.6 billion mark by 2018.
Here,we discuss some of the most popular social media sites that are being explored by the world today.
Social Network: Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln

Such types of Social Media are used to associate with individuals (and brands) on the web.
They help your business via branding, social awareness, relationship building, customer service, lead
generation, and conversion. Anyone can channelize different types of Social Media campaigns on
these networks that will help them widen their reach.
Media Sharing Networks: Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube

Media sharing types of Social Media are used to find and share photographs, live video, video
and other kinds of media on the web. They are also going to help in brand building, lead generation,
targeting and so on. They give individuals and brands a place to discover and share media so the target
audiences can be targeted and converted into a convincing and result driven way possible. Social
networks nowadays also offer these features, however, for Media Sharing Networks, sharing of media
is their basic role.
Discussion Forums : Reddit, Quora, Digg

Such types of Social Media channels are used for finding, sharing and discussing different
kinds of information, opinions, and news. They help businesses by being top notch resource for doing
immaculate market research. These forums are the oldest ways of running Social Media Marketing
campaigns. Before the entry of popular Social Media players like Facebook, these forums were the places
where professionals, experts and enthusiasts used to do different kinds of discussions concerning a variety
of fields.
Bookmarking and Content Curation Networks: Pinterest, Flipboard

Opting for such types of Social Media will help to find out, share, discuss and save a variety of
latest content and media that are trending as well.  They are very helpful in channelizing brand awareness
for business, plus, choosing this one to run different types of Social Media Marketing campaigns will
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help to generate website traffic and customer engagement. In case we want to run some out of the box
highly creative campaigns that can not only inform your audience and but also attract them then this
one is best fit. To run Social Media campaign on Pinterest, we need to have a site that is bookmark-
friendly. We should optimize headlines and images for the feeds that Bookmarking and Content Curation
Networks use for accessing and sharing the contentFlipboard let’s to create own Flipboard magazine
by using most engaging content.
Consumer Review Networks: Yelp, Zomato, TripAdvisor

Using Customer Review networks will help to find out, share and review different information
about a variety of products, services or brands. When a business has positive reviews on these networks,
their claims turn more credible because reviews on these networks act as Social Proof. For running a
successful Social Media Marketing Campaigns, it is very important for today’s businesses to have
positive reviews on these sites. In addition, resolving all the issues that customers are posting on these
Review platforms is another thing that is going to be very important for the positive and productive
outcomes for the business.
Blogging and Publishing Networks :Wordpress, Tumblr, Medium

We should choose these types of Social Media networks for publishing, discovering and
commenting on articles, blogs and other content on the web. Content marketing is one of the most
powerful ways to target, attract, engage and convert a target audience. It is going to be the base of
successful online marketing campaigns that play the most important role in conversion funnels of
Digital Marketing campaigns. Word Press and Blogger are the traditional blogging platforms while Tumblr
(micro-blogging service) and Medium (Social Publishing Platform) is the latest blogging and publishing
networks.
Some Facts - Youth were never inspired by any emerging phenomena that much until social media
came to the fore. The unprecedented clutch of this most vibrant trend nowadays is being further endorsed
by survey reports from recognized bodies worldwide as well.

One such survey conducted by TCS with the name of “TCS GenY Survey” targeted the ‘Post-
Millennial’ generation. It included responses of more than 17,000 students of age group 12-18 years
from urban high schools spread across 14 cities all over India. The main findings included -
» Used by above 65% of the respondents, Mobile phones emerged as the favorite gadget of the youths.
» 18% of the youth access internet through mobile phones, which is only next to their internet use at

home (72%).
» One in every four youngster access internet for more than 60 minutes on daily basis while above

50% do so for 30+ minutes every day.
» 73.65% youngsters use internet for academic research work, more than 62% use it for social media

activities such as chat/connect/blog.
» A staggering 73.68% of the respondents all over India use Facebook/Twitter as their communication

handle, leaving SMS, Voice call, email and instant messaging way behind. Another survey report
published on SOCIAL MEDIA CHIMPS in the form of Info graphic reflects the impact of social
media to even deeper extent. It says -

» 5 million Facebook users are aged under 10
» 58% of the Facebook users among children are from the age group 13-17
» 50% of teens login to their FB account at least once in a day.
» Girls aged 16-17 years are most prone to cyber bullying attacks.
» 10% teens have had their embarrassing photos being posted on social media sites without permission.
» On the brighter side, social media promotes collaboration, creativity, communication, technological

proficiency and leadership qualities.
Positive Impacts - Social media can be used in ways that promote positive and productive ideas in
society. These positive behaviors make social media an invaluable tool to young people if used correctly.
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Below are some of the ways in which social media can be used to benefit young people:
Educational Benefits - Youth use social media platforms such as Facebook in order to complete
collaborative assignments. It provides a space for them to share and discuss ideas, plan and delegate
tasks, and upload and provide feedback on completed works. Also, social media itself can actually be
an educational resource - with social networking sites such as YouTube and Wikipedia being heavily
referenced as a source of information. Finally, sites like YouTube have an endless supply of educational
videos that help youth to develop or refine various skills, such as cooking, fixing household items, or
speaking other languages. Some YouTube videos also provide objective overviews of important
contemporary issues that can help teenagers to become engaged and make informed decisions.
Rapid communication - Everybody is becoming so busy with their lives that they don’t even have time
to communicate with their family members. Our time is getting thinner and thinner with busy work
schedule and family commitments. Social networking sites give us a chance to communicate in a
speedy and effective manner. Writing in face book, Google and twitter will reach as many people as we
want just in a span of seconds and with no cost. These sites will allow us to live a life which is
unhindered with a small talk.
Building relationship and finding a common ground in an open society- We can make a strong
relationship with friends and relatives through these sites. This can help foster friendship and more besides
strengthen us. Because friend is the only person with whom we can share everything related to our life.
Connecting with groups will help in improving one’s own business, thus creating profits. Professional sites
like LinkedIn will have many groups based on different criteria. Through LinkedIn people get jobs and
some promote their business.
Enhancing Creativity - Social media refers to online services that enable users to connect with other
users, and create and share content. One of the positive effects of social media on youth is that it
encourages them to think outside of the box and exercise creativity in how they engage with their
audience and friends. Furthermore, given that they make up the vast majority of people using social
networking sites, youth are at the forefront of molding the future of social media.  
Confidence & Independence -  Engaging on social networking sites can be a new adventure for young
people. It is like exploring a new place where different skills are needed. Young people learn to mould
their character to be more confident and independent in order to be heard or have a positive online
presence. This eventually transfers to their daily lives.
Interconnectivity & Identity - Social media is capable of building and extending teenagers’ personal
and collective identities. During adolescence, teenagers have access to newfound independence, and
begin to form and experiment with new identities. Social media provides them with the necessary freedom
to self-discover through trial and error. In the online world, teenagers feel safe seeking support for issues
they wouldn’t otherwise feel comfortable discussing, such as mental health, sexuality, and reproductive
health. Today’s youth rely on social media in order to raise and spread awareness, share in their experiences,
and combat stigma. Teenagers who are able to be vulnerable online can establish relationships that are
based on mutual trust and empathy, which can have truly positive effects on their health and wellbeing.
A flexible Media - Social networking sites like facebook, twitter, google help users to find and connect
with friends worldwide, easily with a quick process. These will also be helpful in promoting business by
increasing contacts. Using these sites is very easy because they are designed in a way to reach the targeted
audience and new features and functions are constantly developed so as to make the site more flexible in
satisfying user needs. Many famous personalities for example celebrities, business men and famous
personalities create their own blogs to promote their business or to express their views. This will make
their work easier in reaching huge audience in a very less time.
Negative impacts - Social media, now a days is leaving a negative impact mostly on youth. Most of the
youth spend lot of time on the internet to visit and check their single or multiple accounts. This will
affect students, youth and productivity of work because of the extreme use of technology.
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Cyber bulling - Usage of social media may create a chance for emotional distress in getting frightening,
irritating and degrading communication from another teenager which is called cyber bulling. It’s been
proved that cyber bulling will build advanced levels of depression and anxiety for victims and also
resulted in youth suicide. Most of the females become victims of this cyber bulling.
Texting - Texting is used to harass people. Using cell phones and social networking sites for instant
messaging to threaten, and hassle relationship partners is increasing day by day. One in three teens in
relationships has been text messaged up to 30 times an hour by a partner to know where they are, what
they are doing, or who they are with.
Privacy - Most of the teenagers are not aware of the website policies when setting their profiles and
they may not be even aware of disclosing the information to the third parties like the advertisers. Most
of the teenagers like to post their information publicly which will affect them when the hackers or
people with cruel intension may use their information for wrong purposes.
Effect on Health - Social media has an impact on physical as well as mental health of an individual.
Since a lot of time is being utilized in using the multiple social networking sites, individuals seldom get
time to eat and sleep on time as well as since they are spending a lot of time on these websites, there is
hardly any time left for physical activity, all of which impacts an individual’s health.
Poor Self-Esteem - One characteristic of social media are that they are a platform utilized by individuals
to post pictures, share stories etc., hence this attribute of these websites are said to have an impact on
an individual’s self- esteem. Frequent comparisons are made in terms of the pictures one posts, the
number of likes, views, comments etc. all of which leads to a teen evaluating himself/herself in light of
these attributes.
Poor Communication Skills - Students nowadays, are mostly involved in virtual communication that
is communication over the internet, which reduces their ability to communicate effectively with other
face-to-face.
Poor Grades - Multiple studies have indicated that social media usage is inversely proportional to
grades in school and college. It is assumed that over exposure of students to the internet, takes away a
lot of their time which could be otherwise utilized for studies
Dealing with Social Media Threats - Considering the fact that the young social media users are still
in the nascent stages of their lives, their elders need to put forth certain effective measures to ensure
their safety online -
» Parental Guidance - It is important to understand the behavior of kids while using internet; whether

they sit alone or with family, what they access, etc.
» Activate Privacy Options - Facebook, Twitter and other social networking sites have their own

privacy settings. Anyone can customize them to maintain utmost secrecy of their kids’ account
while they are online.

» Educate Youths - Always be aware and make sure to educate youth about every possible risk they
may get exposed to while accessing internet, preferably social media sites.

» Protect Credentials - Don’t disclose important phone numbers, email ids, passwords, bank account
nos., instant messenger IDs, addresses, etc., before your kids until you believe they are mature
enough.

» Maintain Secrecy - Encourage youth not to disclose any sensitive information over the web, be it
related to them, their family or friends.

» Activate filters - It is better if you can use filters to block the content of any unwanted or objectionable
site.

» Implement Firewalls - Anyone can also implement firewalls that could keep a regular check on
fraudulent sites, cyber bullies and those involved in electronic aggression.
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Conclusion

Considering all of the above pros and cons, it is necessary to develop certain regulations over
the use of such social networking sites, especially for high school and college students. Social media
has great impact on the Indian youth but it has lot of challenges which we have to face. However, when
it comes to safeguarding the interests of your young ones over the web, it is essential to follow certain
effective steps so that they may not fall prey to fraudulent or illicit acts happening across the social media.
Thus, students should get the choice to spend time socializing in an effective way. It should not hamper
their school or college performance, and it should be kept in mind that social media creates virtual worlds
that drastically differ from reality. Youth should be helped in developing the cognitive and intuitive
ability via awareness which will help them in analyzing how much time they want to spend on social
media. We should focus on the ethical usage of these Social Media so that it serves us in a right way and
the youth can play an important role since social media is a boon and curse both for the Indian society.
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Role of ICT in Developing and Exploring Madhubani Painting
All over The World
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ABSTRACT

In these days Indian economy grow very fast in each sector whether it is agricultural, industrial

service sector, apparel industry, food industry etc. this technique is helpful for spreading our heritage,

art, culture, tradition, from all over the world. 70% India is basically belonging to village. So its

culture are depicted its root. Madhubani painting is one of the Indian heritage which is now known as

world famous Indian art and internet plays a very important role to spread and exploring to the

international market. Madhubani painting is full of color, style and motifs. It has bold beautiful motifs

with clear bold lines which is filled with bold color combinations. This art is now main attraction or

focused by the national and international designers of apparel industry, upholstery industry, interior

designer industry etc. They create a variety of articles like sarees, dupatta’s, ladies suit’s, skirt’s,

plazo, modern and ethnic dresses’ and many more articles which is very much liked by the respondent’s.

These designs are spread from all over the world. Now a days Madhubani painting and its related

article have an a very big market. Online trading companies have a big variety of Madhubani painting

and its related article whether is from textile industry or any other industry are available each country

of the world through internet. The painters of Madhubani painting have a very big fan following and

they earn lots of money to spend their life lavishly. This study show’s that ICT plays a very positive role

to developing and exploring the Indian heritage Madhubani painting from all over the world.

Traditional Madhubani Painting

Introduction

In these days Indian economy grows very fast in each sector whether it is agriculture industry,
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Industrial service sector, apparel industry, food industry etc. basically 70% population of India belonging
to village so its art, culture, and heritage depicted from its root. ICT plays a major role to grow up India
very fast. ICT became boon to rural people in utilization of internet facility in every work. Now these
days uses of electronics devices remarkable increase to support and enhance the ICT for overall rural
development. The rural India still lack with basic facilities in many part of the country even after
independence of the nation. The rapid development in ICT is helpful in customizing the problems and
minimizing the communication gap among people.

India after its independence has transformed with major changes and challenges since the
faster rate of population growth severely affects the country’s economy and development. Even through
our rural areas have more potential resource for the country economic development and to increase the
foreign export, the lack of skilled man power is the major challenge in the Indian context as a
technological challenges always need more skilled human resources for improvement in production.

Traditional Sun Motifs

India is a diverse in his art, culture, and heritage like painting, embroidery, folk dance and costume
etc. Madhubani painting is one of the famous Indian heritage painting belonging to the Bihar Uttar
Pradesh. Madhubani painting which enlightened about the social culture as well as cultural identity of
Bihar and the style of painting has been changing from generation to generation. The painting describe
its history, subject matter, use of raw materials and style of Madhubani painting in the context of the
role of its painter. Madhubani painting with special emphasis in the context the role of Madhubani
painting and how the village painter expres their skill through organic color and free hand brush
drawing.

In 21st century Madhubani painting is very well known or famous Indian art from all over the
world. But before last 3 decades its  popularity is not that so much as it is in now a days. Today trough
the help of ICT Madhubani painting has a big market from all over the world. It is showed that those
painter who have used the internet facility to increase their market they get successful results. Women’s
from  Mithila region of Bihar in North India have painted colorful auspicious images on the interior
walls of their homes on the occasion of domestic ritual since at least the 14th century. This ancient art,
especially elaborate from marriages, continues today. Many foreigner’s who came to India wants a
sample of Madhubani painting. After this the painting was done on the paper for sale purpose has
change the value of painting dramatically.
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Aside from generation important new family income, individual women have gained local,
national and even international recognition.  Artist are being invited to exhibition across India and the
Europe ,the United States and Japan no longer as “folk artist” but know as “contemporary artist”. ICT
plays a very positive role to its recognition from all over the world.
Development of Madhubani Painting

Madhubani painting is famous from since 14th century. But at the starting stage this painting
is only done for the interior wall decoration or occasionally done it on the festival ,marriages etc. but
after some time the popularity of the painting was spreading from all over the world through the help
of internet.

These painting are very colorful with their unique designs, pattern and free hand drawing.
Various kind of pattern are used for making paintings like mythological, goddess, human figure, fish
motifs, sun, flowers, etc. these painting are shown their culture or extreme faith in God. India is a very
fast developing it self as a key of destination for those who love the art. Indian art history has given a
rich storage of traditional painting in India sub content from pre history to present time. The style of
painting differ from region to region and period to period. This painting is shown the cultural heritage
of Bihar and the style of painting is change from generation to generation. This paper focused on the
development the Mithila painting from a small village to globalized market.

This painting was based on their day to day life. Each painting have lots of variety in their color
combination, their design, patterns, as well as variety on expression of painting. That’s why painting is
also known as “Forest of Honey” means the representation of picture is show the sweet effect with their
color and motifs. Originally Madhubani painting was executed on mud plastered wall on religious
occasion and wedding ceremonies. Each painting was shown their faith in god and blessing to their
family. Basically natural organic colors are used for making those painting. This art is take to said to
date back to time of the Ramayana when it is believed Janak was ruled. These painting was done by
Mithila’s women’s they pass this art from generation to generation.

After a long period when these painting was done on the paper it was commercialized for
financial purpose. Traditionally Madhubani painting have some special characteristics are as follows -
» Natural color with bold color combination are used in painting.
» Double line border are used to make it bold look.
» Symbols, lines and pattern are support the main theme.
» Abstract design are used in like goddess figure.
» Figures are usually make with bold eyes for creating attention.
Exploring Madhubani Painting through ICT from All Over the World

India is marked by its rich traditional heritage of folk art and culture. Basically Madhubani
painting was done on fresh mud plasted wall, but after for making as income source they start to make
painting on paper. This procedure was create a revolutionary change in the future of Madhubani painting.
After this change the painting was very popular from the world. But ICT plays a very important role to
exploring from all over the world. This painting was clearly recognized by late 1964 from the forner’s
buyers. After that the generation gap make it a revolutionary change in the future of Madhubani painting.
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Apparel related article created with Madhubani Paintuing

These painting used as the textile motifs and making a large style of apparel which was done on
the cotton and silk fabric. Apparel industry are used this painting for making various kind of article with
various technique.
» Painting technique on fabric for making sarees, dupatta’s, suits, bed cover’s, curtain’s upholstery etc

.In this style they use natural color, pigment dyes, and artificial colors.
» Printing technique is also use for making apparel articles like sarees, dupatta’s, suit’s, plazo and many

more articles with natural and synthetic dyes.
» Embroidery technique is also used for making articles. These motifs are used as the best textile

motifs for making variety of colour combination and style of designs.
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Articles Related Madhubani Painting

Not even in a textile industry but it was also exploring from interior decoration purpose with
making decorative articles like pots, cups, table mats uncountable articles are making for decoration
purpose. The popularity of painting is became heritage of India. Through the ICT it has a big globalized
market by own it self. There are many websites to sold their articles from all over the world. Now this
small town painting are exploring each country of the world with the help of internet.

Young youth are very happy that their heritage art are exploring in a new way and open up a
new source of earning with their art. Now a days many Indian and foreign designers are used these
painting as a textile motifs to make a variety of garment with new style. So we can say that the ICT
plays a very big role in developing and exploring Madhubani painting to all over the world.
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Impact of Information Overload on Knowledge Formation
through Digital Media
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ABSTRACT

Modern society witnessed enormous changes in communication technology. Digital gadgets play role

in each and every part of life.  Nowadays everybody have in reach to access information through the use

of Smartphones, Laptops and their personal computers. Due to ease in internet access the situation like

information explosion has arrived. The digital media contents became abundant and it turned impossible

to retrieve useful information when needed. Social media also faced such an information overûow as

the information get multiplied in manifolds within no time. Accurate ‘news’ became hardly accessible.

The internet world as well as social media delivered manipulated and fake news, thus the integrity of

the media is lost. The credibility of the digital media is questioned. This study tries to figure out the

causes of information overload and the consequences of information overload. Study has also tries to

find out how the digital media users can cop-up with the problem. Proper use of technological gadgets

and tools will help us to combat with Information and News overload.

Introduction

We all know that knowledge is power but few understand the role of digital media and specially
the social media in empowering knowledge. The most common use of digital media is making through
use of social media. Through social media, anyone online is empowered by an unrestricted flow of
information to add to their knowledge bank. In today’s world, it is undeniable that social media plays
an important role in impacting our culture, our economy and our overall view of the world. Social
media is a new forum that brings people to exchange idea, connect with, relate to, and mobilize for a
cause, seek advice, and offer guidance. Social media has removed communication barriers and created
decentralized communication channel and open the door for all to have a voice and participate in a
democratic fashion. It enables common interest based groups such as students to work in a collaborative
group projects outside of their class. It provides a platform for collaboration with a wide range of
people on a number of issues such as education, economy, politics, health, and relationship etc.

Information Overload is a situation where the presence of too much information prohibits a
person to find out required information and it causes difficulty in decision making. It is also called
infobesity or infoxication. The information can be in the form of texts, images, sound, videos etc. The
viral videos in YouTube, countless emails in our inbox, the endless stream of interesting articles on
Facebook, innumerable tweets per second in Twitter are some examples of overloaded information. The
huge amount of information causes our brain to function stressfully. In long term this will aûect our
thinking pattern. Our decision making system will remain confused. It will stop us from making good
decisions or interrupt from choosing a right option. We will end up by making wrong or delayed
decisions.

During the past few years the growth of social media was quick. It helped to easily manipulate,
duplicate and share information. All information including news content is manipulated and faked.
Thus the problem became worst. Ironically, social media is in effect turning us into one of the most
antisocial generations, yet. We prefer texting to phone conversations, online chat to a face-to-face
meeting, and many have replaced human interaction with convenient platforms such as Whatsapp,
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Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The negative impact of social media can be divided into three main
categories. First, social media fosters a false sense of online “connections” and superficial friendships
leading to emotional and psychological problems. The Second harm of social media is that it can
become easily addictive taking away family and personal time as well as diminish interpersonal skills,
leading to antisocial behavior. Lastly, social media has become a tool for criminals, predators and
terrorists enabling them to commit illegal acts. World Wide Web became common for the last half a
century. Advent of modern computers caused information to duplicate and spread faster. Social media
became a ‘must’ in everybody’s life and allowed people to become news editors or manipulators. These
duplicated information spread through World Wide Web. Many of the information are manipulated.
People started to access news content through digital media, which mainly include online media. Thus
digital media devices connected to the internet have a significant role in causing Information Overload.
Objective of the Study

The objective of this theoretical paper is to find out the reasons of information overload, and
the problems caused by it, and to provide the strategies to combat the problems facing by mass media
and social media users due to information overload.

Nowadays all the media devices became digital in a sense. But, in this study, online media and
equipment including computers, smartphones, tablets, phablets, etc. are considered as digital media.
Information Overload: Causes

Information overload had been recognized and addressed as a problem long before in mid-
nineteenth century. Scientists like J. Murray Luck, assistant professor of biochemistry at Stanford
University, pointed out that they are failed to reassemble appropriate information for their research
work. Later in a report of the U.S. President’s Scientific Advisory Committee’s in 1963, addressed the
same problem. The phrase ‘Information overload’ is first mentioned in ‘The Managing of Organizations’,
a book by Bertram Gross in 1964. But it was popularised by the futurologist Alvin Twofer in 1970, in
his book ‘Future Shock’. He predicted that information abundance will cause big problems in near
future.

Nowadays devices having internet access, like computers, smart phones, tablets and many
other digital devices are the major mediums to diûuse information. A wide variety of sources are there
to run-out information. Social media and other online resources are the primary cause of information
overload. The same news item is repeatedly distributing from different news sources. These information
could be fake and authenticity is always dubious. The primary reasons of information overload are -

» Easy and widespread access to the Internet.
» Access use of social media.
» Rapid rate of new information generation.
» Social Media and Internet Sharing become popular.
» Information duplication and transmission becomes easy.
» Increasing number of information channels of the same news conten.
» Absence of techniques to organize and control information.
» Lack of content filtering tools.
» Ignorance in accessing the sources using various information tools.
» Ambiguities in available information.
» Contradictions with newly created information

Information overload: Consequences

Most common use of digital media is depicted through social media. Now a days most of the
people have Smartphones which remain on 24/7. People remain in continuous connection with
overloaded massages and news. When considering the societal consequence, information overload is
always disrupts social development. It prevents accumulating new knowledge, thus delays new
inventions. Although it has brought about many benefits like allowing us to easily connect with friends
and family around the globe, allowing us to break down international borders and cultural barriers, but
access use of digital media has come at a price. On one hand social media has a negative impact on our
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lives as global reach has eroded our culture, and replacing the human fellowship, physical and emotional
support we once drew from each other with virtual connection. While on other hand, information
overload through the social media is making us psychologically unstable and create confusion in decision
making as the ability to think independently is ceasing.

Since persons are the building blocks of the society thus, personal consequences are more
important to take in consideration. Some of them are mentioned below -

» Make people untidiness
» Kills their  precious time
» Increases person’s stress and anxiety
» Destroys their self confidence
» Challenges people’s cognitive capacity
» Creates Analysis Paralysis i.e. paralysis due to analysis
» Reduces their creativity and productivity
» Makes persons fail to stay in-focus
» Create confusions in taking decisions and actions
» Makes monetary losses.

Information overload causes confusion in absorbing facts, which in turn causes to reduce
peace of mind. The lack of attention reduces concentration in works. Overloaded information causes to
lose precious time. Thus we will lose productive outcome. Information Overload leads to spend more
time to catch the necessary information. This reduces available time and causes stress and anxiety.
Information Overload often causes “Analysis Paralysis” or Paralysis by Analysis. It is a state of never
taking a decision or action by over thinking, as a result paralysing the outcome.
How to combat with Information Overload?

If technology is the primary cause of information abundance, technology too has solutions.
Intelligent use of technology will eliminate the actual problem for sure.

Information overload grown as a wide problem in the society. Elimination of information
overload is not at all impossible. Well organised information is easy to handle. Our information media
is not organised and diûusing vague ideas to the society. New information channels like social media
causes to duplicate and manipulate news contents. Researchers can easily collect relevant data and can
complete their works in lesser time. Internet traffic will reduce and thus the bandwidth can use more
productively for the growth of business, academic and other purposes supporting national growth.
Quick access of relevant data will help us to save time and that will help to concentrate on our real jobs
thus productivity will increas. Librarians can organize more numbers of  books and documents in a
limited space.
Need of the New Approach

The modern society termed information overload as a negative aspect, but it is the case of
perspective. The lack of proper information is the actual problem. Actually we have lots of information,
which is widely spread everywhere, and this is a  positive point for us. Only problem is that, relevant
information is hidden and not accessible easily. Therefore we need some techniques to find out the
information we need. Information overload became a problem when a user become unable to find out
relevant information using their own knowledge and acquired techniques. We are reluctant to learn new
techniques that are the real problem. Technology itself has solutions. For instance, when searching in
Google, we can use operands like AND, OR, NOT etc to get more relevant results. Putting a double quote
(“) between the most relevant word in the search keywords will give more precise search results.
For example - Smartphones NOT tablets > it will exclude ‘tablet phones’ from search result
How to Get Access to the Relevant Information?

Everytime it is warned that beware from fake news and ambiguous content but how to do it, is
the challenging issue for most of the digital and social media users. However organising online content
intelligently and preventing the forwarding of unwanted massages will eliminate unwanted information.
Below are providing some techniques, useful to retrieve online as well as offline information.
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» Decide priorities for the information needed
» Identify the unwanted information
» Say No to irrelevant Information
» Make continuous observation on information
» Stop forwarding the ambiguous content
» Evaluate the retrieved content
» Use only trusted sources
» Learn search strategies
» Do Keep suggesting to friends and known to stop forwarding unwanted data.
»  Do proper  planning before retrieving information
» Create a precise idea about what is going to access
» Use specific terms to search
» Write down the ideas immediately
»  Connect with known information
» Keep a Disciplined and Organised Mind
» Not accept more than five results at a time
» Use smartphone Apps
» Use Google alerts, Feed Aggregators etc to get relevant updates
» Use tools like ‘Gmail Tabs’ to organise e-mails

Remember in case of shopping, we often ignore thousands of items and pick the right one in
time. How it is being possible? Either we know the brand of the particular product, or ask our friends
for opinion about a product. Then compare with products of other brands and make a choice to buy one
you are convinced with. Choosing the right information is similar to it. Source is very important like a
brand name. Always depend on credible sources, and re-analyse its credibility occasionally. We need
organised and ‘easy to access’ databases. The unimportant, irrelevant information should be destroyed.
Internet contains mass amount of duplicate information. Same idea is duplicated thousand times and it
should be cut down. Using modern algorithms it is easy to scan and filter duplicated information. This
will assure quality and unambiguous information.
Conclusion

The accumulation of information and communication of pertinent information is the indication
of knowledge generation which is related with human growth in all dimensions. Without new and upgraded
information human race won’t survive. But, it is also essential to develop and communicate proper or
needful information in a proper way in the right time. We can’t stop the production of new knowledge.
So, we need to think consciously by changing our attitudes towards the problem. Now it becomes compulsory
to find out the right ways to tackle information overload. As we know, technology has created the information
overload and the same technology can be used to reduce the problem. Nowadays social media is an
important part of information system, but the credibility of the contents is lost. The major reason for this
phenomenon is that the digital media handles news and related information as a means to spread hatred.
The tactful use of digital media as suggested here can be helpful to combat the information overload. The
future of technological innovations is artificial intelligence (AI). If AI can be used to control and arrange
information systems it will avoid duplications, return better search results and keep the database organised.
There should be a filtering mechanism in media industry too. Digital media should retaliate to reclaim
their credibility. It is very essential for a growing society to tackle information overload.
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Role of Information & Communication Technology (ICT)
21st Centuries’ Higher Education

Anil Kumar

ABSTRACT

This paper is to examine the preface of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in higher

education in India in 21st Century In India the emergence of ICT has fundamentally changed the practices

of not only business and governance but education as well. In India, there are many kinds of technology,

and they gave a part in education sector. While the world is moving rapidly towards digital media, the

role of ICT in education has become increasingly important. There has been an unprecedented growth

in the use of ICTs in teaching, research and extensity activities. The sudden boom in Information

Technology has transformed the way how knowledge is disseminated today. One of the changes it has

brought about is the way how teachers interact and communicate with the students and vice-versa.

Given the fact that higher education in India is plagued by the challenges of inadequate technology

access and i1equity coupled with economic considerations and technological know-how, it remains to

be seen how Information and Communication Technology can actually burgeon the students and how it

can foster change in this aspect. Moreover, this paper explores the emancipator and transformative

potentials of ICT in higher Education in India. In 21st Century Finally, this paper assesses how Information

Technology has facilitated the growth in interactive learning and what has been its impact in the higher

educational scenario in the country.

Introduction

Life long learning is essential in the “knowledge age” as everyone needs to update his cognition
to remain relevant and productive in the new economy of 21 century. Learning strategy needs to be
different in the digital age to leverage advances in ICT for innovative learning solution, which facilitate
“learning to learn”. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has broadened the concept of
teaching-learning environment in higher education, which has made it possible for learning experiences
to be extended beyond the confines of the traditional classroom i.e., more interaction among students or
with the instructor; the encouragement of more out-of-class student reflection; and the ability to provide
synchronous and asynchronous delivery to deliver learning directly or to ‘store’ it so that learners can
access it when required. ICT, which is self directed, infonnal, just in time, any time, any where, self paced
and collaborative technologies modify behavior of students and in turn shape the new education system
with by a customized model, which allows individuals to select and make cognition, which is of interest
and value to them and others. ICT enhances learning and thinking skills: critical thinking and problem
solving skifis, communications skills, creativity and innovation skills, collaboration skills, contextual
learning skills and information and media literacy skills which fulfill the requirement of 21st century. It
alms at preparing youth to participate actively in the establishment, sustenance and growth of a knowledge
society leading to all round socio-economic development of the nation and enhanced global competitiveness.
ICT has invaded nd dominated higher Fducation institutions in the developed world, its diffusion into
higher education i stitutions in the developing Asian and African countries in particular is painfully w.
Reports say that current education programmes in Indian universities do not provide enough JCT training
for the students to use computer confidently in learning their subjects. Low education and literacy levels,
lack of awareness about the capabilities of technology and absence of skills to develop and use ICT
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applications represent significant obstacles to adoption, even when the physical and institutional
infrastructure is available. Hence, the need for a study to ascertain the attitude of college students learning
science and humanities towards application of computers and ICT in their learning process. Need and
Significance.

ICT enables rapid access to ideas and experiences from a wide range of people, communities
and cultures, and allows pupils to collaborate and exchange information on a wide scale. Education is
the first and best key area for ICT applications. ICTs can help by providing alternative possibilities for
education. The purpose of ICT in education is generally to familiarize students with the use and workings
of computers, and related social and ethical issues. ICT has also enabled learning through multiple
intelligence as ICT has introduced learning through simulation games; this enables active learning
through all senses. Use of different information communication technologies has become inevitable for
students in learning. By using modem information communication technologies, students can retrieve
their required information within a short time. They can access and disseminate electronic information
like e-books, c-journals and can improve their learning by using different modern ICTs in form of
wireless networks, internet, search engines, databases, websites and web 2.0 technologies.

With the advent and popularization of Internet and World Wide Web (www), the world has
become highly cohesive and interconnected in nature. In the technological era, the information and
knowledge revolution takes place at tremendous speed. There is a shift in knowledge acquisition from
the classroom to other modes of knowledge acquisition. Tn the present scenario www brings all sorts of
information into the classroom, irrespective of sibject matter. ICT has emerged as a dynamic and
powerful medium for channeling and utilizing knowledge inside and outside the classroom.

However, their effective use requires students to move beyond using tools for social purposes
and gain an understanding of how tools can be used tosupport learning. Students need to develop an
insight into how tools can support a wide range of learning literacies, such as taking control of their own
learning, engaging with discourses, constructing meaning and exploring identity.

Student perceptions of their own learning in ICT were found to be dominated by the
requirements of the course they are following but the same is not true of what constitutes ‘being good at
ICT’. When asked to think of someone (which may have been themselves) who was ‘good at ICT’ and
what made them ‘good’, students sometimes referred to things that were drawn the formal learning
done in college but they also referred to other aspects of ICT use. These Two Entered Particularly on
problem-solving and the ability to fix hardware or, in a few cases, to programming. Here students
appear to have equated ‘good’ with open-ended learning and assumption. Often this was phrased in the
context of helping others from which one can infer that students had a constructivist, or at least social,
view of learning. The perceptions of students on learning also have a range of provenances. Thus they
are influenced by what others do, as illustrated in the comments above, and by the direction they are
given by their schools, teachers and examination specifications. It is noticeable that students do not
tend to refer to these influences explicitly. Thus it is not ‘doing what is required by the course work
specification! teacher/school/college’ that is reported as being important but “produced presentations,
word documents,  spreadsheets” (Student response to in questionnaire).
Objectives

» To study the significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to government
and private colleges.

» To study the significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to gender.
» To study the significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to streams.
Hypothesis

» There is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to government
and private colleges.

» There is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to gender.
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There is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to streams.
Sample

» The study was conducted on a random sample of 80 students studying in private and government
humanities and science colleges. The sample consisted of different sub-samples based on sex, disciplines
(humanities and sciences) and type of institution in which they are employed (government and
private).

Methodology

In order to realize the above said objective, Normative Survey method was employed.
Tool Used

Attitude towards ICT- a tool constructed and standardized by Russell (1995) was used. The
attitude scale consists of 20 statement, each of which calls for a graded response on a five-point scale
ranging from “strong agreement” to “strong disagreement”. The points are usually denoted by “strong
agreement” to “strong disagreement”. The points are usually denoted by ‘strong agree’, ‘agree’,
‘undecided’, ‘disagree’ and ‘strongly disagree’. Different points on the scale are assigned arbitrary
weights, for example, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 in the order of ‘strongly agree’ response to ‘strongly disagree’
response for the favorable statements. The scoring key is reversed for the unfavorable statements. The
total scores for an individual can be obtained by adding the scores for all the individual items.
Statistical Techniques Used

For the analysis of data, the researcher has used simple statistical technique such as Mean,
Standard Deviation and t-test.
Analysis and Interpretation
Table-1 Showing the significant difference in the attitude of pupil  towards ICT with respect to
government and private colleges.

Table-1

Table 1 show that the calculated t-value 0.25 is less than the table value 1.96 at 0.05 level. So the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence there is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards government
and private colleges.

Table - 2  Showing significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards  ICT with respect to gender.

Table - 2

Table 2 shows that the calculated t-value 0.32 is less than the table value at 0.O5level. So the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence there is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT
with respect to gender.
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Table - 3  Showing significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT with respect to streams.

Table - 3

Table 3 shows that the calculated t-value 0.39 is less than the table value at 0.O5level. So the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence there is no significant difference in the attitude of pupil towards ICT
with respect to stream.
Findings

Among the 80 college students taken for the study, 61025% evinced favorable attitude and
38075% unfavorable attitude and 38.75 unfavorable attitude towards computers and ICT. Among the
government college students, 57.78% displayed favorable attitude and 42.22% unfavorable attitude
towards computers and ICT. Among the private college students, 57.14% had favorable attitude and
42.86% unfavorable attitude towards ICT.

Among the male college student, 73.47% showed favorable attitude and 26.54% unfavorable
attitude towards ICT. Among the female college students, 64.51% had favorable attitude and 35.49%
unfavorable attitude ICT. Among the college students learning humanities, 66.66% had favorable
attitude and 33.33% unfavorable attitude towards ICT. Among the college students learning science
subject, 59.32% has favorable attitude and 40.68% unfavorable attitude towards ICT.
Conclusion

The results show that 61.25% of the college students had favorable attitude towards using ICT
for learning process. These students may be computer literate and could access the internet with or
without assistance. Their extent of awareness, knowledge ability and the benefits of educational
application of ICT may be studied. The reason that 38.75% of the respondents showed unfavorable
attitude towards ICT may be due to low computer literacy level A& or due to technophobia. This study
indirectly stresses the need to train students at all levels to become e-literate so that they can use the
technology of ICT in their learning process. Tertiary level humanities and science curriculum should
also be enriched to use ICT. This will orient college students towar4ds surfing the internet for educational
purposes, particularly locating science ideas and activities. Obviously, the IC’T has the potential to
greatly influence the process of teaching and learning.
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Spreading Environmental Awareness using Technology

Meenakshi Lohani

ABSTRACT

The effects of technology on the one hand, since the Enlightenment, technology, especially science-based

technology, has offered the promise of a better world through the elimination of disease and material

improve-ments to standards of living. On the other hand, resource extraction, emissions of dangerous

materials, and pollution of air, water, and soil have created conditions for unprecedented environmental

catastrophe and have already caused irreversible damage to the biosphere. Technology and Societies

evolve hand in hand. The present challenging task is to use this technology for spreading awareness and

help in Sustainable Development. The objective of this paper is to understand the role of technology for

spreading environmental awareness and to focus on the recommend changes in the modern education

system in this digital era by usage of new technology.

Introduction

Man is an important part of the biotic component of the environment so he plays important
roles in the natural environment system in different capacities such as- ‘Biological or Physical Man’,
‘Social Man’, ‘Economic Man’, and ‘Technological man’.

In the prehistoric period the role of primitive man in the functions of natural environment
system was fundamentally to use the environment resources. But with cultural development the skill
and technology of man developed and his roles towards natural environment also changed progressively
such as from user through modifier and changed to destroyer of the natural environment.

Journey of primitive man from the period of hunting, food gathering to the dawn of industrial
revolution in the late 19th century (1860 A.D.) and with the emergence of science and development of
more efficient and sophisticated technology led to reckless and indiscriminate exploitation of natural
resources for industrial expansion and urban growth which have altogether created most of the present
day environmental and ecological problems of global dimension. (Singh 2004)

This substantial change and shift in the nature and magnitude of man’s interactions with the
natural environment has given birth to numerous environmental problems. The first destruction of
environment started with inadvertent burning of forests. D.B.Botkin and E.A.Keller 1982 said that
“fire was one of the first major technological tools used by the human beings to change the environment
for their benefit. Indeed, fire has been used around by the world by early people to clear the land for
improved travel or hunting or for farming.”

Awareness is the sense of what is happening, who is around, what they are doing, what their
states of emotion and whether or not they notice you. Social awareness and how they are promoted by
digital elements in networked collaborative virtual environment. (Zainura Idrus 2010)

Environmental awareness proves important for several reasons; it fosters a sense of connection
to the natural world, promotes sustainable development and encourages conservation of irreplaceable
natural resources and vulnerable plant and animal species. Environmental awareness essentially serves
as an educational tool, helping people around the world understand the economic, aesthetic and biological
importance of preserving resources and reducing or eliminating the harmful impacts of man-made
alterations. Environmental awareness or education helps people understand the consequences of human
activities on various lands and identifies remedial solutions. This study tries to explains the concept of
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‘environmental technologies’ as a tool for spreading awareness and preserve our rich natural heritage.
A new global agenda to end poverty by 2030 and pursue a sustainable future was adopted

unanimously by the 193 Member States of the United Nations (UN) on 25 September 2015. The 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development (2030 Agenda) is an ambitious agenda framed around 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 targets. The SDGs attempt to build on the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and achieve what they were not able to accomplish by balancing the economic,
social, and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. The focus of these goals is to build
sustainable development, democratic governance and peace building, climate and disaster resilience,
gender equality, crisis response and development impact.
Literature Survey

In recent years, and particularly since the outcome of the second and third assessment reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1996) and (IPCC, 2001), it has become clear
that global climate change is a scientific reality. An increasing awareness that global climate change
will affect water resources has also clearly emerged and this has been reflected in a rapidly growing
body of scientific literature.

Dolkar, Jamyang & Dorji, Sherab & Dorji, Tshetrim & Choden, Kinley & Wangmo, Nima &
S Patel, Samir. (2013) have done a study on Conservation of the natural environment is a national
priority in Bhutan, and the government has developed several policies to help safeguard the environment,
though success of the policies requires citizen participation and awareness. numerous agencies have
recognized the importance of spreading environmental awareness, but despite the dissemination of
information through awareness campaigns and media, no follow up studies have been conducted to
determine whether citizen awareness has indeed increased. This case study assessed the level of public
awareness of key environmental policies via surveys of citizens throughout Western and eastern Bhutan
using questionnaires, as well as interviews of local leaders and key policy makers.
Objective of the Study

This objective of the study is to -
» To understand the role of technology for spreading environmental awareness.
» To recommend changes in the modern education system in this digital era by usage of new technology.

Role of technology for spreading awareness Technology has incredible power to do many things
easily. Information can easily and quickly reach to millions in no time. We can use technology in
different ways based on our need and type of audience. IT is helping us to understand broad
environmental issues and digital tools are playing an important role in global communication allowing
us to work together to address environmental issues. There are following ways to spread awareness
using technology.

» By running online campaigns on face book, twitter and other channels.
» Conduction interactive surveys on tools like survey monkey and Google.
» Through community radio and Trans-national television programmes.
» By using Remote Sensing and GIS tools for monitoring at regional levels.
» By conducting Training programmes on environmental impact assessment and a large number of

seminars and workshops on environment and education.
» Mobile application: A mobile application that allows tracking the ways to protect environment.eg:

UNDP’s Sustainable Development Goals.
» More emphasis should be  placed on adult and community education, using both formal and non-

formal methods to raise the overall environmental literacy levels
» By introducing Basic environmental concepts and elements added to existing courses at undergraduate

and postgraduate levels, for all students irrespective of their courses
» Forecasting Weather : Now Casting - News ; Short Range Forecasting – Aviation, Tourism ; Medium

Range Forecasting – Agriculture, Irrigation; Long Range Forecasting – Energy Planning, Crop
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Planning. Mammoth Observations are required on Spatial and Temporal scales Weather Charts are
analyzed using Information Technology Tools and Forecasts are made.

Green IT Initiative by Government of India

IT sustainability is the study and practice of environmentally sustainable IT or computing.
This can include “designing, manufacturing, using, and disposing of computers, servers, and associated
subsystems efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the environment.  Besides IT itself
being green, it can support, assist, and leverage other environmental initiatives to achieve energy
efficiency and reduce carbon footprint in every walk of life by offering innovative solutions.
In addition to moving itself in a greener direction and leveraging other environmental initiatives, ICT
could also help create green awareness by assisting in building communities, engaging groups and
supporting education and green advocacy campaigns. The Green IT initiative is Government of India
initiative by awarding a project for development of ICT Technologies for smart buildings with low
carbon emissions to C-DAC Chennai and C-DAC Bangalore. A project to develop technologies for
achieving power optimization in HPC systems has also been initiated at C-DAC Pune.
Suggestions and Recommendations -

The consideration and development of environmental awareness within the world  of globalization,
and acknowledge of the fact that this development can be even further enhanced by computer aided
education is a reality that should be accepted by all now.
» The implementation of various digital technology and devices  in school environment.
» The development of related knowledge levels and their implementation becomes much easier.

Because, the school environments’ high possibility of realizing planned, programmed, and required
behaviors is accepted by all experts.

» The ways to utilize computers and other digital devices in all stages of education and training
should be found out and educators should be equipped enough to provide computer based education.
To put it in a nutshell, the education system in our country should be enhanced to the contemporary
level and be implemented as required by the age in order to adapt to the rapid change being
experienced in our country and in the world.

Conclusion -

In an ideal world people live in peace and security, breathe fresh air, drink clean water and eat
uncontaminated food. They have healthy life to enjoy, contented and educated society. The reality is however
far from this ideal.

There is an alarming and dangerous situation. There is a growing concern about the long-
term future, the resources of the planet, the environment and high levels of poverty, which are linked
with the spread of disease, social unrest, population growth and environmental degradation. Sustainable
development has come to prominence, neither as a sudden fad nor a silly fashion, but rather to bridge
the gap between the ideal and real worlds. (Willis 1999)

The digital technologies will work as a force to transform work of conservation scientists,
protected area managers and conservation organizations. The need of the hour is to incorporate digital
technologies and the concept of 3R in the curriculum of primary to higher education to provide ability
to each and every citizen of this planet to contribute in sustainable development.

“You cannot change your future; you can change your habits. And surely your habits will

change your future.” Dr.Abdul Kalam
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Role of Ict in Sports

Kismat Chhillar (1) Rashmi Kumari (2)

ABSTRACT

As we all know that in today’s world, Technology has its impact on many areas of life. Sports is also not

an exception to this. In this paper we will be discussing about the role of ICT (Information and

Communications Technology) in sports.ICT  helps in data management, data analysis and ensures

data accuracy, completeness and availability.The use of digital and social media in sports. ICT helps

in sports broadcasting, instant replay, sports video games, smart sportswear, on-field cameras, tracking

devices. Thus in recent years technology has had a gigantic impact in sports.

1. Introduction

Sports is becoming popular day by day. It has a wide viewership all over the world. For this
the credit goes to ICT. People are emotionally attached to various popular sports. So fair and accurate
decision making is very important. Due to popularity of sports, many people are taking sports as their
career. The popularity of sports has increased in the past few decades because of  ICT. Now-a-days ICT
has become almost inseparable from sports. It has become an inevitable part of sports. State-of-the-art
technologies are used to optimize performance in sports1.
ICT in Sports

The most basic functions are storing data used to determine statistics, disclosing the score of
a game or uploading pictures for fans to view thorough out a game2. ICT plays a major role in managing
huge data related to sports. ICT also ensures the completeness and accuracy of data. It helps in predictive
analysis and decision supporting. The media channels that broadcast sporting events are now able to
use technology to share information at a pace quicker than ever before3. Coverage is available everywhere,
all the time.

If someone wants to learn about a particular sports, many online tutorials are also available
which can be easily accessed. Various mobile apps related sports are also available. Sports has also
become a source of entertainment. People can watch sports on television or other such media from their
home or any other place. Through technology people can share their views on a sports event. There are
chat lines, newsgroups, discussions etc. Various games can also be played on the computer. It is a good
leisure activity for many. Online coaching related to sports is also available. Learners of sports can
avail that also.

ICT can be used for data management and Analysis. Also used for statistical purposes. Various
statistics can also be maintained like individual, records/landmarks, Today’s events etc. The record
about potential players can also be fetched any moment like recent performances. Various predictions
like outcome, team scores, player timing can be made with the help of ICT. Technology can be used for
accuracy by Umpires ( runouts, fouls, timing) and replays ( Human errors, what-if ). Whether to aid
players, teams, officials or supporters, technology has become a crucial part of the way we think about
and consume sports4.

ICT plays a major role in sports broadcasting. It helps to build graphics, automatically switch
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angles and Provide broadcasters with real time data. ICT aids in instant replay. Sports video games are
also made with the use of ICT. Smart wearables are becoming popular in sports world like smart
watchesand headphones. Soon smart shirts and other types of smart fabrics will be widely used. On-
field cameras and tracking devices embedded into players shoes, helmets and other gears track players
and their statistics in real time5.Multimedia technology can be used in the teaching of physical education
in colleges and universities. Virtual sports training technology can be used. students can be fully trained
by computer for sports without the need of a huge training site6.

Technology also plays a crucial role in Sports Training. Virtual build situational training can be
used for training purpose. modern bio-mechanics build a virtual context. For example the use of VFW
SDK and digital image technology in shooting training. Smart sports equipment are also in trend now
a days such as smart tennis racket, smart basketball, smart running shoes, smart watches and others.

Feedback technical equipments are also being used. During the practice, the natural (inherent)
feedback information  is provided internally through human sense organs. In many sports disciplines
video recording and optical  tracking are classical methods for providing augmented feedback information
for post analysis and terminal feedback7.
Assissting the umpires / Referees

ICT plays a great role in assisting umpires/referees to make right decisions with the help of
instant replays and high-tech aids. Hawk-eye technology is being used in international cricket and
tennis. Hawk-eye is the name of a computer and camera system which traces a ball’s trajectory 8.
ICT and the Olympic Games

Since the Olympic Games, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of technology around
the world. A few technologies that have been used in Olympic games are namely Photography and
film, Timing Systems, Scoring systems, gaining an advantage and it goes on.
Fitness and Nutrition Software

Fitness and nutrition goes hand in hand with sports. Various fitness and nutrition softeare
packages are available now-a-days like Fat Calculator, Body Tracker, Team Beep Test, FitnessAge,
Energy Test, BodyByte.
Sports Apps

There are many apps for mobile phones or tablets that are useful for the field of sport science
and for particular sports. Some such apps are namely Fitness Testing Apps and Golf Apps. A few
Fitness Testing Apps are Fitness Meter (iphone / ipad), Beep Test App, Yo-Yo Test App, Heart Rate
Measurement, VERT Vertical Jump Measurement, Step Test, Speed / Radar etc.
ICT and Professional Sports

There is a strong connection between professional sports and data analytics. physical objects
(e.g., bats, gloves, balls or even the floor) are increasingly enriched with sensors that collect data and
provide insights to players, coaches, fans and regulators9. Some of the Analytical applications are
Operational Analytics, Strategic Analytics, Regulation, Fans insights and experience. Various
technologies are used in professional sports. Afew such technologies are Digital scoreboards, Virtual
Advertisement, Wagon Wheel, Heat Map, Replay Vision, Video Referee, Accusport, Goal Line Technology,
HawkEye, Hot Spot, Snickometer, Sports Photography, Kick Off etc.

Conclusion

Looking at the crucial role that ICT plays in sports, Sports and ICThave now become almost
inseparable.

Many sports activities are managed with such an ease with the help of ICT. In the future many
new technologies will be coming that is going to further ease out many day to day activities related to
sports.
ICT has become an integral part of sports and it’s going to continue further in the future.
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Impact of Media on Women: An Anthropological Study

Tripti Shukla

ABSTRACT

People in India consciously or unconsciously tend to believe that movies in general, are the reflection

of the society. It has been the topic of discussion that the media truly reflect the society or not, there’s

no doubt that media have a big socio-cultural influence on the society. Over time women in

advertisements is concerned, things seem to have only worsened. In most of the  recent advertisements

a woman is either washing clothes and utensils, cooking, serving food to family members or trying to

make her husband feel better who’s at that time reading a newspaper or suffering from cold. A woman

does all the household chores even when she has a headache or backache. These advertisements

arguably encourage sexism. This reinforce the age old belief that a woman is supposed to forgo her

own comfort and keep on doing household chores without getting tired. The same has remained true

for the soap operas of earlier times and of recent times. Many of these daily soaps shows, a woman has

more decision power than their male counterparts, it’s very difficult to come across so many such

families in real life. Moreover, those women who wear modern clothes, appear very confident more

often than the women in saree etc. The present paper tries to portray the image women in the real life.

The paper tries to understand the chances made by mass media in status of women in  achieving

gender equality.

INTRODUCTION

Media is a label that is presently in vogue to account for peoples, activities, norms ideas,
goods, services, and currencies that are decreasingly confined to a particular geographic space and it’s
locall and established practices.

The term media is widely used as a short hand for ‘Mass Media’. The word media is the plural
form of medium. Conceptually, the media are those technological agencies which are engaged in the
creation, selection, processing and distribution of messages among the people. As a logical connotation,
the mass media deal with the day to day problems of the nation and especially of the general people. It
contributes towards the emergence of mass society and mass culture. It has been widely recognized that
media can play a substantial role in promoting and disseminating information and are key players in
the social and economic development of women. Therefore, media largely reflects the life styles,
socialization patterns, participation levels, cultural boundaries, political manoeuvrings, religious
manifestations, educational standards, social hierarchy, and of course, society images of any given
society. In fact media can play a significant role in either perpetuating or challenging social norms and
behaviours that condone violence against women. New media can be a platform for the objectification
of women and girls, from everyday hyper-sexualized, one dimensional images of women and girls to
overt violence.
Women and Media: ISSN 2349-0209 Volume-3/Issue-2 OCTOBER 2

Women’s participation, performance in media are the important dimensions of study for the
social science researchers of modern time. Because for the empowerment and development of the
women section, it is very important to give them proper environment where they can raise their voices
against the inequalities and the gender-gap they are experiencing in our male dominated patriarchal
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societies. Improving the status of women, in every aspect, is regarded as the only way to eradicate this
gender gap and achieving a better quality of life for the women. For this, communication can be
regarded as vital way and mass media can play a significant role in shaping social values, attitudes,
norms, perception and behaviour. It has been widely recognised that media can play substantial role in
promoting and disseminating information among the masses and are regarded as the key players in the
social, political and economic development of women. Media can focus all the problems faced by
women, these can give a space for women to talk about their rights or freedoms and most importantly
media can provide a democratic environment where women can participate, represent their womanhood
and in which they will be portrayed positively. A positive portray of women in media is necessary to
maintain the real dignity and status of women which will minimise the gap and inequalities between
men and women. But if media also become male dominated or play the role as a mere agent to forward
this tradition then the whole situation will be against the women where their development and
empowerment will not be possible.
Women in Advertisement-

Indian society is socially changed by media but its policy in terms of depicting women image
has somehow distorted. More often than not the media depicts women as a sexual object with little
value. It sends negative messages about the ways in which women should be treated and constantly
degrade status of women in the society. In news and entertainment media, women have frequently been
marginalized with minor changes in proportions over the past decade. The female characters often
depicted in film and television cast gender stereotypes and the likelihood of women, specifically young
women, to be hyper sexualized in film is far more expected than men. In television commercials the
trend of sex-role stereotype can be observed where women are mostly given the roles such as not
making important decision at home and outside, dependent on men, need men’s protection (Courtney
and Lockeretz, 1971). The commercials for men’s products generally involve women as sex objects
(advertisement of deodorant, shaving cream etc.). This type of stereotypical representation of women
in media can have a detrimental impact on young girls who identifies themselves with their role model
shown in these commercials. Women may perceive the image of a complete housewife stereotype as a
cultural directive. In many two wheeler and four wheeler advertisements and an advertisement of E-
commerce website of second hand products portrays a kind of greedy and self-centred woman character,
which makes a very bad impression to the society. The message conveyed through the media may
misguide the adolescents of today to maintain a slim and skinny body image. It may give rise to many
health related issued among adolescents girls. Women have been portrayed as men would like to see
them- beautiful creatures, submissive mothers of their children, efficient house keepers, but nothing
else. Impact of television is more on the young children and adolescents. It may have an adverse
impact on the attitude and behaviour of adolescents. The present scenario demands of taking initiative
on the part of women in making sure of presenting a positive ideals of both men and women in the
society by altering portrayal of damaging stereotypes (Gahulant, 2002).
Women in Print Media –

Print media not only reflects the values prevailing in the society but also provides platform for
dialogue and discussions on issues leading to social change (Kumar. P, 1995). No doubt that electronic
media broadcast the issue immediately but print media creates a more persistent and lasting effect. It
has been observed that women issues generally do not get a chance to come up on the front page, unless
they are rape cases, crime, sexual harassment, abuse of women or other atrocities. Even in news on
issues related to women they are presented as passive victims or passive reactors to public event in
news media. Visibility of women in news is widely covered on some specific days like Mother’s Day,
Women’s Day etc. On other day’s news related to women generally occupied with sensational stories of
glamour, sex, domestic violence and other forms of violence. Newspapers give place to the news related
to rape, crime, politics, scandals, sports and economics, serious debates and discussions on issues
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related to women in general are completely missing. The columnists of the newspapers are rarely
females. Most of them who find place in the leader pages are political activists or so-called socialites.
In vernacular press the depiction of women gets a share only in coloured pages where there is a lot of
gossip about actress of T.V. serials or film stars along with some hot pick-up and pinups. Even the
photos of sports stars are also provided in a manner that depicts their body attraction Besides Sunday
and Saturday special glossy editions on women’s leisure, fashion, beauty and other luxurious news
items with erotic photographs are issued from time to time by daily newspapers (Dhar, Pattnaik ;1996).
The presentation of women in media has changed the perception of perfection especially among
adolescents.
Women in Movies

Movies are made on different spheres like family social drama, romance, religious stories and
affairs of family and society. It’s the most influencing medium with whom the audience often gets
carried away and any immoral interpretation can have unethical impact on the society. The fact cannot
be denied that film has bought the change in perception of society to some extent but still there is a
dearth of awareness in society regarding the real status of women. There has been a shift in depicting
women in film story from dancing around tress, making love with men, taking care of everyone in the
house, and bounded to behave like an ideal daughter, wife and daughter-in-law In the last decades
many women role oriented films have come in which women are shown breaking the barriers of
stereotypical role such as in “Mardani”, “Lajja”. Many real life crimes against women are also depicted
through movie such as “No one killed Jessica”. The films like „Mary Kom” depicts the success story of
women. But these kind of movies are so meager that they can be counted on finger and they do not
come in the list of crossing 100 crores like a commercial film showing women in songs, dance, in a
situation of asking for help and men fighting to protect women. This shows the stereotypical mind set
of the audience where they enjoy men and women in their traditionally defined roles. Women are
hardly shown as a working unless compelled by the circumstances. She sits at home or show doing
shopping even though she is highly educated. Even if shown working then the areas get specified like
teachers, lawyers and receptionist. Working women often shown encountering sexual harassment and
reinforces masculinity by media (Gallagher1992).
Aims and Objectives

1. To find Media’s role in constructing images of women.
2. To study the role of women to portray their own image.
3. To find out the impact of depiction of women in media.
4. To study whether the portrayed image has any relation with the real life.
5. To understand the chances made by mass media in status of women in achieving gender equality.
Literature Review

Bharti and Kumar (2016), told that the major objective of media must be improve the status of
women. They are free to declare themselves socially, economically and politically equal to men. There
is need to be positive portrayal of women in these print and visual media so offspring will be able to
understand hot respect their sister, mother, and in-laws and also they will help the women at every
field as men are. Visual and print media are readily and easily available to everyone. This is responsibility
of these media and society that do not demand and portray such type of image of women before youngster
which influence the negatively. As youngsters are the backbone of Indian society they may lead sound
and healthy society. No doubt media are the mirror of the any society so it need portray the positive
women’s image hence it influence the contemporary society and their psychology. Finally, it is concluded
that overall effect of the portrayal of women in the visual and print media are to reinforce rather than
reduce prejudices and stereotypes. These media in India has not made adequate efforts to discuss
serious issues concerning women and prepare the women to play their rightful and equal role in society.
To change this condition, it is necessary to monitor the media and point out the merits and demerits
continuously.
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Kumari and Joshi (2015),in the research paper states that media has great impact on the
people it can be a dominant medium for advocacy of gender equality and uplifting the present status of
women in the society. But unfortunately media is reinforcing stereotyped images of women and their
roles in society. The news regarding women is mostly about their hardships and atrocities imposed
upon them. It shows the gender insensitivity of media. It has become indispensable that media should
take responsibilities of acting as a powerful instrument for bringing social change for women in more
favourable terms. Media can be utilized for substituting her traditional passive image imprinted on the
mind of the society as a whole with true and positive image of women. The positive and encouraging
attitude of society can bring the change in the status of women and to bring that change media’s role is
very crucial. Priority has therefore necessarily to be given to changing image of women, from a passive
onlooker and recipient, to that of a positive doer and achiever.

S. S.Roy(2012), states that globalisation has left deep impact upon the Indian nation. With the
passing of time with globalisation there occurred profound changes in economic, cultural, social and
political arena. In economic system public sector has been ignored and private sector has been glorified.
Open market system and privatisation have become the mantras behind the development of a particular
country like India. Competition is going to be a usual thing among the producers of different markets.
Everyone is trying to sale their products as soon as possible. So, they are busy with various manipulating
activities to sale their products. That’s why they are taking the help of advertisements.

According to the writer the companies busy with competition are using the faces and bodies of
beautiful women to popularise their products. These producers always producing lots of products every
day and there is competition everywhere to become the best seller. For this they are using women in a
cheap manner whether necessary or not. For example, they are using women in the advertisements of
cigarette, man, s underwear, man’s shaving cream etc. They are portraying women wrongly for their
own purpose.

Gupta, Sonia(2018), research paper deals with the problems of women in general and focuses
on the role of media in women empowerment. It is an attempt to analyse the status of women by
analysing various indicators like socio-economic and decision making powers. After independence,
Government of India took several initiatives, programmes and policies, apart from constitutional and
legal safeguards for the empowerment of women in the country. Reality of Indian society is that there
is systematic discrimination and neglect of women’s in India, which could be in terms of limited access
to education, health and property rights and domestic violence etc. The fear of sexual violence has been
a powerful factor in restricting women’s behaviour and sense of freedom. The struggle against violence
is actually the struggle against the unequal distribution of power both physical and economic between
the sexes. Women empowerment in India is still a distant dream. The study is based on primary and
secondary sources. The study concludes by an observation that access to education and employment are
only the enabling factors to empowerment, achievement towards the goal, however, depends largely on
the attitude of the people towards gender equality.
Research Methodology

Any scientific investigation is characterized by its own methodology in terms with the objective
of the study. The study primarily use the second hand data which is collected by intensive study using
the secondary sources. The research articles are used as the secondary source of data collection. Various
internet sites was used for research interest.
Analytical method

An analytical method is that where a researcher has to use facts or information which are
already available and analyse these to make a critical evaluation of the material. In the present study
the available data on Media is critically analysed.
Analysis

Women, in Indian society, are traditionally expected to confine themselves to domestic
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environment and play a passive role as daughters, daughters-in law, wives and mothers. In fact social
upbringing plays an important role in generating inequalities between men and women, which plays
an important role in generating and sustaining gender inequalities.

Media is the mirror of society and media reports are reflection of happenings in the society.
Communication is extremely important for women’s development and mass media play significant
role. It is to be noted that growth of women’s education and their entry into employment has contributed
to the growth of media.

The role of Media is very important to accelerate women empowerment which will lead to
economic empowerment of women. Mass Media could also make a strong contribution, with the
implementation of media campaigns, to the dissemination of the concept of gender equality. If people
see in the media the overcome of the differences between men and women will bring him back into
everyday life. The Mass Media have always unconsciously affected and influenced the thinking and
behaviour of society. Media should focus success stories of established, successful and renowned women
Inspite of indecent representation of women. As an important agent of socialization shaping of gender
roles, its mechanisms for checks and balances with respect to gender need to be strengthened. The
media should enable projection of women in a decent and dignified way and promote respect and
dignity to women avoiding negative portrayal of women. The media professionals need to be sensitized
on gender issues and a system of rewards may be developed for those who are able to portray women in
positive manner. Likewise, stringent punitive action should be taken against those who defy the norms.
New innovative decent presentation of women, based on Indian culture and society through media
must be introduced. A strong legislative effort coupled with a wide spread social awareness with morality
and ethics is needed to fight this menace so that women are not perceived as a commodity but as
individual with right and dignity.
Conclusion

Women, who constitute half of the population, need particular attention of the media not only
to raise the issues related to them but also to show their achievements, success stories and their struggle
towards their dream of creating a sense of self respect, self-reliance, economic independence and
equality in status with men. During the last two decades, proliferation of women in developmental
research is remarkable but there is still a dearth of researches inquiring the sensitivity of media towards
presentation of women in their content. Today’s adolescents are most of the time exposed to one or
other kind of media and they learn through identifying themselves with their role model, most often
the characters shown in news, films and serials. On the backdrop of this the present study has been
taken to find out the perception of adolescents regarding how women are portrayed in the media and
whether it has any relation with the real life characters.

In fact media can play a significant role in either perpetuating or challenging social norms
and behaviours that condone violence against women. New media can be aplatform for the objectification
of women and girls, from everyday hyper-sexualized, onedimensionalimages of women and girls to
overt violence.

None of these women were self-defining, powerful characters who decided for themselves and
chose for themselves. They were always deciding and choosing and doing as per the norms and values
of family, culture and society. In this sense, a hero who smoked and went to a cabaret dance was still a
pure man, but a heroine who by choice dressed in a sexually attractive fashion (wore revealing attire),
or a vamp to whom the hero goes to satisfy his desires were all not as he point of this analysis is not to
argue that women should not be objectified or that it is immoral for women in films to expose their
bodies. These are personal choices made by actresses and directors However, the way this exposure and
exhibition of sexuality is portrayed on screen has an undercurrent, which carries messages to the
audience, reinforcing further, the pre-existing stereotypes in society, adding strength to the vicious
cycle do films lead to socio-cultural stereotypes or do these stereotypes find their way into films.
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Thus, it can be concluded that overall effect of the portrayal of women in media is to reinforce rather
than reduce prejudices and stereotypes. The mass media in India has not made adequate efforts to
discuss serious issues concerning women and prepare the women to play their rightful and equal role
in society. To change this condition, it is necessary to monitor the media and point out the merits and
demerits continuously and bring out such image of women who are inspiring and bringing them out of
the sexuality.
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A Study on Nutritional and health Status of Elderly living in
Residential Homes aged 60+

Rita Bakshi Isha Sachdeva

ABSTRACT

The present Study was conducted to assess the nutritional Status of elderly living in residential homes.

Use of ICT among seniors is increasing day by day. There are various studies on the use of ICT with

seniors in improving their nutritional and health status. Old age consists to ages nearing or surpassing

the life expectancy of human beings, and is thus the end of human life cycle. Ageing is associated with

the decline in number of physiological function that can affect nutritional Status, including reduced

lean body mass, change in cytokine and hormonal levels, delayed gastric emptying, change in fluid

electrolyte regulation, and diminished senses of smell and taste.

In this present study 50 respondents were selected from Modinagar City. The sample population was

selected by simple purposive random sampling method. Questionnaire comprising of definite, concrete

and well defined question were used for collecting the information regarding their nutritional status,

nutritional assessment, health conditions and health check-up information’s of elderly. The data collected

was coded and tabulated. The results show the dietary intake of home based elderly people was high.

Simultaneously nutritional knowledge of elders living in home higher is quite good. Nutritional Status

was higher of home based elderly people. Nutritional and overall care of elderly living in homes was

better.

INTRODUCTION

Ageing is an ongoing process, part of the cycle which begins at conception and end with
death. Old age is the age of retirement, and there are some combined effects of ageing, social changes
and disease are likely to cause a downfall in the health.

Old age consists to ages nearing or surpassing the life expectancy of human beings, and is
thus assumed as the end of the human life cycle. Ageing is associated with a decline number of
physiological functions that can affect nutritional status, including reduced lean body mass, changes in
hormonal levels, delayed gastric emptying, changes in fluid electrolyte regulation, and diminished
senses of smell and taste. Pathological causes such as chronic illness, depressions, meditation and
social isolation can all play a role in nutritional inadequacy.

Old people often have limited regenerative abilities and are more susceptible to disease,
syndrome and sickness than younger adults. The organic process of ageing is called senescence (the
medical study of the ageing process is called gerontology, and the study of disease that afflict the
elderly is called geriatrics. The elderly also face other social issues around retirement, loneliness and
ageism. The chronological age denoted as “old age” varies culturally and historically. Thus old age is
“a social construct” rather than a definite “biological stage”.

After age 60 years there are many metabolic and physiological changes in elder’s ability to
balance food intake and energy needs. Moreover physical activity decreases with ageing in results in
overall lower caloric intake and to reduced intake of essential nutrient.
Methodology

Most fundamental step in research is to develop a systematic planning. After the problem of

1. Research Supervisor 2. Research Scholar
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research the main objective has been started in pin pointed waytgrs nxe, the next step is to formulate
appropriate design.

The research design is to plan, structure and strategy of investigation conceived so as to
obtain answer to the question of research and also to help investigation to control extraneous and error
variance. It include the method used to be analyse the data.
The research design used in the study was cross sectional survey research design.
SAMPLING SELECTION

The purpose of study was to apply the conclusion for universal application. It was difficult to
study the whole population hence we need to select the small group. Purposive random sampling
technique has been used in this study to select the sample.
SAMPLE SIZE

 A total of 50 elderly subjects having aged over 60 years were selected at purposive random
basis for the study were  selected from Modinagar and Meerut city.
LOCALE OF STUDY

The present study was conducted in Modinagar city.
PERIOD OF STUDY:

The study has been out carried between the month of September 2018
TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION:

The nutritional status of subject has been studied under following heads:
A. Structured questionnaire cum interview was used to study the samples
B. 24 hours dietary recall method
QUESTIONNAIRE CUM INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Survey method was used in this to judge the nutritional status of elderly living in homes and
old age homes. Structural questionnaire was prepared to fulfill the objective of study.
Questionnaire method widely used to acknowledge the nutrition status of elderly. To determine assess
and nutritional status of elderly the question was divided into six sections. The interview schedule was
divided into six sections. The first section included questions regarding general information of the
respondents. The second section included questions pertaining to general feelings of old age people to
happiness, loneliness, depression, security, insecurity, different moods. The third section included
questions regarding social relations of old people with friends, relatives and family members and the
fourth section included questions regarding the personal interests and hobbies of old age people

a) General information
b) Dietary habits of elderly
c) Economical information
d) Awareness information
e) Health conditions of information
f) Health check-up information
g) Anthropometric measurements
h) Bio-chemical tests
i) Clinical examination
j) Dietary survey

(a) The interview cum questionnaire schedule was divided into four sections. The first section
included questions regarding general information of the respondents. The second section included
questions pertaining to general feelings of old age people to happiness, loneliness, depression, security,
insecurity, different moods. The third section included questions regarding social relations of old people
with friends, relatives and family members and the fourth section included questions regarding the
personal interests and hobbies of old age people
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ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS: Anthropometric evaluation is an important feature of
geriatric nutritional evaluation for determining malnutrition, being overweight, obesity, muscular mass
loss, fat mass gain and adipose tissue redistribution. Anthropometric indicators are used to evaluate
the forecast of chronic and acute diseases, and show the way to medical intervention in the elderly.
Standard techniques and appropriate landmarks were followed to measure the anthropometric
dimensions. Height was taken with the help of an measuring tape.The weight of the subject was taken
by a portable weighing .The body mass index (BMI) was calculated from the collected height and
weight data by a standardized method

» BMI=Weight (kg) / Height2 (m)
» Mid upper arm circumference (MUAC),
» Waist circumference and
» Hip circumference was taken with the help of measuring tape.

Bio chemical tests: Various diseases can be possible to find in elderly subjects like diabetes,
cardiovascular disease (hypertension) nutritional anaemia.To find out the values serum iron, blood
pressure and random blood glucose calculated. Through the help of these values preventive measures
will be taken the respondents.

Clinical signs: Clinical signs which are indication of nutritional deficiency are observed
during the clinical examination of elderly study population. The various deficiency diseases can be
possibly find out by only seeing the respondents.
B.) DIETARY METHOD:

The nutritional intake of elderly was assessed through dietary survey using 24 hour recall
method. The nutritional value of these diets comparisons of energy, protein, carbohydrate and fat
calculated by using the book nutritive value of GOPALAN. The average nutrients intake per day
consumed was calculated and then compared with recommended dietary allowances by ICMR.
STATISTICAL TOOLS USED FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA :

In ordered to classify the data it was transferred to coding sheets purposed for classification of
data in concise, intelligent and logical form.
1. Express the complex, scattered haphazard data in concise intelligence and logical form.
2. Classify and emphasis the point of simplification and dissimilarity in data obtained.
CODING:

It is an operation by which data is organized into classes and code is given to each them
according to category in which they fallen.
The purpose of this study:
a) To save time and space.
b) To make it easier for shorting code for tabulation the information
INSTRUCTION FOR SCORING:

The scoring of this inventory is very simple which can be scored simply counting the number
to correct answers mark by each individual.

The answer to each question is noted down in the table. Each questions are divided into yes
and no. Yes scored as 1, no scored as 0. The scoring procedure will be followed as 1, 0.
STASTICAL ANALYSIS:

The base line data was subjected to simple statistical analysis of mean, standard deviations
and test of significance (t-test) was done to find out the equality of means.
The present has conducted on assessment of nutritional status of elderly. The sample of study consisted
of 100 respondent. The result of the respondent in this section.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The collected information were tabulated, statistically analyzed and discussed below

Table 1.1

 BMI CALCULATION OF THE RESPONDENTS (n=100)

Table 1.1- 35% of respondents are underweight in homes while 40% of respondents are normal weight
in homes and 20% of respondents are overweight in homes along with this 6% of respondents are
obese in homes.

Table No. 1.2

Types of Diet taken by the respondents (n=50)
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Table No. 1.2 reveals that 34% of respondents taking soft diet in homes, while 46% of respondents
taking semi-solid diet in homes and  20% of respondents take solid diet in homes and none of the .

Figure No. 1.2

Table No. 1.3

Consumption of fried food taken by the respondents(n=50)
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Table no. 1.3 reveals that  66% of respondents take fried foods 7 or more times per week in homes.
while 14% of respondents gave preference to fried foods 5-6 times per week in homes. 12% of respondents
consumed fried foods 2-4 times per week in homes and 8% of respondents consumed fried foods 0-1
times per week.

Table No. 1.4

Consumption of green vegetables taken by the respondents(n=100)
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Table no. 1.4 reveals that 30% of respondents consume cabbage in homes. While 20% of respondents
consume cauliflower in homes and 16% of respondents consume broccoli in homes. 18% of respondents
consume spinach in homes. While 14% of respondents consume fenugreek leaves in homes.

CONCLUSION

It was concluded that dietary intake of home based elderly people was quite higher
Simultaneously nutritional knowledge of older people living in home was higher Nutritional status
was also higher in home based elderly people .Care of elderly living in homes was found better. Nutritional
needs of the older individual living in old age homes are faced by specific health problems and related
organ system compromise; an individual’s level of activity, energy expenditure, and calorie requirements
rather than living in homes. The further study will continue along with the comparison of elderly living
in old age homes which will highlight the comparison of nutrition and health status of elderly living in
old age homes and residential homes and along with the use if ICT tools they have a positive impact on
everyday routine life of the elderly. The use of ICT will improve the overall health, social outlook;
maintain quality of life and self reliance, thus contributing to independent, varied and safe lifestyle
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lwpuk çkS|ksfxdh ,oa lkfgR;
dud «rk

lkjk'ka

lwpuk gh 'kf‰ gS vkSj ;gh lwpuk tc rduhfd ds ek/;e ls vkus «xs] rks bldh rkdr dbZ xquk
c<+ tkrh gSA bDdhloha lnh es fdlh Hkh jk"V™ ds fodkl dh xfr dk Áeq[k vkËkkj lwpuk ÁkS|ksfxdh tSlh
egŸoiw.kZ rduhfd mi«fCËk ij fVdk gqvk fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA Hkkjr tSls fo'kk« ns'k tks fo'o esa cM+h
vFkZO;oLFkk ds #i esa mcjus dh lEHkkouk f«, gq, gSa] muds fodkl dks visf{kr xfr nsus fd f«, lwpuk
ÁkSËkksfxdh dk lkFk nsuk vifjgk;Z gSA blls u dso« oSf'od «{;ksa dks iwjk fd;k tk ldsxkA ?kjs«q ekspsZ ij
Hkh lkekftd vkfFkZd pqukSfr;ksa dk g« r«k'kk tk ldsxkA blh fufgrkFkZ ds mÌs'; ls Hkkjrh; ÁËkkuea=h us
fMftV«kbts'ku dk «{; «sdj fMftV« bf.M;k dk;Zÿe dh 'kq#vkr dh vkSj dgk gS fd blls lekos'kh
fodkl] bdks›s.M«h vkSj rhoz fodkl dks visf{kr xfr fe«sxhA lwpuk vkSj lapkj dh ÁkSËkksfxdh tgka
gekjh tkudkjh dh {kqËkk dks 'kkar djrk gS] ogh laidks± dk l?ku rkuk&ckuk cquus esa Hkh lgk;d flº gksrk
gSA ;dhuu] ;g vFkkg lkxj gS ftls vc lhek esa ckaËk ikuk eqf'd« gSA blls dksbZ {ks= vuNqvk u jgk rks
Hk«k lkfgR; Hkh blls ÁHkkfor gqvkA

lkfgR; vkSj ÁkSËkksfxdh dh tksM+h ,d vUËks ,oa «axM+s O;f‰ dh tksM+h ds leku gS] tks ,d nwljs
ds lkFk ikjLifjd lke¥tL; ,oa lg;ksxh Hkko ls vius okf¥Nr /;s; fd fn'kk esa vkxs c<+rs tkrs gSaA

bl Ádkj dh fo|k ls «ksdeax« dh Hkkouk dks lkËkus dk Á;kl gesa lkfgR; ,ao ÁkSËkksfxdh dh
tksM+h esa fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA pwafd nksuksa dk mÌs'; ekuo thou ds dY;k.k dks rq"V djrk gS vr% nksuksa ,d&nwljs
ds LokHkkfod lg;ksxh cu iM+sA lkfgR; euq"; dh fopkjËkkjk dk Árhd gS lkfgR;dkj dso« fopkj nsrk
gSA oSKkfud mlh fopkj dks ewrZ #i nsrk gSA d] [k] x] dks f«ficº djuk lkfgR; dk ugha cfYd ÁkSËkksfxdh
dk dke gSA ÁkS|ksfxdh ds gh dkj.k vkt lHkh lkfgfR;d lalkËku ?kj ij gh mi«CËk gSA dkxt dk
vkfo"dkj rduhfd dh gh lgk;rk ls lEiUu gqvkA fopkjksa dks tSls ñtSls rduhfd dk lkFk fe«rk x;k]
oSls gh os QS«rs x,A ;fn d«e] nokr] f«fi] dkxt dk vkfo"dkj ugha gqvk gksrk rks D;k ge vius fopkjksa
dks lapkfjr dj ikrsA dEI;wVj lkfgR; ds f«, ,d ÿkfUr dk dke djrk gSA rduhfd us lkfgR; dh
mikns;rk dks c<+k;k] mlus lkfgR; dk fodsUÊhdj.k fd;kA

vflLVsaV ÁksQslj] laLœr foHkkx dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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dksbZ Hkh lkfgR; ;fn lR;e~ f'koe~ lqUnje~ ij dk;Z djs rks lkfgR; viuh e;kZnk ds vuq#i «ksd
dY;k.kdkjh fn'kk esa ÁofrZr gksrk jgsxkA ;fn rduhdh lkfgR; dk lkFk NksM+ nsxh rks og vius ew« mÌs';
ls ifjofrZr gks tk,xhA nksuksa dk ew« mÌs'; euq"; dk dY;k.k gSA ;fn Hkfo"; esa lkfgR; vkSj ÁkSËkksfxdh
,d nwljs dk lkFk nsrs jgs rks nksuksa ds leUo; }kjk ekuo thou dks lj« cuk;k tkuk vfËkd lEHkao gksxkA
Hkkjr ljdkj }kjk p«k;s x;s vfHk;ku fMftV« bfUM;k ls lkfgR; dks dkQh «kHk igqapk gSA ÁsepUÊ ds
miU;kl xksnku 20 fd-eh- «kbczsjh ls ig«s gh ?kj ij gh dEi;wVj ij mi«CËk gks tkrk gSA fMftV« bf.M;k
us Hkkjr ds egk'kf‰ cuus dh mM+ku esa ubZ rduhfd ds ia[k «xk fn, gSaA

fMftV« bafM;k ds  9 LrEHk
1- czkbcS.M gkbost
2- lcdh Qksu rd igqap
3- lkoZtfud bUVjusV ,Dlsl Áksxzke
4- bZ&xousaZl
5- bZ&ÿkfUr
6- lcdks lwpuk
7- b«sDV™kfuDl fuekZ.k esa 'kwU; vk;kr
8- ukSdfj;ksa ds f«,
9- v«hZ gkosZLV Áksxzke

ÁkS|ksfxdh lkfgR; ds mu vusd ckËkkvksa dks nwj dj jgh gSa] tks xzkeh.k lkfgR; dks Álkfjr gksus ugh
ns jgkA xzkeh.k o ioZrh; nqxZE; LFkkuksa ds lkfgR; Hkh vkt loksZi«CËk gks x, gSA Mk;jsDV Vw fMokbl
ÁkS|ksfxdh lkfgR; esa #fp j[kus ok«s fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds f«, viuh ethZ ls dgha Hkh vPNh f'k{kk ÁkIr dj bl
{ks= esa vkxs c<+ ldrs gSaA
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vrr% lkfgR; vkSj ÁkS|ksxhfd orZeku ifjos'; esa ,d nwljs ds f«, vifjgk;Z cu x, gSA ekuo&thou
dk ifj"dkj mldk HkkSfrd o vkfFkZd fodkl bl lEcUËk dk lq[kn ifj.kke gS vius bfrgkl ls «sdj Hkkoh
lEHkkoukvksa ds utfj, us bldh mikns;rk dks vfËkd lekos'kh] rhozxkeh o dY;k.kksUeq[kh cukus dh fn'kk
esa Áxfr'kh« Á;kl fd;k gS vkSj ,sls esa lkfgR;dkj vkSj ÁkS|ksfxdhdrkZ nksuksa lkËkqokn ds ik= gSaA

lanHkZ
1- dq#{ks= o"kZ 63 vad&10
2- vkWu«kbu ,tqds'ku bu bafM;k% 2021 ds ih ,eth fjiksVZA
3- Áks- vtkfe« ñ baVjusV ij c<+rh «ksdfÁ;rkA
4- Áfr;ksfxrk niZ.k vad&3 o"kZ 2015
5- Hkkjr ifjn~'; ,d v/;;uA
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vkgkj ,oa iks"k.k foKku esa tSo lwpuk
foKku ,d iFk&çn'kZd ds :i esa

js[kk JhokLro
lkjka'k

tSo lwpuk foKku ekuo ls lEcfU/kr foKku gSA ftlesa tSfod vkSj dEI;wVj nksuksa dk lekos'k gksrk gSA tSo
lwpuk foKku iks"k.k LokLF; vkSj chekjh ds mipkj esa viuh egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gSA tSo lwpuk foKku
rduhdh ds ;ksXknku ls iks"k.k vuqla/kku dkQh ykHk mBk ldrk gS vkSj fpfdRlk foKku ds fy, Hkh ;g ,d
ojnku ds :i  esa  lkfcr gks ldrk gSA orZeku le; esa tSo lwpuk foKku euq";ksa ds vkgkj iks"k.k rFkk
thou'kSyh ds vkUrfjd Lo:iksa dk v/;;u djds blds okLrfod :i dks lkekU; tu ds le{k izLrqr
djrk gSA bldh leL;kvksa dk lek/kku Hkh tSo lwpuk foKku }kjk gh fd;k tkrk gSA

ck;ksb QkesZfVDl (tholwpuk foKku) tho foKku dk ,d u;k {ks= gS ftlds varxZr tSo lqpuk
dk vtZu] HkaMkj.k] la'kkËku] fo'«s"k.k forj.k O;k[;k vkfn dk;Z vkrs gSA blds ek/;e ls [kklrkSj ij
fdlh ikSËks ds thal esa fdl Ádkj ls ifjorZu djuk] tku«sok chekjh ds f«, mŸkjnk;h thal legw dk irk
djuk vkS"kfËk fuekZ.k esa lgk;rk vkfn esa fd;k tkrk gS ikmf«u] gksxksosu vkSj csu gsLij us o"kZ 1978 esa tSo
lwpuk foKku dh LFkkiuk ds ckjs esa tSo lwpuk foKku dh LFkkiuk ds ckjs esa fopkj fd;k vkSj nqfu;k ds
lkeus ck;ksbUQkesZfVDl fo"k; «k;kA

blds ek/;e ls tho [kkstuk thukse vlsac«h] M™x fMtkbu M™x fMLdojh] ÁksVhu LV™Dpj ,«kbuesaV]
ÁksVhu LV™Dpj fÁMhD'ku vkfn {ks=ksa esa bldk Á;ksx fd;k tk jgk gSA budk «{; Jà[k«k lajpuk lkfgR;
rFkk vU; ck;ks«kftd« vkadM+ksa esa fNih tSfod lwpukvksa dks ≈ij mBkus ds f«, mi;ksx esa «kuk gSA

fiN«s nks n'kdksa es thou foKku ÁkS|ksfxdh esa ÿkafrdkjh fodkl gqvk gSA iks"k.k fo'ks"kKksa ds ikl
tc Mh-,u-,] vkj-,u-,- ÁksVhu de vk.kfod otu esVkcks«kbVl ds fo'«s"k.k ds lkFk&lkFk tSo lwpuk foKku
MsVkcsl ÁkfIr ds f«, mUur iºfr;k° gSA tSo lwpuk foKku us Ák|kSfxfd;ksa ls tqM+s v/;;uksa esa Á;ksxkRed
fofoËkrk ds fofHkUu Úksrksa ij Ádk'k Mk«kA blds v«kok vË;;uksa vkSj ;kstuk cukus vkSj tfV« MsVk dk
fo'«s"k.k djus ds f«, iks"k.k fo'ks"kKksa vkSj vU; tSo fpfdRlk oSKkfudksa ds f«, fn'kkfunsZ'k Ánku fd;kA mfpr
lkaf[;dh; fo'«s"k.k ls euq";ksa vkSj tkuojksa (eksVkis] eËkqesg ‚n; jksx] dSalj] mez c<+us vkSj baV™k;;wV™fju
Hkz.k eanrk lfgr Áeq[k iks"k.k lcaËkh leL;kvksa dks g« djus esa egŸoiw.kZ ;ksxnku djus dh mEehn gSA

vfLlVsaV ÁksQslj] x`g foKku foHkkx dkW«st vkWQ ,tqds'ku ckf«dk fc«kliqj]  xzsVj uks,Mk (m- Á-)
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tSo lwpuk foKku iks"k.k] LokLF; vuqokaf'kd iwokZxzg vkSj chekjh esa ,d egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrk
gSA p;kip; fodkjksa ds ÁHkkoh jksdFkke vkSj mipkj ds f«, dksf'kdk p;kip; vkSj dk;Z ij iks"kd rRoksa
vkSj vU; vkgkj ?kVdksa ds dk;ks± ds f«, ftEesnkj vk.kfod ra= ds ckjs  esa ,d ;k ,d cgqr de thu dh
vfHkO;f‰ dk fo'«s"k.k ,d le; esa gksrk gSA bl n`f"Vdks.k us iks"k.k mi;ksx ds f«, Áeq[k fu;ked ekxksZ
dh [kkstksa ij egŸoiw.kZ fu"d"kZ fudk«k gS  blds f«, thu ds iwoZ Kku dh vko';drk gksrh gS D;ksafd
vfËkdka'k thu v«xko esa dke ugha djrs gSa bl Ádkj iks"k.k fo'ks"kKks dks ls«q«j vkSj vk.kfod ra= dks
ifjHkkf"kr djuk pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z gksrk gS tks vkgkj iks"kd rRoksa ds ikpu] vo'kks"k.k vkSj p;kip; dks
fu;af=r djrs gSaA ekuo ekml] pwgs vkSj [kehj lesr dbZ Átkfr;ksa ds thukseks ds vuqÿe.k ds gkf«;k
lekiu ds lkFk vc gekjs ikl thu ds chp tfV« igpku djus ds f«, mi;ksxh midj.k gSaA

lkaf[;dh fo'«s"k.k (ftls ifjorZuuh;rk ok«s MsVk ls oSKkfud lanHkZ cukus dh Áfÿ;k ds :i esa
ifjHkkf"kr fd;k x;k gSA ,sfrgkfld :i ls ikSf"Vd foKku dks vkxs c<+kus esa ,d vfHkUu Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ gSA
bl midj.k esa thuks feDl] ÁksVh feDl vkSj esVkcksf«eDl v/;;u ls mRiUu cM+s tfV« MsVk lsV dk
fo'«s"k.k] djus ds f«, flLVe tho foKku ;qx esa rsth ls egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkk jgk gS fo'ks"k :i ls
fjolZ&VkalfÿI'ku (vkj-Vh-vkj) ds lkFk&lkFk ekbZÿks ,js] ÁksVhfeDl vkSj vU; tSo lwpuk foKku vË;;uksa
ds vkadM+ksa ds fo'k«s"k.k ds f«, fofHkUu lkaf[;dh ekWM«ksa dh vko';drk gksrh gSA lkaf[;dh fo'«s"k.k
dk eq[; mÌs'; iks"k.k fo'ks"kKkas vkSj vU; tSo fpfdRlk oSKkfudks ds f«, i;kZIr :i ls ;kstuk cukus vkSj
lapk«u djus vkSj ekbÿks,js] vkj-Vh& ih-lh-vkj] ÁksVhfuDl vkSj vU; tSo lwpuk foKku v/;;uksa ls
tfV« MsVk dk fo'«s"k.k djus  ds f«, fn'kkfunsZ'k Ánku djuk gSA tc Hkh ,d u;k Q«w ruko mHkjrk gS
vkSj nqfu;k dks ?ksjus dh Ëkedh nsrk gS rks LokLF; vfËkdkfj;ksa vkSj fpfdRldkas dks ok;jl] nkok laosnu'kh«rk
vkSj Vhdk ÁHkkodkfjrk lfgr u, okbjl dh fo'ks"krkvkas dks tkuus dh vko';drk gksrh gSA gk« gh esa
Lokbu∂«w egkekjh 2009 ,d mRœ"V mnkgj.k gS ftleas dEI;wVs'ku« fofËk;k° u dso« ÁkjfEHkd vkf.od
pfj=dj.k esa egŸoiw.kZ lgk;rk Ánku dj ldrh gSa cfYd okbjl ds dHkh Hkh p« jgs fodkl dk ik«u
djus ds f«, mi;ksxh gSA
lwpuk foKku dk iks"k.k foKku esa egŸo

vU; thou foKku dh rjg iks"k.k foKku tSo lwpuk foKku dh rduhdksa ls dkQh «kHk mBk ldrk
gSA iks"k.k vuqlaËkku esa tSo lwpukRed n`f"Vdks.k ds iw.kZ eudh dju ds nh?kZdk«hu «{;kas vkSj lHkh ds
Áoklu ds f«, «ach vofËk ds «{;ksa ds f«, rRdk« foKkiu ifjHkkf"kr Ák:iksa esa MsVk mi«CËk djkus ds
'kkVZjsat «{; ls js[kkafdr fd;k x;k gSA MsVkcsl esa Á;ksxkRed MsVk bl u, Áfreku esa iks"k.k 'kksËkdrkZvkas
ds f«, D;k laHko gksxk blds dbZ mnkgj.k of.kZr gSA vkf[kjdkj iks"k.k MsVk dks ekStwnk vuqekuksa dks
iqufuZosf'kr djus ubZ ifjdYiuk mRiUu djus ds f«, «xkrkj iqu%uohuhdj.k fd;k tk ldrk gS tks ew«
Á;ksxks ds le; dYikuk'kh« ugha gksrk Á;ksxkRed fMtkbu dk ekudhdju vkSj iks"k.k MsVk dks e'khu&iBuh;
Ák:i esa cn«us ls iks"k.k vuqlaËkku es iqutkZxj.k gksuk ftlls tkapdrkZvksa dh vuko';d iks"kd rRoksa vkSj
[kkËk ?kVdks ds ÁHkkoksa dh [kkst djus dh {kerk c<+ tk;sxh vkSj tfV« p;kip; baV™SD'ku ds v/;;u dks
l{e fd;k tk,xkA
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Hkkjr eas tSo lwpuk ds {ks= esa p« jgh iw.kZ ifj;kstuk @ Áeq[k mi«fCËk;ka
π ,MokalM dEI;wfVax fodk'k dsUÊ iq.ks esa tSo lwpuk foKku lalkËku vkSj vkosnu lqfoËkk pj.kA
π tSo lwpuk foKku vkSj ,I«kbM tSo ÁkS|ksfxdh] cax«kSj es ÁksVhu vkSj vkj-,u-,- ds vuqÿe ljs[k.k ds

f«, uksc« ,«xksfjneA
π vkbZ-vkbZ-Vh- fnY«h esa osc l{ke ÁksVhu LV™Dpj ÁhfMDlu lkW∂Vos;j dk fodklA
πï vkbZ-ch- ,ch cax«kSj esa eknk Átuu Á.kk«h ds f«, fof'k"V thu dh ,DLÁs'ku iSVuZ dh Hkkfo";ok.kh

ds f«, lkW∂Vosj dk fodklA
π tSo Áks|ksfxdh dsaÊ ds ,u œf"k fo'ofo|k«; tc«iqj dk ÁksVhu 3D  lajpuk dh f«xSaM ckbfMax lkbV dks

igpkuus ds f«, lkW∂Vosj Vw« dk fodklA
π jk"V™h; okuLifr vuqlaËkku laLFkku «[ku≈ esa Hkkjrh; ouLifr ckxokuh usVodZA
π ,;w&dschlh vuqlaËkku dsaÊ vUu fo'ofo|k«; psUubZ esa cSDVhfj;« thukse vkSj gkbM™kstu ÁksMD'ku

ikFkkos esu dkYifud tks vkj- ,Q- dh igpku ds f«, tSo lwpuk foKku n`f"Vdks.kA
π dSalj fojksËkh [kkst jktho xkaËkh tSo ÁkS|kSfxdh dsaÊ fr#ouariqje esa Áœfrd mRikndksa esa le`º

jlk;fud Á;ksx'kk«kvksa dh opqZvj LÿhfuaxA
πï tSfod Á.kkf«;ksa ds mŸkstd pj.k ds o.kZu ds f«, lw{eokn ǹf"Vdks.k dk fodkl % ts-,u-;w- ubZ fnY«h esaA
π lh&MSd iq.ks esa mPp] Áokg {kerk thukse fo'«s"k.k ds f«, dI;wVs'ku« dk;Zokg dk fodklA
π vkbZ-ch-,-ch- cax«kSj esa egŸoiw.kZ LruËkkjh ≈rdksa ds f«, fof'k"V thu ,DLÁs'ku MsVkcsl vkSj ÁeksVj

fÁfMD'ku Áksxzke dk fodklA
π vr% fo"k;h foKku vkSj ÁkSËkkSfxdh jk"V™h; laLFkku fr:orariqje esa tSfod fleq«s'ku ds f«, ,tsaV

Ëkkodk« ifjos'k dk fodklA
π tSo ÁkS|ksfxdh vkSj tSo lwpuk foKku foHkkx] ukFkZ bZLVuZ fg« fo'ofo|k«; f'k«kax es es?kk«; esa

ekbÿksfo;« leqnk; dk rq«ukRed fo'«s"k.kA
π Hkkjrhnklu fo'ofo|k«; fr#fpjki« esa Vfo«Vkb tlWu vuqÿe ,uksVs'k Vw« dk fodklA
π vkbZ-vkbZ- llh] cax«kSj esa thukse vkSj ÁksVhu ÿe esa fofHkUu nksgjkoksa dk irk «xkus ds f«, baVjusV

dE;wfVax lkW∂Vos;jA
π jktho xkaËkh tSo ÁkS|ksfxdh dsaÊ fr#vuariqje esa Vkbi 3 iksf«dsVkbZM flaFksjl ÁksVhu lajpukvksa ds

MkVkcsl dk fodklA
π œf"k tSo lwpuk foKku laoËkZu dk;ZÿeA
π ts-,u-;w- esa «{; vkËkkfjr&QekZdksj ǹf"Vdks.k dk mi;ksx djds uksc« e«sfj;k jksËkh vkS"kfËk dk fuekZ.kA
π gc ÁksVhu dh Hkfo";ok.kh djus ok«k osc loZjA
π vkS"kfËk f'k{kk ,oa vuqlaËkku laLFkku iatkc esa midksf'kdh; LFkkuh;dj.k dh flf«dksa fÁfMD'ku esaA
πï Hkkjrh;kj fo'ofo|k«; dks;acVwj esa ÁksVhu dhufll fj«s'kuf'ki vkSj ikFkos dh VsDLV ekbfuax vkSj MsVk

os;j gkmflaxA
πï vkbZ vkbZ Vh xqokgkVh esa iwoksZrj ds ftaxhcsjklh; esa Mh-,u-,- ckjdksfMax vkËkkfjr tSo fofoËkrk lwphA
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π pk; vuqlaËkku laxBu vle esa pk; tSo lwpuk foKku ij iwoksZrj ifj;kstukA
π ukWFkZ bZLVuZ fg« fo'ofo|k«; f'k«kax es iwoksZŸkj Hkkjr ds ekbÿksfc;« MsVkcsl dk fodklA
ïπ iwoksZŸkj ijthoh tkudkjh vkSj fo'«s"k.k dsaÊ ukFkZ bZLVuZ fg« fo'ofo|k«; f'k«kax esa flf«dksa n`f"Vdks.kA

tSo lwpuk foKku ,sls u, mHkjrs {ks=ksa esa ls ,d gS tks vkf.od tho foKku esa dEI;qVj] xf.kr vkSj
lkaf[;dh dk mi;ksx tSfod MsVk dks laxzg] iquÁkfIr vkSj fo'«s"k.k djus ds f«, djrk gSA tSo lwpuk
foKku esa dq'k« vuqlkËkku ls thou foKku vkSj ekuo thou dh csgrjh esa eRoiw.kZ ÁHkko iM+sxkA tSo
lwpuk foKku og foKku gS tks Hkfo"; dks vkxs c<k jgk gS ftl ij tSfod vkSj dEI;wVj foKku fo'ks"kKrk
nksuksa gh vkËkkfjr gSA ck;ksbuQkjeSfVDl lwpuk&foKku dk ,d ,slk mi lewg gS ftlds lqfuf'pr gksus ds
nwjxkeh fufgrkFkZ gSA

lanHkZ

1- ow th] ctj ,Q-Mc«;w Msfol Vh,] fde ,l-MC«;w «h- ih jksM~l ts ,e ,V v« vkftZfuu p;kip;
vkSj fodkl chekjh esa iks"k.k 1 vkehuks vE« 2009%37%153&68 (ih,e lh eq‰ «s[k) (icesM)

2- gsfux ch vksLVj«hax bZ Vkscksjd ,e | ,FksjksLD«sjksfll ds fodkl esa i;kZoj.k fo"k‰k iks"k.k vkSj thu
ijLij fÿ;k, U;wV™j esVkc dkfMZbZokl fMl 2007; 17%162&91 (icesM)

3- csdj nh ,p iks«V™h ds ÁksVhu&,feuks ,flM iks"k.k esa vfxze | vehuks vE« 2009;37%29&41
(icesM)

4- ePN Mh ,e okg«h MC«;w fof«;elu thA U;wV™htsuksfeDl vkSj U;wV™htsesfVDl iks"k.k ds mHkjrs psgjs
FASEB ts 2005; 19%1602&16A [icesM]

5- osaVj tslh ,MEl ,eMh] ek;lZ bZ-MC«;w «h- ih-MC«;w] eqj« vkjts lVu thth] ,V v«A ;g ekuo
tsukse dk ÿkfedfoU;kl foKku 2001% 29111304 &51 [icesM]

6- okVjLVu vkj ,p] f«aMC«SM rksgds fcjuh bZ] jkstlZ ts ,fcz« ts ,d vxzok« ih] ,V v« ekml thukse
dk 'kq#vkrh vuqÿe vkSj rq«ukRed fo'«s"ku ÁœfrA 2002 ; 420&62 [icesM]

7- tSo lwpuk foKku esa dkf«Zu ,l lkaf[;dh; ladsr Áks ukV ,dsM foKku ;w,l, 2005 ; 102%13355&62
ih,e lh eq‰ «s[kA [icesM]

8- ck;ksLVSfVdl ds jkslj chA cqfu;knh ckrksaA 6 MDlojh Ásl % U;w;kdZ] ,uokMZ % 2005
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��

lwpuk Økafr dk jktuhfr ij izHkko

lqjs'k dqekj flag
lkjka'k

lwpuk ÿkafr us ekuo thou ds vU; ig«qvksa ds lkFk jktuhfrd ig«w dks Hkh xgjkbZ ls izHkkfor fd;k gSA
;g lwpukÿkafr dk gh dek« gS fd dso« pqukoksa ds le; dh tkus ok«h jktuhfrd xfrfof/k vkt
ckjgeklh gks x;h gSa jktuhfr vkt dso« jktuhfrd n«ksa rd lhfer u gksdj blus lEiw.kZ leqnk; pkgs og
fdlku gks etnwj gks] pk; cspus ok«k gks ;k lCth cspus ok«k] jsgM+h ;k Bs«k «xkus ok«k gks] ljdkjh ;k
izkbosV ukSdjh djus ok«k gks Nk= gks ;qok gks cqtqxZ gks ;k x`fg.kh lHkh dks vius izHkko esa «s f«;k gSA vkt
lekt ds lHkh rcds ds «ksx jktuhfr ij ppkZ dj jgs gSa ,oa jktuhfrd dk;Zokb;ksa esa Hkkx «s jgs gSaA vc
vke vkneh dh jktuhfr ,oa 'kklu esa Hkkxhnkjh ernku rd lhfer u jgdj jk"V™ ds f«, uhfr fuekZ.k ,oa
dY;k.kdkjh ;kstukvksa ds fuekZ.k gsrq mldh jk; tkuus rd foLr`r gks x;h gSA blls 'kklu dk «ksdrkaf=d
<k°pk vf/kd izfrfuf/k ,oa et+cwr gqvk gSA jktuhfrd n«ksa }kjk jS«h] tulHkkvksa] Ëkjuk izn'kZu bR;kfn ds
ek/;e ls 'kfDr izn'kZu ds f«, lks'k« ehfM;k dk c[kwch iz;ksx fd;k tk jgk gSA vR;k/kqfud lapkj lkËkuksa
us pquko izpkj dks vf/kd vklku ,oa O;kid tuleqnk; rd igqWpkus esa lgk;rk dh gSA lapkj dh uohu
rduhdksa }kjk LVhax vkijs'ku ds t+fj;s jktuhfr ds dbZ dk«s v/;k;ksa dks Hkh lcds lkeus «kdj j[k fn;kA

lwpuk ÿkafr ds dqN udkjkRed izHkkvksa dks Hkh lekt dks >s«uk iM+k gSA vlkekftd rRoksa }kjk
lks'k« ehfM;k dk iz;ksx naxk HkM+dkus ekc f«fpax ds f«, mdlkus] vQokg QS«kus] ;wtlZ dh futh ,oa
xksiuh; lwpuk,sa «hd gksus tSlh ?kVuk,sa tuekul dks O;fFkr djrh gSA bu pqukSfr;ksa ls fuiVus gsrq ;Fkk'kh?kz
Bksl mik; djus gksaxsA

chloha lnh ds vfUre n'kd dk vkjaHk mnkjhdj.k] futhdj.k ,oa oS'ohdj.k ds lkFk gh lwpuk
,oa lapkj rduhdh ds oSf'od izlkj ds f«, Hkh tkuk tkrk gSA bDdloha lnh ds vkjaHk ls gh lwpuk ,oa
lapkj rduhdh esa uokpkj ,oa vizR;kf'kr o`fº ds dkj.k lwpukvksa dh ck<+ lh vk x;hA orZeku lnh esa
lwpukvksa dh blh dYiukrhr o`fº ds dkj.k orZeku nkSj dks lwpuk ÿkafr dk nkSj dgk tkrk gSA bl lwpuk
ÿkafr us gekjs thou ds fofo/k ig«qvksa dks xaHkhjrk ls izHkkfor fd;k gSA lwpuk ÿkafr ls euq"; dk
jktuhfrd thou ek=kRed ,oa xq.kkRed :i ls izHkkfor gqvk gSA lwpuk ÿkafr us jktuhfr ds {ks= dks
vR;f/kd foLrkfjr dj jktuhfr dks jktusrkvksa ds fÿ;k d«kiksa ls vkxs c<+kdj vke tu dh jkstejkZ dh
ftUnxh ls tksM+ fn;k gSA ;g lwpuk ÿkafr dk gh peRdkj gS fd vkt pkSjkgksa] pkSik«ksa] pk; dh nqdkuksa]

vflLVsaV izksQslj] jktuhfr'kkL=] jktdh; egkfo|k«;] xHkkuk] v«hx<+
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cSBdksa] ljdkjh ,oa uhft dk;kZ«;ksa eafnj&efLtn bR;kfn lkoZtfud lekxe ds LFkkuksa ds lkFk gh ?kjs«w
okrkZ«ki esa Hkh jktuhfr ij ppkZ djuk vke ckr gks xbZ gSA

lwpuk ÿkafr dk vFkZ gS lwpuk ,oa lapkj ds {ks= es O;kid ifjorZuA «ksxksa dks fe«us ok«s
lkadsfrd] okfPkd ;k f«f[kr lans'k gh lwpuk gSA ftu ekË;eksa ls lwpuk lEizsf"kr dh tkrh gS og ek/;e
lapkj rduhdh gSA lwpuk gh lkFkZd thou dk vk/kkj gSA fcuk lwpuk ds thou vfr nq"dj gSA lwpuk dk
vknku&iznku rks thou ds vfLrRo esa vkus ls gh vkjaHk gks x;k vkSj ;g fujarj tkjh gSA lwpuk lEizs"k.k ds
rkSj rjhdksa esa le;&le; ij ifjorZu gksrk jgk gSA fdUrq chloha lnh esa lapkj rduhdksa ds fodkl ds lkFk
lwpuk ds Lo:i vkSj ek=k esa vizR;kf'kr ifjorZu vk;kA lapkj rduhd tSls dEI;wVj] lsVs«kbV] okbZ&QkbZ]
«st+j] vkfIVd« Qkbcj] osc] eksckb« Qksu] okWV~l ,si] Qslcqd] xwx«] ;w&V~;wc] V~ohVj] C«kx] bR;kfn
vO;k/kqfud lapkj rduhdksa us lwpuk dk vEckj «xk fn;kA lkFk gh bu rduhdksa us lwpukvksa ds izokg esa
vizR;kf'kr& vdYiuh; rst+h «kbZA lwpuk ds izokg ,oa lwpuk dh ek=k esa blh O;kid ifjorZu ds dkj.k
orZeku nkSj dks lwpuk ÿkafr dk ;qx dgk tkrk gSA

lwpuk ÿkafr us ekuo thou ds vU; ig«qvksa ds lkFk gh jktuhfrd ig«w dks Hkh xgjkbZ ls izHkkfor
fd;k gSA lwpuk ÿkafr ds iwoZ jktuhfrd fÿ;kd«ki lhfer «ksxksa ds e/; ,oa lhfer vkSj fu/kkZfjr le;
ij gqvk djrk FkkA jktuhfr jktuhfrd n«ksa ls tqM+s «ksxksa dk dk;Z le>k tkrk Fkk] 'kkldh; dk;Z ,oa uhfr
fuekZ.k n«ksa ds ,tsaMs dk izpkj&izlkj] tuer dks vius i{k esa djus bR;kfn fÿ;kd«ki jktuhfrd n«ksa ds
lnL; gh fd;k djrs FksA vfËkdka'k jktuhfrd dk;Zokfg;k° pqukoksa ds le; rd gh lhfer gqvk djrh FkhA
orZeku lapkj ÿkafr ds nkSj esa jtkuhfrd Q«d dks vR;kf/kd foLrkj fe«k gSA jktuhfrd lwpukvksa ds
vEckj ,oa lwpukvksa dk vke tu rd rhoz izokg ds dkj.k vkt ,d vke vkneh] fdlku] etnwj] pk;
,oa lCth cspus ok«k jsgM+h ,oa Bs«k «xkus ok«k] ljdkjh ,oa xSj ljdkjh deZpkjh] x`g.kh] ;qok cqtqxZ] Nk=
vFkkZr lekt ds lHkh rcds ds «ksx jktuhfr ij ppkZ djrs gSa ,oa jktuhfrd dk;Zokfg;ksa esa Hkkx «srs gSaA
vkt lapkj ÿkafr ds dkj.k gh jktuhfr ij ppkZ ,oa jktuhfrd dk;ZokbZ;ka dso« pqukoksa ds le; rd gh
lhfer u jgdj ckjgeklh gks xbZ gSA

lapkj ÿkafr ds dkj.k gh jktuhfr esa vke vkneh dh lgHkkfxrk dso« ernku ls vkxs c<+dj
'kkldh; uhfr fuekZ.k ,oa «ksddY;k.kdkjh ;kstukvksa ds fuekZ.k rd foLrkfjr dj fn;k gSA blls 'kklu
dk «ksdrkaf=d <k°pk vf/kd izfrfuf/kd ,oa et+cwr gqvk gSA vc ljdkj }kjk uhfr fuekZ.k ,oa ;kstukvksa
ds fuekZ.k gsrq «ksxksa dh jk; dks ek°xk tkus «xk gSA jktuhfrd n«ksa }kjk jS«h] tulHkk] /kjuk&izn'kZu] gM+rk«
bR;kfn ds ek/;e ls 'kfDr izn'kZu ds f«, lwpuk izlkj rduhdksa okWV~l ,si] Qslcqd] ;w&V~;wc] V~ohVj tSls
lks'k« ehfM;k dk c[kwch iz;ksx fd;k tk jgk gSA

pquko ifj.kke Hkh lapkj ÿkafr ds izHkko ls vNwrs ugha jgsA lwpuk ,oa lapkj ÿkafr us jtuhfrd losZ
dh ck<+ «k nh gSA losZ esa ftl n« ;k usrk dks nqljs dh vis{kk c<+r «srs gq, fn[kk;k tkrk gS ernkrk }kjk
mlh dks er nsus dh izo`fŸk ernku O;ogkj fo'«s"k.kksa esa ns[kh x;h gSA losZ ,oa iks« dks eSust djus dh ckrs
Hkh lkeus vkrh jgrh gSA bu lcdk mÌs'; fdlh [kkl n« ;k usrk dks nqljs n« ;k usrk ij c<+Rk fn[kkdj
mlds i{k esa ernku dks izHkkfor djuk gksrk gSA
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lapkj ÿkafr us pquko izpkj dks Hkh vf/kd vklku] vf/kd lqxe] vfËkd lVhd ,oa O;kid
tuleqnk; rd igq°pkus esa lgk;rk dh gSA lapkj lkËkuksa ds ek/;e ls n« ,oa usrk viuh ckr ohfM;ks lans'k]
dka›sal bR;kfn ekË;e ls vf/kdkf/kd «ksxksa ,oa nwj&njkt ds {ks=ksa rd igq°pk;k gSA

ikjnf'kZrk ,oa mŸkjnkf;Ro «ksdra= dks et+cwr cukus gsrq vfr egŸoiw.kZ gSA lalkj ÿkafr us «ksdra=
ds bu ig«qvksa dks Hkh xgjkbZ ls izHkkfor fd;k gSA lwpuk ÿkafr ds dkj.k vc dqN Hkh fNikdj j[kuk
vlaHko gks x;k gSA jktuhfrd& 'kkldh; dk;Z pkgs os vPNs gks ;k cqjs «ksxksa ds lkeus vkus esa nsj ugha
«xrhA Hkz"Vkpkj] Qksu VSfiax] usrkvksa ds vuSfrd œR;ksa ds vusd eke«s lapkj rduhdksa ds ek/;e ls gh
lkeus vk, gSaA LVhax vkWijs'ku tSls rjhdksa us Hkz"Vkpkj ds vusd eke«ksa dks mtkxj fd;k gSA O;kie ?kksVk«k]
jkQs« fookn] N R H M ?kksVk«k] HkrhZ ,oa fu;qfDr lEcU/kh ?kksVk«s bR;kfn tuekul rd igq°p ldk rks
bldk lcls cM+k dkj.k lapkj ÿkafr gSA

tuer fuekZ.k esa Hkh lapkj ÿkafr us egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ gSA tuer fdlh eqÌs ij turk dh
jk; gksrh gSA lapkj ek/;eksa }kjk fdlh To«ar eqÌs ij «ksx vius jk; dk vknku&iznku djrs gSA tuer dh
vuns[kh djds «ksdra= esa lQ«rk izkIr djuk vlaHko gSA jktuhfrd n« viuk ,tsaMk cukrs le; lapkj
ek/;eksa ls vfHkO;Dr tuer dk xgjkbZ ls fo'«s"k.k djrs gSaA

jktuhfrd {ks= esa jkst+xkj ds u;s voljksa ds l`tu esa Hkh lapkjÿkafr us ;ksxnku fn;k gSA lekt esa
lwpuk rduhdh ds egŸo dks ns[krs gq, jktuhfrd n«ksa us viuh ckr turk rd igqWpkus ds f«, I T

CELL cuk;s gSA ftlesa lwpuk ,oa lapkj rduhdh fo'ks"kKksa dh HkrhZ dh tkrh gS ,oa budks fu;fer osru
fn;k tkrk gSA IT CELL dk dk;Z lacf/kr n« ,oa usrk ds ,tsaMs ds vuq:i lwpuk rS;kj dj mldk izlkj
djuk gSA

jktuhfrd dk;Zokb;ksa dks vf/kd lVhd ,oa izHkkoksRiknd cukus ds f«, ml ij turk dk feed
back tkuuk vR;ar egŸoiw.kZ gSA n«ksa dks ;g feedback lapkj ÿkafr ds fofo/k rduhdksa tSls okWV~l ,si]
Qslcqd bR;kfn lks'k« ehfM;k ds lk/kuksa ls izkIr gksrk gSA turk ds feedback ds vuqlkj jktuhfrd n«
,oa ljdkj vius uhfr ,oa ,tsaMs dk fuekZ.k ,oa iquZfuekZ.k djrs gSA

lwpuk ÿkafr dh bu ldkjkRed Hkwfedkvksa ds lkFk gh blds dqN udkjkRed mi mRikn Hkh
vfLrRo esa vk x;s gSaA lwpuk ÿkafr ds ;qx esa lwpukvksa dk vEckj «x x;k gSA bu lwpukvksa esa dkSu&lh
lwpuk lgh gS vkSj dkSu lh lwpuk x«r gS] bldk irk djuk ikBdksa ds f«, pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z gSA lks'k«
ehfM;k ls vkus ok«h vusd lwpuk,sa >wBh] lkEiznkf;d tkrh; fo}s"k ,oa mUekn iSnk djus ok«h] ekc
f«fpax dks mdlkus ok«h] naxk HkM+dkus ok«h vkSj vQokg QS«kus ok«h gksrh gSA ;g lekt esa dVqrk]
oSeuL; ,oa fgalk dks tUe nsrh gSA bl izdkj dh lwpuk, dbZ ckj jktuhfrd n«ksa ds IT CELL }kjk vius
vkdkvksa ds funsZ'k ij tkucw>dj jktuhfrd «kHk «sus ds f«, izlkfjr ,oa izokfgr dh tkrh gSA

jktuhfrd n«ksa }kjk lks'k« ehfM;k ds ekf«dksa ls] ftuds ikl muds ;wtlZ dh xksiuh; tkudkfj;ka
gksrh gS] /ku nsdj ;g xksiuh; lwpuk,sa jktuhfrd tksM+&rksM+ ,oa jktuhfrd «kHk ds f«, izkIr djus dh
[kcjs [kkl ppkZ dk fo"k; jgh gSA bu lwpuk dk iz;ksx jktuhfrd n« pqukoh j.kuhfr cukus gsrq djrs gSaA
bl izdkj ls xksiuh; tkudkfj;ksa dk «hd gksuk xSj dkuwuh vuSfrd ,oa futrk ds vf/kdkj dk mY«a?ku gSA
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Hkkjr ds orZeku jktuhfrd ifjn`'; esa ekl ehfM;k ds lk/kuksa dks fu;af=r dj fdlh [kkl jktusrk dk
efgekeaMu ,oa fdlh vU; jktusrk dk pfj= guu ledk«hu Hkkjrh; jktuhfr dk lokZf/kd pfpZr eqÌk gSA

lwpuk ds izokg ,oa izlkj ls lacaf/kr pqukSfr;ka «ksdrkaf=d 'kklu ,oa lekt dks foœr ,oa
det+ksj dj jgh gSA bu pqukSfr;ksa ls ;Fkk'kh?kz fucVuk vR;ar vko';d gSA blds f«, vku «kbZu lwpuk dh
fuxjkuh gsrq jsxq«sfVax vFkkfjVh cuk, tkus dh vko';drk gSA fdUrq bl izdkj ds fdlh jsxq«sfVax vFkkfjVh
ds lkFk ;g leL;k gS fd ;g laLFkk «ksxksa dh futh ftanxh esa rkd&>kd ,oa mudh xksiuh; lwpukvksa dk
nq:Ik;ksx u djus «xsA Hkkjr dh orZeku dsUÊ ljdkj lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vf/kfu;e esa cn«ko djus dh
rS;kjh dj jgh gSA blds rgr ,slh O;oLFkk dh tk,xh ftlls lks'k« ehfM;k ij vQokg] naxs QS«kus ,oa
lkEiznkf;d tkrh; fo}s"k iSnk djus ok«ksa dh igpku dj mu ij dk;ZokbZ djus ds mik; fd;s tk,xsaA ge
vk'kkfUor gS fd ,sls vf/kfu;e ,oa fu;ked laLFkkvksa ds ek/;e ls lwpukvksa ds nq:Ik;ksx ij izHkkoh jksd
«xk;h tk ldsxhA

lanHkZ

1- vks-ih- xkck % jktuhfrd flºkUr dh :i js[kk] e;wj isij cSDl] uks,Mk
2- nSfud tkxj.k % nSfud lekpkji=A
3- fgUnqLrku] nSfud lekpkjA
4- vej mtk«k % nSfud lekpkji=A
5- The Hindu, Daily News Paper

6- Economic Times, Daily News Paper

7- Times of India, Daily News Paper

8- bafM;k VwMs] ubZ fnY«hA
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lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vkSj fgUnh
vpZuk flag

lkjka'k

lkekftd ifjorZuksa dk ifg;k dHkh Fkek ugha gSA 21oha lnh esa lkekftd ifjorZu dk lcls egŸoiw.kZ ?kVd
lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh us lkekftd O;ogkj] lksp] laLdkjksa ds lkFk&lkFk d«k] lkfgR; o Hkk"kk dks Hkh izHkkfor
fd;k gSA vkt lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ekuo tkfr dk vge~ fgLlk cu pqdh gS] ftlds fcuk ge fdlh Hkh izdkj
ds fodkl dh dYiuk ugha dj ldrsA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vkSj lekt ,d flDds nks ig«w dk :i «s pqds
gSaA ftls v«x djds ugha ns[kk tk ldrkA vkt fo'o esa Hkkjr o fgUnh dks tks ubZ igpku o eqdke gkfl«
gqvk gS og lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dh nsu gSA vkt fofdihfM;k (bulkD«ksihfM;k) fo'odks'k esa lEiw.kZ
tkudkjh fgUnh esa mi«C/k gSA okLro esa fgUnh lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds ia[k «xk dj iwjs fo'o esa iV« ij Nkus
dh {kerk j[krh gSA

lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vk/kqfud ;qx esa lEiw.kZ fo'o dks ,d dqVqEc ds :i esa izLrqr dj jgh gSA
dEI;wVj o bUVjusV vkfn ds ek/;e ls lwpuk ds {ks= esa ÿkfUr dk vkxeu gqvk gSA fodkl dh izfÿ;k esa
fgUnh Hkk"kk ds :i vkSj fLFkfr esa Hkh ifjorZu vk;k gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh us fgUnh ,oa rduhd dks ikl «kus
dk o vU; cksf«;ksa o Hkk"kkvksa dks ,d nwljs ds utnhd «kus o muesa iz;qDr 'kCnko«h o lekurkvksa dks
lkeus «kus dk iz;kl fd;k gS vkSj ;g izfÿ;k lrr~ iz;Ru'kh« gSA Hkkjr dh lkekftd laLœfr dks O;Dr
djus dh fn'kk esa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk lgkjk «sdj cgq&vk;keh fgUnh dk :i vkSj fu[kjk gSA esjs erkuqlj
lkfgR; dk dsUÊ thou&ewY; ,oa laosnuk gksrh gS rks lapkj ek/;e lkfgR;dkj dks uohure Lo:iksa] lk/kuksa
ls ;qDr cuk dj j[krs gSaA ^Jh cz„ Lo:i 'kekZ* lkfgR; ,oa lapkj ek/;eksa ds fj'rksa dh xgu foospuk
djrs gq, f«[krs gSa& flthou&ewY; fparu ls izsfjr lkfgR;] lapkj ek/;eksa dks «ksdksUeq[kh] «ksdfgr fpard
cuk, j[krk gS vkSj lapkj ek/;e lkfgR; dks orZeku lanHkks± ls ;qDr j[krk gSAfi «s[kd us lkfgR; vkSj lapkj
ek/;eksa dks ijLij lg;ksxh ekuk gS] D;ksafd nksuksa gh orZeku lekt dk Kku djkrs gSaA bl izdkj fgUnh Hkk"kk
vkSj lwpuk&izkS|ksfxdh dk xgu rk«es« gSA

vk/kqfud izkS|ksfxdh us lapkj ek/;eksa dks og 'kfDr iznku dh gS ftlds dkj.k os lekt dks u
dso« lwpuk,° ;k euksjatu iznku dj jgs gSa oju mls ,d uohu fn'kk Hkh ns jgs gSa] lekt ds lkaLœfrd
fodkl esa viuk iw.kZ ;ksxnku ns jgs gSaA vk/kqfud ;qx esa lkekftd ifjorZuksa dk lcls egŸoiw.kZ ?kVd
izkS|ksfxdh gS ftlds flºkUrksa dk iz;ksx tulk/kkj.k ds thou dks lq[kh djus ds f«, gksrk gSA ubZ oSKkfud

,lksfl,V izksQslj] fganh foå dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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[kkstksa o ;U=ksa ds vkfo"dkjksa dk izHkko lkekftd thou ij iM+rk gSA ^vkxZcu* us jsfM;ks ds vkfo"dkj ds
gksus ok«s 150 ifjorZuksa dk mY«s[k fd;k gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds c<+rs izHkko ds dkj.k euq"; ds dkedkt
ds rjhds esa gh ugha mlds fj'rksa vkSj ewY;ksa esa Hkh ifjorZu gqvk gSA fodkl dk bl izfÿ;k esa fgUnh Hkk"kk ds
:i vkSj fLFkfr esa Hkh ifjorZu vk;k gS] D;ksafd vkfndk« esa vkSj e/;dk« esa /khjs&/khjs Lora=rk dk vkHkkl
djus ok«h fgUnh bl ;qx esas jktHkk"kk vkSj jk"V™ Hkk"kk ds :i esa viuh {kerkvksa dks gh izLrqr ugha dj jgh
oju~ fo'o Lrj ij ifjorZuksa dks Lohdkj djrs gq, vkt bUVjusV dh Hkk"kk cu xbZ gS vkSj fo'o Lrj ij
laoknksa dk ek/;e cu dj viuh izxfr dk vkHkkl djk jgh gSA

Hkk'kk izrhdksa dk leqPp; gksrh gS og lEisz"k.k ds vfrfjDr vU; {ks=ksa esa Hkh foLrkfjr gksrk gSA tks
Hkk"kk le; ds lkFk ugha p«rh og 'kh?kz gh iru dh vksj vxzlj gks tkrh gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds ;qx esa
fo'o dh dbZ Hkk"kkvksa dk vfLrRo [krjs esa gS ijUrq fgUnh Hkk"kk us vius vfLrRo dh j{kk djrs gq, viuk
fodkl fd;k gSA vkfn dk« ls «sdj vkt rd fgUnh Hkk"kk vuojr xfr'kh« gSA fgUnh Hkk"kk dh ;g egŸkk
gS fd mlus vusd Hkk"kkvksa ds 'kCnksa dks vius esa lekfgr dj f«;k gSA fons'kh Hkk"kkvksa ds vla[; 'kCn vius
LokHkkfod :i esa fgUnh esa izos'k dj jgs gSa rFkk fgUnh ds O;ogkfjd i{k esa ifjorZu djk jgs gSaA vkt fgUnh
dh 'kCn lEink ij ge xkSjo dj ldrs gSaA bUVjusV ds ;qx esa izkphu o uohurk dk ;g ;ksx gesa ifj«f{kr
gksrk gSA izflº «s[kd lfPpnkUn flUgk ds fopkjkuqlkj flvxj ge uohurk ds mUekn esa cg u tk,a rks
Hkfo"; ds lekt esa bUVjusV vkSj cS«xkM+h vius {ks= esa lkFk&lkFk l{kerk ds izrhd cudj p«
ldrs gSaAfi «s[kd ds vuqlkj lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds ;qx esa fgUnh dks lrZd jgus dh vko';drk gSA fgUnh
dks rduhd ds lkFk dh vko';drk gS vkSj lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dks fgUnh ds O;kid vkSj fo'kk« oxZ dh ftls
iw°thoknh oxZ cktkj* dh laKk nsrs gSaA cktkjokn ds bl ifjos'k esa ^mRikn* dks «qHkkouk cukdj miHkksDrk
ds le{k izLrqr djus esa Hkkjrh; Hkk"kk,° fo"ks'kr% fgUnh foKkiu dh loZJs"B Hkk"kk flº gks jgh gSaA

fgUnh tulapkj dh Hkk"kk gSA Hkk"kk dk Lo:i dHkh ,d leku ugha jgrkA izkS|ksfxdh ds dkj.k
blesa oSKkfud vkSj rduhdh lUnHkZ Hkh tqM+ tkrs gSa ;gh lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vkSj fgUnh ds fj'rksa dks izLrqr
djrk gSA lapkj ek/;eksa ,oa rduhd dk lkFk «sdj fgUnh l'kDr gqbZ gSA fgUnh fo'o dh 'kh"kZ vkSj vxz.kh
Hkk'kkvksa esa ls ,d gS cktkjhdj.k  ds vk/kkj ij vkt fons"kh pSu«ksa vkSj dEifu;ksa esa Hkh vius cktkj dks
c<+kus ds f«, izpkj&izlkj dk ek/;e fgUnh Hkk'kk dks pquk gS vkSj fgUnh foKkiuksa ds ek/;e ls «ksxksa ds fn«ksa
rd igq°pus dk iz;kl fd;k gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dks lcls egŸoiw.kZ «kHk fgUnh dks vUrjkZ"V™h; eap ij
O;kid Lrj ij vorfjr gksus dk fe«k gSA fgUnh easa 'kCn lalk/ku dk dk;Z djus ds f«, vkt cktkj esa ftLV
dkMZ] ftLV 'kS«] lqf«fi] vkœfr] 'kCn jRu] ,-ih-,l-] «hi vkWfQl] v{kj QkWj foaMkst] lqfoMksat]
iz'kkld] f«fidkj vkfn lk∂Vos;j mi«C/k gSA vk;qZfoKku] okLrq'kkL=] xf.kr] T;ksfr"k] œf"k] izca/ku]
ouLifr 'kkL=] u{k= foKku vkfn vusd fo"k; fgUnh esa i<+s i<k;s tk jgs gSaA izkS|ksfxdh] oSKkfud] rduhd
vk/kkfjr fo"k;ksa ds iBu ikBu ds f«, l{ke 'kCnko«h vkt fgUnh esa ekStwn gSA foKku ,oa izkS|ksfxdh ij
vk/kkfjr dbZ i=&if=dk,sa fgUnh esa izdkf'kr gks jgh gSa vkSj fgUnh dk «xHkx iw.kZ lkfgR; ,d fD«d esa
baVjusV ij ekStwn gSA bUVjusV ij dbZ ,slh osclkbV gS tgk° turk dh Hkk"kk esa turk dks uohure Kku mi«C/
k dj;k tk jgk gSA dbZ fo'o fo|k«;ksa esa  ̂ e«VhehfM;k «SaXost «Sc* dh lgk;rk ls nqfu;k dh fdlh Hkh
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Hkk"kk dks fgUnh esa vuqokn djds i<+k tk ldrk gSA Hkkjr ljdkj] jkT; ljdkj] vU; ljdkjh] xSj ljdkjh
laLFkk,sa fgUnh ,oa izkS|ksfxdh ds c<+rs laca/kksa dks Lohdkj djds blds foLrkj ds f«, u;s&u;s mik; dj jgh
gSA f'k{kk ea=k«; }kjk xfBr ^ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnko«h vk;ksx* HkkSfrdh] tho foKku] jlk;u foKku] izk.kh
foKku] bathfu;fjax] fpfdRlk 'kkL=] dEI;wVj rFkk vU; rduhdh foHkkxksa esa fgUnh dh ikfjHkkf'kd 'kCnko«h
dk fuekZ.k dj jgk gSA lu~ 1973 ls vc rd bl fn'kk esa cgqr cM+k dk;Z gks pqdk gSA bu lHkh iz;klksa dk
mÌs'; fgUnh dh Hkk"kkxr ,oa lajpukxr fnDdrksa dks nwj djuk gSA ljdkjh {ks= esa jktHkk"kk] foËkk;h vk;ksx]
fof/k ea=k«;] fo/kk;h foHkkx] oSKkfud vkSj rduhdh 'kCnko«h vk;ksx vkfn laLFkk,° fgUnh 'kCnksa ds i;kZ;
rS;kj djds 'kCnko«h dk xBu dj jgh gSaA bu lcdk mÌs'; fgUnh dks fiNM+us ls cpkuk gSA oLrqr% fgUnh
lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds lg;ksx ls vf/kd le`º vkSj rhoz xfr ls pgqeq[kh fodkl dh vksj vxzlj gSA fo'o
Q«d ij fgUnh (nsoukxjh f«fi esa) ds izos'k ls ÿkafrdkjh ifjorZu gqvk gSA Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa] fo"ks'kr%
nsoukxjh f«fi dks tks mi«fC/k gkafl« gqbZ og bUVjusV dh nqfu;k esa Lo.kkZ{kjksa esa vafdr gqbZ gSA

lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds fujarj fodkl ls ;g ckr Lohdk;Z gS fd vkxkeh o"kks± esa Hkkjr dh x.kuk
vxziafDr ds ns'kksa esa gksxhA Hkkjr ,d fo'kk« cktkj Hkh gS] vr% lwpuk rduhd fgUnh dks viukus dks etcwj
Hkh gSA ;g lc O;olkf;d izfr}fUnrk] «kHkdkjh O;oLFkk ,oa fgUnh ds xkSjoe;h lkeF;Z'kkf«rk o leUo;
dh Hkkouk ds dkj.k laHko gks jgk gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds lkFk fgUnh esa u;s nkSj dk izkjaHk gks x;k gSA Kku
dh bl 'kk[kk us fgUnh dks oSf'od Lrj ij ubZ igpku o Lo:i iznku fd;k gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk lkFk
f«, fgUnh vc jktHkk"kk] jk"V™Hkk"kk vkSj lEidZ Hkk"kk ugha jg x;h gS oju~ vkt fgUnh fo'oO;kih vknku&iznku]
lwpuk lEizs"k.k rFkk ubZ izkS|ksfxdh dh Hkk"kk gks xbZ gSA vkt fgUnh] ubZ Hkk"kkbZ lkSUn;Z&f'kYi ,oa vius u;s
d«soj ds lkFk fo'o iV« ij viuk LFkku fuf'pr dj jgh gSA gj Hkk"kk ds 'kCn f«, o c<+rs lEidZ o
;dk;d lwpuk foLQksV ds dkj.k ;g izfÿ;k vkSj Hkh rhoz gks jgh gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds dkj.k fgUnh dk
oSf'od t;?kks"k gks jgk gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds lkFk fe«dj fgUnh cks«h ls Hkk"kk] jk"V™Hkk"kk vkSj vUrjkZ"V™h;
Hkk"kk rd lQj r; dj viuh igpku cuk jgh gS rFkk Hkkjr dh lfn;ksa iqjkuh mfDr ^olq/kSo dqVqEcde~*
dks pfjrkFkZ dj jgh gSA

fu"d"kZr% lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vk/kqfud ;qx dh egŸoiw.kZ mi«fC/k gS vkSj fgUnh lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh
ds ia[k «xkdj laiw.kZ fo'o iV« ij Nk tkus dh {kerk j[krh gSA fgUnh dk ;g ifjn`'; fgUnh dh rkdr
dks ifj«f{kr djrk gS vkSj fgUnh dks fo'o Hkk"kk cukus esa vxzlj djrk gSA

lanHkZ

1- lapkj vkSj lapkj ek/;e & MkW- pUÊ izdk'k feJA
2- lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh fof/k;k° & th-,- «q.McxZA
3- Hkkjr esa foKku vkSj izkS|ksfxdh ds u;s vk;ke & ukVk.kh ih-,u-
4- lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vkSj lekpkj i= & jfoUÊ 'kqD«k
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f'k{kk ,oa lks'kÇ ehfM;k

jru flag
lkjka'k

lekt es fo|k«; ,d ,slh laLFkk ds #i esa fo|eku gS tks vkSipkfjd f'k{kk dk vko';d ,oa 'k'k‰ vax
gSA ijUrq ns'k dh ,d cM+h tula[;k tks f'k{kk ÁkIr djuk pkgrh gS vius Hkj.k iks"k.k gsrw dke dkt es
O;Lr jgus ds dkj.k fdlh Hkh vkSipkfjd laLFkk esa f'k{kk ÁkIr djus ds f«;s ukekadu ugha djk ikrs gSa muds
f«, lks'k« ehfM;k ,d ojnku dh rjg lkfcr gqvk gSA vkWu«kbu ikBÓÿeksa ds lekt ds fuEu rcds ls
«sdj mPp rcds rd lcdks f'k{kk ds volj ÁkIr gks jgs gSaA lks'k« ehfM;k Qslcqd] okV~l ,si] V~foVj]
tSls lks'k« usVodZ ds mi;ksxdrkZvksa dh la[;k vjcksa esa gSA 20 o"kZ ls Hkh de le; es Qslcqd] okV~l ,si]
V~foVj vkfn lks'k« usVodZ dks mi;ksx djus ok«s O;f‰;ksa dh la[;k <kbZ vjc ls T;knk gSA Qslcqd dh
vfËkdkfjd fjiksVZ ds vuqlkj 14 tq«kbZ 2018 rd vds«s Hkkjr es Qslcqd ds ,fDVo lnL; 241 fef«;u
igq°p x;h gSA

lks'k« ehfM;k dh gkfu;ksa dh vis{kk «kHk vR;kfËkd gksus ds dkj.k mls f'k{kk ds lkËkuksa es
lfEef«r djus dh vko';drk vku iM+rh gSA

lfn;ksa ls fo|k«; lekt eas ,d egŸoiw.kZ laLFkk ds #i esa fo|eku gSA lekt ds fodkl es
fo|k«;ksa dh Hkqfedk vR;ar egŸoiw.kZ gSA 'kSf{kd fopkjdksa euksoSKkfud fo}kuksa ,oa nk'kZfudksa us f'k{kk dks
rhu Hkkxksa esa foHkkftr fd;k gS& vkSipkfjd f'k{kk] xSj&vkSipkfjd f'k{kk] vukSipkfjd f'k{kk tgk° vkSipkjhd
f'k{kk dk l'k‰ ek/;e Ldw«h f'k{kk gS ogha orZeku le; esa xSj&vkSipfjd f'k{kk dk l'k‰ ek/;e baVjusV
o lks'k« ehfM;k curk tk jgk gSA bldh ckuxh blh ckr ls ns[kh tk ldrh gS fd ;fn orZeku le; es
,d«O; dh dYiuk dh tk, rks ,d«O; tSlk n`< ladfYir vkSj ,dkxz Nk= cM+h lj«rk baVjusV ;k O;kid
eq∂r vkWu«kbu ikBÓÿe ds }kjk viuk f'k{kd ik ldrk gS rFkk vius «{; dh vksj vxzlj gks ldrk gSA
;fn n`<+ ladYi gks vkSj «xu ls dk;Z fd;k tk, rks ,d fu%'kqYd vkWu«kbu ikBÓÿe ls Hkh lQ«rk ds
u;s }kj [kks«s tk ldrs gSaA tc«iqj ds l=g o"khZ; veks« Hkkos us ,slk dj fn[kk;kA 14 ekpZ 2013 dks
veks« dks lqpuk fe«h fd ,e-vkbZ-Vh- (eslpÓwlsV~l baLVhVÓwV vkWQ VsDuks«kWth) ds eqd (WWW-EKD-

O R G ) ds ifjiFk vkSj Electronics dh ikBÓÿe es 97% vad ÁkIr djus ds i'pkr~ mls ,e-vkbZ-Vh- esa
«s f«;k x;k gSA

vHkh gk« gh esa ,ukdqZ«e LVs'ku ij dw«h dk dke djus ok«s JhukFk] js«os LVs'ku ij mi«CËk eq∂r

vflLVsaV ÁksQslj & ch-,M~- dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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okbZ QkbZ lqfo|k dk «kHk mBkrs gq;s baVjusV ds tfj;s i<+kbZ djds dsj« ifC«d lfoZl deh'ku (ds-ih-,l-
lh-) dh f«f[kr ijh{kk ikl dj «h gSA blds f«;s og fdrkcksa ds <sj es ugha [kks;s cfYd vius [okc dks
iwjk djus ds f«;s mUgksaus LekVZ Qksu vkSj b;jQksu dks viuk gfFk;kj cuk;kA

Kku dh ÁkfIr vkSj fdlh fo"k; es xgjkbZ ls v/;;u ds f«;s vc ;g vko';d ugha jgk gS fd
f'k{kk ds ikjaifjd vkSj vkSipkfjd laLFkkuksa dh gh 'kj.k «h tk, vkt lHkh fo"k;ksa ij vkWu«kbu lkexzh
cgqrk;r es mi«CËk gS dksbZ Hkh Nk= fdlh Hkh fo"k; es egkjr gkfl« dj ,slh Áflfº ik ldrk gS ftldh
lkekU; :i es dksbZ O;f‰ dYiuk Hkh ugha dj ldrkA vkbZ-lh-Vh (lwpuk lapkj Áks|kSfxdh) vk|kfjr
lks'k« ehfM;k ds vk tkus ls f'k{kk esa uokpkj dh xfr es rsth vk;h gSA fiN«s «xHkx lkS o"kks± esa
vkSipkfjd f'k{kk ds lanHkZ es dksbZ cM+k cn«ko ugha vk;k gS f'k{kd] Nk=] d{kk] ikBÓÿe] ijh{kk vkSj
Áek.k i= «xHkx oSls ds oSls gh gS cfYd f'k{k.k fofËk;k° rkSj rjhds vkfn Hkh tl ds rl cus gSaA chloha
lnh ds vUr esa tc ls baVjusV lsok de [kphZ«h eksckb« Vs«hQksu lsok ds dkj.k loZ= ,oa loZO;kih gqbZ
gS f'k{kk es u;k eksM+ vk;k gSA lks'k« ehfM;k tks mPp cSaMfoM~Fk baVjusV ls dusDV dj lkexzh dks fofoËk
#iksa esa Ánf'kZr djrk gS dks O;kid foLrkj fe«k gSA

eSa tc lks'k« ehfM;k 'kCn dk mY«s[k djrk gw° rks esjk rkRi;Z dso« Qslcqd] okV~l ,si] V~foVj
rFkk ;q&V~;qc ls gh ugha gS cfYd esjk rkRi;Z ,d ,slh vkbZ-lh-Vh- vkËkkfjr dE;wfuVh ls gS tgk° mi;ksxdrkZ
}kjk lkexzh dks lkFk ñlkFk rS;kj fd;k tk ldrk gS] lk>k fd;k tk ldrk gS vkSj mls ,d u;k «{; fn;k
tk ldrk gSA

egŸoiw.kZ Á'u gS fd D;k vkbZ-lh-Vh- vkËkkfjr lks'k« ehfM;k f'k{kk ds f«;s vPNk gS\ vesfjdh
«s[kd fudks«l dkj viuh iqLrd flfn 'kS«kst% OgkV n baVjusV bt Mqbax vkoj czSalfi esa baVjusV ds fojksËk esa
dgrs gSa fd baVjusV gekjs ekSf«d #i ls /;ku dsafÊr djus vkSj lkspus dh {kerk dks detksj cuk nsrk gS
baVjusV Ëkhjs&Ëkhjs gesa «Ecs le; rd i<+us rFkk /;ku dsafÊr djus ds v;ksX; cuk nsrk gSA

tks «ksx bu rdks± ls vlger gS mudk dguk gS fd rF;ksa fd xq.koŸkk dh igpku vkSj Nkuchu
egŸoiw.kZ tUetkr j.kuhfr;ka gSa tks vkt ds lqpuk ckgqY; le; es vfuok;Z gSA blls cgqr lkjh lwpukvksa
es ls dke dh ckr Nk°Vus es vklkuh gksrh gSA f'k{kk dk mÌs'; fdlh ,d fo'ks"k {ks= ;k fo"k; es Kku ÁkIr
djuk gksrk gS rkfd ml fo"k; dks Bhd ls le>k tk lds rFkk mlesa fuiq.krk ÁkIr dh tk lds f'k{kk ds
mÌs';&Kku vtZu] Kku ds {ks=ksa es xgjh le>] fuiq.krk ftlls l`tukRedrk] uokpkj vkSj eqY; lao|Zu
gksrk gks] rks fuf'pr #i ls lks'k« ehfM;k ls «kHk gksrk gSA

lsB xkSM+ohu us viuh iqLrd flLVkWi LVhf«ax M™hEl&OgkV bt Ldw« Qkjfi esa dgk gS fd fo|k«;
fcanqvksa dks ,d= djus ds f«;s ugha cfYd tksM+us ds f«;s gksrs gSA lks'k« ehfM;k mi;ksxdrkZ ds fcanqvksa dks
tksM+us es enn djrk gSA

lks'k« ehfM;k foospuk vksj vfHkO;f‰ dh 'kf‰ ds fodkl dk Hkh ,d ÁHkko'kk«h eap gS fopkj
eapksa ij cgl] ppkZ,sa vFkok fdlh lkexzh ij viuh fVIi.kh vafdr djus ls vusd fo"k; vPNh rjg le>
esa vkrs gSa lks'k« ehfM;k dh eYVhehfM;k Áœfr gesa fofHkUu Ádkj ls vfHkO;f‰ djus dk volj Ánku djrh
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gS mi;ksxdrkZ vius fo"k; dh leL;k ds fo"k; esa vius fopkj] ohfM;ks] dgkuh vFkok fVIi.kh fdlh Hkh
#i es O;‰ dj ldrs gSA

lkFk fe«dj v/;;u dh xfrfofËk;ksa dks lks'k« ehfM;k ds ek/;e ls ,d v«x ≈apkbZ Ánku dh
tk ldrh gSA lks'k« ehfM;k uohu lanHkks± esa Kku dk Á;ksx ,oa uohu lekËkkuksa dh [kkst rFkk ;ksX;rk dks
ij[kus dh csgrj iºfr gSA Nk=ksa dks vius Kku dks Ánf'kZr djus dk volj fn;k tkuk pkfg,A lks'k«
ehfM;k bldh vuqefr Ánku djrk gSA lks'k« ehfM;k dh Áœfr eYVhehfM;k gksus ds dkj.k ;g Kku dks
vfHkO;‰ djus ds f«;s f«f[kr lkexzh C«kWx] ÁLrqfrdj.k] dgkfu;k° rFkk ohfM;ks tSls vusd ek/;e
mi«CËk djkrk gSA

f'k{kk esa lks'k« ehfM;k lfEef«r djus ls Nk= dks ck· :i ls Ásfjr gksdj vkxs c<+us dh Ásj.kk
fe«rh gS lks'k« ehfM;k vkËkkfjr xsEl Hkh ldkjkRed ÁHkko Mk«rs gS c'krsZ og ,d O;lu u cu tk, nqj
njkt ds f'k{kdksa dks lks'k« ehfM;k ds ek/;e ls tksM+uk vR;kfËkd «kHknk;d gks ldrk gSA blls
vË;kidksa dks vius fopkjksa vkSj vuqHkokas ds vknu Ánku dk lqvolj ÁkIr gksxkA

fu"d"kZ & lks'k« ehfM;k es «xu'kh« o vius fo"k; ij ÁHkko j[kus ok«s f'k{kdksa dks «ksdfÁ;
f'k{kd es cn«us dh Hkh {kerk gS] tks «k[kksa «ksxksa dks f'kf{kr dj ldrs gSaA lks'k« ehfM;k vkËkkfjr f'k{kk
esa visf{kr ifj.kke Ánku djus dh mPp {kerk gS vkSj Hkkjr tSls fo'kk« tula[;k ok«s ns'k es lHkh ds f«;s
f'k{kk tSlh pqukSrh ls viuh de [kphZ«h lajpuk ds dkj.k fuiV ldrh gSA

f'k{kd& Áf'k{k.k esa Hkh lks'k« ehfM;k ds eYVhehfM;k Lo:i ds dkj.k Nk=&v/;kidksa dks
lw{e f'k{k.k vkfn ls lEcfUËkr fofM;ks] «s[k bR;kfn vklkuh ls ÁkIr gks tkrs gaS tks Nk= v/;kidksa gsrw
«kHkdkjh ,oa fgrdkjh gksrs gSaA

f'k{kk es lks'k« ehfM;k ds «kHk] mldh gkfu;ksa ls vfËkd gS blf«;s lks'k« ehfM;k dks f'k{kk ds
lkËkuksa es 'kkfe« fd;k tk ldrk gS tks orZeku le; es vko';d Árhr gksrk gS lkFk gh f'k{kk es lks'k«
ehfM;k ds Á;ksx ds gkfudkjd ig«wvksa ds Áfr lpsr jguk Hkh vfr vko';d gSA lks'k« ehfM;k esa de
[kphZ«h] lkoZHkkSe Áœfr] okrkZ«ki] lke¥tL;] vis{kk ij [kjk mrjus dh f'k{kk dh tks lEHkkouk,sa fufgr
gSaA os Hkkjr esa f'k{kk dks u;s vk;ke Ánku djus es lQ« gks ldrh gSaA

lanHkZ

π MkW- 'kekZ-vkj-,- (2012)& flf'k{k.k rduhdhfi& vkj-«k«- Ádk'ku esjB
π ;kno lrh'k dqekj (2009)& flv/;kid f'k{kk% leL;k o pqukSfr;kafi&Hkkjrh; vkËkqfud f'k{kk] ,u-

lh-bZ-vkj-Vh- ubZ fnY«h
π iar vrq« (2013)& flf'k{kk esa lks'k« ehfM;k% enn vFkok ckËkkfi] ;kstuk ubZ fnY«h
* https/hindi-yourstory-com
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��

iks"k.k ,oa LokLF; ij lwpuk
ØkfUr dk izHkko

ek/kqjh ik«

lkjka'k

ekuo ds lkekU; o`fº ,oa fodkl ds f«, Hkkstu dh vko';drk gksrh gSA Hkkstu ds fcuk ekuo thfor ugha
jg ldrkA ekuo dh rhu vko';d ,oa ew«Hkwr vko';drk,sa gksrh gSa jksVh] diM+k vkSj edkuA ijUrq lcls
ew«Hkwr vko';drk gksrh gS Hkkstu@Hkkstu O;fDr ds thou dks cuk;s j[kusa gsrq vfuok;Z gksrk gSA Hkkstu esa
mi«C/k ikSf"Vd rŸoksa ls ekuo dks iks"k.k izkIr gksrk gS tks fd ekuo thou dks fofHkUu chekfj;ksa ls lqjf{kr
djrk gS ,oa etcwrh iznku djrk gSA mtkZ ,oa 'kfDr Hkkstu ds ek/;e ls izkIr gksrs gSA ikSf"Vd rRo ls Hkjiwj
Hkkstu xzg.k djusa ls O;fDr dk LokLFk; Bhd jgrk gSA ekSle ,oa mi«C/krk ds vuqlkj O;fDr dks vius
Hkkstu esa lHkh izdkj ds HkksT; inkFkZ tSls&vukt] nk«sa] lfCt;k°] Q«] nw/k] v.Mk] esos] olk o 'kdZjk rFkk
ek°l bR;kfn dks 'kkfe« djds LokLF; dks vPNk cuk;k tk ldrk gS D;ksafd LokLF; ds f«;s mfpr ek=k esa
lHkh ikSf"Vd rRoksa dks Hkkstu esa lekfgr gksuk vko';d gksrk gSA mfpr iks"k.k ls O;fDr dh vkSlr vk;q esa
o`fº gksrh gSA ijUrq iks"kd rŸoksa dk Hkkstu ls larqf«r ek=k esa gksuk vko';d gksrk gSaA de ,oa vf/kd ek=k
esa iks"kd rŸoksa dk gksuk O;fDr dks Ik;kZIr iks"k.k iznku ugh djrk gSaA tks fd euq"; ds 'kjhj esa chekfj;kas dk
dkj.k curk gSA lwpuk ÿkfUr ds foLrkj usa ekuo dks vkgkj] iks"k.k] iks"kd rŸo ,oa fofHkUu tkudkfj;ksa dh
vksj ekuo dk /;ku vkdf"kZr fd;k gSA fofHkUu izdkj dh tkudkjh b.VjusV ds ek/;e ls vke vkneh rd
vklkuh ls igqp jgh gSA ftlls O;fDr «kHkkfUor gks jgk gSA

ifjp; &  Hkkstu O;fDr dks 'kfDr] lkgl] LQwfrZ ,oa jksxksa ls nwj j[kusa dh n`f"V ls egŸoiw.kZ gksrk
gSA ekuo ds thou esa vR;ar egŸoiw.kZ dk;Z djus gksrs gSaA 'kfDr] lkgl] vkSj fujksx 'kjhj mldh lQ«rkvksa
vkSj mi«fC/k;ksa dh n`f"V ls vR;f/kd egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk vnk djrk gSA LoLFk ,oa l'kDr 'kjhj dk fuekZ.k
mfpr iks"k.k ij fuHkZj djrk gSA iks"k.k lEcU/kh tkudkjh izR;sd O;fDr dks gksuk vko';d gksrk gSA ftlls
O;fDr vius nSfud fÿ;kd«ki ,oa fofHkUu izdkj ds 'kkjhfjd] ekufld lkekftd] v/;kfRed] lkLœfrd
dk;ks± dks fuoZgu lgh izdkj ls dj ldsaA

iks"k.k&  iks"k.k ls rkRi;Z gS vkgkj lEcU/kh oSKkfud tkudkjhA bldh mRifŸk ew«:Ik ls 'kjhj &
foKku ,oa jlk;u foKku ds la;kstu ls ekuh tkrh gSA O;fDr tks Hkkstu xzg.k djrk gS ml Hkkstu ls O;fDr
ds 'kjhj dks iks"kd rRo izkIr gksrs gS tksfd O;fDr ds vaxksa dh o`fº ,oa jksx izfrjks/kd {kerk bR;kfn fÿ;kvksa

vfl- izksQslj] x`g&foKku] dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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dk fuoZgu djrh gSA Hkkstu gekjs 'kjhj esa gksusa ok«h ≈rdjksa dh VwV&QwV dh ejEer Hkh djusa esa lgk;rk
iznku djrk gS vFkkZr Hkkstu ds }kjk fofHkUu dk;ks± dk ,d lkFk lEiknu fd;k tkuk iks"k.k dg«;sxkA ;fn
Hkkstu es lHkh HkksT; lewgksa dks lEef«r ugha fd;k tkrk gSA rks gesa Ik;kZIr iks"k.k izkIr ugh gks ldrkA Ik;kZIr
iks"k.k ds vHkko esa 'kjhj dh visf{kr o`fº ,oa fodkl vo#º gks tkrk gS ,oa ghurk tfur jksx mRiUu gks
tkrs gSaA vi;kZIr iks"k.k ls 'kjhj fucZ« gks tkrk gSA jDr dh deh gks tkrh gSA vfLFk;ksa dh o`fº ,oa fodkl
dh xfr #d tkrh gSA vkSj 'kjhj ds out esa deh vk tkrh gS us=ksa dh T;ksfr esa deh vk tkrh gSA ,oa ikpu
lEcU/kh jksx mRiUu gks tkrk gS vFkkZr~ Hkkstu esa leLr ikSf"Vd rŸoksa dk lekfgr gksuk vko';d gksrk gSA

ikSf"Vd rRo & Hkkstu og inkFkZ gS ftlesa 'kjhj dh fofHkUu fÿ;ksas dks djusa gsrq ikSf"Vd rRo tSls&
izksVhu] olk ,oa olh; vE« dkcksZgkbMsZV [kfut «o.k foVkfeu ,oa t« gksrs gSA tks 'kjhj fuekZ.k] mtkZ
mRiknu ,ao 'kjhj dh fofHkUu jksxksa ls j{kk djrsa gSA euq"; izfrfnu tks Hkkstu xzg.k djrk gSA mlls v«x&
v«x HkksT; inkFkZ lekfgr gksrs gSA ftlesa v«x&v«x ek=k ,oa izdkj ds ikS"kd rRo O;fDr ds 'kjhj dks
fe« tkrsa gSa D;ksafd lHkh izdkj ds HkksT; IknkFkks± esa ikSf"Vd rRoksa dh fHkUurk gksrh gSA dqN HkksT; inkFkZ fdlh
iks"kd rRo dk mŸke Úksr gksrs gSaA rks lkFk gh nwljs ikSf"Vd rŸoksa dh deha gksrh gSA fdlh ,d HkksT; inkFkZ
esa lHkh iks"kd rRoksa dh ,d lkFk mi«C/krk ugha gksrh gS ikSf"Vd rRoksa dh lHkh Úksrkas ls izkfIr O;fDr dks
larqf«r vkgkj esa gh fe« ldrh gSA larqf«r vkgkj ls O;fDr dks lqiks"k.k izkIr gksrk gS tSls O;fDr dks viusa
Hkkstu esa vukt] nk«sa] gjh lfCt;ka] Q«] esos] nw/k bR;kfn dks lfEef«r djds Hkkstu dks larqf«r fd;k tk
ldrk gS ftlls O;fDr dks mldh vo';drkuqlkj ikSf"Vd rRoksa dh izkfIr gks ldsaA iks"kd rRo og inkFkZ
gS tks 'kjhj dks le`º cukrs gS ;g 'kjhj esa ≈rdksa dk fuekZ.k djrsa gSA 'kjhj dh dksf'kdkvksa esa gksus ok«h
VwV&QwV dh ejEer djrsa gSA ;g 'kjhj dks ≈"ek rFkk ≈tkZ iznku djrk gSA vkSj ;gh ≈tkZ 'kjhj dks lqpk#
:i ls p«kusa ds f«;s vR;Ur vko';d gksrh gSA 'kjhj ds iks"k.k ds f«;s fofHkUu izdkj ds rRoksa  dh
v«x&v«x fÿ;kvksa gsrq vo';drk gksrh gSA 'kkjhfjd iks"k.k ds f«;s nks rRo cgqr gh vko';d gSaaA b±Ëku
rRo ,oa 'kkjhfjd cukoV ,oa rUrq o/kZd rRoA 'kjhj dks ≈tkZ iznku djusa ,oa 'kfDr mRiUu djusa dk dk;Z
b±/ku rRoksa }kjk iw.kZ fd;k tkrk gSA dkcksZgkbZMsV] clk vkSj izksVhu ds dqN Hkkx b±/ku rŸo gSA ≈tkZ iznku
djusa ds lkFk&lkFk ;g lHkh ≈"ek Hkh iSnk djrsa gSA ≈tkZ vkSj ≈"ek iks"k.k ds izrhd gSA ekuo ,oa
tho&tUrq fÿ;k 'kh« jgrs gSA fÿ;k'kh«rk dh voLFkk esa muds 'kjhj esa dksf'kdkvksa esa VwV&QwV gksrh jgrh
gSA tksfd thoËkkfj;ksa ds }kjk xzg.k fd;s x;s Hkkstu esa mi«C/k iks"kd rŸoksa ds ek/;e ls iw.kZ gksrh gSaA ftu
rŸoksa ls 'kjhj ds vo;o 18 ls 20 o"kZ dh vk;q rd cursa gSa mUgh rŸoksa ls 'kjhj ds Œkl dh iwfrZ gksrh gS
vkSj LkkFk&lkFk 'kjhj dh o`fº Hkh gksrh gSA 'kkjhfjd dksf'kdkvksa dh VwV&QwV ,oa ejEer dk dk;Z Hkkstu
ls IkzkIr izksVhu ds ek/;e ls gksrh gS b±/ku rŸo ls dS«jh izkIr gksrh gSA Hkkstu esa foVkfeu vkSj [kfut rRokas
dk fo'ks"k egŸo gSA vfirq dS«jh Hkh Hkkstu esa viuk v«x egŸo j[krh gSaA b±/ku rŸo ≈tkZ mRiUu djus
isf'k;ksas dks fÿ;kfUor djusa esa rFkk 'kjhj ds fofHkUu vaxksa ds dk;Z esa viuk ;ksxnku iznku djrsa gSA 'kjhj dh
dqN fÿ;k;sa ,slh gSa tks f'kfFk« vkSj lqlqIr voLFkk esa gksrh gSa bu fÿ;kvksa gsrq b±/ku rŸoksa ls 'kjhj dks ≈tkZ
≈"ek izkIr gksrh jgrh gS tks dS«jh uke ls tkuh tkrh gSaA

vkgkj dk dkckZsgkbM™sV olk ,oa izksVhu dk «xHkx 50 izfr'kr Hkkx 'kjhj dks ≈"ek iznku djrk gSA
dkcksZgkbMs™V ipus ds ckn 'kjhj esa X«wdkst ,oa X«kbZdkstu ds :i esa mi«C/k gksrk gSA izfrfnu ds vkgkj esa
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izksVhu dk vk/kk Hkkx b±/ku ds :i  esa [kpZ gksrk gSA fo"ke ifjLFkfr;ksa esa tc 'kjhj dk dkcksZgkbMs™V ,oa olk
lekIr gks tkrs gSa rc isf'k;ksa dk izksVhu ?kq«&?kq« dj ≈"ek iznku djrk jgrk gSA

iks"k.k 'kjhj dh vkœfr ,oa vkdkj dks izHkkfor djrk gS tc fd oa'kkuqÿe  'kkjhfjd <°kps ,oa
cukoV dh lhek dks fu/kkZfjr djrk gSA okrkoj.k 'kjhj ds vkdkj dks vf/kdre lhek rd c<kusa esa lgk;d
;k ck/kd gksrk gSA iks"k.k esa HkksT; inkFkks± ds ifjoZru ek= ls gh ck«dksa dh o`fº esa vUrj eglwl fd;k tk
ldrk gSa ;fn izkjfEHkd o`fºdk« esa gh mfpr iks"k.k dk vHkko gksrk gSa rks 'kjhj dk fodkl vojksf/kr gks
tkrk gSa vkSj thou esa iqu% ,slk volj ugh vkrk gSa fd mldh iwfrZ dh lEHkkouk gksA bl izdkj dh viw.kZrk
;k nks"k dks nwj ugh fd;k tk ldrkA bl izdkj dh viw.kZrk esa nsk"k iw.kZ vkœfr vO;ofLFkr nk°r bR;kfn
dfe;k° ns[kusa dks fe«rh gSa ftudks lq/kkjk ugh tk ldrkA dbZ izdkj ds jksxksa dks tSls vojks/kd {kerk dh
deh] iks"k.k dh U;wurk tfur jksx tSls& vuhfe;ka] LdchZ] csjh&csjh vkfn dks Ik;kZIr ,oa iks"k.k ;qDr  HkksT;
inkFkks± ds }kjk nwj fd;k tk ldrk gSA

larqf«r vkgkj & larqf«r vkgkj og Hkkstu gSA ftlesa lHkh ikSf"Vd rŸo mfpr vuqikr esa
mifLFkr gksA ftruk fd ,d O;fDr dks ,d fnu esa vko';drk gSA larqf«r vkgkj ls gekjs 'kjhj dks
vko';d o mfpr ek=k esa ≈"kek mRiknd rksM+&QksM+ dh ejEer djusa ok«h 'kjhj dh fÿ;kvksa dks
lapkf«r vkSj fujksx djua ok«s ikSf"Vd rŸoksa dh mfpr HkksT; inkFkks± ds }kjk izfrfnu izkfIr gksrh gS vFkkZr~
lHkh HkksT; ?kVd larqf«r ek=k esa rFkk 'kjhj dh vko';drk vuqlkj vkgkj esa mifLFkr gksaa vkgkj dks
larqf«r djusa ds f«;s mŸke lk/kuksa ds  mfpr iz;ksx ls HkksT; inkFkks± dk vkgkj esa mifLFkr gksuk vko';d
gSA

'kjhj dks 'kkjhfjd o`fº] ekfUkld o`fº] jksxksa ls 'kjhj dh j{kk] jksx izfrjks/kd {kerk rFkk 'kkjhfjd
laLFkkuksa ij fu;a=.k j[kuk larqf«r vkgkj dk mÌs'; gksrk gSA larqf«r vkgkj dks vR;Ur mŸke vkgkj ekuk
tkrk gSa ekuo LokLFk; ds vuqlkj Hkkstu esa mfpr ek=k esa izksVhu] olk] dkscksZgkbMs™V] [kfut «o.k rFkk t«
o foVkfeUl dk Hkkstu esa mifLFkr jguk vfuok;Z gSA larqf«r vkgkj esa L=h ,oa iq#"k oxZ ds f«;s
v«x&v«x iks"kd ewY; gksrs gS fdlh Hkh O;fDr dk larqf«r vkgkj mldh vk;q] f«ax] 'kjhj dk vkdkj]
dk;Z ,oa ifjJe] ekSle ,oa t«ok;q ij fuHkZj djrk gSA

LokLF; & 'kkjhfjd] ekufld] lkekftd #i ls iw.kZrk% fcuk fdlh ijs'kkuh ds gksuk LokLF;
dg«krk gSA LokLF; dk vFkZ v«x&v«x «ksxksa ds f«;s v«x&v«x gksrk gS «sfdu lkoZtfud ;k
lkoZHkkSSfed n`f"Vdks.k dh Ckkr djsa rks viusa vki dks LoLFk dgus dk vFkZ gS viusa thou dh lkekftd]
'kkjhfjd] HkkoukRed] ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds lkFk lQ«rk iwoZd lke¥tL; cuk;s j[kusa dh {kerkA vkt ds le;
esa viusa vki dsk LoLFk j[kusa ds f«;s cgqr lkjh rduhd mi«C/k gks pqdh gSaaA LoLFk O;fDr jkst ejkZ dh
xfrfof/k;ksa ls fuiVusa ds f«;s {kerk j[krk gSA

fo'o LokLF; laxBu ds vuqlkj LokLF; dh ifjHkk"kk fuEu izdkj gS & LokLF; flQZ jksx ;k
nqcZ«rk dh vuqifLFkfr gh ugha cfYd ,d iw.kZ 'kkjhfjd] ekufld vkSj lkekftd [kq'kgk«h dh fLFkfr gSA

vk;qoZsn esa vkpk;Z pjd ds vuqlkj LokLF; dh ifjHkk"kk fuEu izdkj ls gS ftl O;fDr dk ekal /
kkrq lEkizek.k esa gkss] ftldk 'kkjhfjd xBu leizek.k esa gks ftldh bfUÊ;ka Fkdku ls jfgr lqn`<+ gksa] jksxksa dk
c« ftldks ijkftr u dj lds ftldk 'kjhj Hkw[k] I;kl] /kwi 'kfDr dks lgu dj lds ftldk 'kjhj
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O;k;ke dks lgu dj lds ftldh ikpu 'kfDr lekoLFkk esa dk;Z djrh gks ftlds 'kjhj esa p;&mip;
fÿ;k,sa leku gksrh gks ,sls «{k.kksa ok«s O;fDr dks vkpk;Z pjd us LoLFk ekuk gSA

LokLF; dk vk/kqfud n`f"Vdks.k& LokLF; dh ns[kjs[k dk vk/kqfud n`f"Vdks.k vk;qosZn ds lexz
n`f"Vdks.k ds foijhr gaS v«x&v«x fu;eksa ij vkËkkfjr gS vkSj iwjh rjg ls foHkkftr gSA vk/kqfud ;qx esa
ekuo 'kjhj dks ,d e'khu dk ntkZ fn;k x;k gSaA 'kjhj ds fofHkUu vax fofHkUu iqtks± ds :i esa fo|eku ekus
tkrs gSaA jksxksa dks 'kjhj :ih e'khu ds iqtksZ dh [kjkch ds :i esa ns[kk tkrk gSA nsg dh fofHkUu izfÿ;kvksa
dks tSodh; ,oa vk.kfod Lrj ij le>k tkrk gSA ew« :i ls LokLF; ds fofHkUu ?kVd gSa & 'kkjhfjd
LokLF;] ekufld LokLF;] HkkoukRed LokLF;] lkekftd LokLF;] laKkukRed LokLF;] vk/;kfRed
LokLF; ,oa lkLœfrd LokLF;A 'kkjhfjd :i ls iw.kZRk;k% lgh gksuk lHkh rjg ls jksxksa ls eqDr gksuk
'kkjhfjd :i ls LoLFk gksuk gS mfpr vkgkj ;kstuk ,oa lHkh rjg ds iks"kd rŸoksa ds ek/;e ls 'kjhj dks
iw.kZr% LoLFk j[kk tk ldrk gSA O;fDr dk ekufld vkSj HkkoukRed LokLF; Hkh Bhd gksuk vko';d gksrk
gSA gekjk ekufld LokLF; ew« :i ls ftl rjg ls ge eglwl djrs gSaA v«x&v«x ifjfLFkfr;ksa lksprs
gSa vkSj fLFkfr dks fu;af=r djrs gSaA vPNs ,oa fu;af=r ekufld LokLF; gsrq O;fDr dks ;ksxk O;k;ke ,oa
esMhVs'ku bR;kfn dk lgkjk «suk pkfg;sA vPNh ,oa ldkjkRed fopkj/kkjk viukuh pkfg;s ,oa ruko eqfDr
jguk pkfg;s lkekftd LokLF; dk rkRi;Z vPNh O;ogkj dq'k«rk gSA lekt ,oa O;fDr ds chp vkilh es«
tks« lkekftd LokLF; dks bafxr djrk gS lkekftd LokLF; lekt esa vius nksLrksa] iM+ksfl;ksa] fj'rsnkjksa
vkSj vU; «ksxksa ds lkFk ikjLifjd lEcU/kksa dks laokjus vkSj cuk;s j[kus dh {kerk j[krk gSaA lkekftd
LokLFk mfpr :i ls dk;Z djus vkSj fofHkUUk lkekftd ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vuqdw« gksus ds f«;s fdlh fdlh
O;fDr dh {kerk n'kkZrk gSA lkekftd LokLF; gsrq izHkkoh lapkj dkS'k«] izHkkoh :i ls laokn djuk] eS=h
iw.kZ ,oa ldkjkRed fopkj ,oa O;ogkj] ÿks/k izcU/kd dh d«k] lkekftd lekjksg esa lgHkkfxrk ,oa vPNs
Jksrk gksuk vko';d gksrk gSA tc ,d O;fDr dk efLr"d lHkh ekufld izfÿ;ksa dks dq'k«rk ls fu"ikfnr
djrk gS rks og O;fDr laKkukred :Ik ls LoLFk ekuk tkrk gS vk/;kfRed LokLF; dks cuk;s j[kus ds f«;s
O;fDr dks le; ij vkRe fujh{k.k ,oa vius fopkjksa ij Ë;ku dsfUÊr djuk pkfg,A ;ksxk] izkFkZuk] /;ku ,oa
xgjh 'oWkl «sus dk vH;kl djuk pkfg,A lkaLœfrd LokLF; ew«:Ik ls ,d f'k{kk vuq'kklu gS tks mfpr
lkaLœfrd lwpukvksa ds ckjsa esa f'kf{kr djrk gSA ;g vUrj lkaLœfrd {kerk dks lanfHkZr djrk gS tks izHkkoh
lkaLœfrd lapkj LFkkfir djusa ds f«;s vko';d gSaA

LokLF; dk fu/kkZj.k vkuqokaf'kdrk okrkoj.k] thou 'kS«h] lkekftd vkfFkZd fLFkfr] f'k{kk]
O;olk;] jktuSfrd O;oLFkk ,oa LokLF; lsok;as bR;kfn ds }kjk gksrk gSA

izR;sd O;fDr dks ekufld ,oa 'kkjhfjd xq.k dqN gn rd mlds xq.k lw=ksa dh izxfr ls fuf'pr gksrs
gS tksfd vfHkHkkodksa ds xq.klw=ksa ds la;ksx ls larku dks izkIr gksrs gSaA xq.klw=ksa dh lajpuk ckn esa ifjofrZr ugha
gksrh gSa xq.klw=ksa dh [kjkch cgqr lh chekfj;ksa dks mRiUu djrh gaS tSls& gheksQhf«;k] p;kip; lEcUËkh jksx
bR;kfnA vr% LokLF; dh fLFkfr xq.klw=ks dh lajpuk ij fUkHkZj djrh gSaA

fgIiksjsV~l ig«s fopkjd Fks ftudk ekuuk Fkk fd ekSle t« ,oa Hkkstu o gok dk izHkko O;fDr
ds LokLF; ij viuk vlj fn[kkrk gSa 'kkjhfjd ?kVd] tho oSKkfud ?kVd] ekufld o lkekftd ?kVd
,d O;fDr ds LokLF; dks izHkkfor djrs gSaA ftldk lh/kk izHkko O;fDr ;k ekuo thou ij gksrk gSaA
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okrkoj.kh; vuqdw«rk gksus ij O;fDr viuh 'kkjhfjd o ekufld {kerkvksa dk Hkjiwj iz;ksx dj ldrk gSA
LoLFk jgus ds f«;s LoLFk thou 'kS«h dh vko';drk gksrh gS ikSf"Vd Hkkstu] i;kZIr uhan]

'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k;k°] O;k;ke] ;ksxk bR;kfn ds ek/;e ls LoLFk jgk tk ldrk gSA LokLF; esa izR;sd O;fDr
dh thou 'kS«h ,oa bldks fUkf'pr djus ok«s dkjd 'kkfe« gksrs gaSA orZeku fnuksa esa LokLF; leL;kvksa dks
fo'ks"kRk;k fodkl'kh« ns'kksaa esa ifjofrZr thou 'kS«h ds LkkFk tksM+dj ns[kk x;k gSA

Lkekftd] vkfFkZd fLFkfr Hkh O;fDr ds LokLF; dks izHkkfor djrh gSaA O;fDr dh lkekftd
vkfFkZd fLFkfr;ksa dks vkfFkZd Lrj] f'k{kk ,oa O;olk; izHkkfor djrs gSSaA vkfFkZd Lrj f'k{kk ,oa O;olk;
ijLij tqMs+ gq, gSaA O;fDr dh thou ;kiu lEcU/kh xq.koŸkk] jgu lgu dk Lrj] ÿ; {kerk ,oa lqfo/kkvksa
dk miHkksx mlds vkfFkZd Lrj ij fuHkZj djrk gS fUkEu thou LRkj ,oa mPpLrjh; thou nksuksa esa jksxksa dh
lEHkkouk gksrh gSA ij mudk dkj.k v«x&v«x gksrk gSA fuEu Lrjh; ifjokj iks"k.k dh deh ds dkj.k
chekjh ls xzflr gksrs gSa ogha mPpLrjh; ifjokj vuqfpr thou 'kS«h ds dkj.k jksxksa dk f'kdkj gksrs gSaA bl
izdkj lkekftd vkfFkZZd LRkj O;fDr ds LokLFk dks izHkkfor djrk gSA f'k{kk Hkh LokLF; ds ns[kjs[k ds Lrj
dks izHkkfor djrh gSA f'kf{kr ,oa vf'kf{kr ukjh ds Tkhou ;kiu dk rkSj rjhdk v«x&v«x gksrk gSA
f'kf{kr ukjh ifjokj ds O;fDr;ksa ds LokLFk; ,oa jgu lgu ds izfr ltx gksrh gSa ,oa leL;kvksa dks mRiUu
gksus ls cpkrh gSA O;olk; Hkh LokLF; ls tqM+k gqvk gSA dkedkth ,oa lEiUu ifjokjksa esa LokLF; lEcU/kh
leL;k,sa de ik;h tkrh gS D;ksafd O;fDr jgu lgu ds Lrj ,oa thou 'kS«h esa lke¥tL; cukdj j[krk gS
,oa ekufld o lkekftd LokLF; Hkh Bhd j[krk gSA

LokLF; lsok;sa & LokLF; lsokvksa dk «{; «ksxksa ds LokLF; dk Lrj lq/kkjuk gSA ifjokj ,oa
LokLF; dY;k.k lsok;sa] lkeqnkf;d ,oa O;fDrxr LokLF; lsok;sa ekuo thou dks LokLF; lEcU/kh lgk;rk
iznku djus esa lgk;d gksrh gSA ;s lHkh lsok;sa chekjh dk b«kt ,oa mudh jksdFkke ,oa LoLFkrk dks c<kok
nsusa esa lgk;d gSA LokLF; lEcU/kh tkudkjh Hkh ,oa izFkfed mipkj o jksdFkke lEcU/kh tkudkjh Hkh
izlkfjr djrh gSA ljdkjh vLirk«ksa esa chekfj;ksa dh tk°p o b«kt eq∂r b«kt eqgS;k djk;s tkrs gSA

;fn ge Lo;a dks LoLF; o nq:Lr j[krs gSa rks ge nSfud thou ds nckoksa dk lkeuk djus ds f«;s
'kkjhfjd ,oa ekufld o lkaosfxd :i ls vPNh rjg ls rS;kj jgrs gSaA gekjh lkalksa dk izfr:i gekjh
ekufld lkaosfxd fLFkfr dks ifj«f{kr djrk gSA

jk"V™h; iks"k.k lIrkg izfro"kZ 1 ls 7 flrEcj dks izfro"kZ euk;k tkrk gSA bl vfHk;ku dk eq[;
mÌs'; LokLF; ds f«;s iks"k.k ds egŸo ds ckjs esa tkx:drk iSnk djuk gS D;kasfd iks"k.k mRikndRkk] vkfFkZd
fodkl rFkk jk"V™h; fodkl ij bldk nwjxkeh izHkko iM+rk gSaA Hkkjr tSls fodkl'kh« ns'k dh eq[;
leL;kvksa esa ls ,d gS dqiks"k.kA dqiks"k.k ls ,d frgkbZ ls vf/kd cPpksa dh e`R;q gks tkrh gSA lEiw.kZ fo'o
esa rhu dqiksf"kr cPps esa ls ,d cPpk Hkkjr dk gksrk gS dqiks"k.k dk euq"; ds LokLF; ,oa fodkl ij
izfrdw« izHkko iM+rk gSA

orZeku le; esa iks"k.k lEcU/kh tkudkjh ,oa tkx#drk ls Hkkjrh; ekuo dks voxr djkuk
vko';d gS ljdkj }kjk iks"k.k lEcU/kh tkx#drk gsrq iz;kl fd;s tk jgs gSA flfeM&Ms eh«fi izksxzke iks"k.k
Lrj (ck«dkas gsrq) esa lqËkkj lEcU/kh ;kstuk ds f«, ,d iz;kl gSA vk/kqfud le; esa lks'k« ehfM;k] baVjusV
ds ek/;e ls O;fDr;ksa dks viuh leL;kvksa dh tkudkjh mi«C/k gks tkrh gS ,oa HkksT; inkFkkZs ls izkIr gksus
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ok«s iks"k.k lEcU/kh tkudkjh mi«C/k gksus ,oa mudks mi;ksx esa «kusa dk rkSj rjhdk lEcU/kh Kku izkIr gks
tkrk gSA lwpuk ÿkfUr fofHkUu izdkj dh tkudkjh ekuo rd ig°qpkusa esa lQ« Hkwfedk fUkHkk jgk gS ijUrq bl
ckr ls Hkh badkj ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS fd bu lHkh tkudkfj;ksa dk nq#i;ksx Hkh ekuo }kjk fd;k tkrk gS
lwpuk ÿkfUr ds ek/;e ls fpfdRlk] f'k{kk] euksfoKku] d«k] vkS|ksfxd {ks=ksa esa Hkjiwj tkudkjh dks izkIr
fd;k tk ldrk gS vkSj ge «kHkkfUor gks ldrs gSaA

lUnHkZ

1- th-ih- 'kSjh] vkgkj ,oa iks"k.k ds flºkUr  i`-la- 3&12
2- ≈"kk VUMu & vkgkj ,oa iks"k.k ds flºkUr i`- la- 5] 22&23
3- baVjusV
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��

lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ,oa ehfM;k esa fgUnh % ,d foe'kZ
thr flag

lkjka'k

orZeku ;qx lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ,oa ehfM;k dk izxfr'kh« ;qx gSA lwpuk vusd lzksrksa ls ladf«r ,oa izlkfjr
dh tkrh gSaA fizUV ehfM;k vkSj b«SDV™kfud ehfM;k nksuksa gh lwpuk ÿkfUr ds l'kDr ek/;e gS bu nksuksa
ekË;eksa us orZeku eas lEiw.kZ fo'o dks ,drk ds lw= esa ck°/k fn;k gSA lEiw.kZ fo'o lkaLœfrd vknku&iznku
dh izfÿ;k ds lkFk&lkFk fgUnh Hkk"kk fofue; dh izfÿ;k ls Hkh tqM+ x;k gS] vds«s Hkkjr esa gh ljdkjh
mRikn ds lkFk&lkFk futh dEifu;ksa dk mRikn vkSj fons'kh dEifu;ksa dk mRikn Hkkjr ds cktkjksa esa izHkkoh
cu x;k gSA loZ fofnr gS fd lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh us tuekul dh txk:drk] fHkUurk] lwpuk laxzg.k]
ekufld ewY;kadu] iz;ksx/kfeZrk] vkfFkZd ,oa lkekftd fodkl] mRiknu ds izfr :>kku fuekZ.k ds fofoËk
lzksr mi«C/k djk, gaSA

b«sDV™ksfud ek/;e ds vUrxZr jsfM;ks ,d fof'k"V lLrk ,oa lq«Hk] iqjkru lk/ku gS tks 'kCn dh
Jo.kh;rk dh xgjh igpku nsrk gS bruk gh ugha og eqfÊr ek/;e dh vis{kk vf/kd rhozrk ls ns'k ds
vkUrfjd {ks=ksa rd lans'k igq°pkus esa vf/kd leFkZ gqbZ gSA iqjkru le; esa V™k°ftLVj lwpuk ÿkfUr dk ,slk
dne Fkk ftlus jfM;ks dks vke turk dh ÿ;'kfDr ds vuq:Ik cuk fn;kA ;g lR; gS fd 21oha lnh ds
iwokZºZ esa gh jsfM;ks ÿkfUr ,oa lwpuk ÿkfUr esa vkew« pw« ifjorZu fd;k Fkk tks vkt Hkh laxhr ukVd :id
okrkZ vkSj fofHkUu izdkj ds euksjtau ds {ks= esa turk ds oxZ esa viuh Hkwfedk LFkkfir dj pqdh gSA laxhr
d«k] ukVd] :id] LokLF; ,oa ifjokj dY;k.k] œf"k [ks«dwn ,oa ,Q-,e- ds vfrfjDr pquko izpkj ds
{ks= esa viuk ;ksxnku fn;k gSA(1)

lwpuk izks|kSfxdh esa ÿkfUr dk nwljk izeq[k lzksr nwjn'kZu gSA nwjn'kZu ds }kjk lapkj dk J`O;&n`';
dk ek/;e gS tks lekt esa vf/kd ilan fd;k tkus ok«k lapkj dk lk/ku cukA vkt Hkkjr esa nwjn'kZu ds
«xHkx 35 lSVs«kbV pSu« gSa ftlds 20 nwjn'kZu pSuYl gS] tks cgq&mÌs'kh;] cgqHkk"kh ,oa cgqvk;keh gS blesa
lEiw.kZ fo'o mixzg usVodZ ls lekpkj] [ks«dwn] laxhr] f'k{kk ,oa euksjatu ds {ks= esa vius eu dh fiiklk
,oa ftKkalk dk 'kkUr djrs gSaA

tulapkj izkS|ksfxdh ds {ks= esa eYVhfeMh;k dh vo/kkj.kk ds lkFk dEI;wVj lwpuk rduhd dk
uohure ek/;e gh gSA ;g okLro esa ,d ,slk ,dhœr vfHkd«u ifjos'k gS tks vkadM+ksa ds fofo/k izk:iksa dks
xzg.kdj lgh rFkk 'kh?kz vkda«u djrk gSA dEI;wVj }kjk fo"k; oLrq] ltho fp=.k js[kh; xzkfQ;r] Ëofu;k°
,uhes'ku ,oa n`'; rŸo lHkh dh izkfIr gesa ;FkkLFkku izkIr gks tkrh gSA bUVjusV us rks eYVhehfM;k esa viuh

,lksfl,V izksQslj] fgUnh] dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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v«x gh /kwe epk nh gSA bUVjusV us lEiw.kZ fo'o dks cgq&mÌs'kh; ,oa cgq&vk;keh ds u, vk;ke fn, gS
blh ds Q«LOk:Ik vkt vusd fo'ofo|k«;ksa ,oa f'k{k.k laLFkkuksa esa dEi;wVj ek/;e ls f'k{k.k fn;k tkrk
gS nwjLFk f'k{kk ds f«, Hkh ;g ,d mi;qDr ek/;e gSA orZeku esa eYVhehfM;k lqfo/kkvksa dks O;kid
tuleqnk; rd igq°pkrs gq, lwpukvksa dks b«SDV™fudhdj.k fd;k tk jgk gSA nwjLFk f'k{kk ds f«, ;g ,d mi;qDr
ek/;e gS ftlds dkj.k vku«kbZu vkj{k.k] vku«kbu «kbZlsal] uohuhdj.k vku«kbZu e«VhehfM;k ds :Ik
esa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh uohure ,oa izksUUkr :Ik ifj«f{kr gks jgk gS tSls& VS«SDl] Vs«hfizUVj] czkMcS.M]
fofM;ksQksu] QSDl] dso« Vh-oh-] C«kx] gkbZLihM es« lfoZl] bZes«] lS«w«j] istj] Vs«h ÿkQSflax vkfnA(2)

C«kfxax U;wehfM;k dh vf}rh; ifj?kVuk ds :Ik esa LosPNk ls Lohdkj gks jgh gSA bUVjusV ds izHkko'kk«h
vuqiz;ksx C«kfxax us vke «ksxksa dh vfHkO;fDr vkSj jpukRedrk dks Bksl vkSj lkFkZd eap fn;k gSA ;g ,d ,slk
eap gS ftlesa vfHkO;fDr fdUgha lhekvksa] otZukvksa] vkpkj lfgrkvksa ;k vuq'kklu esa dSn ugha gSA

C«kfxxa dk 'kkfCnd vFkZ gS& fpÎkdkjh vFkkZr cs«kx ;k cs«kx «ikV dk lh/kk lkfgR; tks ekuo ds
vUrxZr dk dke djrk gSA C«kWx ls vfHkizk; ,slh Mk;jh ls gS tks fd uksVcqd esa ugha cfYd baVjusV ij j[kh
tkrh gSA ;g ,d ,slh Mk;jh gS tks viuh Lo;a dh ugha cfYd lc dh gSA vFkkZr~ fujUrj jph tk jgh gS foËkkvksa
ds nLrkost dk ,d ,slk iz;kl gS tks O;fDrxr gksrs gq, Hkh lkekftd gSA(3)

vc ikBd dk «{; Hkh rhozxfr ls cn« jgk gS vkt dk ikBd d«sok i=dkfjrk ls djrk gS
nksigj dk Hkkstu lkfgR;dkj dh fnup;kZ fHkUu gksrh gS vkSj gksuh Hkh pkfg, og lqcg lqfopkjksa ls] nksigj
mlds 'kks/k fpUru ls rFkk jkf= mlds lq[kn ifj.kke ls O;rhr gksuh pkfg,A

C«kWx dks lkexzh fdlh i`"V la[;k dh lhek ugh gS ;g vuUr vkSj vUrghu gks ldrh gSS ;k pkj
'kCnksa dh Hkh gks ldrh gS «sfdu ;g lR; gS fd ;g cgqvk;keh vkSj cgqLrjh; gks ldrh gSAA C«kWx fdlh
izcU/ku ra= dh fu;U=.k esa ugh gS vkSj u gh fdlh lEiknd dh lgefr dh vko';drk blf«, C«ksxksa dh
Hkk"kk cks«h cU/ku ls v«x gSA ;g fo/kk rks jhfr eqDr dfo ?kukuUn ds dkO; lkfgR; dh rjg gSA (4)

ohfM;ksQksu iz.kk«h iz.kk«h ,slh O;oLFkk gS ftlesa O;fDr dh vkokt gh ugh cfYd mldk fp= Hkh
ns[kk tk ldrk gS bl izfÿ;k esa ,d dSejk vkSj ohfM;ksa Lÿhu tqM+h gksrh gSaA Vs«hQksu fe«krs gh dSejk pk«w
gks tkrk gS vkSj fo|qr ladsrksa ds ek/;e ls vkokt vkSj fp= «{; O;fDr rd igq°pk, tkrs gaSA Vs«hdk›Slhxa
ls nks ;k nks ls vf/kd LFkkuksa ij rhu ;k rhu ls vf/kd O;fDr vkil esa fopkj foe'kZ dj ldrs gSaA (5)

lks'k« ehfM;k us fgUnh lkfgR; dks ,d u;k f{kfrt iznku fd;k gS [kkldj Qslcqd us «ksxksa ds
lkeus ,d foLr`r dSuokl j[k fn, vkSj lcus vius euekus jaxksa ls bls ltkuk 'kq: fd;kA tks vkt Hkh tkjh
gSA blesa Hk«k lkfgR;dkj D;ksa ihNs jgrs mUgksusa Hkh vius 'kCnksa esa jx Hkjs bl ij cs'kqekjA fo'ks"kr% ,sls
lkfgR;kdkj tks fganh lkfgR; esa eBk/kh'kh ds f'kdkj jgs ;k fQj fdlh rjg dh xqVCkkth esa dHkh ugh jg ik,
mUgsa viuk lkfgR; ,d fo'kk« ikBdoxZ rd igqpkusa dk lqugjk volj lks'k« ehfM;k us mi«C/k djk;kA

ugha gksrk rks eSa vkSj vU; izfrHkk,sa tks blds ek/;e ls «xkrkj ijoku p<+ jgh gSa] xqeukeh ds vaËksjs
esa gh dgha nQu gks tkrhA vkHkkjh g°w eSa Qslcqd dh tSlk fd eSus ns[kk vkSj le>k Qslcqd us laiw.kZ
lkfgfR;d txr dks ,d eap ij «k fn;k gSA vkt «s[kd@dfo vius ikBdksa ds utnhd igq°p jgs gSaA ikBd
muls mudh jpukvksa ds ckjs esa fcuk fdlh ck/kk ds ckrsa dj jgs gSA bruk gh ugh lkfgR;dkjksa] laikndksa rFkk
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izdk'kdksa dh vkilh nwfj;kaW de gqbZ gS lHkh ,d nwljs dks le>us dh dksf'k'k dj jgs gSA ;g ,d ,slk lq[kn
cn«ko gS tks lkfgR; ds lqugjs Hkfo"; ds izfr vk'oLr djrk gSA

lks'k« ehfM;k dk gh ,d ifjLœr :Ik gS izfrf«fi MkWV dkWe tks vkt ,d lkFk lkFk Hkkjrh;
Hkk"kkvksa ds lkfgR; dks «xHkx nks djksM+ ikBdksa rd «xkrkj igq°pk jgk gS vkSj ;g lc gks jgk gS Qslcqd ds
ek/;e ls ghA

fganh lkfgR; esa ges'kk ls gh lquus esa vk jgk gS fd lkfgR; ds ikBd fujarj de gks jgs gSa «sfdu]
izfrf«fi ij izdkf'kr lkfgR; ds ikBdksa dh cM+h la[;k bl Hkze dks rksM+ jgh gSA vkt «ksx i<+ jgs gaS vkSj [kwc
i<+ jgs gaS og Hkh viuh Hkk"kk esa (cpiu ls vaxzsth ek/;e esa i<+s ;qokvksa dh cM+h la[;k gS izfrf«fi ikBd ds
:Ik esa) bruk gh ugha eq>s vius dke ds nkSjku dqN ,sls izlaxksa ls nks&pkj gksuk iM+k gS fd vxj mldk ftÿ
u d:° rks ;g «s[k iw.kZ ugha gksxk fdlh rduhdh nks"k ds dkj.k dqN ikBd vksiu dj ugh i<+ ik jgsaA(6)

okV~l ,i] ;wV~;wc vkSj V~ohVj ij viuh rjg ls lkfgR; dk izpkj&izlkj gks jgk gSA okV~l ,i xzqi
esa lkfgR;lkj ,d&nwljs dh jpuk,sa i<+ mudh [kwfc;ksa& [kkfe;ksa ij ppkZ dj Lo;a dks ekat jgs gS rks nwljh
vksj V~ohVj ij ikBdx.k vius fiz; «s[kdksa ds fopkj i<+ izR;qŸkj Hkh ns jgs gSaA ;wV~;wc ij Hkh dgkfu;ksa vkSj
dforkvksa ds dbZ vkWfM;ks&ohfM;ks rS;kj gks jgs gSaA ftUgsa ns[kus&lquus ok«s Hkh cgqrk;r esa gSA

;g fu%lansg dgk tk ldrk gS fd lks'k« ehfM;k vkt lkfgR;  izpkj& izlkn esa cgqr cM+h Hkwfedk
fuHkk jgk gS tks fuf'pr :Ik ls lkfgR; vkSj lkfgR;dkj nksuksa ds f«, leku :Ik ls «kHkdkjhA (7)

fganh lkfgR; dso« psgjk ugha gS cfYd ns'k] nqfu;k] lekt] O;oLFkk O;fDr] etnwj] etcwj]
fnO;kax lfgr pj&pjkpj ds ,d&,d psgjs dh >qfjZ;ksa dks i<+us] jpus] O;fDr djus] O;aftr djus dk uke
gSA lkfgR; lnSo vius eq[kMs ls varjs vkSj vkf[kj rd ckaW/kdj j[kus dk uke gS lekt dh /kkjk,sa tSls& tSls
cn«h gSa Bhd oSls&oSlh gh lkfgR; us vius dgus ds vankt dks cn«k gS exj psgjs ds ml Bksliu dks
cjdjkj j[kk gS tgk° rd lks'k« ehfM;k dk lok« gS ;g u, nkSj dk ,d ek/;e Hkj gS rduhd ij vk/kkfjr
pht rduhd tSlh gh gks ldrh gSA ,d {k.k dks peRœr djsxhA nwljs gh i« xk;c gksrh tku iMs+xhA
xk;c gksus cuus ds e/; esa lkfgR; gh LFkkbZ gSA bl fLFkjrk ds f«, dkxt&d«e dk la;ksx cgqr t:jh gSA
l'kks« gksdj f«[kus ok«s Hkh Nius ds f«, NViVkrs gSA Nius ds ckn gh mudh lkfgfR;d Jà[k«k laHko gSA

lkfgR; esa g«p« ;qxksa ls cuh jgh gS esjs [;k« ls lkfgR; dk dksbZ Hkh ,slk nkSj ugha jgk gS tc
lkfgfR;d lqxcqxkgV us ,d g«p« u iSnk dh gks\ dHkh fdlh rjg dk fookn rks dHkh vYV™k&ekMuZ
f«Vjspj dk izos'k rks dHkh ns'k ls ckgj tkdj f«[kus ;k «kSVus ds ckn f«[kus dh ckr gh D;ksa ugha jgh gksA
fueZ« oekZ ls «sdj cgqrsjs uke fxuk, tk ldrs gSaA jfLdu ckW.M vkt Hkh f«[k jgs gSA Luksok ckuksZ vkt
Hkh jgL; esa jgdj f«[k jgh gSaA i<+h tk jgh gSA ikBd ialn dj jgs gSa eq>s ugh «xrk fd lkfgR; esa txg
cukus ds f«, fdlh [kkl eap dk fgLlk gks tkuk t:jh gSa d«e esa u,iu dh [kq'kcw gh lcls t:jh pht
gSA 'kksj ls lkfgR; dk fj'rk gS Hkh vkSj ugha Hkh gS lkfgR; us lnSo le; ds uCt dks VVks«k gSA mlh ds
vuq:Ik vius dks j[kk gSA ;g j[kus ok«s ds ≈ij fuHkZj djrk gSA fd og mls fdl rjg ls ns[krk gSA

fdlh jpuk ds dk«t;h cus jgus dh ,d gh otg gks ldrh gS og gS jpuk esa Bgjko vkSj
fdLlkxksbZA ckdh Q«d pkgs ftruk Hkh QS«k f«;k tk,A mldh ifjf/k mlds ikBd gh gksrs gSaA ;qxksa ig«s tc
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e'khu dk vkfo"dkj ugaha gqvk Fkk rc Hkh lkfgR; FkkA ek/;e eq[keqÊk Fkh le; ds lkFk bldk LFkku js[kkfp=ksa
us «h] mlds ckn dkxt us vkt lks'k« ek/;e us «sus dh dksf'k'k dh gSA «sfdu ml dksf'k'k dks rc >Vdk
«x tkrk gS tc jpuk ds Nius vkSj ikBd ds gkFk esa igq°pus dh ckr vkrh gSA lkfgR; esjs thou dk vk/kkj gS
;g u gksrk rks esjh viuh dksbZ igpku gh u gksrhA esjh jpuk gh esjs «ksxksa ds chp dh dM+h gSA(8)

lks'k« ehfM;k vkSj lkfgR; dks «sdj tc ge mu «ksxksa ls fe«s] ppkZ NsM+h rks cgqr dqN fuFkjdj
lkeus vk;kA ofj"B «s[kdksa dks ,d og oxZ gS tks bu ek/;eksa ij cgqr T;knk lfÿ; gSA tSls eS=s;h iq"ik] mn;
izdk'k] fp=k eqn~x«] xaxkizlkn foe«] vpZuk oekZ] lq/kk vjksM+k] dkR;k;uh] gjoa'k eqf[k;k] fujatu Jksf=;]
ènq«k xxZ] eax«s'k Mcjk«] jes'k mik/;k; tSls reke «s[kdx.k ekStwn gSA blds i{k/kj gSA cgqrsjs ,sls Hkh gS tks
nksuksa dks cjkcjh ds i«M+s esa rkS«rs gSaA vukfedk] ukeoj flag] jktsUÊ ;kno] lq'kh« flºkFkZ] foosd feJ]
lqËkkdj vnhc] vthr dqekj tSls reke d«kdkj ,slk dgrs gSaA vukfedk dgrh gS fd ml ek/;e ij lfÿ;
ugh gwW «sfdu mlds nwljs otZu dks fujUrj i<+rh jgrh gw°A blls u,&u, «ksxksa ds rkSj rjhds ls dqN u;k
vkbfM;k fe« tkrk gSA ,d ,slk oxZ gS tks lkfgR; ds bl edM+tk« dks Lohdkjrk rks gS «sfdu mlls l̀tu dh
xaHkhjk dks udkjrk gSA de le; esa vf/kd izflº gksus dh Hkkouk dks lgh ugha Bgjkrs gSaA vius&vius le;
vkSj nkSj ds mnkgj.k ls muds psgjs ds Hkko esa ,d xoZ fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA tSls dqaoj ukjk;.k] dk'khukFk flag]
dsnkjukFk flag] œ".kk lkscrh] jkts'k tks'kh] 'ks[kj tks'kh] ukfljk 'kekZ] eUuw HkaMkjh] œ".kk 'kekZ] eerk dkf«;k]
fuR;kuUn frokjh fo'oukFk f=ikBh] jkenj'k feJ] fo".kq [kjs lfgr vufxur uke gS tks bl ek/;e dh etcwjh
dks lkfgR; dh ifjf/k ls tksM+dj ugha ns[krs gS cfYd d«e dh rkdr dks Lohdkjrs gSaA
fu"d"kZ

ifjppkZ ds dsUÊ esa fVIi.kh gS ^iz'u ,d] tokc vusd* ds varxZr lks'k« ehfM;k dk vartkZ«u
,d varfoZjks/k dk Hkh dkj.k gS ;g fojks/k oSpkfjdh ls «xk;r l'tu dh xgurk rd gSA vius&vius le;
dh Le`fr esa fNis Je dh vuqxwat Hkh gSA ftl nkSj esa Nius&Nkius vkSj ikBd rd iSB cukus esa lk«kas «x tkrs
Fks] mlh ds nwljs nkSj esa lc dqN i«d >idrs gkfl« gks tkus dh «r us Je'kh« d«e dks dqan fd;k gS
ml dqanrk ls «s[kd dk ,d lewg larks'k izdV djrk gS «sfdu vius le; ds Lof.kZe i«ksa ls uSuksa ds dksjksa
dks Hkh Hkhxks «srk gSA

lUnHkZ

1- nk xkSMlUl VkbEl fnukad 01&15 uoEcj 2008
2- nk xkSMlUl VkbEl fnukad 01&15 uoEcj 2008
3- nk xkSMlUl VkbEl fnukad 16&31 ekpZ 2009
4- nk xkSMlUl VkbEl fnukad 16&31 ekpZ 2009
5- nk xkSMlUl VkbEl fnukad 01&15 uoEcj 2008
6- vktd« &tq«kbZ 2016 i`"B la- 38
7- vktd« &tq«kbZ 2016 i`"B la- 46
8- vktd« &tq«kbZ 2016 i`"B la- 27
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��

lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk f'k{kk ij izHkko
lqeu flag

lkjka'k

lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh ftls vkerkSj ij vkbZlhVh (ICT) dgk tkrk gS dk iz;ksx vDlj lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh
(vkbZ-Vh-) ds i;kZ;okph ds :i esa fd;k tkrk gS «sfdu ;g vkerkSj ij vf/kd lkekU; 'kCnko«h gS] tks
vk/kqfud lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh esas nwjlapkj (Vs«hQksu «kbZu ,oa ok;j«sl ladsrksa) dh Hkwfedk ij tksj nsrh gSA
vkbZlhVh esa os lHkh lk/ku 'kkfe« gksrs gSa ftudk iz;ksx dEI;wVj ,oa usVodZ gkMZos;j nksuksa vkSj lkFk gh lkFk
vko';d lkW∂Vos;j lfgr lwpuk ,oa lgk;rk lapkj djus ds f«, fd;k tkrk gS nwljs 'kCnksa esa vkbZ-lh-Vh-
( ICT) esa vkbZ-Vh- (IT) ds lkFk&lkFk nwjHkk"k lapkj] izlkj.k ehfM;k vkSj lHkh izdkj ds vkWfM;ks vkSj
ohfM;ks izÿe.k ,oa izs'k.k 'kkfe« gksrk gSA bl vfHkO;fDr dk lcls ig«k iz;ksx 1997 esa Msful LVhoaslu
}kjk fczVsu dh ljdkj dks Hksth xbZ ,d fjiksVZ esa fd;k x;k Fkk ,oa lu~ 2000 esa fczVsu ds u, jk"V™h;
ikB~;ÿe laca/kh nLrkostksa }kjk izpkfjr bldk izpkj fd;k x;kA vDlj vkbZlhVh ( ICT) dk iz;ksx flvkbZ-
lh-Vh- ( ICT) jksM eSifi esa ml ekxZ dks lwfpr djus ds f«, fd;k tkrk gS ftls dksbZ laxBu viuh vkbZlhVh
( ICT) t:jrksa ds lkFk viuk,xkA
lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh vkadM+ksa dh izkfIr] lwpuk laxzg] lqj{kk] ifjorZu] vknku&iznku] v/;;u] fMtkbu vkfn
dk;ks± rFkk bu dk;ksZa ds fu"iknu ds f«, vko';d dEI;wVj gkMZos;j ,oa lkW∂Vos;j vuqiz;ksxksa ls lacaf/kr
gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dEI;wVj ij vk/kkfjr lwpuk iz.kk«h dk vk/kkj gSA lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh orZeku le; esa
okf.kT; vkSj O;kikj dk vfHkUu vax cu x;h gSA lapkj ÿkafr ds Q«Lo:i vc b«sDV™kWfud lapkj dks Hkh
lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk ,d izeq[k ?kVd ekuk tkus «xk gS vkSj bls lwpuk ,oa lapkj izkS|ksfxdh Hkh dgk tkrk
gS] ,d m|ksx ds rkSj ij ;g ,d mHkjrk gqvk {ks= gSA

lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh us iwjh /kjrh dks ,d xk°o cuk fn;k gSA blus fo'o dh fofHkUu vFkZO;oLFkkvksa
dks tksM+dj ,d oSf'od vFkZO;oLFkk dks tUe fn;k gSA ;g uohu vFkZO;oLFkk vkf/kdkfjd :i ls lwpuk
ds jpukRed O;oLFkk o forj.k ij fuHkZj gS blds dkj.k O;kikj vkSj okf.kT; esa lwpuk dk egRo vf/kd
c<+ x;k gSaA lwpuk ÿkafr ls lekt ds lEiw.kZ dk;Zd«ki izHkkfor gq, gaSA f'k{kk] LokLF;] O;kikj] iz'kklu]
ljdkj] m|ksx] vuqla/kku o fodkl] laxBu] /keZ vkfn lc ds lc {ks=ksa esa dk;kdYi gks x;k gSA vkt dk
lekt lwpuk dk lekt dg«kus «xk gSA

vk/kqfud ;qx foKku dk ;qx gSA bl ;qx esa O;fDr dks vius lHkh fÿ;k d«ki oSKkfud <ax ls
lEiUu djds vPNs ls vPNk ifj.kke izkIr djus dh vkdka{kk gksrh gSA bl le; ekuo thou dk izR;sd i{k

vflLVsaV izksQslj] fgUnh] jktdh; efg«k egkfo|k«;] [kj[kkSnk] esjB
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oSKkfud [kkstksa o vkfo'dkjksa ls izHkkfor gS] rks Hk«k f'k{kk dk {ks= izkS|ksfxdh ls izHkkfor gq, fcuk dSls jg
ldrk gSA

lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh ( ICT) ds egRo dks ekU;rk iznku djrs gq, ekuo lalk/ku fodkl
eU=k«; us fe'ku nLrkostksa ds vuqlkj vkbZ-lh-Vh- dk iz;ksx f'k{kk eas ,d midj.k dh Hkk°fr fd;k gS]
ftldk mÌs'; mPp f'k{kk esa orZeku ukekadu dh nj tks 15 izfr'kr gS] dks 11oha ;kstuk dh lekfIr rd
c<+kdj 30 izfr'kr djuk gSA ea=k«; us fll'kDrfi uked osc iksVZ« Hkh izkjEHk fd;k gS] tks flou LVkWi f'k{kk
iksVZ«fi gS mPp xq.koŸkk ok«h bZ&fo"k;oLrq lHkh fo'k; {ks=ksa vkSj fo"k;ksa ij ^l'kDr* esa vi«ksM dh
tk;sxhA vusd ifj;kstuk,° lekfIr dh voLFkk ij gS rFkk blls Hkkjr ds f'k{k.k vkSj vf/kxe dh O;oLFkk
esa vkew« ifjorZu vkus dh lEHkkouk gSA

jk"V™h; f'k{kk fe'ku esa lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh ( ICT) ds ek/;e ls fdlh Hkh le; dgha
mPp f'k{kk laLFkkvksa esa lHkh fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds f«, baVjusV ij mPp xq.koŸkk ok«s oS;fDrd vkSj lglfÿ; Kku
ekM~;w«ksa dks mi«C/k djkrs gq, vkbZ-lh-Vh- dh {kerk dk mRFkku djus ds f«, ,d dsUÊ }kjk izk;ksftr
;kstuk dh ifjdYiuk dh x;h FkhA ftlds vUrxZr mPpf'k{kk esa ld« ukekadu vuqikr esa 5 izfr'kr dh
o`fº rFkk mPp f'k{kk esa igqap vkSj xq.koŸkk lqfuf'pr djus ds :i esa i;kZIr gLr{ksi fd;k tk ldsxkA

fe'ku ds nks egŸoiw.kZ vo;o gS (d) fo"k; oLrq dk l`tu rFkk ([k) laLFkkvksa vkSj lh[kus ok«ksa
ds f«, igq°p midj.kksa gsrq izko/kkuA bldk vk'k; fMftV« vUrj dks de djuk gS vFkkZr~ mPp f'k{kk {ks=
esa 'kgjh vkSj xzkeh.k f'k{kdksa@Nk=ksa dh f'k{kk vkSj vf/kxe ds iz;kstukFkZ dEI;wfVax midj.kksa ds iz;ksx ds
dkS'k«ksa esa vUrj dks de fd;k rFkk mUgsa l'kDr cuk;k tks vc rd fMftV« ÿkfUr ls vNwrs jgs gSa vkSj Kku
vFkZO;oLFkk dh eq[; /kkjk esa 'kkfe« gksus esa leFkZ ugha jgs gSaA

nwljh vksj fe'ku «f«r lewgksa ds f«, mPp xq.koŸkk ok«h bZ&fo"k;&oLrq dk fuekZ.k djsxk rFkk
lkFk gh ;g ns'k esa 18000 ls vf/kd dkW«stksa dh dEI;wfVax volajpuk vkSj la;ksturk esa lkFk&lkFk foLrkj
djsxk ftlesa jk"V™h; egŸo ds «xHkx 400 fo'ofo|k«;ksa@ekfur fo'ofo|k«;ksa rFkk laLFkkvksa dk izR;sd
foHkkx 'kkfe« gSA mPp f'k{kk ds vkbZlhVh ds iz;ksx ds «kHk dks fuEu fcUnqvksa ds ek/;e ls Li"V dj ldrs
gSa &
1- vkbZ-lh-Vh- dk f'k{kdksa }kjk f'k{k.k iºfr;ksa eas mi;ksx] vfuok;Z :i ls ikjEifjd rjhdksa dh f'k{k.k

iºfr;ksa esa ekew«h lao/kZu ls «sdj muds f'k{k.k ds n`f"Vdks.k esa vf/kd ekSf«d ifjorZu djus ds f«,
fd;k tk ldrk gSA vkbZ-lh-Vh- dk mi;ksx izpf«r 'kS{kf.kd iºfr;ksa eas lqn`<+hdj.k ds lkFk&lkFk
f'k{kdksa vkSj Nk=ksa ds chp laokn ds rjhds dks lqn`<+ djus ds f«, fd;k tk ldrk gSA

2- f'k{kd ds O;kolkf;d fodkl esa enn ds f«, lrr~ vkSj fu;fer enn vko';d gS og vkbZ-lh-Vh-
ds mi;ksx ds ek/;e ls iznku dh tk ldrh gSA (osclkbVksas] ppkZ lewgksa] bZ&es« leqnk;ksa] jsfM;ksa ;k
Vhoh izlkj.k ds :i esa)

3- f'k{k.k dh lgk;rk ds :i esa vkbZ-lh-Vh- dh 'kq:okr vDlj ,d cM+s ifjorZu ;k lq/kkj izfÿ;k dk fgLlk
gksrh gS] ;g egŸiw.kZ gS fd vkbZ-lh-Vh- ds lQ« iz;ksx dh tkudkjh dks c<+kok fn;k tk;s rFkk bldk
QS«ko fd;k tk;sA
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4- vkbZ-lh-Vh- dk f'k{kdksa }kjk f'k{k.k iºfr;ksa esa mi;ksx] vfuok;Z :i ls ikjEifjd rjhdksa dh f'k{k.k
iºfr;ksa eas ekew«h lao/kZu ls «sdj muds f'k{k.k ds n`f"Vdks.k esa vf/kd ekSf«d ifjorZu djus ds f«,
fd;k tk ldrk gSA vkbZ-lh-Vh- dk mi;ksx izpf«r 'kS{kf.kd iºfr;ksa ds lqǹ<+hdj.k ds lkFk&lkFk
f'k{kdksas vkSj Nk=ksa ds chp laokn ds rjhdksa dks lqn`<+ djus ds f«, fd;k tk ldrk gSA

5- f'k{kd ,d ns'k ds ekuo iwath ds fuekZ.k esa fd, tkus ok«s lokZf/kd egŸoiw.kZ fuos'kksa ds ,d vkSj ,d
,slk ek/;e gS tks u dso« ,d vPNs lk{kj ukxfjdksa dks x<+rk gS cfYd ,d jk"V™ dks rduhdh :i
ls uokpkjh Hkh cukrk gS vkSj bl izdkj vkfFkZd o`fº dh fn'kk esa ekxZ iz'kLr gksrk gSA Hkkjr ds ,sls
vusd dk;Zÿe vkSj ;kstuk,sa tSls eq∂r vkSj vfuok;Z izkFkfed f'k{kk flloZf'k{kk vfHk;kufi] jk"V™h;
lk{kjrk vfHk;ku vkfn f'k{kk iz.kk«h esa lq/kkj «kus ds f«, ljdkj }kjk vkjEHk fd, x;s gSaA

6- f'k{kk ds {ks= esa lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh ds lokZf/kd egŸoiw.kZ ;ksxnkuksa esa ls ,d gS vf/kxE;rk
gsrq lj«rk ls izkIr lalk/kuA lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh dh lgk;rk ls Nk= vc bZ&iqLrdsa] ijh{kk
ds uewus ok«s iz'ui=] fiN«s o"kks± ds iz'u i= vkfn ns[kus ds lkFk lalk/ku O;fDr;ksa] esaVksj] fo'ks'kKksa]
O;kolkf;dksa vkSj lkfFk;ksa ls nqfu;k ds fdlh Hkh dksus ij vklkuh ls lEidZ dj ldrs gSaA

7- lwpuk vkSj lapkj izkS|ksfxdh us ,d f'k{k.k ek/;e ds :i esa ,d =qfVghu izsjd lk/ku ds :i esa dk;Z
fd;k gS] blesa ohfM;ks] Vs«hfotu] e«VhehfM;k dEI;wVj lkW∂Vos;j dk mi;ksx 'kkfe« gS] ftlesa /
ofu vkSj jax fufgr gSA blls Nk= lh[kus dh izfÿ;k esa xgjkbZ ls tqM+rs gSaA

8- f'k{k.k esa dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr f'k{kk rduhdksa dk mi;ksx Hkkjr dh izflº f'k{kk iz.kk«h vkSj laLFkkvksa
}kjk viuk;k x;k gSaA 'kCnksa vkSj izrhdksa dh fofo/krk dEI;wVj dh egku 'kfDr gS tks 'kS{kf.kd iz;kl
dk dsUÊ gSA bZ*&«fu±x vkSj nwjLFk f'k{kk dk;Zÿe esa vkWu«kbu f'k{kk ds ek/;e ls f'k{k.k vf/kd
jkspd vkSj vklku gks jgk gSA baVjusV rFkk oYMZ okbM osc ds ek/;e ls f'k{kd vius fo|kfFkZ;ksa rd
igq°p ldrs gSa vkSj mudks ?kj cSBs i<+k ldrs gSaA

9- baVjusV ekuo Kku dk ,d mPpre laxzg gSA vkbZ-lh-Vh- fMftV« iqLrdk«; tSls fMftV« lalk/kuksa
ds l`tu dh vuqefr nsrk gS] tgk° fo|kFkhZ] f'k{kd vkSj O;olk;h 'kks/k lkexzh rFkk ikB~;ÿe lkexzh
rd igq°p ldrs gSaA

10- vkbZ-lh-Vh- 'kS{kf.kd laLFkk ds fnu izfrfnu ds iz'kklfud xfrfof/k;ksa dks vklku o ikjn'khZ rjhds ls
fu;fU=r djus rFkk leUo; vkSj fuxjkuh ds f«, volj iznku djrs gSaA iathdj.k@ukekadu] ikB~;ÿe
vkcaVu] mifLFkfr dh fuxjkuh] le; lkfj.kh@oxZ vuqlwph] izos'k ds f«, vkosnu] Nk=ksa ds nkf[k«s esa
tk°p bl rjg dh tkudkfj;k° bZ&ehfM;k }kjk ikbZ tk ldrh gSaA

fu"d"kZr% ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd vkt ds bl oSKkfud ;qx esa uohu rduhdksa tSls dEI;wVj]
baVjusV] Vs«hfotu] izkstsDVj] xzkeksQksu] VsifjdkWMZj] fofM;ks dSlsV vkfn dk fcuk iz;ksx fd;s f'k{kk dk
lQ« lapk«u ugh fd;k tk ldrk gSA vr% vkt ds ;qx esa f'k{kk ds cn«ko gsrq f'k{kdksa dks uorduhdh
f'k{kk ls izf'kf{kr fd;k tkuk vfr vko';d gS] ftlls og fo|kFkhZ dks mi;qDr ,oa uohu vuqla/kkuksa rFkk
[kkstksa dh f'k{kk iznku dj ldsaA bl izdkj xq.koŸkk;qDr f'k{kk orZeku ifjn`'; dh vko';drk gS vkSj
izkS|ksfxdh ds fofHkUu eksM~l dk iz;ksx bl vko';drk dks iw.kZ djus esa vR;Ur lgk;d gS vkSj lalk/kuksa ,oa
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lhekvksa dks n`f"Vxr j[krs gq, izkS|ksfxdh ds fofHkUu eksM~l f'k{kk ds xq.kkRed mUu;u esa egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk
j[krs gSaA

lanHkZ

1- Mso«sfiax fjlpZ&csLM«fuZax ;wftax vkbZVhlh bu gk;j ,twds'ku& djhdq«k&n jks« vkWQ fjlpZ ,.M
bos«;w,'ku
http://knowledge.cta.in/en/conten/view/full/12690

2. f'k{kd] f'k{k.k ,oa vkbZlhVh&fodkl ihfM;k
https://hi.vikaspedia.in/education/teachers-corner/Teachers-Teaching-and-icts

3. https://swatisingblog.wordpress.com/2016/03/24

4- mPp f'k{kk esa vkbZlhVh dh Hkwfedk
https://Hindi.indiawaterportal.org/node/57834

5. https://archive.india.gov.in/hindi/spotlight/spotlight_archive. phd?id=25

6. https://hi.m.wikipediaorg. (lapkj izkS|ksfxdh&fofdihfM;k)
7. https://www.hindi.aicte-india.org/hi/education/it-and ict-hi
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bDdhloha lnh ds lwpuk ;qx esa L=h vfLrRo vkSj
vfLerk dh psruk

vkHkk flag
Lkjka'k

bDdhloha lnh ds lwpuk ;qx dk le; pÿ rhozrk ls viuh /kqjh ij ?kwe jgk gSA ifjorZu ds 'kk'or Lo:i
esa fofo/krk,° tgka vkbZ] ogha mlds vusd vk;ke Hkh lkeus vk jgs gSaA izœfr esa QS«h] iljh izœfr dh
«h«k,sa euq"; ds f«, lnSo fparu dk fo"k; jgh gSaA euq"; esa Ákœfrd ?kVukvksa dks ns[kdj mlds fparu esa
,d egku 'kfDr dh dYiuk mRiUu gqbZ fd lalkj dks p«kus ok«h dksbZ 'kfDr gSA bl 'kfDr dks tkuus dh
psruk euq"; esa mRiUu gqbZ vkSj L=h esa HkhA lapkj okLro esa gekjh jkstejkZ dh ftanxh esa ,d izdkj ls thoar jDr
dk izokg djrk gSA vfr lw{e Lrj ij] ;g «ksxksa rd igqapdj] vkSj Hkkxhnkjh ls vFkok O;ogkj esa cn«ko ds
tfj, mUgsa lfÿ; cukdj fodkl vkSj lkekftd cn«ko dh izfÿ;k dh fn'kk iznku djrk gSA blh lwpuk ÿkafr
ls ukjh esa tUes fopkj] ukjh dks u dso« Loko«Ech cuus dh izsj.kk ugha ns jgs gSa cfYd vkfn dk« ls tks
mldk 'kks"k.k vkSj mRihM+u gksrk jgk gS] mlds fo:º la?k"kZ djus dh 'kfDr iznku dj jgs gSaA Lora=rk ds 70
o"kks± eas vkSj 21oha lnh eas ukjh us ;g izekf.kr dj fn;k gS fd tSfod vk/kkj ij mls vc f}rh; ik;nku ij
ugha j[kk tk ldrk gS vkSj u gh gkf'k, ijA

ekuo lekt esa lapkj dh O;kid Hkwfedk gSA ;g fizaV vFkok JO;&n`'; izk:i esa lwpuk] ekSf[kd]
xSj&ekSf[kd] 'kCnksa ds vknku&iznku ds f«;s fofHkUu iz.kkf«;ksa ds tfj, lkekftd laca/kksa dh izfÿ;k dks
izkjaHk djrk gSA lapkj okLro esa gekjh jkstejkZ dh ftanxh esa ,d izdkj ls thoar jDr dk izokg djrk gSA
vfr lw{e Lrj ij] ;g «ksxksa rd igqapdj] vkSj Hkkxhnkjh ls vFkok O;ogkj esa cn«ko ds tfj, mUgsa lfÿ;
cukdj fodkl vkSj lkekftd cn«ko dh izfÿ;k dh fn'kk iznku djrk gSA

vkt dk ;g lwpuk ;qx vk/kqfud orZeku ;qx dk ,d ,sfrgkfld ifjorZu gS tks fujUrj fodkl
dh vksj vxzlj gSA tks vk/kqfud izcqº ,oa vke «ksxksa dks uSfrd] lkekftd vkSj O;fDrxr vkpj.k ds
ewY;ksa vkSj izfrekuksa ds ckjs esa u;s vk/kkjksa dks pqukus dh Lora=rk ns jgk gSA1 bl vk/kqfudrk dk mÌs'; ,d
vUos'k.k gksuk pkfg, tks feFkd ls ;FkkFkZrk dk cks/k djkrk gksA2 bl lajpuk esa u;s ewY;] vkn'kZ] fpUru]
ekufldrk dh mRifŸk gksrh gS tks lkewfgd o ifjokj ds fopkjksa ls gVdj oS;fDrd cu tkrh gSA3 vkSj bl
lwpuk ;qx esa tc ge efg«k l'kfDrdj.k dh ckr djrs gSa rks tksj dso« efg«kvksa dks 'kfDr nsus ij gh ugha

,lksfl,V izksQslj] jktuhfrd foKku] dq- ek;korh jktdh; efg«k LUkkrdksŸkj egkfo|k«;] ckn«iqj xkSrecqº uxj
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gksrk vfirq mUgsa eq[; /kkjk esa «kus ij gksrk gS rkfd os vkfFkZd xfrfof/k;ksa esa Hkkxhnkjh djsa vkSj fodkl esa
;ksxnku djsaA4 efg«k l'kfDrdj.k dk vfHkizk; ek= vc«k ls lc«k cukuk ugha gS cfYd mlds pgq°eq[kh
fodkl ls gSA 'kkfCnd vFkks± esa efg«k l'kfDrdj.k dk vFkZ efg«kvksa dk 'kfDr lEiUu o lk/ku lEiUu
gksuk gSA 'kfDr o lk/ku nksuksa gh thou dh xq.kkRedrk ls tqM+h gqbZ vo/kkj.kk,° gSA thou dh xq.kkRedrk
O;fDr ds thou Lrj] thou larks'k] lq[k&le`fº] fodkl o mUufr ds voljksa dk ,d lexz ewY;kadu gSA5

ftls izkIr djus ds f«, Lo;a ds thou ij fu;a=.k] fu.kZ; {kerk] lalk/kuksa dk mfpr mi;ksx] lqj{kk]
okaNuh; 'kS{kf.kd o vkfFkZd thou Lrj rFkk fo'ks"k :i ls vius&vki dks igpkuuk vkSj {kerkvksa o lk/
kuksa ds vuq:i viuh mUufr dh vksj c<+ukA6

vk/kqfud vkS|ksfxdh laiUu lekt lapkj ek/;eksa dh lgk;rk ls «ksxksa ds thou vkSj jgu&lgu esa
lq/kkj ds f«;s lEizs"k.k 'kfDr dk mRœ"V iz;ksx dj jgk gSA orZeku ;qx esa ekuo thou vkSj tuek/;eksa ds
feJ.k us] lekt esa cn«ko dh ,d vfuok;Z iwoZis{kk] «ksxksas esa Hkkxhnkjh dh Hkkouk txkus ds f«;s tcjnLr
rkdr c<+kbZ gSA

bu fnuksa mUur lapkj midj.kksa ls lqlfTtr ekl ehfM;k] ,d 'kfDr'kk«h c« ds rkSj ij] gekjs
thou vkSj jgu&lgu] gekjs euksHkko vkSj /kkj.kk ij xgjk izHkko Mk« jgk gSA vkt ds Hkkjr esa fizaV] n`';
vkSj b«sDV™kfud ehfM;k esa ,d izHkkoh lans'kokgd vkSj ifjorZudkjh ,tsaV ds rkSj ij] vkSj bl rjg
v«x&Fk«x iM+h oafpr efg«kvksa ds ,d cM+s fgLls dks fodkl dh eq[; /kkjk ls tksM+us dh O;kid {kerk
gSA

fu%lansg] mixzg izkS|ksfxdh ds bl ;qx esa lapkj ek/;eksa dh nqfu;k lkoZtfud cgl] laokn vkSj
vkeuk&lkeuk djus ds f«;s O;kid fdLe ds eap iznku djrk gSA lks'k« ehfM;k us le;] LFkku vkSj
lwpuk ds vknku&iznku dh ek=k dh dksbZ ijaijkxr lhek ls ckf/kr gq, cxSj] ijLij lEizs"k.k vkSj tqM+ko
dk ,d u;k ekxZ [kks« fn;k gSA

lwpuk lapkj izkS|ksfxdh ds fodkl us lEizs"k.k dojst ds nk;js vkSj igqap dks vkSj foLrkfjr dj
fn;k rFkk f'k{kk] vkSipkfjd rFkk vukSipkfjd nksuksa] dkS'k« fodkl] {kerk&fuekZ.k] foRrh; lekos'ku]
LokLF; ns[kHkk« vkfn ds f«;s volj c<+k fn;s gSaA
lwpuk izks/kkSfxdh vkSj bDdhloha lnh esa L=h }kjk vius vfLrRo vkSj vfLerk dh psruk &

vkt ds bl lwpuk ;qx esa bDdhloha lnh ds nLrd nsus ij ukjh lkspus «xh gS fd mlds thou dk
D;k vFkZ gS\ ek= «M+dh cus jgukA iRuh cuukA cPpksa dks tUe nsuk vkSj eka cudj viuh eka] nknh] ukuh
dh rjg ?kj ds fiatjs esa can gks tkukA ogh [kkuk tks jkst fe«rk gSA ogh cks«h jkst lquus dks fe«rh gSA ogh
ifr dk rsoj] tks lfn;ksa ls la;qDr ifjokj esa ns[kk x;k] vkt Hkh ns[kus dks cgqr dqN fe«rk gSA iz'u gS D;k
ukjh dk lalkj ca/kuksa rd gh gS\ D;k blds vfrfjDr Hkh mldh dksbZ nqfu;k gS\ D;k ifjokj ls gVdj Hkh
mldk dksbZ O;fDrRo gS\ mldh lekt esa dksbZ igpku gS vkSj ugh gS rks D;ks\ bl D;ksa ds vFkZ esa ukjh dh
vfLerk vkSj vfLrRo tqM+k gSA

bDdhloha lnh ds lwpuk ;qx dk le; pÿ rhozrk ls viuh /kqjh ij ?kwe jgk gSA ifjorZu ds
'kk'or Lo:i esa fofo/krk,° tgka vkbZ] ogha mlds vusd vk;ke Hkh lkeus vk jgs gSaA izœfr esa QS«h] iljh
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izœfr dh «h«k,sa euq"; ds f«, lnSo fparu dk fo"k; jgh gSaA euq"; esa izkœfrd ?kVukvksa dks ns[kdj
mlds fparu esa ,d egku 'kfDr dh dYiuk mRiUu gqbZ fd lalkj dks p«kus ok«h dksbZ 'kfDr gSA bl 'kfDr
dks tkuus dh psruk euq"; esa mRiUu gqbZ vkSj L=h esa HkhA bl psruk us O;fDr dks dgha vk/;kfRed cuk fn;kA
ehjk blh dk mnkgj.k gSa vkSj oSfnd ;qx dh fonq"kh ukfj;ka HkhA

bDdhloha lnh dh ukjh psruk] vkfFkZd&lkekftd o jktuhfrd ifjorZuksa rFkk ?kVukvksa ls mith gS]
tks lwpuk ;qx dh nsu gSA vkt ukjh dh vfLerk vius mck« ij gSA ukjh psruk ls tUes fopkj ukjh dks dso«
Loko«Ech cuus dh izsj.kk ugha ns jgs gSa cfYd vkfn dk« ls tks mldk 'kks"k.k vkSj mRihM+u gksrk jgk gS]
mlds fo:º la?k"kZ djus dh 'kfDr iznku djrs gaSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd ukjh eqfDr vkUnks«u lekt esa viuk
LFkku cuk pqdk gSA og bl iwathoknh O;oLFkk esa nsg&lkSUn;Z ds flºkUr ds fo:º [kM+h gqbZ gSA vkt ds bl
lwpuk ;qx esa ukjh] izxfr'kh« vkSj vFkZ;qx esa vius vfLrRo dh igpku djkus gsrq enZoknh lekt ls la?k"kZ
dj jgh gSA og iq:"k dh rjg ifjokj vkSj lekt dh bdkbZ gSA vkt ds bl lwpuk lekt ds cn«rs nkSj esa
ukjh ;g ,glkl djkus ds f«, og la?k"kZjr gS fd Lora=rk ds 70 o'kks± eas vkSj 21oha lnh eas ukjh us ;g
izekf.kr dj fn;k gS fd tSfod vk/kkj ij mls vc f}rh; ik;nku ij ugha j[kk tk ldrk gS vkSj u gh
gkf'k, ijA og vxj lsuk esa vf/kdkjh cu ldrh gS rks iqf«l foHkkx esa vkbZ-ih-,l- Hkh cu ldrh gS vkSj
vkbZ-,-,l- esa VkWi Hkh dj ldrh gSA vkt varjkZ"V™h; dEifu;ksa esa og 'kh'kZ inksa ij gSA jktuhfr esa
eq[;ea=h ds in ij vklhu gSA ge ;g dg ldrs gSa fd lkekftd ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls tUeh psruk esa ukjh
vfLerk dks ,d Bksl igpku nh gS vkSj vius vfLrRo dh j{kk ds f«, og Lo;a dks lqn`<+ dj jgh gSA

Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa efg«kvksa dh fÿ;k'kh«rk c<+kus ds f«, Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa efg«kvksa dks
vkj{k.k iznku dj jktuhfrd fodkl dh vksj vxzlj fd;k x;kA vc fL=;ksa dk jktuhfrd {ks= esa inkZi.k
nkf;Ro cu x;kA og vius vf/kdkjksa dh okLrfod «M+kbZ esa [kqn gh tkx:d vkSj vxzlj gksus «xhA
efg«kvksa ds jktuhfrd fodkl vkSj mudh Hkkxhnkjh dk bfrgkl ns[ksa] rks Hkkjr dh jktuhfr esa loksZPp
LFkku ij ^Jherh bafnjk xka/kh* dk vklhu gksuk rFkk jk"V™h; vkSj varjkZ"V™h; {ks= esa ^Jherh fot; «{eh
iafMr* vkSj ^Jherh ljkstuh uk;Mw* dk fo'ks"k LFkku efg«k tkx`fr dk ,d 'kqHk ladsr gSA

Hkkjr esa dqN efg«kvksa us Lo;a ds c«cwrs ij viuk jktuhfrd {ks= cuk;k] ftuesa lksfu;k xka/kh]
lq"kek Lojkt] mek Hkkjrh] eerk cSuthZ] fxfjtkO;kl] esudk xka/kh] vkfn izeq[k gSaA bu efg«kvksa us viuh
izfrHkk] lw>cw> vkSj «xu ls jktuhfr ds {ks= esa lQ«rk gkfl« dh gSA

vc rd gq, pqukoh vkadM+ksa ls irk p«rk gS fd lHkh jktuhfrd {ks= esa gq, pqukoksa esa efg«k
mEehnokjksa dh mis{kk gqbZ gSA o"kZ 1994 ds «ksdlHkk pquko esa dq« 284 efg«k mEehnokj eSnku esa Fkha]
ftlesa 49 efg«kvksa us thr gkfl« dh FkhaA o"kZ 2004 ds pquko esa 355 efg«k mEehnokj eSnku esa Fkha]
«sfdu muesa dso« 45 efg«k,sa gh «ksdlHkk esa igqap ikb±A blh rjg o"kZ 2009 ds «ksdlHkk pquko esa 556
efg«k mEehnokj pqukoh eSnku esa Fkha] ftuesa ls 59 efg«k,sa 15oha «ksdlHkk esa viuh txg cuk ikbZ vkSj
vktknh ds ckn ;g lcls cM+k izfr'kr Fkk] ftlds ckn esa nks efg«k,sa fMEi« ;kno «ksdlHkk e/;kof/k
pquko 2012 esa mŸkj izns'k ds dUukSt ls vkSj fxfjtk O;kl twu] 2013 esa pqudj vkbZA bl rjg ;g rknkn
c<+dj 161 gks xbZA Kkr gks fd NBh «ksdlHkk esa ;g efg«kvksa dh Hkkxhnkjh dso« 3-8 izfr'kr Fkk] ig«h
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«ksdlHkk esa ;g dso« 4-4 izfr'kr gh FkkA 13oha «ksdlHkk esa «xHkx 9-2 izfr'kr efg«k,sa «ksdlHkk esa Fkha
vkSj o"kZ 2009 esa ;g lcls vf/kd 10 izfr'kr FkkA 16oha «ksdlHkk esa 61 efg«k mEehnokj thr dj igq°ph
gSaA ;g vc rd dk lokZf/kd vkadM+k gSA orZeku «ksdlHkk esa iq:"kksa dh lQ«rk nj 6-4 Qhlnh gS] tcfd
efg«kvksa dh lQ«rk nj 9-3 Qhlnh gSA

jktuhfr esa vkus ds lkFk&lkFk efg«kvksa us [ks«ksa dh nqfu;k esa Hkh viuk flrkjk cq«an fd;k gSA
efg«kvksa dk [ks«ksa esa vkxs vkus ds f«;s ÿkafr «kus dk iwjk Js; nks f[k«kfM+;ksa lkfu;k fetkZ vkSj lk;uk
usgok« dks tkrk gS ftUgksaus Vsful vkSj cSaMfeaVu esa ,d iwjh ih<+h dks izsfjr fd;k gSA lkfu;k vkSj lk;uk
vius&vius [ks« esa uacj ou cuh gSa vkSj muds uD'ks dne ij p«rs gq;s dbZ «M+fd;ka bu [ks«ksa esa vkxs vk
jgh gSA

lkfu;k vkSj lk;uk ds lkFk vc ,d uke efg«k fteukLV nhik djekdj dk tqM+ x;k gS ftUgskaus
vius piVs ikao gksus dh dfBukbZ ds ckotwn fteukfLVd esa vius f«, ,d ,slk eqdke cuk f«;k gS fd
mudk uke Hkkjrh; [ks« bfrgkl ds iUuksa esa ntZ gks x;k gSA nhik 52 o"kks± ckn vks«fEid fteukfLVd esa
igqapus ok«h ig«h Hkkjrh; efg«k f[k«kM+h cuh vkSj mUgksaus pkSFkk LFkku gkfl« dj viuk uke Hkkjrh; [ks«ksa
ds bfrgkl esa Lo.kkZ{kjksa esa ntZ djk f«;kA f=iqjk dh nhik vc Hkkjrh; [ks«ksa esa vc ,d ,slk u;k uke cu
x;ha gSa ftu ij xoZ fd;k tk ldrk gSA ;g dksbZ NksVh&eksVh mi«fC/k ugha gS cfYd ,d eh« dk iRFkj gSA
orZeku lwpuk lekt ds ;qx esa cn«rk utfj;k % cM+s cn«ko dh t:jr

«anu vks«afid esa dkaL; ind thrus ok«h ig«h Hkkjrh; cSMfeaVu f[k«kM+h cuha lk;uk dk dguk
Fkk fd mudh lQ«rk ls ns'k dks ubZ izsj.kk fe«sxh tks «M+fd;ksa dks [ks«ksa esa «kus ds f«, vkn'kZ LFkku ugha
ekuk tkrk gSA lk;uk us rc vesfjdh if=dk Vkbe dks fn, lk{kkRdkj esa dgk Fkk] ̂ Hkkjr esa eq>s «xrk gS fd
«M+fd;ka dqN 'kehZ«h gksrh gSA os ?kj ls ckgj ugha vkrh gSa vkSj [ks«ksa esa ugha mrjrh gSa «sfdu eSa mEehn djrh
gwa fd esjh bl lQ«rk ls lksp cn«sxh vkSj t;knk ls T;knk «M+fd;ka [ks«ksa esa vkxs vkus ds f«, rS;kj
gksaxhA eSa ftl vdkneh esa izf'k{k.k «srh gwa] ogha ij eSa bl cn«ko dks eglwl dj jgh gwaA ogka T;knk
«M+fd;ka vkus «xh gSa tks esjs tSlk [ks«uk pkgrh gSaA*

Hkkjr esa efg«k vf/kdkfjdrk dh czkaM ,EcslsMj cuha lkfu;k fetkZ dh Nfo ,d foÊksgh f[k«kM+h
tSlh gSA mUgksaus vius [ks«] viuh 'kS«h vkSj viuh csckd fVIif.k;ksa ls iq:"k iz/kku lekt dks ges'kk fu'kkus
ij j[kk gSA lkfu;k ds bl rsoj dk irk blh ckr ls p«rk gS fd mUgksaus ikfdLrku ds fÿdsVj 'kks,c ef«d
ls 'kknh dhA gk«kafd bl ckr dks «sdj ns'k esa dkQh fojks/k Hkh gqvkA lkfu;k vkt ,d jks« ekWM« gSa vkSj
ns'k dh «k[kksa «M+fd;ka muds tSlk cuuk pkgrh gSaA

[ks«ksa esa cn«ko dk irk blh ckr ls p«rk gS fd varjkZ"V™h; Lrj ij vkidh fdruh efg«k
f[k«kM+h f'kjdr djrh gSaA fnY«h esa 2010 esa gq;s jk"V™eaM« [ks«ksa esa Hkkjr ds 100 ls T;knk indksa esa 37
ind rks efg«k f[k«kfM+;ksa us gh thrs FksA ;kfu Hkkjrh; laln vkSj fo/kkulHkkvksa esa efg«kvksa dks ,d frgkbZ
vkj{k.k rks ugha fe« ik;k «sfdu jk"V™eaM« [ks«ksa esa efg«k f[k«kfM+;ksa us ,d frgkbZ ind thr f«;s tcfd
mlls nl o"kZ ig«s ;g fLFkfr ux.; FkhA

,d vkadM+s ds vuqlkj] 1992 ds ckflZ«ksuk vks«fEid esa Hkkjr dh Ng efg«k f[k«kfM+;ksa us vks«afid
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esa fgLlk f«;kA mlds chl lk« ckn 2012 ds «anu vks«fEid esa ;g la[;k 23 igqap x;hA mlds pkj lk« fj;ks
vks«fEid esa 54 igqap x;hA bl rF; ls ;g vanktk «xk;k tk ldrk gS fd fiN«s «xHkx 25 o"kks± esa Hkkjrh;
[ks«ksa esa efg«kvksa dh Hkkxhnkjh dh fLFkfr fdruh cn« pqdh gSA dso« [ks«ksa esa gh ugha] cfYd [ks«ksa ds
iz'kklu esa Hkh efg«k,sa rsth ls vkxs vk jgh gSa lkFk gh] jk"V™h; dksp] jsQjh] eSustj] vf/kdkjh vkSj [ks«
i=dkj cu jgh gSA

iz/kkuea=h us ̂ csVh cpkvks] csVh i<+kvks* dh ;kstuk 'kq: dh gS ftldk lekt esa vlj ns[kus esa vk
jgk gSA gfj;k.kk tSls jkT; esa «M+fd;ksa dk f«axkuqikr ig«s ds eqdkc«s c<+k gSA blh ;kstuk dks [ks«ksa esa Hkh
«kus dh t:jr gSA ;fn «M+fd;ksa dks T;knk ls T;knk la[;k esa Ldw«ksa esa «k;k tkrk gS vkSj mUgsa f'k{kk gkfl«
djus ds f«;s izsfjr fd;k tkrk gS rks mldk lh/kk vlj [ks«ksa esa Hkh fn[kkbZ nsxkA [ks«ksa esa vkus ds f«, f'k{kk
egŸoiw.kZ gS tks [ks«ksa ds ckjs esa lkspus vkSj le>us dh 'kfDr nsrh gSA blh ds lkFk bl ckr dh Hkh cgqr
t:jr gS fd Ldw«h ikB~;ÿe esa [ks«ksa dks vge fgLlk fn;k tk;sA vxj thou dh 'kq:vkr ls gh «M+fd;ksa
dks [ks«ksa esa fn«pLih gksxh] os bls le>us «xsaxh rks fuf'pr gh Ldw« Lrj ij «M+fd;ka T;knk la[;k esa vkxs
vk;saxh vkSj bldk vlj jk"V™h; Lrj ij utj vk;sxkA

;g lR; gS fd fiN«s 70 o"kks± esa Hkkjrh; efg«kvksa ds thou esa cgq&vk;keh ifjorZu vk, gSaA
ig«s ds 25 o"kks± dk ifjorZu /kheh xfr ds lekpkj tSlk] ij mŸkjkºZ ds 40&45 o"kks± esas ifjorZu dh xfr
bruh rhoz jgh gS fd mls ns[kus] laHkk«us vkSj lkspus&fopkjus ds f«, Hkh ukjh ds fodkl xfr dks Hkq«k;k ugha
tk ldrkA cgjgk«] ukjh dks leku vf/kdkj] lqj{kk vkSj cjkcjh dk gd ikus ds f«, vHkh Hkh ,d «ack
lQj r; djuk iM+k gSA muds Hkh gd vkSj vfËkdkj gS] bldks lkfcr djus dh tÌkstgn tkjh gSA dkj.k
ge lHkh tkurs gSaA fujkdj.k dk ew« Hkh gekjs Hkhrj Nqik gqvk gSA 'kq:vkr dgha ckgj ls ugha vius ?kj ds
Hkhrj ls djsa ?kj esa cn«ko gksxk rks nqfu;k Hkh t:j cn«sxhA D;ksafd flQZ ljdkjh iz;klksa vkSj rduhd ds
c« ij bl egku mÌs'; dh izkfIr ugha dh tk ldrhA lcdks blesa viuh Hkkxhnkjh nsuh gksxhA7

fu"d"kZ
f{kfrt esa vk'kk dh ,d fdj.k mHkj jgh gSA lEizs"k.k ds rkSj ij efg«k,sa] mudk vkadM+k pkgs tks Hkh

gks] /khjs&/khjs vkxs c<+ jgh gSa vkSj viuh vkokt mBk jgh gSaA os «Safxd eqÌksa dks u;k n`f"Vdks.k] ifjizs{; vkSj
fdukjk iznku dj jgh gSa rFkk laosnuk ds lkFk ihM+k vkSj ekuokf/kdkj mY«a?ku dh dgkfu;ksa dks mtkxj dj
jgh gSaA ;g lgkuqHkwfriw.kZ xzg.k'kh«rk ekl ehfM;k vkSj oafprksa ds e/; fQj ls u;s laidZ dh LFkkiuk ds
f«;s vko';d gSA vfËkd ls vf/kd «ksx v«x&Fk«x iM+h efg«kvksa ds thoar vuqHkoksa dks lgh ifjizs{;
esa tku ik;saxsA

/khjs&/khjs cn« jgs bl ifjn`'; esa tulapkj ek/;e Hkh efg«kvksa ds l'kDrhdj.k ls lacaf/kr vusd
dk;Zÿeksa dks «ksdfiz; cukus ds f«;s dej dl dj jgs gSaA n'kdksa ls ,sls dk;Zÿeksa dk Qksdl tkx:drk
fuekZ.k vkSj lkeqnkf;d ,dtqVrk ds ,d etcwr ?kVd ds lkFk dY;k.k ls l'kDrhdj.k dh vksj LFkkukarfjr
gks x;k gSaA blds v«kok vuqdw« okrkoj.k cukus ds f«;s] laLFkkxr vkSj foËkk;h mik; Hkh lkeus vk;s gSaA ,slh
vuqdw« fLFkfr esa tulapkj ek/;eksa dks Hkh vo'; vkxs c<+kuk pkfg;s vkSj oafpr «ksxksa dk thou csgrj djus
esa ,d etcwr mRizsjd c« ds rkSj ij dke djus ds f«;s tkx:d iz;kl djus pkfg;sA
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blesa dksbZ lansg ugha gS fd tulapkj ek/;eksa us efg«kvksa ds l'kDrhdj.k ds f«;s ;kstukvksa ls
«kHkdkjh ifj.kke lkeus «kus vkSj «Safxd vf/kdkjksa ds eqÌksa dks O;kid tu vk/kkj ds chp mtkxj djus esa
egŸoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ gSA lEizs"k.k vkSj ubZ izkS|ksfxfd;ksa dh fo'kk« 'kfDr us okLro esa Hkkxhnkjh c<+kus
vkSj ifjorZu dh ekax mBkus dh izsj.kk dks mRlkfgr fd;k gSA vkt vf/kdrj efg«k,sa lekt esa vius f«;s
vf/kdkjiw.kZ LFkku ds f«;s la?k"kZ djus dh fLFkfr esa gSaA ;g u;k vftZr fo'okl efg«kvksa ds cgq&vk;keh
fodkl ds f«;s ,d u;s ;qx dk lw=ikr djus esa cgqr dkjxj lkfcr gksxkA
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